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MONEY IN 
OSCILLOSCOPE 

Five major reasons that. set KIKUSUI 
oscilloscopes apart from the rest: 
1. Peak -to -Peak Trigger Level LOCK - means there's 

no resetting between measurements. 
2. Variable HOLD -OFF - to stabilise complex/periodic 

signals 
3. DC Trigger Coupling - to allow stable triggering 

of even slowly rising waveforms. 

THE KIKUSUI RANGE 
COS -6000 series - Professional 5 Channel 

COS -6150 150MHZ 5CH° 12 Trace, with DELAY 
COS -6100A 100MHZ 5CH 12 Trace, with DELAY 

COS -5000 series _ Value/Performance 'scopes 
COS -5100 100MHZ 3CH 8 Trace, with DELAY 
COS -5060A 60MHZ 3CH. 8 Trace, with DELAY 
COS -5042 40MHZ 3CH 8 Trace, with DELAY 
COS -5041 40MHZ 2CH, with DELAY 
COS -5020 20MHZ 2CH, low cost 'scope 

DSS-Digital Storage Scopes 
DSS-5020 . DSS-6521 - DSS-6522 
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4. Linear Auto Focus - maintains clear bright 
signal traces. 

5. Alternate Trigger Mode - permits stable viewing 
of UNSYNCHRONISED signals 
(avail. in 3CH & 5CH models). 

141 KIKUSUI 
We're not riding on a reputation. 

We're making one. 

EMONA INSTRUMENTS 
DIVISION OF EMONA ENTERPRISES PTY LTD 
New Office 8 Showroom: 
1st Floor, 720 George St, 
Sydney 2000. 
Ph. 212 4599. Telex: AA74500 
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SL-XP7 Portable Compact Disc Player. 

<1 Actual size D 

it were smaller... 

you couldn't fit 
the discs in! 

THE NEW Technics SL-XP7 is so small you 
might mistake it for a stack of compact 
discs. But it's really a portable capable of 

playing compact discs with thrilling concert - 
hall fidelity. 

The SL-XP7 uses a combination of 
friction -free suspension and digital 
control circuits to protect the sensitive 
laser pick-up system. This virtually 
eliminates 'skips' or mis -tracking when 
the player is being carried around. 

Random access programming lets you 
choose which tracks you want and the order 
in which you listen to them. A liquid crystal 
display shows which track is playing, elapsed 

1, 

time, remaining time and programmed track 
number. Connect the SL-XP7 to your hi-fi and 
you'll find it lacks none of the performance of 

a larger, non -portable player. 
Add the optional portable pack with 

re -chargeable battery, and a pair of head- 
phones (Technics suggest that you use 
their EAH-X15 for the best results) and 

you've a truly portab e CD player. 
Indoors or 

outdoors the s - 
SL-XP7 is now the 

only compact disc player 

Z.+r 

you'll ever need. -'IS` 
Hear it today! Technics 

National Panasonic Technics: are from National Panasonic (Australa) Pry Limited ' Z645 
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TECHNICAL INQUIRIES: Technical In- 
quiries by mail must be accompanied by a 
stamped self-addressed envelope. There is 
no charge, but we reserve the right to pub- 
lish the inquiry and the reply in Electronics 
Today or any of its associated publications. 
We can only answer queries relating to 
projects and articles as published. We can- 
not advise on modifications, other than 
errata or addenda. Difficult questions may 
take some time to answer. 

GENERAL INQUIRIES: For all inquiries 
about back issues, subscriptions, photo- 
copies of articles, artwork or submitting arti- 
cles, call (02) 663-9999 or write to: ETI 
Reader Services, 140 Joynton Avenue (PO 
Box 227), Waterloo, NSW 2017. 

CONTRIBUTIONS: Submissions must 
be accompanied by a stamped, self- 
addressed envelope. The publisher accepts 
no responsibility for unsolicited material. 

COPYRIGHT: The contents of Electron- 
ics Today International and associated 
publications is fully protected by the Com- 
monwealth Copyright Act (1968). Copyright 
extends to all written material, photographs, 
drawings, circuit diagrams and printed - 
circuit boards. Although any form of repro- 
duction is a breach of copyright, we are not 
concerned about Individuals constructing 
projects for their own private use, nor by 
bands (for example) constructing one or 
more items for use in connection with their 
performances. Commercial organisations 
should note that no project or part project 
described in Electronics Today International 
or associated publications may be offered 
for sale, or sold in substantially or fully 
assembled form, unless a licence has been 
specifically obtained so to do from the pub- 
lisher, The Federal Publishing Company, or 
from the copyright holders. 

LIABILITY: Comments and test results 
on equipment reviewed refer to the particu- 
lar item submitted for review and may not 
necessarily pertain to other units of the 
same make or model number. Whilst every 
effort has been made to ensure that all 
constructional projects referred to in this 
edition will operate as indicated efficiently 
and properly and that all necessary compo- 
nents to manufacture the same will be 
available, no responsibility is accepted in 
respect of the failure for any reason at all 
of the project to operate effectively or at all 
whether due to any fault in design or other- 
wise and no responsibility is accepted for 
the failure to obtain any component parts in 
respect of any such project. Further, no re- 
sponsibility is accepted in respect of any in- 
jury or damage caused by any fault in the 
design of any such project as aforesaid. 

THE AM RADIO STATIONS recently 
held a press conference to let us know the 
status of AM stereo. While a large number 
of the AM radio stations have installed 
stereo encoding equipment, consumers 
haven't exactly been falling over each other 
to buy receivers to decode the stereo signal. 

The stations are not really surprised by 
this, after all the VCR market took about 
six years to get going. Of course, they 
would like to speed things up a bit because 
they are counting on stereo to give their 
business a boost. 

For the most part of last year there 
wasn't much in AM stereo receivers or 
tuners on the market to excite people, a 
situation for which the AM broadcasters are 
in part to blame. 

The market for car receivers fared best. 
By the end of the year there was a number 
of products on the market, a couple with excellent specifications. Portable and home AM stereo products have, however, been few in number and poor in quality.. This magazine has had a policy of encouraging the manufacturers to introduce prod- ucts with high quality AM stereo decoding, but it is an uphill battle. The world's most popular broadcast receiver is the cheap AM radio. Around the world, broadcasters know their clean wideband signal is being listened to on a radio with less bandwidth than the average telephone. 

To compensate they all use equipment (made by Orban or CRL) to boost their signal at around 200 and 2000 hertz. So here's the rub. If, as the stations would have it, you buy a wideband AM receiver, it will sound terrible on highly processed AM stations. Thus, although the AM stations are quick to blame the receiver makers for the poor quality of receivers, the stations are themselves in part to blame. 
They have caught themselves in their own net. If they cease to process they will lose audience, if they don't they will lose it in the long run to the wideband FM stations. One way out would be for the stations to vary the level of processing as the audience (and their attached receivers) and programme content changes. All stations have two sets of transmission equipment most have two processors. Each processor could be set for a different level of equalisation. 

EDITORIAL 

David Kelly 
Editor 

MIDI THRU BOX 
The MIDI standard has been remarkably ad- 
hered to in the music industry. It allows in- 
formation to be sent and received between 
different manufacturers' synthesisers. This 
fairly straightforward project is for a device 
that distributes the data without delay to four 
outputs. 

STARTING ELECTRONICS 
Whether you're a handyman, an electronics 
troubleshooter or a frustrated project builder 
this article could be your (second) best 
friend. It's a methodical and logical outline 
of the things to look for when the stupid 
thing just won't go! So keep the swift kick in 
reserve and try tracing the possibilities. 

REVIEWS 
Next month the two hi-fi products up for re- 
view are a pair of Wharfedale Model 708 
speakers and the Sony EV-S700ES Video 
8. In fact both these reviews are audio re- 
views. With the Wharfedale speakers this is 
obvious. The 708s are a response by 
Wharfedale to meet rising costs and compe- 
tition with a new speaker cabinet design - 
amongst other features. 

NEXT MONTH 
Interest with the Sony Video 8 review lies 

in the test of the 8 mm video as a sound 
recording medium. The word is: near CD 
clarity recording. 

MICROPROCESSOR 
DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS 
We look at the hardware used in the devel- 
opment of software. As with most things the 
price and quality range from what the hob- 
byist can afford to top line systems which 
only businesses could contemplate. We de- 
scribe what is available and how this equip- 
ment can help you in your software develop- 
ment efforts. 
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NEWS DIGEST 

CSIRO communications 
drive 
Leading Sydney businessman Peter Dunstan, who recently 

took up his appointment as the CSIRO's new director of infor- 

mation and public communication, is spearheading a new 

drive by the organisation to improve its liaison with those out- 

side the CSIRO, particularly the business community. 

Dunstan, 51, was formerly 
general manager, corporate af- 

' fairs, of Unilever Australia in 

Sydney. The creation of his 

CSIRO post was a key recom- 
mendation of the independent 
Myer Committee which urged 
the organisation to devote a 

greater share of its resources to 

communication and to establish 
a strong corporate image. 

"The Myer Committee found 
that most industry and com- 
munity leaders had little knowl- 
edge of the CSIRO's role," Dun- 
stan said. "I believe that the 

wide network of business con- 
tacts I have built up over 27 

year's with Unilver will be of 
benefit in reaching this group. 

Dunstan also believes his 

knowledge of the industry's 
needs will enable the CSIRO to 
speak more directly to industry, 

and adopt a more vigorous ap- 

proach in its communication 
activities. 

His brief is to develop policies, 

structures and procedures to en- 

sure effective communication 
between the CSIRO and indus- 

try, business, government, aca- 

demic and community leaders 

and the general public; to co- 

ordinate and manage the entire 
range of the CSIRO's central in- 

formation services; and to give 

particular assistance to develop- 

ing contacts with business. His 
new role will also involve inte- 

grating the CSIRO's Science 

Communication Unit and the 
Central Information, Library 
and Editorial Section (CILES). 
CV 

Dunstan comes well prepared 
for the job. Joining Unilever in 
1958 he rose from various brand 

management positions in Aus- 
tralia and the UK tó marketing 
director of Lever Brothers in 
Malaysia and Singapore by 

1969. In 1973, he was appointed 
to a newly -established strategic 
planning unit, reporting to the 

Unilever Australia chairman, 
which drew up the company's 
plans for the 1980s, and in 1975 

he was appointed general man- 
ager of a new department of in- 

formation and public affairs. In 
1978 he was given additional re- 

sponsibilities for the co-ordina- 
tion of Unilever Australia's mar- 
keting activities and was ap- 

pointed a permanent member of 
a new business development 
unit. 

He has held numerous senior 
positions with major business 
organisations, including posi- 
tions of president of the Aus- 
tralian Council of the Interna- 
tional Chamber of Commerce, 
president of the Sydney Cham- 
ber of Commerce, president of 
the Australian Association of 
National Advertisers and chair- 

man of the Australian Advertis- 
ing Industry Council. He has 

been a member of the Executive 
of the Committee for Economic 
Development of Australia for 
nine years. 

He is a business representa- 
tive of the NSW State Cancer 

Council and a member of the In- 
terim Inspection Policy Council 
and the National Consumer Af- 
fairs Advisory Council. He is 

also a trustee of the Royal 
Botanic Gardens and Domain 
Trust. 

Other organisations he has 

served include the Salvation 
Army Red Shield Appeal, the 

Sydney University Appoint- 
ments Board, the Australian In- 
stitute of Political Science, the 
United World Colleges Trust, 
the NSW Institute of Technolo- 
gy, the Australian Museum and 
the Australian Trade Union 
Program at the Harvard Foun- 
dation. He is a fellow of the 
Australian Institute of Manage- 
ment and the Australian Mar- 
keting Institute. 

Equal bytes for women 
The Women's Bureau of the De- 

partment of Employment and 

Industrial Relations has 

launched a new video produc- 
tion called "Equal Bytes", 
aimed at promoting career op- 

portunities and job equality for 
women in the computer indus- 

try. 
The video aims to break down 

occupational segregation by 

showing women that the acquisi- 
tion of computing skills can lead 

to interesting and challenging 
careers. It shows women a vari- 

ety of jobs available in the com- 

puter industry and the type of 
training they should seek to pur- 

sue careers in this rapidly ex- 

panding field. 
In introducing "Equal Bytes" 

at a special screening in Perth 
recently, Ms Wendy Fatin, MP 

6 - ETI February 1986 

(representing Employment and 
Industrial Relations Minister 
Ralph Willis), said that the 
video was an important contri- 
bution to the growing body of 
materials designed to encourage 
women to consider a broader 
range of options when planning 
careers. She also pointed out 
that opportunities existed out- 
side the major cities. In particu- 
lar, women with skills in areas 

such as computer operation, 
hardware and software design, 
sales, programming, repair and 
maintenance are, and will con- 
tinue to be, in ,demand in the 
Northern Territory. 

"Equal Bytes" was produced 
for the Women's Bureau by 

Film Australia with assistance 

from the Commonwealth Em- 
ployment Service. 

COMPANY NEWS 

In a major management re- 

structure, OTC has appointed 
three new divisional general 
managers - Peter Meulman 
(technology), Chris Vonwiller 
(corporate) and John Randall 
(finance). Two further key 
positions are yet to be filled, 
for operations and human 
resources. 

Amtex Electronics has been ap- 

pointed as a distributor for 
Yuasa sealed lead acid batteries. 
The company will concentrate on 

the industrial electronic market. 

Measuring & Control Equip- 
ment Co Pty Ltd (MACE) has 

moved its Sydney head office 
and laboratory to new premises 

at 14 Glen St, Eastwood, NSW 
2122. (02)858-5800. 

Ferguson Transformers has 

moved to a large, modern fac- 

tory at 7 Moorebank Ave, 
Moorebank, NSW 2170. 
(02)602-1222. 

Also on the move ... Dick Smith 
Electronics' Brisbane city store 

is now at 157-159 Elizabeth St, 

Brisbane, QId 4000. A new DSE 

store has also opened at the cor- 
ner of Kingston Rd and Pacific 
Hwy, Underwood, QId 4119. 

RACAL has announced a new 
company structure. It will now 
operate as a single data com- 
munications company called 
RACAL-Milgo. All distribution 
and service will be centrally con- 
trolled from the Sydney head 
office. 



Intel strategy 
In an effort to return to its pre- 
eminent position as a semicon- 
ductor memory chips manufac- 
turer (before the great Japanese 
market takeover) Intel has es- 
tablished a new 6" wafer plant in 
Alberquerque, New Mexico, 
optimistically called Fab 7. 

Expectations were that the 
plant will be exceptionally more 
productive than usual due to the 
introduction of 12 -hour shifts 
with alternating three and four 
day weekends. Workers appar- 
ently overwhelmingly welcomed 
this. So far the success of this 
plant is indicated by Intel's 
move to establish another plant 
next door. The new plant is also 

the result of partnership with a 
Japanese concern. 

Along with the new manufac- 
turing plants, Intel has set up an 
R&D program which has been 
successful in producing a paral- 
lel processor, finished last July 
and reportedly functioning well. 
Industry analysts are, however, 
sceptical about any US compa- 
ny's move against the huge Japa- 
nese firms. The prediction is 
that by the beginning of this 
year, Japan should have 18 of 
the 24 facilities handling 
15.24 cm wafers - which was 
really the product behind the 
Fab 7 establishment. 

Picture phones next, says 
Arthur C. Clarke 
A telephone call via satellite 
from London to a ship in the 
South China Sea late last year 
marked the 40th anniversary of 
the mooting of communications 
via space. 

Author, scientist and futurist 
Arthur C. Clarke first explored 
the possibility of using satellites 
stationed over parts of the Earth 
to provide a new means of 
world-wide communications in 
1945, in an article published in 
the magazine Wireless World. 

Today the magazine is known 
as Electronics and Wireless 
World and its editor Philip Dar- 
rington paid tribute to Mr 
Clarke's farsightedness by using 
the very system he advocated to 
talk to Clarke on board a ship 
travelling from Hong Kong to 
Colombo. 

The call was made from the 
London headquarters of the In- 
ternational Maritime Organisa- 
tion (IMO) to the coast Earth 
station at Eik in Norway, from 
where it was beamed via an In- 
telsat satellite stationed above 
the Indian Ocean to the SS Uni- 
verse. The ship received the call 
on a dish aerial about one metre 
in diameter. This tiny antenna is 
specially stabilised so that it is 
always pointing at the satellite 
regardless of the ship's course or 
movement. 

Mr Clarke says he has been 
surprised at the speed of satellite 
communication developments. 
When he first put forward the 
idea he thought it would mate- 
rialise nearer the end of this cen- 
tury. But in the short period 
since the mid -1960s, hundreds of 
satellites have been launched 
into the 'Clarke' orbit or geosyn- 
chronous orbit whereby the 
satellite revolves with the Earth 
staying at the same place above 
one of the three major oceans 
and forming a chain capable of 
relaying telephone calls or TV 
pictures to any part of the world. 

Geosynchronous satellites 
have now become the world's 
dominant medium for long-dis- 
tance communications. About 
two-thirds of the world's over- 
seas communications are carried 
via satellite and almost 4000 
ships, oil rigs and other vessels 
are now on call to their bases 
from anywhere in the world via 
a satellite network operated by 
the London -based International 
Maritime Satellite Organisation 
(INMARSAT). 

Mr Clarke believes there are 
immense possibilities in space 
still to be explored. One of the 
next developments could be pic- 
ture phones enabling people to 
see one another when they 
speak to each other via space. 

BRIEFS 

Money movers 
Australia's first exhibition of technology, equipment and 
services for the financial and retail sectors will be held at 
the Melbourne Exhibition Building from 18-21 February. 
It's called Finance '86. 

High tech gift for TAFE college 
When Siemens Ltd staffer Mike Ryan did a short course on 
programmable controllers at Melbourne's Footscray TAFE, 
he noted that his company was not represented in the 
teaching equipment. Siemens has since presented the col- 
lege with goodies worth $1700. 

China's labour minister visits Labtam 
A representative of the Chinese Government, Mr Zhae 
Dongwan, minister of labour and personnel, recently visited 
Labtam International. Labtam is participating in a joint 
venture with the Chinese Academy of Science to develop a 
mainframe computer running both English and Chinese 
software. 

Backing for Electrodata 
With a $400,000 investment, First MIC Limited has secured 
a 30 per cent interest in Electrodata Associates Pty Ltd, 
which designs, manufactures and markets communications 
recording equipment from a plant in Mortdale, NSW. First 
MIC is managed by Hambro-Grantham and its shareholders 
include the Commonwealth Bank, City Mutual Life, STC 
and Mitsui. 

AWA in defence bid 
AWA has teamed with defence contractor Signaal of Hol- 
land to tender for the Project Definition Study (PDS) Navy 
contract to design a combat system for Australia's new $2.6 
billion submarines. In the initial phase of the bid AWA en- 
gineering manager Bill Carter will spend 12 months with 
Signaal engineers in Holland. 

FAX for Grand Prix news 
While drivers were speeding around the circuit at last year's 
Adelaide Grand Prix, another race was being run in the of- 
ficial media centre between four Voca-Fax 7200 facsimile 
machines and 15 telex terminals. The popularity of the fax 
system among journalists so impressed the organisers that 
they have asked Voca to submit a communications proposal 
for this year's event. 

Big design centre 
Ericsson has opened a three -storey design resource facility 
at Broadmeadows, Vic, to house one of Australia's biggest 
potential electronics export projects - an AXE rural ex- 
change communications network which involves the com- 
pany in a partnership with Telecom. 

Plessey ISDN network for NRMA 
Plessey Pacific has announced that it expects to receive a $4 
million order from the NRMA for an ISDN telecommunica- 
tions network. Comprising 24 integrated services digital ex- 
changes (ISDXs), it will be the first private link -up of its 
type in Australia. 

Project 751, Miniature FM transmitter, December '85: What could go 
wrong with this one? A typo. The equation for the turns ratio In the How it 
works section (p 50) should be: = Ro 

Ri 
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Next time you audition stereo components, 
close your eyes and concentrate on the sound of music. 

Don't be surprised to find that most electronics 
sound the same. They do! Now listen to the 

Nakamichi ST -7 AM/FM Stereo Tuner, CA -5 Control 
Amplifier and PA -7 Power Amplifier. 

Hear the difference? The clarity? The transparency? 
Nakamichi electronics sound better because they're 

designed better. Unlike ordinary power amplifiers 
that rely ony "feedback" to lower distortion, 

the PA -7 STASIS circuit generates negligible distortion 
without using global feedback. The ST -7's Schotz 
NR system helps it reach out farther and pull in 

distant stations cleanly and quietly. 
And, by eliminating únnecessary circuitry and controls, the 

CA -5 ensures you the ultimate in sonic purity.. 
Step out of the ordinary . . . Step up to 

The Sound of Nakamichi. 

rillNakamichi 
DISTRIBUTED BY: CONVOY INTERNATIONAL SYDNEY (02) 698 7300 

STASIS manufactured under license from Threshold Corporation. STASIS is a trademark of Threshold Corporation. 

Schotz Noise Reduction manufactured under license from L.S. Research, Inc. 
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Letters to the Editor 
Sound science 
I AM AN irregular reader of hi-fi advertise- 
ments and over the past year or two some of 
the ads have provided me with much 
interest. 

The highly scientific information with 
which some companies sell their wares has 
been a continual source of mystery to those 
of the engineering profession. After all, we 
only received an ordinary sort of education. 

We used to think that amplifiers were 
needed to "boost car sounds". Apparently, 
a piece of wire ("Hotwires") can now do it. 
Is this the amplifier engineer's dream come 
true -a piece of wire with gain? 

Cheap twin -core flex rated at 7.5 amps is 
no good anymore. Toss it out. Buy yards of 
special cables at exceptional prices to make 
your music sound better. 

Loudspeaker stands also come under 
question. Not just any speaker stand will 
do, although simple arithmetic suggests that 
the effect of special stands is non-existent. 
But these are merely imperfect engineering 
calculations! 

Appended is a diagram of a controlled 
experiment to determine the sonic integrity 
of a loudspeaker stool to settle the question 
once and for all. 

By now we are really out of our depth, in- 
cluding the PhDs among us. Could the 
proponents of special turntable cones 
(stands) also explain how they improve the 
"sonic purity" of an electric current issuing 
from an amplifier, which is essentially a box 

of solid metal, plastic, fibreglass, solder and 
silicon? For decades engineers have been 
devising ways to isolate gramophones with 
sophisticated suspension to reduce vibration 
transmission. We have been barking (woof- 
er, woofer) up the wrong tree. The thing, 
according to experts in "sonic purity", is to 
do the opposite: "mass couple" the thing to 
the shelf with these cones, making the 
"pressure per square inch I?I ... enor- 
mous, thus coupling the component to the 
surface as solidly as if the component had 
far higher mass". 

Brilliant! I shall go two steps better. I will 
ballast my amplifier with bricks for better 
bass definition and bolt (th") my gramo-. 
phone down with 1/" angle irons instead of 
fitting a fenestron to counteract the torque 
reaction of the rotating platter. 

Ruminating over this elegant new inven- 
tion, I perceived another use for these 
cones. By fitting their shoes with them, 
opera singers will be able to "achieve a clar- 
ity, resolution and dynamic range (they] 
never thought possible". 

It would be interesting to see whether the 
proponents of "sonic purity" would be 
brave enough to put their extravagant 
claims, "expert knowledge", "vast experi- 
ence" and miraculous ears to the test of 
controlled experiments and let us know the 
outcome. 

Y. Dudinski, 
Sunshine, Vic 3030 
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80248 

3-1 2 digit 

0.1°I basic accuracy 

11 functions including 
temperature with type K 

thermocouples 

Peak hold on voltage and 
current 

Logic detection and 
continuity testing 

Audible and visible 
indicators 

80268 
3.1/2 digit 

0 1°,. basic accuracy 

True rms to 10kHz 

Conductance to 10.000 Meg 

8060A 

4-1l2drg,t 

005' basic accuracy 

True rms to 100kHz 

Frequency counter to 
200kHz 

dB and relative dB 

Microprocessor self 
diagnostics 

8062 A 

4-1/2 digit 

0 05% basic accuracy 

Relative reference 

True rms to 30kHz 

Diode test and continuity 
beeper - 

FROM THE WORLD LEADER 
IN DIGITAL MULTIMETERS. 

FLUKE 
See the Fluke Greyline series at leading 
electronics stores or contact us for data 

ELMEASCO 
Instruments Ptg. Ltd. 

NEW SOUTH WALES VICTORIA QUEENSLAND 
15 McDonald Street 12 Maroondah Highway. Tel 1071 369 8688 
MORTLAKE WNGW000 

S AUSTRALIA Po Be. 30 CONCORD PO Box 623,RINGW000 
Tel O61344 MI USTRAL NSW 2137 VIC 3134 

Tel 10217362888 Tel 1íS110792322 W. AUSTRALIA 
Telex AA25887 Telex 4A312418 ELTENT Tel ,091481 1500 
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ZS LINES OF 80 CHARACTERS! 
FLAT PANEL DISPLAYS AVAILABLE NOW!! 

11. 

f9 

Sharp's full line of EL (Electro Luminescent) Displays are thin 
(34mm), lightweight (650 grams), low power (15 watts max) 

and the two latest editions can display 25 lines of 80 char- 
acters. These "State of The Art" Displays feature; line by 
line scrolling, blinking characters, full graphics and a 

U 512U01 Ideal for written 
characters Effective display area 
44.8mmX 179.2mm Number of picture 
elements' 512x128 

Outline Dimensions (mm): 108.5(H) x 
228.5(W) x 34(D) 

LJ 512U05 Ideal for tine graphics as 
well as written characters Effective 
display area: 96 mmx192 mm Number 
of picture elements: 512X256 

Outline Dimensions (mm): 148.5(Hx 
228.5(W) x 34(D) 

Distributed In Australia by: 

1SRP 
SLIM (34 mm in depth )LA1h" 

LIGHT WEIGHT ( 600 g ) 

daneva 

This is the actual effective display size of LJ512U05 
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simple 4 line interface. EL's bright, crisp, easy to read char- 
acters will enhance the marketability of any product. 

Design the leading edge of display technology into your 
products today using displays from Sharp, the world's 

largest manufac turer of EL Displays! 

LJ 320U01 Ideal for fine graphics as well as 

written characters Effective display area: 90mmx 
120mm Number of picture elements 320x240 

Outline Dimensions (mm): 148.5(H) x 178.5(W) x 34(0) 

1 n VII/A1 ,,,tr 

IISu re 

IL tole wt 

EL DISPLAY 

6466 Bay Road 
Sandringham 
Victoria 3191 
Australia 
PO Box 114 

Suite 28 
47 Falcon Street 
Crows Nest 
NSW 2065 
Australia 

Telephone (03) 598 5622 Telephone (02) 957 2464 
Telex AA34439 Telex AA20801 
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LJ 640001 Ideal for written 
characters Effective display area: 
6OmmX192mm Number of picture 
elements' 640x 200 

Outline Dimensions (mm): 108.5(1-1)x 

228.5(W) x 34(D) 

SPONSORS OF 
TASKFORCE 
1987 
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Jon Fairall 
Not so long ago a display to meant just one thing: 
ray tube. Today, on the crest of solid state rides a 
choice. We trace developments and advantages, 

technology - but somehow never lose sight of 

the cathode 
much wider 
in this new 
the CRT. 

FEATURE 
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Wide applications 
Some LEDs let you do what you can. 

Stanley's new Super -Bright LED with 
a luminous intensity of 1,000mcd at 

20mA lets you do what you want. 
For example, the world's brightest 
LEDs can create a traffic signal that 
requires neither periodical checks 
nor maintenance. It can create super - 

bright tail lamps for automobiles. Or 
with equal ease and brightness, it can 

create a high-tech light source for 
optical -fiber communications or 
solid-state light source for a facsimile 
or other office machine. 

.71 100mcd at 1 mA - - ° 

Stanley's Super -Bright LED can be as 

bright as 100mcd at 1mA - a frac- 
tion of the current you needed until 
now for 100mcd. Connected directly 
to CMOSs, matrix display equipment 
and other machines literally shine 
with new energy efficiency. In addi- 
tion to red LEDs with luminances 
ranging from 500mcd to super -bright 
1,000mcd, Stanley can supply high - 

luminance 80mcd and 200mcd LEDs 

in green, yellow and orange. 
For variety and applications un- 
limited, specify Stanley. Now more 
than ever, we can make all your - 

bright ideas shine even brighter. 

FURTHER INFORMATION AVAILABLE FROM AUSTRALIAN DISTRIBUTOR 

1=er SOANAR ELECTRONICS PTY. LTD. 
INCORPORATED IN VICTORIA 
30-32 Lexton Road, Box Hill, Vic., 3128, Australia. 
Telex 34303 
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VICTORIA: 895 0222 
N.S.W.: 789 6744 
STH. AUST: 297 0811 

QUEENSLAND: 8521133 
WEST AUST: 445 3611 - 

TASMANIA: 31 6533 



THE WONDERS OF computing would be 
useless without the ability to communicate 
across the computer/operator interface. In 
many respects it's the most difficult, as well 
as one of the most interesting, challenges of 
modern electronic design, and as a result 
speech synthesis and voice recognition are 
all the rage in labs around the world. 

However, much of the information 
human beings get about the world is visual. 
Honed by millions of years of evolution as 
tree -swinging, hunting ape -men, our visual 
faculties are far more sensitive than any of 
our other senses. Our brains are wired to 
organise visual information far more 
quickly and readily than any other type. A 
picture, they say, is worth a thousand 
words. 

Learning to talk to computers is impor- 
tant, but loudspeakers will never replace 
the display screen as a means of getting in- 
formation out of them. The problem 
though, is to refine our methods of so 
doing. To an extent it's a software problem: 
making the displays easier to understand, 

getting more information out in less time. 
But it is also a hardware problem. Making 
displays easier to read, making them ligh- 
ter, smaller (or bigger), above all making 
them less expensive in terms of manufactur- 
ing and power requirements. 

This story is about the technology of the 
computer screen, about LCDs, tubes and 
plasma screens. It's about trends in the dis- 
play industry and what's likely to happen in 
the next few years. 

Types 
The place to start is probably with the 

most humble device of all, the LED. Light 
emitting diodes are simple to use and very 
cheap, and still used widely to monitor the 
state of individual lines. A step up in sophis- 
tication is the segment display, which is 
typically fabricated using monolithic tech- 
niques akin to integrated circuit manufac- 
ture. Another method of construction is to 
mount an LED on a reflecting surface to 
give a bar display. Typical layouts include 
the seven segment LED used to denote the 
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numbers 0 to 9, and the 14 segment display 
used to denote alphanumerics. Both these 
types are still used extensively where the 
output requirements are very simple and 
where cost and simplicity are vital consider- 
ations. 

The LED has one problem however, and 
that is that it takes a fair bit of current to 
drive it, typically several milliamps. That's 
not much by itself, but as soon as the display 
gets a little more complex it becomes a fac- 
tor of overriding significance. 

A considerable amount of effort has gone 
into solving this problem. Industry -standard 
ways of multiplexing have been developed 
for instance, which allow a designer to 
drive, say, half a dozen seven segment dis- 
plays, using multiplexing based on standard 
TTL chips like the 7447, that can be pur- 
chased for a few cents. 

Such techniques afford considerable sav- 
ings in terms of power usage, but they can't 
be extended sufficiently far to allow LEDs 
to form part of practical computer display 
panels. For instance, if one assumes a typi- 
cal LED might consume 10 mA, it seems 
that a display of 600 x 400 pixels would con- 
sume 20 A. There would also be heating 
problems. 

Unfortunately for the LED, dot address- 
able display panels are increasingly where 
the action is. The complexity of a graphics - 
capable display is becoming the standard for 
displaying reasonably complex information 
quickly in a way that a human being can ab- 
sorb. A second reason is probably more cul- 
tural than technological. The oriental 
characters known as Kanji, much beloved in 
China and Japan, are far more complex 
than our own occidental character set. 
While the Japanese have been reasonably 
content to live with our letters for the last 
twenty years, the Chinese, one quarter of 
the world's population, are less amenable to 
change. The lesson being read in display 
headquarters around the world is if you 
want to get into China, get with the dots. 

CRT 
Of course, one technology is already into 

dots, indeed, it's all it can do. The CRT is 
still the most significant type of panel dis- 
play technology (see box). It's an example 
of the vacuum tube technology that founded 
modern electronics. With the exception of 
high power transmitter valves it is the last 
great hanger-on from that era. It's big, it's 
heavy, it's clumsy. In terms of screen bright- 
ness and resolution it is still quite unbeat- 
able however, and so remains unchallenged 
in areas where such things are important. 

And of course, such areas are plentiful. 
The cathode ray tube is the only practical 
technology that can cope with the wide am- 
bient light conditions required for a domes- 
tic TV set. Thomas Electronics, one of the 
biggest tube sources in Australia, has just 
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CATHODE RAY TUBES 

Historically, the first important method of inter- 

facing a man to a computer was via a cathode 

ray tube (CRT). Until comparatively recently it 

was the only wide screen display device In ex- 

istence. 
How does it work? A typical CRT consists of 

an electron gun, various control grids and a 

screen. The screen is covered in phosphor, a 

material that will emit light when bombarded 

with electrons. The function of the gun is to 

produce a stream of electrons, called the elec- 

tron beam, which is shot at the screen. It does 

this by heating a conductor, called a cathode, 

in a vacuum chamber. Normally, when a con- 

ductor heats up, it liberates quantities of nega- 

tively charged electrons, which lose their ex- 

cess energy by collision with atoms in the at- 

mosphere. 
However, when the cathode is heated In a 

vacuum, this mechanism no longer operates. 

The result is that the electrons, all negatively 

charged, will start to move towards the nearest 

positive charge. 11 this is made to be the screen 

itself, the electrons will fly off the Cathode and 

head towards the screen. 
The velocity of the electrons is determined 

by the potential difference between the cathode 

and screen. The bigger the potential the faster 

the electrons. fly, and it is no very difficult mat- 

ter to make electrons move at an appreciable 

fraction of the velocity of light in this fashion. 

Velocity is of interest because of the relation- 

ship between the electron's velocity and the 

amount of light given off by the phosphor when 

it gets hit by an electron. Once again, the big - 
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ger the better. The faster the electron is mov- 

ing, the more energy it has, the more it can 

transfer to the phosphor, the more light the 

phosphor will emit. 
A practical tube is a bit more complex than 

this. For a start there will be accelerating grids 

down the side of the tube, with their potential 

arranged so that they accelerate the electrons 

on their way. There will be a focusing grid, so 

that the beam illuminates as few phosphor par- 

ticles as possible at any one time, and, last 

and most important of all, there will be a con- 

trol grid, the purpose of which is to deflect the 

beam. 
The place where the beam strikes the 

screen is controlled by the control grid, often 

known as a deflection plate or the yoke. It does 

this by imposing a voltage across the tube at 

right angles to the beam. If things are orga- 

nised correctly the beam can be bent to strike 

any part of the phosphor screen at the front of 

the tube. Normally, things are arranged so that 

the control yoke consists of two separately con- 

trollable elements, the x plates and y plates. 

One pair will move the beam up and down, the 

other from side to side. 
If a sawtooth wave is applied to the y plates, 

the wave will move relatively slowly from one 

side to the other, and then fly back to its start- 

ing point before repeating. The size of the volt- 

age applied to the y plate at any instant will be 

precisely related to a specific spot on the 

screen. If a similar wave form is applied tá the 

x plates the beam will move up and down. 

Now, if these two wave forms are applied to - 

SCREEN 

gether, with the y plate voltage having a fre- 

quency much faster than the x voltage, the 

beam will trace out a series of lines on the 

screen. The number of lines will depend en- 

tirely on the difference in frequencies. Ii the y 

voltage runs twice as fast as the x there will be 

two lines on the screen, both sloping down- 

wards strongly. If the y voltage is about 300 

times x, which is more or less the situation in a 

TV set, then there will be 300 lines and the 

slope of the lines will be imperceptible. 
To make a usable display there are only two 

other things to consider. Firstly, it must all hap- 

pen quite quickly. Remember that only a single 

spot on the screen is illuminated at any one 

time. To make lines appear the dot must travel 

very quickly. In fact it turns out that if you cover 

the entire screen in 1/30 of a second, the illu- 

sion of a screenful of lines is created. This is 

known as a raster. 
A raster, wonderful though It is, is of very lit- 

tle use to anyone. It conveys no information. 
To do that we need modulation, ie, the ability 

to change the intensity of the beam. With 

modulation, we can turn the beam off so that a 

black screen results. Then, when the beam 

reaches a certain spot, we can turn it on, then 

off again. If this is repeated over and over 

again, at a sufficiently high frequency, a single 

dot will appear on the screen. No prizes for 

guessing that timing is critical. Do it many 

times, and arrange the dots in specific patterns, 

and the result is a symbolic array, letters, num- 

bers, lines, whatever. 
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received a contract to put CRTs into the 
F18 fighter for the RAAF. in the US, 
NASA specifies them for the space shuttle 
and in Europe they are all the rage in airbus 
cockpits. There is nothing old fashioned 
about the tube. 

Not that tube designers are sitting on 
their laurels. Tube makers point to im- 
proved resolution for instance, and to new 
folded screen technologies such as those de- 
veloped by Sinclair Research in the UK as 
improvements in the product. 

However, the CRT suffers from some 
considerable disadvantages that have af- 
fected the design of its host system for far 
too long. For instance, in most applications 
a separate power supply to derive the high 
voltage is required. Because it requires a 
vacuum for efficient operation, the glass 
needs to be thick and heavy. The problem is 
exacerbated by the need for a large flat 
panel at one end to use as a viewing screen. 
Typically it can be 3/4 of an inch thick, reduc- 
ing to Vs of an inch at the neck of the tube. 
This requirement has implications for 
weight also. 

As well as these electromechanical prob- 
lems, fears have been expressed about 
health problems associated with CRTs. As 
computers have become more prevalent in 
the workplace, and more people have come 
to spend ever longer in front of computer 
screens, an epidemic of eye disease and 
nervous disorders has raged in offices. 
These health allegations can usually be 
divided into two kinds: those arising from 
ergonomic factors such as glare and flicker, 
and those that come from radiation. 

Evidence has been tendered that shows 
an alarming incidence of eye problems in 
people who habitually spend time in front of 
VDUs. The argument is that staring at a 
flickering screen, full of annoying reflec- 
tions from the surrounding area, probably 
with insufficient contrast between the 
characters and the background, does terri- 
ble things to your eyes, especially when you 
have to do it for hours on end. If it doesn't 
cause eye strain, it may well cause skeletal 
problems in the operator, who twists and 
turns into strange positions trying to allevi- 
ate the problem. 

LCDs 

The story of LCDs goes back to 1888 when an 
Austrian named Reinitzer observed that a 
chemical brew called cholesteryl benzoate has 
some rather odd characteristics. When it's 
heated, the solid benzoate melts to a milky liq- 
uid, which, as the temperature is increased still 
further, clears to become transparent. 

Chemists call the different states of a sub- 
stance, whether solids, liquids or gases 
phases. It was shown that this milky phase of 
the benzoate had some rather odd optical 
characteristics. In particular, it was doubly re- 
fracting. This is a phenomenon often seen In a 
crystal, but never In a liquid. As a result, the 
substance became known as liquid crystal. 

It was discovered that the crystal -like beha- 
viour of cholesteryl benzoate is due to the fact 
that the liquid phase has a rod like structure in 
which the molecules group together In an ord- 
ered manner. In an ordinary liquid the mole- 
cules are completely unordered. A few other ef- 
fects were established. For instance, it was dis- 
covered that liquid crystals have different opti- 
cal and electrical characteristics in different di- 
rections, depending on the alignment of the 
rods in the crystal. 

However, having discovered all this, it was 
put on the shelf. Not good for very much, they 
said. It wasn't until the 1960s, and the advent 
of microelectronics, that someone remembered 
the esoteric little light switch discovered long 
ago by an obscure Austrian. 

In 1971 Schadt and Helfrich published a 
paper on the 'twisted Nematic' effect. It was 
really rather simple. Firstly you need two glass 
plates. The inside of each plate is coated with 
ITO, indium tin oxide, an electrically conduct- 
ing, transparent material. Then you put a really 
thin layer of liquid crystal next to the ITO. The 
ITO can be used to apply an electric field to 
the liquid crystal so that the crystals line up 
along the field. 

Schadt and Helfrich put a polarising screen 

on the outside of the glass panels, thus making 
the screen transparent only to light waves vi- 
brating in the plane of the polarised layer. They 
oriented the field in the same direction, thus lin- 
ing up the crystals in the same plane as the 
polarisation. One would expect that if you put 
two such panels together, with their polarisation 
at 90 degrees to each other, the composite 
panel would be opaque. However, they discov- 
ered that, in fact, what happens Is that the two 
liquid crystal layers coalesce into a film, In 
which the crystals slowly twist from one plane 
to the other. As they do so, they twist the po- 
larisations of the light as well. So, the two 
panes of glass, each polarised at 90 degrees 
to the other, pass almost all the light that falls 
on them. 

The key to all this is that if an external field 
Is applied to the crystal, all the rods will align 
themselves to it, The crystal film will lose Its 
twisted Structure, and the polarisation of the 
two panels will assert itself. No light will be 
transmitted. 

From here it was but a short step to shaping 
the ITO layers into segments and forming a 
useful display. Applying a tiny amount of cur- 
rent to any bit of the ITO then causes the 
screen above it to become opaque. 

999 CALLS ONLY 
INSERT MONEY 

MINIMUM CREDIT 
FEE 
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As a result a considerable amount of 
work is going into reducing glare. This in- 
cludes the development of anti -glare layers 
bonded directly to the front of the screen, 
which are designed to cut out reflections 
from the surroundings and improve con- 
trast. 

There is also a great deal of interest in ex- 
amining the position of the worker in rela- 
tion to the keyboard and the screen, to see 
what effects this might have on posture. 

Radiation from the tube is also alleged to 
be a problem. It's generally argued that X 
and gamma ray emission can cause a variety 
of complaints, including malfunctions of the 
reproductive system. However, in spite of a 
considerable amount of investigation, no 
really satisfactory statistics have been pro- 
duced which show a correlation between 
any disease and exposure to radiation from 
a CRT. "I know it sounds trite, but it's true 
that you do get more radiation from the sun 
on a warm day than from a CRT", says Phil 
Kelly of Thomas Electronics. 

Nevertheless, constant exposure, eight 
hours a day, day after day, might be a prob- 
lem. Certainly, the issue will not lie down 
and go away in spite of assuring noises from 
tube manufacturers. It's just another thing 
that makes alternatives look attractive. 

LCD 
The biggest challenge to CRT technology 

is coming from liquid crystal displays. LCD 
technology was responsible during the 
seventies for the creation of a whole new in- 
dustry around digital watches and portable 
calculators. During the eighties it has been 
responsible for the introduction of portable 
computers. 

Liquid crystal starts with some tremen- 
dous advantages. It lends itself naturally to 
a flat compact screen which weighs little.It's 
a passive device, not dependent on emitting 
light, and as a result its power requirements 
are extremely low. A Melbourne manufac- 
turer, Consolidated Technology, claims a 
current requirement of 20 nA per square 
mm at 5 V. In fact, LCD elements can be 
driven directly by CMOS logic. 

From a manufacturing point of view the 
flexibility offered by LCDs is enormous, 
since the pattern of displays can be altered 
simply by changing the electrode masks. In 
fact, according to Consolidated Technolo- 
gy, production runs of as few as 500 units 
are quite viable. 

This has enormous implications, not only 
for small manufacturers, but also for large 
manufacturers considering rather small pro- 
duction runs. Philips, for instance, has de- 
signed car dashboards composed entirely of 
LCD elements customised to the require- 
ments of the particular motor vehicle. The 
days of the standard speedo are numbered. 

However, liquid crystal is still a very im- 
mature technology. It suffers badly by com-> 
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parison with CRTs when it comes to resolu- 
tion, and as a result no really satisfactory 
dot displays have yet been produced al- 
though many manufacturers have made 

claims to the contrary. The problem is one 

of fabricating a small enough dot, while still 
keeping contrast at acceptable levels. 

The other big challenges for LCD manu- 

facturers in the near future are the introduc- 
tion of colour screens and developing tech- 

nology to make the screens bigger. Colour 
screens are well on the way - in fact Casio 

put out a portable TV with a colour LCD 
screen at the Summer Consumer Electron- 
ics Show in Chicago in July last year, and 

Sanyo has announced a large wall hanging 
display. 

However, there are still lots of problems 
with colour LCDs. Usually it works with a 

`host -guest' system, ie, a special dye is 

mixed in with the liquid crystal 'host' and 

moves with it. But the dyes are not particu- 
larly stable over time, especially when ex- 

posed to sunlight. Also, drive requirements 
are much higher for this type of display, 
limiting its usefulness in portable applica- 
tions. 

A possible solution is to combine LCDs 
with LEDs. LM Ericsson, for instance, uses 

LEDs as a backlight source for the LCDs in 

some of its displays. However, this option is 

only available in character displays. 

Another set of problems that plagues 

LCD screens relates to the viewing angle 

and the brightness of the screen. Since the 

screens depend .on light being passed 

through them they depend on the ambient 
light level. Usually, a reflective layer is posi- 
tioned behind the screen, so that ambient 
light will reflect back. In bright sunlight 
they are fine, but ín the dark problems 
emerge. Illuminating the screen indirectly, 
say with an incandescent light on the side as 

is done in wrist watches, is not a very ele- 

gant or efficient solution for large displays. 
A better answer is to put a fluorescent sheet 

behind the display. 
Another problem is that the operation of 

the system depends on the cholesteryl ben- 
zoate being in its liquid form (see box). This 
has been solved to all intents and purposes 
by judicious mixing of chemicals. Modern 
screens can withstand -10° to +60° Celsius. 
If that is not enough, special mixtures are 

advertised for use from -30° to +85°C, 
more than the human operators could with- 
stand in all probability. 

Plasma 
The plasma display panel (PDP), goes a 

long way towards solving some of these 

problems. It is extremely bright and can be 

viewed from any angle. Compared to a 

CRT, it is light, thin and easy to handle. 

ELECTROLUMINESCENT SCREENS 

Natural luminescence was discovered in 1603 

by an Italian alchemist called Cascariolo who 

had nothing better to do with his time than 

grind up rocks to see if he could turn them into 

gold. He didn't, but he did discover that if he 

took a special kind of stone that was common 
locally, and heated it with coal, the, embers 

would glow long atter they were cold. He called 
the material 'Lapis Solus' or sun stone. We call 

it barium' sulphate and represent what he did 

with: 
BaSO4 + 2C BaS + 2CO2 

The BaSO4 was the original stone and the 

carton was supplied by the coal. 
It is important to realise that luminescence is 

very different from incandescence. The latter 
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happens because of heat, as in a light bulb. 

The former does not require heat at all, but is 

the result of a chemical process happening in a 

cold body. It seems that in certain substances, 
a proportion of the total population of atoms in 

the substance will have a higher than normal 
energy level. Modern quantum theory predicts 
that this situation will be unstable, and that 

each of these atoms will try to jump down to its 

'ground state' or state of lowest energy. As 

they do so they release energy,. and this is 

often detected in the form of electromagnetic 
radiation, some of which is in the visible part of 

the spectrum. 
It took until 1923 to discover that this phe- 

nomenon could be effected in certain materials 
by electricity. Particular crystals could be made 

to glow if a large potential was placed across 
them. The energy absorbed by the crystal was 

liberated at the frequency of visible light. 
In modern structures this technology is used 

to form electroluminescent panels. A typical ex- 

ample from Sharp has the active crystals im- 

planted in a host medium which is moulded as 

a thin flat panel. It is then covered on both 

sides by another thin layer of transparent insu- 

lating material. A grid of electrodes is placed 

on both sides of the sandwich. Those on one 
side run in the up -down direction, those on the 

other side run from side to side. One set of 

electrodes is made out of transparent material 

so the operator can see the screen. So, when- 

ever a particular column and a particular row 

are activated, a strong electric field is applied 
to the luminescent screen at the intersection 
and a spot glows on the screen. 

Where to hear 
superb musical 
reproduction 
through 
concrete: 
Victoria 
Brashs - Blackburn 
Brashs - Geelong 
Brashs - Melbourne 
Brashs - Moorabbin 
Chisholm - Horsham 
Contemporary Sound Centre - Hawthorn 
Footscray Audio - Footscray 
John Martins Music Studio - Swan Hill 
Prouds Audio World - Bendigo 
Radio Parts - East Malvern 
Radio Parts - West Melbourne 
Sight & Sound - Ballarat 
Tasmania 
Hi -Fi House - Devonport 
Quantum Sound Centre - Hobart 
Wills Hi -Fi - Launceston 
South Australia 
ABS Computers-Moonta 
Blackwood Sound Centre- Blackwood 
Elliotts Sound Equipment- Mount Gambier 
WTR Sight & Sound - Whyalla 
Western Australia 
Alberts Hi -Fi - Fremantle 
Alberts Hi -Fi - Perth 
Esperance Electronics - Esperance 
New South Wales 
Apollo Hi -Fi - Marrickville 
Apollo Hi -Fi - Summer Hill 
Bankstown City Hi -Fi - Bankstown 
Haberechts World of Sound - Albury 
Hempel Sound - Roseville East 
High Street Hi-Fi-Maitland 
Hi -Fi House - Nowra 
Hi -Fi House - Wollongong 
Pitmans Audio -Wagga Wagga 
Selekta Sound - Bathurst 
Selekta Sound - Orange 
Sydney Hi -Fi Centre - Sydney 
Wardell Sight 'n* Sound - Newcastle 
Buckleys Music House - Grafton 
Byron Bay Sound Centre - Byron Bay 
Hall of Electronics - Port Macquarie 
Kempsey Hi -Fi & Video - Kempsey 
Lismore Hi -Fi - Lismore 
Sam Kee & Co - Inverell 
Sound Components - Armidale 
Sound Components - Tamworth 
A.C.T. 
Brashs - Phillip 
Kingston Hi -Fi - Kingston 
Queensland 
Action Replay Video - Mooloolaba 
City Hi -Fi & Video - Brisbane 
Custom Sound Centre - Nambour 
Gold Coast HI -Fl & Video - Southport 
Handos Sound Dimensions - Brisbane 
Heilbronn's Radio & TV - Monto 
Hunts Electronics & Hi -Fi - Ipswich 
Keller Electronics - Maryborough 
Noose Hi -Fi - Noose Junction 
Northside Hi -Fi - Aspley 
Toombul Music Centre - Toombul 
Hiway Sound Centre - Mount Ise 

Plaza Sight and Sound - Bowen 
Stereo World - Cairns 
Northern Territory 
Sound Spectrum - Darwin 

Sole Australian Distributors: 
SCAN AUDIO PTY. LTD., 
52 Crown Street, 
Richmond. Victoria. 3121. 
Telephone (03)4292199. 



There are concrete reasons 
why these are the 

finest speakers ever! 

i 

C. 

Anti diffraction front 

Overload protection 
and attenuators 

5"cone midrange 

Totally "dead" 
NCC concrete front 

Non -parallel cabinet 

10" woofer 
with dbl. magnet 

High Performance x -over 

Centre -Bass -Reflex 
Phase linear front panel 

Solid built-in stand 

From Jamo comes a range of loudspeakers 
based on the concept of an impossible -to - 
vibrate front baffle plate, coupled with a speaker 
enclosure in which no two sides are parallel. 

The result is more costly to produce than 
conventional loudspeakers but in terms of 
result, the effect is literally incredible. The ability 
to cope with the often violent dynamics of 
compact disc recordings is also an outstanding 
feature of these speakers. You can see and hear 
the superlative Jamo Digital Monitor range at 
your nearest Jamo dealer today. 

For a free, most comprehensive brochure, 
please contact your local Jamo dealer (he is 
listed on the opposite page), or contact Scan 
Audio direct on (03)4292199. 
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Eliminate hot sites faster. 
HP's complete family of protocol analyzers. 

All compatible. 

.. 

á . 

HP is the first company to offer 
you a complete family of protocol 
analyzers that are all data -compatible. 
Now, you can quickly identify and 
solve network problems - without 
having to recreate them for analysis 
at each organizational level. 

Clear lines of communication 
with remote capability 

For the first time, you can have 
a clear line of communication from 
the customer's hot site to your district 
or regional service center - even to 
R&D if necessary. 

All HP protocol analyzers permit 
remote transfer of data and test pro- 
grams, so you have high-powered 
analysis wherever you need it. 
Captured data and test programs 
written on one HP analyzer can be 
transferred to any other remote unit. 

Now your field service per- 
sonnel have direct access to the 
technical resources they need to 
solve even the toughest problems 

In 

495111; hi- 
in the shortest possible time - no 
matter how dispersed the network is 

geographically. 
Software extends flexibility 

With three HP protocol analyzers 
to choose from, you don't have to 
buy any more performance than you 
need. You are also assured continuing 
software support -a comprehensive 
package for X.25 certification and 
testing as well as powerful decode 
and simulation packages for SNA, 
X.21, CCITT #7, and the other 
protocols you need. 

- 

o 

v a r r . 

Quick and easy measurements 
All HP protocol analyzers feature 

a common human interface - menus, 
decoded displays, ASCII keyboards, 
and softkeys that quickly and easily 
guide you through your measure- 
ments. Learn how to use one HP 
protocol analyzer and you can use 
them all. 

For details about the HP family 
of data -compatible protocol analyzers, 
call Hewlett-Packard. 

Melbourne: 895-2895, 
Sydney: 888-4444, 
Adelaide: 272-5911, 
Perth: 383-2188, 
Brisbane: 30-4133, 
Canberra: 80-4244. 

HEWLETT 
P PACKARD 



A few alarming ideas . 

118/119 Electronic Buzzer 
Piezo-electronic installation buzzer, 
extra loud, wide range of voltage, very 
low current. Type 118 constant sound, 
Type 119 pulsating sound. Both types 
correspond to radio noise suppression 
N. For switch board and front panel 
installation. Sealed against moisture. 
With stainless steel diaphragm on 
request. 
Range of temperature: 
-20 - +80°C. Audio frequency: 2400 
Hz. Sound level: appr. 90 dB(A) 
measured at a distance of 1 m. 

[j 
..7. 

115 Electronic Buzzer 
Piezo-electronic installation buzzer, with 
integrated warning lamp. Extra loud, 
wide range of voltage, low current 
consumption. Correspond with radio 
noise suppression N. For switch board 
and front panel installation. sealed 
against moisture. With stainless steel 
diaphragm on request. 
Range of temperature: -20 - + 80°C. 
Audio frequency: 2400 Hz. Sound level: 
aprox. 90 dB(A) measured at a distance 
of 1 m, 

NOISE DECIBEL TABLE 
For reader interest. we ve listed here a 
comparison table of decibels measured 
against common sounds to indicate 
approximately at what level those sounds are 
measured by the ear 
Decibel at 1 KHz c. dB(A) 

0 Threshold of audibility 

197 Piezo Buzzer 
Element 

Piezo ceramic signal transmitter without 
oscillator, small dimension, large 
loudness. 
range of temperature: -20 to + 80°C. 
Audio frequence: appr. 3000 Hz. 

10 Ticking signal of a pocket watch, hum of 90 Car hooter in a distance of 10 m. boring machine 
a mosquito 100 Regular aeroplane. strong noise of factory 20 Speaking in the next room 110 Working o1 steel plates with air hammers 30 

40 
Rustling trees, faint street noise 
Low speaking. low radio 

120 Propeller aeroplane in a distance of 3 m 
130 Jet-propelled aeroplane - threshold of 50 Regular speaking 

feeling Sensation of pain 60 Vacuum cleaner, typewriter 
70 Driving car Raising in each use of 10 decibel the human ear 
80 Train feels a doubling of the sound level. 

CRUSADER ELECTRONICS COMPONENTS PTY. LTD. 81 Princes Hwy, St. Peters, N.S.W. 2044. Phone 519 5030, 516 3855, 519 6685. Telex: 23993 
Appointed Distributors: 

Sydney George Brown & Co. Pty. Ltd. Phone 519 5855; Geoff Wood Electronics Pty. Ltd. 810 6845. Wollongong Macelec Pty. Ltd. Phone 29 1455. Canberra George Brown & Co. Pty. Ltd. Phone 80 4355. Newcastle D.G.E. Systems Pty. Ltd, Phone 69 1625. Melbourne R.P.G. Agencies Pty. Ltd. Phone 439 5834; Jesec Components Pty. Ltd. Phone 598 2333; Rosnik Distributors Pty. Ltd. Phone 874 3424. George Brown & Co. Pty. Ltd. Phone 419 3355. Brisbane L.E. Boughen & Co. Phone 369 1277; Colourview Wholesale Pty. Ltd. Phone 275 31 B8. Adelaide Protronics Pty. Ltd. Phone 212 3111; D.C. Electronics Pty. Ltd. Phone 223 6946. Perth Simon Holman & Co. Pty. Ltd. Phone 381 4155; Protronics Phi. Ltd. Phone 362 1044. 
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"What are we smiling at? 
(We're in the worst reception area.)" 

". 

"But then our 
picture's perfect 
(while our 
neighbours 
are squinting 
through the snow 
and ghosts). 

Thanks to our 
new hi -tech 
antenna by.. 

rr 

FUBA VHF/UHF antennas 
are solving reception problems 
all over town. 

One glance and your 
neighbours will see you've got 

UNIQUE HI -TECH POWERFUL 

- ®......u^' 
a Space Age antenna at work 
for you. 

Hi -tech - at a cost that 
compares with the hobby -store 
brands. ALL TYPES ix srocu. 
TRADE COUNTER OPEN TO THE PUBLIC 
Sam to Sp.. OFF STREET PARKING. 

Call for a quote now. You'll 
get the best reception you've 
ever had. 

Phone Electrocraft Pty 
Ltd: 438-3266. 6B WHITING St, 

ARTARMON 2064 
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Build one of the 
world's finest 2 -way 
speakers. 
$714. 

For the unadulterated 
pleasure of pure, detailed 
and accurate sound, it is 
generally accepted that the 
starting point just has to be Danish 
Dynaudio drivers. 

Dynaudio drivers use hexagonal voice 
coil wiring and magnetic 
voice coil oil for extremely 
high power handling, 
woofers with symmetrical 
drives, voice coil sizes of up 
to 4', and brilliantly designed crossover networks. 

For the recommended retail price of $714 we can 
show you how to enjoy a quality of sound you have 
probably never experienced before. Please call the Sole 
Australian Distributors for the name of your nearest 
Dynaudio dealer. 

Sole Australian Distributors: 
SCAN AUDIO Pty. Ltd. P.O. Box 242, 

AUTHENTIC FIDELITY Hawthorn, Victoria, 3182. 
Telephone (03) 819 5352. 

dT4JAUDlO 
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THINK SCREENS 
THINK THOMAS 

CATHODE RAY TUBES OEM 
AND REPLACEMENT TYPES 

lifter § 

ANTI -GLARE TREATMENTS 
BUILT-IN OR ADD-ON 
DATA DISPLAY MONITORS 
GREEN, AMBER, WHITE, 
COLOUR, CABINET, CHASSIS, 
KIT _ .... 

SCREENS ARE OUR 
BUSINESS 

THOMAS ELECTRONICS 

OF AUSTRALIA PTY. LTD. 
INDUSTRIAL & MILITARY DIVISION 

DUST and CLEAN 
Computer Keyboards, 
Printers, Typewriters, 
Printed Circuit Boards 
Telephones, Models. 
MODEL KC -01 
BATTERY POWERED VACUUM 
BRUSH. 

R.R.P. $27.50 (Batteries not 
included) 

CONTACT YOUR LOCAL 
COMPUTER RETAILER 

OR 

THOMAS ELECTRONICS 

NSW 12 LARKIN ST RIVERWOOD 2210 
PHONE (02) 53-0721 

VIC. 25 STRONG AVE THOMASTOWN 3074 
PHONE (03) 460-7344 

AGENTS. 
QId. GRADWELL & Co (07) 52-4881 
S.A. ELECTRONIC COMPS & EQUIP (08) 212-5999 
W.A, SIMON HOLMAN & Co. (09) 381-4155 

PLASMA SCREENS 

Plasma screens are a relatively recent inven- 
tion, although the basic technology has been 

known for many years. A practical plasma dis- 
play panel (POP) is composed of a very large 

number of extremely small cells. A typical 
panel from the Japanese manufacturer OKI 
consists of 640 x 400 pixels in a 211 x 132 mm 

screen. Each dot is about 0.2 mm in size. 
A plasma display is a kind of cold cathode 

gas discharge tube in which a large potential is 

created between the anode and cathode in the 

presence of a rare gas. This ionises the gas, 
ie, creates a plasma. The plasma liberates 

energy in the form of electromagnetic energy. 
Thus the light lasts as long as the voltage is 

supplied. 
The gases involved are mixtures of neon 

and argon or xenon. These gases are usually 
mixed together because it is found that a trace 
of argon or xenon in the neon reduces the volt- 
age needed to create the plasma. Other factors 
affecting the light output are gas pressure and 
the distance between the electrodes. 

In fact, a practical PDP is rather more com- 
plex than this outline would suggest. Typically, 
the anode and cathode are laid out in a matrix. 

Each consists of long thin conductors imbed- 
ded in glass substrates. The gas is contained 
in tiny tubes at each intersection, divided In 

three to form separate cells. Above the cath- 
ode, towards the front of the panel, is the dis- 
play cell. When it gets excited, this cell will emit 
ultraviolet radiation, which in turn excites a fluo- 
rescent layer on the glass, thus creating visible 
light. 

Below the display cell, between the cathode 
and anode, are the auxiliary cells, consisting of 

the constant discharge and scanning cells. It is 

these cells that actually use the anode -cathode 
potential. The constant discharge cell functions 
much like a capacitor, and is used to supply a 

constant stream of electrons and ions to all its 

neighbouring display and scanning cells to pre - 

bias them. The scanning cells act to transfer 

this mechanism from left to right across the 

screen, hence their name. This is necessary 

because it would take too long to turn the dis- 

play cells on from cold, and so a flickering 

panel would result. 
In order to make a dot illuminate, it is neces- 

sary to make a particular cathode go as low as 

possible and a particular anode as high as pos- 

sible. When the potential between them rises to 

a certain level, called the firing level, ionisation 

starts in the auxiliary cells at the intersection of 

the electrodes. Ionic transfer then excites the 

display cell which causes a dot to glow on the 

screen. 
To keep the dot on it is not necessary to 

keep the voltage at the firing level. Discharge 

can be maintained with a considerably lower 

voltage, called the maintenance voltage. In 

practice then, the voltage waveform on the 

anode consists of a step function in which a 

sharp spike rises above the firing level and 

then sinks to a back porch which maintains dis- 

charge for the required length of time. 
Because of these and other requirements, 

plasma panels come with their drive circuits on 

board. A designer seeking to integrate such a 

unit Into his or her device need only supply 

TTL data and timing signals. These are then 

buttered to voltage levels required by the de- 

vice. Some units have on -board character gen- 

erators made out of a bit of ROM. This simpli- 

fies the design task even further, since it is 

then possible to talk to the display in ASCII or 

some similar code. Of course, such an ap- 

proach means that each pixel is not address- 

able by the user, so graphics is not possible, 
but in many applications the saving in complex- 
ity outweighs the disadvantages. 

GLASS 

DISPLAY CELL 

SPACER 

CATHODES 

SPACER 

A FLUORESCENCE 

/// 
SPACER 

Y A 
ANODES 

] AUXILIARY CELLS 

SUBSTRATE 
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However, PDPs are far from being a per- 
fect display vehicle. They are still mono- 
chrome in spite of the best effort of physi- 
cists, and the trade off for the bright screen 
is a distressingly high supply voltage. A 
typical anode voltage is 250 V for an orange 
screen; 280 V for green. Current flowing 
through the discharge cells can peak at 500 
mA. 

Price is another problem. The Japanese 
manufacturer OKI advertises screens at 
about twice the price of a comparable CRT. 
However, this situation is not likely to last 
indefinitely, because a plasma screen is in- 
trinsically cheaper than a CRT. The present 
high price probably reflects manufacturing 
difficulties more than anything else, which 
may be expected to ease over time. 

Drive 
One advantage solid state devices have 

over the tubes is that they frequently come 
with integrated drive circuitry on the back 
of the panel. Early generations used sepa- 
rate monolithic devices like TTL multiplex- 
ers, LED drivers and decoders which could 
be connected to the device by the designer. 
The modern trend is to integrate the display 
totally with the drive circuitry using so 
called chip on glass techniques. 

Chip on glass means pretty much what it 
says. The bare chips, ie, silicon substrate, 
are bonded directly on to the glass panels of 
the display. Connections are made by draw- 
ing fine gold wires across the glass to the re- 

quired contact points on the display. The 
control inputs, which will accept display in- 
structions from the host device, are taken to 
an edge connector or socket on the side. 

The philosophy here is to make the de- 
vice as easy to drive as possible. The need 
for the designer to consider expensive or 
difficult design decisions is removed. He 
simply treats the panel as an output port to 
which a stream of ASCII or binary symbols 
can be addressed. 

Future developments 
The future is probably with solid state 

panels for they have on their side size, 
weight and economics. However, the tube 
manufacturers are not about to give in with- 
out a fight. Over the last five years the qual- 
ity of CRTs has improved considerably and 
will probably continue to do so. 

The result is that the solid state screens 
are presented with a moving target. The dif- 
ference between the best resolution ob- 
tained with tubes and with flat screens has 
actually widened over the last few years. 
Designers of solid state screens still have 
real problems to overcome in terms of 
brightness and contrast, not to mention 
colour. 

In the nature of the case the CRT will 
probably lose the fight, but it is not clear 
that the final victor will be any of the tech- 
nologies we have discussed. If it is they will 
he very much advanced versions of what is 
available today. 

FLUKE 70 SERIES 
LOW COST 

ANALOG/DIGITAL 
MULTIMETERS - 

YOUR FIRST CHOICE 
FOR FEATURES, 

QUALITY & VALUE 
FLUKE 73 FLUKE 75 FLUKE E 77 

Ma ua 4,1-1 d -Way Ma's . g al d solay Aralogichg al display 

V31 7t TS 10A d dd ' r r 1a 10A. nN Volts. ohrl15. 10A nW 

acute e tea d ode lest 

Aulorande Aaodb'ecOnhnudy AudibleCori rvty 
07% basIc do aauracy Autciarge/ranoe had Tads Hold t_^thon 
2000+ hour battery 61e 0 5% bast Ac at_arar,y Autorange/rarge hob 
3 -year warranty 2000+ kmbats oy h'e D 3% Pagc oc aca racy 

3 -year worry2000- boas honey 6te 

3 -year warranty 

Medsp,rpose naives 

FROM THE WORLD LEADER 
IN DIGITAL MULTI METERS. 

FLUKE 
O 

See the 70 Series at leading electronics stores 
or contact us for data 

ELMEASCO 
Instruments Ptv. Ltd. 

NEW SOUTH WALES VICTORIA OUEENSLAND 
15 McDonald Sheet 12 Maroondah Highway Tel 1071 369 8688 
MORTLAKE RINGWOOD 

S AUSTRALIA PO Box 30 CONCORD PO Sax 623 RINGWOOD 
TH NSW 2137 vIC3134 
W AUSTRALIA Tel ItQ 286 1 736 8 Vel. 1031879 2322 

Telex AA25887 Telex AA30118 WENT Tel 091081 1500 
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LED 

SPECIALIST 
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ADILAM 
Your reliable direct 
distributor of Liton 

Products include 

Lamps and Light Bars 

Numeric Displays 

Dot matrix displays 

Clock modules 

Infrared products 
Hybrid modules 

-Contact us now for a product summary 

Adílam 
Electronics 

Pty Ltd 

Meth - Suite 7, 145 Parker St, ' 
Templestowe (03) 846 2511 

PO Box 52 Bullen. 3105 Tlx 151369 

Syd - 30 Colson Cres. Monterey 2217 (02) 587 1554 

Adel - K. D. Fisher (08) 227 3288 

Buis - F. Hoe & Sons (07) 277 4311 

Canh - Electronic 
Components (062) 80 4654 

Perth - Atkins Carlyle 1091 321 0101 

Prospec (09) 382 5011 
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Be part of Today! 

Be part of 
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When we analyse the recent past and project the immediate future, 
computers and communications technologies play a vital part, but we 

must avoid the tendency to look only to the hardware level. The fact 
that technologists have appropriated words like 'communications', 
'information' and 'data' and given them electronic rather than social 
meanings, should .not disguise the fact that in the final analysis, 
communications involves people and ideas, not electronic bit and bytes. 

People and Ideas ... that's the side of Australia's 
Communications Revolution we tell about in this informal 

look at today's world of computers and 
telecommunications. 

At your Newsagent now! 

Or simply send $4.95 plus $1.00 post and packing to - 
Federal Marketing Book Sales, P.O. Box 227, Waterloo 

2017 NSW. 
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WHEN GEOFF 
DOES A KIT 
HE DOES IT 
PROPERLY 

Geoff's policy is to do a few kits and do 
them well. Rather than bundle up bits 
and pieces for everything under the sun, 
Geoff takes a lot of trouble to get all the 
RIGHT parts for just a few projects. As a 
result you can be assured that there are 
no dubious substitutions and that all 
parts are prime spec. 

Also the projects are checked out 
before the kit is even considered. Both of 
this month's projects had mistakes in the' 
original articles - in both cases the PCB 
layout was incorrect - and Geoff was the 
one who spotted the errors. 

AEM4600 
DUAL SPEED 

MODEM 
Geoff can't put this kit together fast 
enough. The queue started to form the 
moment the magazine came out. 

Features both 300/300 baud full 
duplex and 1200/75 baud half duplex 
operation so it's ideal for Viatel. All 
functions are selected with quality C&K 
toggle switches with four LEDs to 
indicate correct functioning. Interfacing 
is standard RS232 using a minimum of 
signal lines for "universal" interfacing. 

Geoff's kit comes complete with 
punched front panel (looks like a bought 
one!) and is just 

$159 00 
ETI 169 
LOW 

DISTORTION 
OSCILLATOR 

If you're checking out Hi Fi systems then 
an audio oscillator is a must. The trouble 
is that the average el-cheapo probably 
has a higher level of distortion than a 510 
transistor radio. So with this kit there can 
be NO compromises. The distortion just 
has to be better than 0.001%. Covers the 
frequency range to 100kHz. Geoff has 
checked the whole thing through with 
Ian Thomas (including pointing out the 
track error on the pcb). 

Kit again includes a posh front panel 
and the top quality AB pot (available 
separately at 59.00). 

Complete kit $179.00 

HIGH 
PERFORMANCE, 
LOW COST 
DIGITAL 
MULTIMETERS 
Selection Guide 

EDM.1105 EOM.1116 EDM.1125 EDM 1135 EDM 13a6 
Basic Feather, 

Number al Digits 314 
Dsplay LCD 
Continuity b 
Beeper 

True RMS 
hie 6 Capacitance 
Data Hold 
Peal Hold AC/DC 
Basic Accuracy 
Percant of Reading 

]K 311 3K 411 
LCD LCD LCD LCD 

- 

0.8 0.5 0.25 0.1 0.05 

DC Volts 

Maximum Resolu 
loon Microvolts 
Lowest Range 
Mitoolts 

Maximum Voltage 1000 

100 

200 200 

100 100 100 

200 

lo00 1W0 

10 

200 200 

1000 1000 
AC Volts 

Maximum Resolu 
l00 lion Moaovdts 

Maximum Voltage 750 
Frequency 500Hz 

100 

750 
.(7011, 

100 

750 

1x11, 

100 

750 

SxN, 

10 

750 

58Ht 
AC b DC Amps 

Resolution 1uA 

Maximum Current 10A 

luA luA 
10A ?OA 

luA 100nA 
IOA 10A 

Ohms 

Maximum Rasa, 
tan Mioohms 
Maximum Resist. 
ance Megohms 
*Standard 

100 100 100 100 10 

20 20 20 20 20 

Not Applicable 

Model 
EDM1105 
EDM1116 
EDM1125 
EDM1135 
EDM1346 

Features 
Low Cost 31/2 digits 
Capacitance Tester 
Continuity Beeper 
Peak Hold 
True RMS 

í 

Display 354 digit LCD reads 1999 maximum. 
434 digit LCD reads 19999 maximum. IEDM-1345 
only) 
Polarity Automatic, 1-1 negative polarity indication. 
Zero Adjustment Automatic 
Overrange Indication Highest digit of (1) or 1-11 is 
displayed. 
Low Battery Indication The (lo Bat) is displayed 
when the battery voltage drops below the operating 
voltage. 
Measurement Rate 2.5 measurements per second, 
nominal. 
Operating Temperature 0°C to + 35°C 0-80% RH, 
+35°C to + 50°C 0-70% RH. 
Storage Temperature -20°C to +65°C 0.90% RH 
with battery removed. 
Accuracy Accuracy specifications at 23±5°C, less 
than 75% RH. 
Power Single, standard 9 -volt battery, NEDA1604, 
JIS006P, IEC6F22. 

Dimensions 6.89 inches (17.5cm) long o 3.58 inches 
(9.1cm) wide x 1.4 inches (3.6cmi high. 
Accessories Test leads (Pair), Spare fuse, Battery, 
Operator's manual. 

Ex Tax Inc Tax 
$ 75.00 $ 86.25 
$100.00 $115.00 
$108.00 $125.30 
$140.00 $162.40 
$225.00 $258.75 

EDC-110 
Capacitance 
Meter 

3% LCD display 
0.5% basic accuracy 
Fuse protection 
Measures 1pF! 

Capacitance 
200 pF - 2,000 uF, 8 ranges: 
0.1 pF max resolution 
Accuracy 
200 pF - 20 uF (+0.5% rdg) 
200 uF (1.0% rdg) 
20(X) uF (2.0% rdg) 
Accessories included: Test clips, spare 
fuse, Owner's Manual, battery. 

8.30 to 5 Monday to Friday. 8.30 to 12 Sat. 
Mail Orders add 53.00 to cover postal charges. 
Next day delivery in Sydney add 55.00. 

Tax exemption certificates accepted if line value 
exceeds 510.00. 

11010 -- 
® 

arraum 

DLC 400 LC Meter 
Inductance and Capacitance 
Measurement 

31h digit LCD display 
Input protected against charged 
capacitors 

Inductance: 
2 mH -2 H, 4 ranges: 
1 uH max resolution, 2% 
1 kHz test frequency 

Capacitance: 
2 nF - 200 uF, 6 ranges: 
1 pF max resolution, 1°/o 
1 kHz test frequency 2 nF -2 uF, 
100 Hz test frequency 20 uF - 200 uF 
Accessories included: Test clips, spare 
fuse, Instruction Manual. 

GEOFF WOOD ELECTRONICS PTY LTD 
Incorporated in N.S.W. 
656A Darling St, Rozelle 2039 
(One door from National Street) 
Tel: 810 6845 Lji bonkclartJ 

510.00 minimum 
specialising in electronic components for the professional and hobbyist. 
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SOUND REVIEW 

TECHNICS PORTABLE 
PLAYER 

the SL..XP7 CD player 
Like some small, sleek temptress this CD player should have 

most hi-fi enthusiasts ogling from near or far. But it's what's 

behind the taught, trim figure that counts to make it terrific. 

THE SL-XP7 PORTABLE CD player, the 

smallest CD player on the market, was 

released in December last year in Australia 
and is an outstanding example of consumer 
product engineering. Technics has devoted 
its best efforts to providing a miniature CD 

player which you are likely to find just as 

exciting as I have. 
There are, of course, many general simi- 

larities between the SL-XP7 portable CD 
player and the Sony D-50 which was 

released late 1984 (see ETI March 1985). 
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Louis Challis 

But on some points the players diverge 
considerably. 

Features 
The 'basic' player is an extremely neat 

unit featuring a silver plastic envelope, in- 

corporating sections of black trim to pro- 
vide a highlighting feature (in sharp contrast 

to the Sony D-50 which is virtually all black 
with very small areas of silver trim). 

The casing is neatly moulded from plastic 

to keep the weight down. The dimensions 
are particularly small which you notice as 

soon as you pick up the unit and hold it in 

the palm of your hand. The top of the cabi- 

net (if one can call it that) incorporates a 

black plastic insert with overlying clear plas- 

tic cover through which you can see por- 
tions of a disc if one has already been 
loaded into the player. 

At the left hand corner of the front panel 

is an elongated and raised pushbutton 
catch, which when pressed, releases the 

main cover. This pops up and must then be 

TECHNICS SL-XP7 PORTABLE 
COMPACT DISC PLAYER 

Dimensions: 

Weight: 
Manufacturer: 
RRP: 

126 mm x 126 mm x 31.9 mm 
(high) 
520 g 
Matsushita, Osaka, Japan 
$529 

SH-CDB7 Carrying Case and Battery 
Pack 
Dimensions: 137 mm (wide) x 150 mm 

(deep) x 58 mm (high) 
Weight: 680 g 
RRP: $169 

ac Adaptor - SH-CDA3U 
Dimensions: 80 mm (long) x 55 mm (high x 

48 mm (wide) 
Weight: 490 g 
(provided with SL-XP7) 
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manually raised to provide normal access to 
the disc well. This feature is very similar to 
that used by Sony in its D-50 CD player. 

At the right hand corner of the front 
panel is a very accessible, dual function 
PLAY/PAUSE switch. On the left hand 
side of the casing is the power ON/OFF 
switch, on the right hand side a VOLUME 
control and a HIGH PASS filter. Adjacent 
to these controls is a 3.5 mm diameter tip 
ring and sleeve socket to accept external 
headphones fitted with miniature jack. 

On the front of the panel extending from 
the left hand side to almost the centre is a 
large liquid crystal display. This provides 
data on the TRACK number, the TIME in 
minutes and seconds and a PROGRAM in- 
dicator which displays 15 numbers. Adja- 
cent to the fifteenth number is an arrow in- 
dicating, when relevant, that there are more 
than 15 tracks available on the disc. 

The primary controls on the right hand 
side of the front panel include a SKIP but- 
ton which allows you to skip backwards one 
track at a time, a SEARCH button which 
allows you to move forward one track at a 
time, and a STOP/CLEAR button which al- 
lows you to clear your control functions if 
the memory or other functions have been 
activated. 

The minor controls with much smaller 
and almost miniscule pushbuttons, include a 

MEMORY/RECALL button, and a RE- 
MAINING TIME button, which switches 
the time display from played time on the 
track to total remaining time on the disc in 
minutes and seconds. A REPEAT button 
allows the disc to recycle from start right 
through to the end. 

The simplest way in which this player 
may be used is with its separate ac trans- 
former rectifier adaptor unit which plugs 
into the back panel by means of a simple 
polarised 3 -pin connector plug. Immedi- 
ately adjacent to this is a miniature tip ring 
and sleeve socket which provides the line 
output facility. By plugging in a separate tip 
ring and sleeve lead, which is terminated at 
the other end with two RCA sockets, you 
can directly amplify this player's output 
through your existing hí -fidelity system or, 
if you prefer, by means of headphones using 
the headphone socket on the right hand side 
of the player. 

As nice as the adaptor may be, 1 would 
recommend the slightly more expensive ap- 

proach of purchasing the Technics SC- 
CDB7 battery pack. This has many advan- 
tages over the corresponding Sony EBP- 
9LC battery case which was designed to 
take rechargeable (and replaceable cells) in 
its CD `walkman' case; the Technics player 
has come up with a far neater twist, incor- 
porating a complete layer of batteries in the 
bottom of the case, immediately below the 
player. This results in the battery case di- 
mensions being almost imperceptibly larger 
than those of the player; the player sits 
about 20 mm higher than it did in the bare 
state. 

The battery pack/carrying case is pro- 
vided with a BATTERY power switch or 
acICHARGE switch on the front and uses 
the same ac adaptor for charging the bat- 
teries or for powering it directly off mains. 
The player is retained in the battery pack by 
means of a spring loaded screw located at 
the top centre of the back panel so that it 
doesn't fall out; it is protected by a supple- 
mentary lid and cover. This cover uses two 
spring loaded catches on both sides near the 
front of the case. The battery pack cover 
features a striped plastic insert which offers 
a little more protection and a trace of 
graphic relief from what would otherwise be 
a blatantly stark silver finish. 

When the lid of the basic player is raised, 
you catch sight of the laser source and de- 
tector assembly mounted on a slide mech- 
anism, which bears some resemblance to 
the system used in the Sony D-50, but the 
method of support and its design are differ- 
ent. This is only clearly seen when the 
player and the mechanism are removed 
from the case. 

Like Sony, and for the same reasons, 
Technics has gone to considerable trouble 
to design specialised large scale integrated 
circuitry for this particular player. 

Objective testing 
The objective testing of the SL-XP7 was 

relatively straightforward, and certainly 
simplified by the wider range of test 
material now available for CD players. 

The frequency response of the player is 
within ±0.4 dB from 20 Hz to 20 kHz and 
within ±0.6 dB from 5 Hz to 22.05 kHz. 
That sort of linearity is particularly good 
and ought to convince you that although the 
unit is remarkably small, it is must certainly 
not a toy. 

The digital -to -analogue conversion line- 
arity is almost ruler straight from 0 dB to 
-60 dB where it starts to display modest 
curvature. This curvature increases rapidly 
with decreasing dynamic range so that by 
the time the signal level is down to -90 dB, 
you have a substantial -60 dB non -linearity 
(-84.1 dB in the left channel and -84.5 dB 
in the right channel). These figures are rea- 
sonable but not outstanding. 

The channel separation is excellent at 
100 Hz (-81.6 dB), reasonable at 1 kHz 
(-63.6 dB), decidedly poor at 10 kHz 
(-44.6 dB), and extremely poor at 20 kHz 
(-39.3 dB). The reasons for this sloping 
channel separation are not clear and exem- 
plify the lowest channel separation figures 
which we have so far seen in CD players. 

The distortion characteristics, however, 
are reasonably good with a total the which 
is 0.0066% at 0 VU (higher than the manu- 
facturer claims). But the distortion figures 
do not become significant until signal levels 
drop to -50 dB at which point the distor- 
tion level has climbed to 0.64%. At -80 dB 
the distortion has climbed to 9.22%, at 
-90 dB the figure is 25.4%. The distortion 
at 100 Hz is higher and at 6.3 kHz much 
higher. 

The signal-to-noise ratio figures are quite 
good being 94 dBA (without emphasis) and 
95.5 dBA with emphasis. The frequency ac- 
curacy of the player is -4 Hz for a 19.999 
kHz test signal. 

In the `dirty disc test' the interruption in 
the information layer test produced no ad- 
verse results but the player could not cope 
with any of the black dots from 300 micro - 
metre to 800 micrometre diameter. The 
player would not track a 2° skew disc but 
played our eccentric test discs. 

One important characteristic which we 
evaluated is the ability of the CD player to 
withstand vertical and horizontal vibration. 
This is particularly important for joggers, as 
well as for use in vehicles. The unit will 
withstand vertical acceleration levels of 
0.2 g at 5 Hz quite happily but is incapable 
of coping with lateral acceleratioon levels in 
excess of 0.05 g at frequencies in the range 
5 Hz to 25 Hz. 

This limited lateral vibration resistance 
does provide a practical limit to the type of 
vehicle or type of road condition in which or 
on which the player may be used. The over- 
all objective performance characteristics of 
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MEASURED PERFORMANCE OF TECHNICS PORTABLE CD PLAYER @ 6.3 kHz 
0 

5. 
Track 
39 
40 
41 

-79.3 -86.3 

EMPHASIS 

0.012 

Output Level (R) 

MODEL NO. SL -XP/ 

. 0.4 dB 
_ 0.6 dB 

SERIAL NO. NH 5810A048 
I. FREQUENCY RESPONSE 

2. LINEARITY 

20 Hz to 20 kHz 
3 Hz to 22.03 kHz 

Frequency Recorded Level Output Level (L) 
I kHz -0.37 dB 

S kHz -4.53 dB -4.1 
16 kHz -9.04 dB -8.9 

-0. 

-4.2 
-9.2 

@ !kHz 
6. SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO 

TRACK NOMINAL LEVEL L. OUTPUT R. OUTPUT 
I 0dB -re- -CCU- Without Emphasis 83.2 (Lin) 94.0 dB(A) 

22 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 With Emphasis 88.8 (Lin) 93.3 dB(A) 

23 -3.0 -3.0 -3.0 
24 -6.0 -6.0 -6.0 7. FREQUENCY ACCURACY 

23 -10.0 -10.0 -10.9 
26 -20.0 -20.0 -20.0 -4 Hz for 19.999kHz test signal 

27 -30.0 -30.0 -30.0 
28 -40.0 -40.0 -40.0 8. SQUARE WAVE RESPONSE 
29 -30.0 -49.9 -30.0 
30 -60.0 -39.7 -39.6 100Hz Square wave 

31 -70.0 69.0 -69.0 1kHz Square wave 

32 -80.0 -79.6 -79.6 See attached photos 
33 -90.0 84.1 -84.5 

9. IMPULSE TEST 

3. CHANNEL SEPARATION 
FREQULNCY RJCHT INTO LEFT dB LEFT INTO RIGHT dB 

100Hz -83.2 -81.6 DIRTY RECORD TEST 

1kHz -63.6 -63.7 
10kHz -44.7 -44.6 Interruption In Information Layer 
20k Hz -39.3 -39.3 400 micrometer i Passed 

500 micrometer ; Passed 

4. DISTORTION (@ 1kHz) 600 micrometer; Passed 

' 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 700 micrometer 1 Passed 

Level THD% 800 micrometer I Passed 
0 -83.8 -97.9 0.0066 900 micrometer ; Passed 

-1.0 -84.7 -97.4 0.006 

-3.0 -87.6 0.0042 Black Dot at Read out Side 

-6.0 -89.3 91.7 0.0042 300 micrometer ; Failed 

-10 -84 -92.4 0.0067 300 micrometer; Failed 
-20 -73.7 -81.0 0.022 600 micrometer ; Failed 
-30 -70.4 -73.3 0.033 800 micrometer I Failed 

-40 -68.6 -66.6 0.06 

-50 -45.1 -30.1 0.64 SKEW TRACKING TEST 

-60 -38.6 -43.8 1.28 I est Disc Skew angle 2' skew tailed. 
-70 -31.9 -39.7 2.74 

-80 -21.8 -30.1 -30.4 9.22 VIBRATION OR DISPLACEMENT TEST 

-90 -16.0 -20.0 -15.3 23.4 
Vertical Acceleration level 0.2g failed 

Using Disk DENON 38C39-7174 (@ 100 Hz) Lateral Acceleration level 0.05g failed 
2nd 3rd 4th 5th 

Level THD % OUTPUT IMPEDANCE 

0 -88.7 -93.2 -111.6 -98.7 0.0042 
-20 -90.3 -78.7 -84.2 0.013 Head Phone Amplifier output impedance 60 ohms 

-40 -73.2 -69.3 -66.9 0.061 

-60 -49.8 -38.7 -34.4 -43.0 0.80 
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SOUND REVIEW 

the Technics SL-XP7 were quite good and 
most certainly better than one would expect. 
from a CD player so tiny. 

Subjective testing 
The subjective testing of the player was a 

treat, especially as I had just received some 
new and exciting discs to review. The first of 
these was Mozart's "Eine Kleine Nachtmu- 
sik" with the Academy of St Martin -in -the - 
Fields' Chamber Ensemble (Philips 
412 269-2). This contains one of the most 
exquisite renditions of Mozart's best known 
piece of music. The SL-XP7 provided an al- 
most superb evaluation system. I compared 
it with a series of other CD players which 
sell at five times the price, and I could not 
readily detect any significant subjective dif- 
ference between this unit and the other 
`reference' CD players. 

The next discs that I listened to were a 
new release of Handel's "Messiah" with 
Robert Shaw and the Atlanta Symphony 
Orchestra & Chamber Chorus (Telarc CD 
80093-2). This set of two discs is undoubt- 
edly one of the finest renditions of the 
"Messiah" to be released, a real must if you 
collect Handel. I took the SL-XP7 with me 
in the car and I was able to hear the whole 
of the "Messiah" as I drove on one of my 
rare long car journeys. The player per- 
formed relatively well on the good sections 
of road but experienced considerable track- 
ing problems on the rougher sections of 
road, even when mounted carefully on a pil- 
low on the front seat. 

I found that the alignment of the player, 
with respect to the direction of travel did 
make a significant difference in trackability, 
as did the speed at which I travelled. 

In a good car on a good road, the SL-XP7 
copes adequately with the incipient vibra- 
tion. In a poorly -sprung car or on a bad 
road, the SL-XP7 does not cope at all well. 

Although the SL-XP7 is a portable 
player, it has not been specifically designed 
for automotive use, nevertheless it 
performs adequately under appropriate 
conditions. 

The SL-XP7, when mounted in the SH- 
CDB7 (the carrying case), offers a neater 
and far more practically sized package than 
the Sony D-50. As a consequence, it will 
appeal to a wide circle of intending users 
who are seeking a `go anywhere' solution 
for their personal musical entertainment. 
This player is only about twice the size of 
most small compact cassette players, but it 
offers much more than twice the listening 
pleasure. 

The Technics SL-XP7 is a delightful ex- 
ample of high technology in consumer engi- 
neering. It has lots of panache, is loaded 
with innovative technology and will help to 
create a new market for CD discs which 
most audiophiles have considered restricted 
to the home domain. 
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65XXX - 68000 
SAVE $$$$ 

6500 SERIES DISPLAY 
R6502P 8.50 CONTROLLERS 
R6502AP 9.28 10937P-50 11.02 
R6503AP 7.24 10951P-50 11.02 
R6504AP 7.24 10938P 9.44 
R6505AP 7.24 10939P 9.44 
R6507AP 7.24 10941P 9.44 
R65110 21.26 10942P 9.44 
R6511Á0 23.28 10943P 9.44 
R6520P 5.19 16 BIT 68000 
R6520AP 5.98 SERIES 
R6522P 6.77 R68000C10 69.24 
R6522AP 7.55 R68000010 33.04 
R6532P 9.44 R68465P 16.52 
R6532AP 10.39 R68C552P 27.07 
R65410 19.17 R68561P 58.22 
R6541A0 21.09 R68802P 61.37 
R6545 -1P 9.13 MEMORY I.C.'s 
P6545-1 AP 10.70 2114 1.35 
R6545AP 12.27 4116 2.65 
R6549P 60.58 4164 1.35 
R6551P 9.91 41256 6.67 
R6551AP 10.70 6116 7.18 

6264 20.26 
2716 4.81 
2732 POA 
2764 3.18 
27128 5.75 

CRYSTALS 
32 .768KHz-CMOS 
Calendar 1.96 
1.8432MHz 3.08 
2.000MHz 3.08 
2.4576MHz 1.96 
3.6864MHz 1.96 
4.000MHz 1.96 
4.9152MHz 2.80 
8.0000MHz 1.96 
12.000MHz 1.96 
Quip Socket 

NIGH LEVEL for P65110, 
LANGUAGE 8680000, R65F12, 
CIRCUITS Modem I.C. 3.12 

R65F11P 32.42 PROTOTYPING 
R65F11AP 35.72 CIRCUITS - 
R65F120 42.33 Emulators for Mask 
R65F12A0 46.58 Programmable I.C.'s 
R65FRIP 97.25 R6500/1EAB3 .. 69.24 
R65RT2P 97.25 P65111662 62.94 
R65FR3P 97.25 R6S/11EAB 69.24 
R65FK2P 10.70 R65/41EAB 69.24 

MODEMS 
R1212M 358.05 
R12120S 267.51 
8242414 590.22 
R24240S 361.93 

CMOS DEVICES 
R65CO2P1 10.39 
R65CO2P2 
R65C102P1 
R65C102P2 
R65C21P1 
R65C21P2 
R65C22P1 
R65C24P1 
R65C24P2 
R65C51P1 
R65C51P2 
R65C52P1 
R65C52P2 

11.80 
10.39 
11.80 
5.82 
6.77 
7.71 
6.61 
7.71 

12.27 
13.53 
22.03 
24.86 

Please include $6.50 for 
packaging and freight 

All prices include sales tax 

Prices subject to alteration 
without notification 

energy 
CONTROL 

73 Eric Street, Goodna 0 4300 
P.O. Box 6502, Goodna 0 4300 

Telephone (07) 288 2455 
Telex AA43778 ENECON 
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SOUND REVIEW 

ANOTHER STEP 
FORWARD 

6&W D33O loudspeakers 
Louis Challis 

411. 

Past the hurdles and over the 
stumps, B&W is now well 
established as a speaker 
manufacturer we expect a 

good deal from. And with just 
the odd quirk that seems to 
be what we've got. 

B&W LOUDSPEAKERS LTD started as 

Bowers & Wilkins in 1966. It produced a 

number of 'interesting' but not particularly 
exciting speakers in the first few years of 
operation; it was not until 1969 that it pro- 

duced a truly outstanding speaker. The 
DM70 was a true landmark in speaker 

development and when I reviewed it (ETI 
November 1973) 1 was pretty impressed by 

its smooth performance. In the intervening 
period, B&W has produced a number of 
advanced speakers with the 801 and 801F in 

particular now regarded as examples of the 

most outstanding speakers commercially 
available. 

In 1980 B&W, like many of its competi- 
tors, was hit rather hard by the world trade 
recession. Instead of taking a 'defensive 
position', as it may well have done, B&W 
elected to go on the offensive through the 

development of a completely new range of 
'cost effective' speaker drivers. This ambi- 
tious approach led to the development of 
the DM110 and DM220 speaker series, 
which I reviewed in ETI, September 1981. 

As good as the DM110 was (or is), its most 

serious limitation was its inability to pro- 

B&W DM330 LOUDSPEAKERS 

Dimensions: 965 mm (high) x 290 mm 
(wide) x 338 mm (deep) 

Weight: 16.5 kg 
Manufacturer: B&W Loudspeakers Ltd, 

England 
RRP: 8899 
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duce good low frequency performance. My 
previous criticism, and I presume that of 
many other reviewers and purchasers, in- 
duced B&W to try a little harder to produce 
a speaker with the same basic attributes but 
with a larger enclosure which is capable of 
producing the type of low frequency per- 
formance that most purchasers are really 
seeking. 

The DM330 is an excellent embodiment 
of the fundamental DM110 design philoso- 
phy but without the limitations that the 
DM110's small speaker cabinet imposes. 
With a volume of approximately 90 litres 
and an acoustical suspension based on the 
principles developed by AR in the States, 
the fully sealed enclosure makes it possible 
to achieve a healthy and very practical 
bottom -end frequency response. This re- 
sponse extends down to 55 Hz, the region 
that I would specify as the minimum fre- 
quency response most listeners would want 
for either classical, pop rock or jazz music. 

Design 
The design is not visually exciting 

and was undoubtedly never intended to be. 
It features a tall narrow fronted cabinet with 
removable black front trim overlying a 
speaker configuration that the manufac- 
turer describes as a three-way system in the 
standard brochure. 

Behind the removable black cloth cov- 
ered speaker grille are two 200 mm diame- 
ter frequency drivers and a 25 mm diameter 
soft dome tweeter. Each of these drivers 
features a neatly designed diecast basket 
frame with soft surround speaker dia- 
phragm and ferrite magnet assembly. This 
combination achieves reasonable perform- 
ance at a modest cost. The external face of 
the speaker frame is truncated on the upper 
and lower edges of the surrounds to facili- 
tate close spacing of the drivers on the front 
of the cabinet. 

The low frequency drivers have been 
visually dressed by the provision of an at- 
tractive blue ring, a feature that B&W has 
incorporated in its speakers since the devel- 
opment of the DM110 series. It is possible 

MEASURED PERFORMANCE OF : Be* DM330 Loudspeakers 

SERIAL NO: 14749 

FREQUENCY RESPONSE : 

CROSSOVER FREQUENCIES: 

SENSITIVITY : 

(tor 90dÓ average u 2m) 

HARMONIC DISTORTION: 
(for 90 and 96dB at Im) 

30 Hz - 22 kHz 

2.8 kHz 

8.4 `8 atts (nominally Into 8 Ohms) 

100Hz 100Hz lkhz 6.3khz 
(1717-113) 96 db) 96 dB) (90 dB) 

2nd -31.1 -21.6 -61.8 -33.6 dB 
3rd -49.3 -40.3 -41.6 -27.3 dB 
4th -51.9 -63.6 dB 
5th -63.4 -64.1 -63.5 dB 
THD 2.8 8.4 0.83 4.2 

INPUT IMPEDANCE 
ONE TEST t I00Hz/7khz 4:1 

100Hz 
I kHz 
6.3khz 
Minimum at 2.8 kHz 

8.8 ohms 
18.4 ohms 
9.2 ohms 
6.9 ohms 

that the colour may have some significance, 
as some of the drivers have a red ring in- 
stead of the blue, but I have yet to find the 
answer. 

The tweeter is located close to the top of 
the cabinet to provide the best possible dis- 
persion, while the two low frequency 
drivers are located sufficiently high above 
the floor to achieve an enhanced low fre- 
quency radiation. The cabinet is con- 
structed with 18 mm thick plastic veneered 
particleboard with a black finish (although 
other finishes are available). In this a central 
particleboard stiffening frame has been in- 
tegrated to limit cabinet resonance, which 
would otherwise be a problem. This ap- 
proach is novel and practical and appears to 
work very well. Its use facilitates the place- 
ment of open cellular foam between the 
stiffening frame to provide controlled cabi- 
net resonance, without materially increas- 
ing the weight (nor the cost) of the system. 

The speaker crossover network is 
screwed to the back panel and a close 
examination of the components and the 
configuration suggested it is not a three-way 
crossover system. This conclusion is also 
confirmed by our laboratory measurements 
which reveal only one notch in the near - 
field driver measurements. 

The terminal recess on the back panel in- 
corporates a fuse holder for the protection 
system. This may provide limited protection 
against catastrophic failure, but not effec- 
tively against high frequency transients. 

Objective testing 
The objective testing of the speaker 

proved to be particularly interesting be- 
cause of my interest in determining whether 
the DM330 is a two-way system, or a three- 
way system. 

The on -axis frequency response in our 
anechoic room confirmed that the speaker 
really does produce an extremely smooth 
response with the lower frequency peform- 
ance, much better than I would have ex- 
pected; the high frequency end of its output 
is truly outstanding. The off -axis response 
(at 301 showed a minimal droop above 

15 kHz, but even at 20 kHz the response 
had only dropped by a little more than 
10 dB. This performance is excellent, 
particularly when the price of the speaker 
system is considered. 

The close proximity measurements, per- 
formed immediately in front of the drivers, 
revealed no trace of the system providing a 
three-way response nor díd our measure- 
ments. The only crossover frequency found 
was at approximately 2.5 kHz. The refer- 
ence to a three-way system in the literature 
is misplaced, and if it were not for the other- 
wise excellent performance of the speaker, I 
would probably pick a fight on this issue. 

The polar plots revealed a truly outstand- 
ing high frequency performance with the 
6.3 kHz and 10 kHz plots providing some of 
the best polar performances I have seen in 
recent years. The addition of foam around 
the tweeter probably materially enhances 
the performance while the removal of the 
front speaker protection also results in an 
improvement of off -axis frequency perform- 
ance. However I doubt whether most users 
would be willing to risk their speaker dia- 
phragms by leaving them unprotected in 
such a way. 

The phase response of the DM330s is 
truly a credit to the designers and the result- 
ing measured response is outstanding. The 
determination of the impedance curve re- 
vealed a very smooth response with a gen- 
eral impedance threshold of precisely 
8 ohms dropping down to approximately 
7 ohms in the region of the crossover at 
2.8 kHz. As a result of the general uniform- 
ity of the curve, these speakers would be 
well suited to parelleling with other speak- 
ers when more than one room is to be 
served by a single amplifier. 

The distortion characteristics of the 
speaker are generally good above 150 Hz 
but with only 200 mm drivers limited linear 
travel suffers under high excursion condi- 
tions below 100 Hz. At these low frequen- 
cies, there is a significant rise in distortion 
particularly with signal levels above 90 dB 
at 2 m. This distortion is readily measurable 
and as I subsequently discovered for some 
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Polar response plots. 
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Tone burst response of B&W DM330 
loudspeakers for 90 dB steady state SPL at 2 m on 

axis. Upper trace is electrical input. Lower trace is 
loudspeaker output. 

programme content, quite audible. 
The tone burst testing revealed a trace of 

anomalous behaviour in the 1 kHz region, 
although at the other test frequencies 
showed very little. 

Since its development, I have found a 

correlation between the measurements pro- 
vided by our decay response spectra evalua- 
tions and the subsequent subjective impres- 
sions. In this case, the decay response spec- 

tra reveal a particularly smooth perform- 
ance with a superlative high frequency re- 
sponse, virtually free of any colouration 
until the 2-6 kHz region where some signifi- 
cant resonant ridges are clearly evident in 

the 100 microsecond to 5 millisecond re- 
gion. These are clearly evident at signal 
levels of the order of 10 dB below peak 
level and very evident at around 25 dB 
below peak level. They appear to be pri- 
marily associated with a low level speaker 
cone resonance and are subsequently 
picked up by a cabinet resonance. Even so, 
the overall decay response spectra are by 
and large excellent, again particularly when 
the price of the speaker is considered. 

Subjective testing 
The subjective assessment of the DM330s 

proved to be quite delightful, and even bet- 

ter than I would have expected from the ob- 
jective results. I carried out an extensive 
direct comparison against our B&W 801F 
series monitors and during the initial phase 

of evaluation experienced some difficulty in 
discerning the audible differences on much 
of the programme content that I was using. 

On general orchestral work, the differ- 
ences between the two speaker systems 
were relatively hard to distinguish. Both 
Dire Straits' "Brothers in Arms" (Vertigo 
824 499-2) and Elton John's "Ice on Fire" 
(Rocket 826-213-2) are typical of the latest 
'pop music' so I drove the speakers as hard 
as the system would go. The amplifier I 

used is a Yamaha M80 with the ability to 
produce peak outputs of over 400 watts per 
channel. Although the systems do not incor- 
porate an electronic protection system, the 
B&W DM330s had no problems in produc- 
ing peak levels of over 105 dB at 2 m. 
Rather surprisingly these signals were pro- 
duced with very little signs of audible dis- 
tress and with a signal that was still clean 
enough to satisfy most pop or rock devo- 
tees. The signal did exhibit signs of fre- 
quency doubling with components below 
80 Hz. 

With a more selective choice of music, 
such as Barbra Streisand and Barry Gibb 
singing on "Guilty" (CBS half speed mas- 
tered CBSH 86122) and similarly with 
Kenny Rogers on "Kenny Rogers' Greatest 
Hits" (Mobile Fidelity MFSL 1-049), I was 

easily able to hear differences between the 
DM330s and B&W 801Fs. This shows up as 

a pronounced increase in 'presence' in the 
2-4 kHz region but was not really disturbing 
and may possibly even be preferred by 
many listeners. There was also a discernible 
increase in sibilance to boot. Not surpris- 
ingly my younger son was pointed in his 
praise of the DM330s. 

Listening to a Nakamichi demonstration 
tape (Metalloy Sound S013) featuring 
Brahms' Symphony No 4, 3rd Movement, 
played on a Nakamichi Dragon and other 
percussive material on the same tape, it was 
virtually impossible to tell whether you 
were listening to the B&W monitors or the 
DM330s. This was generally the case on a 

wide range of other classical music to which 
I listened sourced from compact discs or 
conventional microgroove recorded 
material. 

The DM330s are an excellent speaker 
system with many attributes which make 
them suitable for classical, rock and pop. At 
a current recommended retail price of $899, 
they constitute really excellent value. Even 
though I am not happy with the manufactur- 
er's choice of description as a three-way sys- 

tem, I must acknowledge, nonetheless, that 
I am impressed by them. They almost pro- 
vide 'monitor -type performance' at a frac- 
tion of the price of the real McCoy. 
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 PHONE YOUR ORDER - ALTRONICS TOLL FREE 008 999 007 

LTRONICS 
e ELECRONIC 

COMPONENTS CATALOGUE 
YOURS FREE with this month's Electronics Australia Magazine 

OR send S1 to cover P &P to Altronics, P.O. Box 8280, Stirling St., Perth, W.A. 6000 

REMEMBER 1 

Altronics staff are all keen young electronics 
enthusiasts - just like yourself - so when you 
need a little technical help, give us a call. 

* Quality Products at direct import prices. 
* Save up to 50% on our competitors prices. 
* Overnight delivery Australia wide. 
* Bankcard phone orders service to 8pm Mon -Fri. 
* Check some of the savings on our nearest 

competitor 

STD FREE PHONE ORDER SERVICE 
An Altronics 1st is our INWATS Toll Free Order 
Line. Bankcard holders can call us from anywhere 
in Australia for the cost of a local call and place your 
order; after validating your Bankcard, presto the 
order is on its way to you in a matter of hours. 
Remember with our Overnight Jetservice we 
deliver next day to capital cities and suburbs and 
24 - 48 hours later to country centres. So if you're not 
already an Altronics Customer just pick up the phone 
and dial 008 999 007 and we guarantee to deliver 
faster than your local supplier. 

ECONOMY RACK CABINET 
Solid Steel Construction 

Black anodised front panel 
3 unit (132mm) 

Conforms to 
International Standards 

Ventilated top and - side panels 

ONLY 
$49.50 

H 0400 n $45 

Price Break Through 
Solar Cell Array 

18V @ 7 Watt 

t< 0911 

P<oe 
ees Sg9 95 

Sensational Labtech 

Amazing 
Brilliant New Solar Array at an 
amazing price. Yes, for less than $90 
we now have just the handiest Solar 
Modules available (why pay our 
competitors 5239 for a measly 3 
additional watts?? Superb for 
Powering or Charging 12-15 Volt 
circuits - Now there's no excuse for 
that flat Car, Boat or Caravan Battery 
Solar Cells are fixed to a fibre board, 
front covered with tough EPS and 
rivetted into stainless steel frame. 

A 0220 

Full 12 Months Warranty 

Dual Trace 20MHz CRO With Component Tester Now Under $700! 
Definitely Australia's Best Value in Quality 
Oscilloscope Test Equipment - Just Look 
at the Facilities 
The Inbuilt Component Tester 
Alone Is Over $300 Value. 
DESCRIPTON: 
This model is a dual -trace 20MHz Oscilloscope using high brightness CRT. The 
vertical amplifiers have high sensitivity of 5mV/Div and the frequency 
characteristic response with the smooth roll off exceeding 20MHz. The highest 
triggering sweep speed is 0.2 usec/Div. For component test, special circuit is 
designed, with which a single component or components in or out of actual circuit 
board can be easily tested, requiring no power to drive the circuit. The display 
shows fault of components, size of a component value, characteristics of 
component, and half-dead components under dynamic test. 
FEATURES: 

Component Tester Wide bandwidth & high sensitivity Very low power 
consumption High sensitivity X -Y mode Z axis (intensity modulation) Front 
panel electrical trace Rotator Regulated power supply circuit for Accuracy 

ALTRONICS FAMOUS SATISFACTION GUARANTEE 
We are delighted with our new Labtech 0 0155 Oscilloscope and Component 
Tester and naturally we are confident you will be too - However, if for any reason 
you are less than 100% satisfied with your new Labtech CRO you may of course 
return it to us (in original condition with all insructions, packaging etc.) within 14 
days for a full refund less transport costs. 

Q 0155 Value $699 
Highly Recommended For: 
Service Workbench, Design Laboratory, Manufacturers, 
Universities and thededicated Enthusiast. 

Labtech Test Equipment for Life , p 
PHONE YOUR ORDER-ALTRONICS TOLL FREE 008 999 007 
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Resistor 

TYPICAL COMPONENT TEST 
STATUS PATTERNS 

Digital Circuit Capacitor Zener Diode 

Q 0175 

Probe Sets 
1:1 or 10:1 Attenuation 

$39.50 
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SIGHT & SOUND NEWS 

Stand alone stereo 
TV decoder 

-1.V. STEREO DECODE R M111í 
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Melbourne company, Nitec, is offering an Australian designed 
and manufactured stereo TV decoder which has caught our in- 
terest, and apparently that of the Victorian government which 
awarded Nitec an innovation accolade. 

The Nitec TDN-25-2 appar- 
ently, and rather neatly, turns 
your existing mono TV stereo, 
with only the assistance of your 
hi-fi. 

The TDN-25-2 is a small black 
box which links into the aerial 
and the aerial socket on the TV 
with leads extending from the 
box to connect up to your ampli- 
fier and speakers. 

Working details as we know 
them are that the TDN-25-2 with 
its own receiver circuitry, IF and 
demodulator, detects and 
demodulates the signal, and out- 
puts to the amplifier. The inter - 
carrier FM demodulator in line 
with the dual carrier system op- 
erates on input frequencies of 
36.875 MHz picture carrier and 
31.375 MHz and 31.133 MHz 

sound carriers. Input range is 
60 dB. Other specs are of output 
of 250 mV at 50 kHz deviation, 
less than 200 ohm impedance 
and audio frequency response of 
29-15 kHz ±3 dB. 

The device automatically 
switches between mono and 
stereo decoding depending on 
the signal. An indicator light on 
the front illuminates on a stereo 
transmission. Also on the front 
are two controls for channel 
selection and fine tuning. 

The TDN-25-2 comes with its 
own power supply for under 
$250. We're hoping to review 
this rather cute device, but if you 
can't wait, Nitec can be found at 
299 Rae St, Nth Fitzroy, Vic, 
3068. (03)481-1654. 

Videodisc revolution 
In a drive to promote its Laser - 
Disc products, Pioneer has re- 
cently been familiarising the 
public on the advantages of the 
videodisc medium. 

The company says the benefits 
of videodisc are directly related 
to its technical features. Each 
side of a plastic videodisc con- 
tains 54,000 individual encoded 
frames, with each frame storing 
both picture and sound informa- 
tion. Because videodiscs spin ex- 
tremely fast on a 'turntable', and 
because the 'stylus' which scans 
the discs is a laser beam and 
makes no mechanical contact 
with the discs, instant access is 
possible to any one frame on a 
disc by a programmable control 
facility. And the discs suffer no 
wear and tear. 

This huge capacity of pictures 
per side, plus the durability of 
the discs, makes videodisc a 
good medium for information 
storage. The potential for inter- 
activity made possible by the 
programming facility means that 
they are useful as teaching aids. 

Pioneer LaserDisc systems are 
available in three levels of so- 
phistication. Level 1, the 'stand- 
alone' mode of operation, is the 
most basic type of system and 
might consist of only the Laser - 
Disc player, a video monitor and 
sound reproduction equipment. 

Level 2 contains LaserDisc 
players designed for self -paced 
comprehension in retail and 
teaching situations. These 
players have their own internal 
microprocessors which control 
pre-programmed videodiscs de- 
signed to perform certain play- 
back sequences and respond to 
several commands. 

In the Level 3 mode the 
LaserDisc player is further con- 
trolled via an external comput- 
er, usually a small personal com- 
puter. The computer itself con- 
tains a program which not only 
responds to user input and 
causes the LaserDisc player to 
perform accordingly but can add 
a dimension of local informa- 
tion. 

Theatre sound from video 
or TV 

GFS Electronic Imports of 
Mitcham, Vic, has a new 'add- 
on' device which "provides - 
dramatically - the illusion of 
large theatre sound to a home 
video recorder, television or hi- 
fi system." 

Manufactured by MFJ Enter- 
prises of Mississippi, USA, the 
Model MFJ-1500 provides this 
realistic large theatre sound by 
electronically processing the 
source signal. The processing in- 
cludes the introduction of vari- 
able time delay and reverbera- 
tion, characteristics of a large 
listening environment. 

The MFJ-1500 accepts a mono 
or stereo input and produces sin- 
gle processed as well as 
unprocessed outputs, both of 
which can be fed into the two 
channels of a stereo amplifier. 

For users who do not have a 
stereo system or do not wish to 
use their stereo for this purpose, 
the MFJ-1500 has its own built- 
in 2 watt amplifier. A single 

WI ROOM tlrMu VfMD (.1/11,01 l. 
speaker is connected to the 
MFJ-1500 speaker terminals and 
placed behind the viewing posi- 
tion. This speaker, in conjunc- 
tion with the TV's speaker, then 
provides the viewers with the il- 
lusion of big theatre sound. GFS 
claims that it is the aural equiva- 
lent of big screen TV and makes 
the entire room seem several 
times larger than it really is. 

The MFJ-1500 is housed in an 
eggshell white cabinet with wal- 
nut grain sides. It measures 
254 mm x 50 mm x 150 mm and 
operates from 12 Vdc or 240 
Vac. GFS is offering a price of 
$250 plus $14 P & P to custom- 
ers who quote this article. 

If you would like further in- 
formation contact GFS Elec- 
tronic Imports, 17 McKeon Rd, 
Mitcham, Vic 3132. (03)873- 
3777. 
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NEW COMPONENTS 

New CMOS logic 
A new family of advanced CMOS logic circuits that exceeds the 
performance of Schottky and HCMOS devices has been intro- 
duced by Fairchild. 

Called FACT (Fairchild ad- 
vanced CMOS technology), the 
devices draw three orders of 
magnitude less power than 
equivalent Schottky TTL de- 
vices, according to Ray Becker 
of Fairchild. 

Power consumption is 0.1 mW 
per gate at 1 MHz clock frequen- 
cy, with propagation delays of 

just 5 ns. Devices will include 
more than 80 of the widely used 
industry -standard 54 and 74 

series logic circuits. 
"As the market for compact, 

highly integrated computer and 
electronic equipment has grown, 
so has the need for the power - 
saving advantages of CMOS in 
the logic gates, latches, flip-flops 

and bus driver circuits that popu- 
late circuit boards," Becker said. 

"The low -voltage, high-speed 
operation of FACT introduces 
new possibilities for battery - 
operated or battery back-up 
systems. 

"Up to now, CMOS processes 
have been unable to approach 
the switching speeds of advanced 
low -power Schottky devices and 
the line -driving capabilities of 
standard Schottky devices. The 
FACT line surpasses the per- 

formance of Schottky through 
the use of a sub -2 µm process 
that has been proven for two 
years in high-performance gate 
arrays." 

Selected FACT circuits, in- 
cluding popular bus driver/trans- 
ceiver circuits, have TTL-type 
input thresholds which allow 
them to be used as exact replace- 
ments for standard and ad- 
vanced low -power Schottky 
devices. 

Australian pacemaker develops own microchip 
A microchip to drive the next 
generation of implantable car- 
diac pacemakers has been suc- 
cessfully developed by the Aus- 
tralian company, Telectronics. 

The new microchip is to be in- 
corporated into the company's 
next programmable lifesaving 
device codenamed X92. 

Telectronics claims that the 
microchip is so electronically ad- 
vanced that it is breaking new 
ground in control circuitry. 

The microchip, smaller than a 

little fingernail, contains the 
equivalent of 28,000 transistors, 
4500 gates and 96 bytes of 
RAM. It draws less than one - 
millionth of an amp of current at 
its operating frequency of 
32 kHz. 

Telectronics met all perform- 
ance requirements within a pro- 
jected budget of 12,500 man 
hours and 21 months. 

Project manager Donald Dar - 

kin said the success was due to 
the company's "structured de- 
sign methodology," verifying all 
design stages by test vector se- 

quences created by in-house 
software tools. 

"Australia imports 10 times as 

much high technology as it ex- 
ports. The imbalance is attribut- 
able to a failure to invest in the 
necessary research and develop- 
ment. 

"Telectronics and parent corn- 

pany Nucleas have helped reset 
the balance and got it right the 
first time with the X92's micro- 
chip," said Darkin. 

Teletronics currently claims 
fourth ranking in the world's 
pacemaker industry. The Nuc- 
leus subsidiary has wholly - 
owned overseas manufacturing 
subsidiaries in North and South 
America and Europe and a mar- 
keting and service network in 42 
countries. 

Fast op -amps 
A new generation of JFET input 
operational amplifiers, the 
MC34080/35080 series, has been 
introduced by Motorola. These 
new devices are available in sin- 
gle, dual and quad versions, 
compensated and decompensat- 
ed, and offer bandwidth and 
slew rates that are up to four 
times greater than previously 
available industry standard 
amplifiers. 

A combination of JFET and 
bipolar technologies along with 
an all-npn output stage and 
other design features have 
yielded a fully compensated op - 
amp family with a gain band- 
width product of 8 MHz and 
slew rates in excess of 30 V/p.s. 
If a user requires greater speed, 
then decompensated (Ava,?--.2) 
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versions of the single, dual and 
quad devices are offered with a 

gain bandwidth of 16 MHz and 
slew rates of 60 V/p.s. 

Most existing op -amps use an 
npn/pnp pair output stage. The 
new MC34080/35080 series uses 
an all-npn output stage which 
provides a minimum guaranteed 
peak -to -peak output voltage 
swing 33% greater than current 
industry standard op -amps. This 
type of output stage is capable of 
driving highly capacitive loads 
and also reduces open -loop out- 
put impedance at high frequen- 
cies. The single and dual op -amp 
versions use an internal trim net- 
work which greatly reduces 
input offset errors. 

For more information contact 
Motorola on (02)438-1955. 

64K and 256K DRAM 
CMOS controller 
INTEL has introduced the first 
CMOS dynamic RAM (DRAM) 
controller, a high-performance 
VLSI chip called the 82CO8. 
The 82C08 is designed to easily 
interface 64K and 256K 
DRAMs to microprocessors 
made by Intel and other manu- 
facturers. 

The chip requires very low op- 
erating currents (both in active 
mode and in power down mode, 
during which only the RAM is 

engaged), making possible a 

range of low power and battery 
back-up applications. 

The new chip provides all the 
signals necessary to control 64K 
and 256K CMOS DRAMs. 

The 82CO8 draws less than 
30 mA in active mode, allowing 

a smaller power supply for 
greater compactness, lower cost 
and heat. In power down mode 
only the system RAM receives 
power (the controller chip refre- 
shes the RAM automatically), 
reducing current requirements 
to the mA range. 

The VLSI chip conserves cir- 
cuit board space by replacing as 

many as 20 discrete devices or 
numerous MSI or LSI chips, 
simplifying design and reducing 
system costs. 

It directly addresses and 
drives up to 1 MB of memory 
without external drivers. 

For further information, con- 
tact Total Electronics, 9 Harker 
St, Burwood, Vic 3125. (03)288- 
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Did you know.., 
Rod /ruing Electronics 

have over 7,000 line items?! 

ARLEC PC3 
A prolessanal quality, vented case 
with carry handle for portability when 
used for such protects as power 
supplies battery chargers. inverters. 
audio amps. etc. Multiple slots and 
mounting positions, detachable top 
with plastic sides and metal back 
panel 
Cat. 1110475 . ... 532.50 

ARLEC SUPER TOOL 
A versatile 12V electnc tool IOr 

Sanding 
Engraving 
Grinding 
Polishing 
Cutting 
Drilling 
Milling 
Erasing. etc 

Features: 
Operates on sale, low 12 volts from 
mains electricity via AC adaptor 
(supplied) Light and easy to handle 
with touch switch and lock Or 
continuous running High torque 
motor 10.000 R P M Can droll 2mm 
holes in steel 2 year guarantee 
Contents: 

12V Super Tool 
Piugpack AC adaptor 
1 spherical milling cutler 
1 wire brush 
1 grinding wheel 

a drill bits. 0 6. 0.8, 1 0. 1 2mm 
Set Of 5 chuck collets 
6 eraser sticks 
Instruction sheets 

Cat. T12300 544.95 
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ARLEC SUPER TORCH 
A sophisticated rechargeable torCh 
ideal for use in and around the 
home, She car, the boat. etc 
FEATURES' 

Powerful built-in Nicer/ batteries 
Reflector head swivel through 
90 degrees 
3 position switch gives orvoe/ and 
dim 
Indicator lamp when recharging 
Charges from mains, electricity or 
from a car battery 

Suppled complete with 
A) SEC approved battery charger e) Plug and cord for car lighter 

Socket 
(C) Handy charging bracket with liking screws 
12 months guarantee 

Cat A15055 only $39.95 

MICROWAVE LEAKAGE 
MONITOR 
Use this microwave leakage 
detector to protect yourself and your 
family by periodically checking 
around the hinges, door seals ere of your microwave for hazardous 
excessive leakage 
Cat A30001 $12.95 

QUALITY RIGHT ANGLE 
TOGGLE SWITCHES 
011040 S.P D.T. RA PCB $1.50 
S11042 D.P.() T. RA PCB 51.60 
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BREADBOARDS 
Cat. No. Description Price 
P11000 100 Holes $ 2.75 
P11005 640 Holes 510.75 
P11007 6404100 Holes 513.00 
P11009 640+200 Holes $17.50 
P11010 1280+100 Hobs 519.95 
P11011 1280+300 Holes 532.50 
P11012 1280+400 Holes 536.75 
P11015 1920+500 Holes 557.50 
P11019 25604 700 Holes $64.95 

CO -AXIAL SOCKETS 
LOW LOSS SPLITTER 
Gwen 2 standard co -axial outlets 
from one input 
Cat LI1036(Iel) 
Cal L11037 0011 

54.95 
54.95 

PLASTIC BODY 
CO -AXIAL CONNECTORS 
Plug Cal P10401 50.50 
Socket Cat P10408 50.60 

RAINBOW CABLE 
Cat.NO. Description 
W12714 28AWG 14W 
W12716 28AWG16W 
W12720 28AWG20W 
W12726 28AWG26W 
W12734 28AWG34W 
W12740 28AWG40W 

Sanetre 
51.80 
51.80 
52.20 
S2.90 
S3.60 
54.40 
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12 WAY TERMINAL 
BLOCKS 
P18050 240V 10AMP 
P18052 240V ISAMP 

$1.50 
$1.75 

FERRITE RODS 
Cal L11401 52.75 

Aüg`SRAIIAN- 
MADE 

HIGH EFFICIENCY 
RADIAL FIN HEATSINK 
Black anodised w,m thick base 
plate, this radial tin heatsrnk can 
dissipate large amounts of heat for 
maximum efficiency Designed by 
Rod Irving 

105a65ren Cat H10524 52,80 
105%75mm Cat H10525 $3.00 
1obx150mmCat 1410535 S 5.50 
105x225mm Cat H10546 $ 8.00 
105a300mmCat H10549 512.00 

ECONOMY 
TRANSFORMERS 

1-9 10+ 
2155 $6.75 $5.95 
Cat. M12155 
2156 59.50 $8.95 
Cat. M12156 
2851 $4.50 $3.60 
Cat 6112851 
6672 $9.95 $930 
Cal. 6116672 
2860 $3.95 $3.80 
Cal. 6112860 

NEW TRANSFORMER! 
240V to 15V C.T. at 250 mA 
Cat No. M12860 
1-9 10+ 
$3.95 53.80 

XENON/STROBE TUBES 
As used in projects or as 
replacements 
Cal 6114050 52.95 

-- 

VOLTAGE REGULATORS 
BARGAINS 
Description 1-9 10, 
LM309KC $1.80 $1.60 
7805KC 51.80 51.60 
7812KC 51.80 51.60 
78ao58C $7.80 56.95 
78H12KC $7.80 $6.95 

WE HAVE THE BEST 
MEMORY PRICES! 

IC SPECIALS! 
1-9 10+ 100+ 

4116 51.80 $170 $1.60 
4164 52.95 52.75 S2 50 
2716 15 90 $5.50 55 50 
2732 56 25 55 95 45 50 
2764 $6.25 $5 95 $5 00 
27128 57.00 $6.50 56 25 
6116 $2.95 $2.75 52 50 
41256 57 00 55 50 56 00 
6264 $6 50 55 50 $5 25 

TRANSISTOR AND 
IC's SPECIALS 
2N4240 

. $0.50 
MPSA93 . ... $0.25 
MJ15004 $2.90 
2N4033 $0.30 
2193055 50.80 
2N3772 .. $2.90 
2N3773 . . S2.90 
FM/507 51.00 
6845 .. $6.00 
613802 $2.90 
BF469 $0,40 
8F470 $0.40 
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FREE STANDING, FOLD 
UP MAGNIFIER 
An ecconornicallypnced. hands free' 
magnifier, lets you take care of all 
those tricky line detailed lobs so 
often encountered in electronics or 
any of many other practical uses 
such as home, work, hobbies etc 
Cal 712083 511.95 

MINI JUMPERS 
Contad terminal: Phospor bonze 
Material: P.B.T 94V-0 
Gold plated 

Pnce 10 Cal 
P120530. S 2.95 

25 P12055 S 4.95 
100 P12057 521.95 

r rr} 
BRAND NEW FANS 
hint noisy pullouts! Stacks of uses in 
Cowen amps. computers. horspol 
coping etc. Anywhere you need 
plenty Ol air. 
240V 45re' Cat T12461 512.95 
115V 4543- Cat. 712463 $12.95 
2408 312' Cat. T12465 512.95 
115V 312" Cal T12467 512.95 
to Fans (mixed) less 10% 

QUALITY LEDS 1_ 
Cat. NO Description Price I r 
210140 3mm Red .... $0.20 17 C Z10141 3mm Green ... $0.30 
Z10143 3mm Yellow .... 50.30 ' - 
2101453mmOrange .. $0.30 
DeisOsrnmRea ...... $0.15 ,7 ` ' Z10151 5mm Green $0.30 
Z10152 5mm Yellow ..... $0.30 
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CRYSTALS SPECIALS Pnme Spec's. We just have too 
many in stock! 
Description Cat. No.1-9 10+ 
1MHz Y1100057.50 5650 
1 8432MHz Y1100357.50 56 50 4MHz Y1102052.50 $2.00 4 194304MHz Y11022 52.50 $2 00 
4433618MHz Y110235250 $200 4.75MHz Y1102552 50 $2 00 
4 915200MHz Y11026 $2.50 $2.00 
5MHz Y11030 62 50 $200 6MHz Y1104052.50 $200 
6.144MHz Y11042 52 50 52 00 
6.670MHz Y11045 $2.50 $2 00 
8MHz Y11050 52 50 $2 00 
8 867238MHz Y11055 52.50 52 00 10MHz Y110605250 $200 12MHz Y11070$250 $200 14 31818MHz Y11072 52.50 $2 00 
15MHz Y11075 $2 50 52 00 18MHz Y1108252 50 52 00 18432MHz Y110855250 5200 20MHz Y1109052 50 52 00 

RCA GOLD PLATED 
PLUGS AND SOCKETS 
For those who need the ultimate et 
connection. Essential for laser disc 
players to get that fantastic sound 
quality 
Plug Cat P10151 52.95 
Socket Cat P10150 $2.25 

41/2 DIGIT LCD DPM 60 
200mV tsd 
Digital Hold 
Bandq p Reference boy Resolution 

A new 4'92 digit LCD DPM °Hering levels 01 performance, low current 
consumption and compact size never previously available The 
DPM 60 features Auto -Zero, Auto - 
polarity, a logic switched 200erV of 
2V fsd, Digital Hold, programmable 
decimal points and a 1mA current 
consumption. Automatic low battery 
indication and 'continuity' flags are 
bun into the 10mm 41/2 digit 
display The OPM 60 can be readily 
resealed by user to indicate many 
different units, amps, vats, ohms 
etc. Supplied complete with foxing 
bezel, dips and connector, the DPM 
60 will suit many applications calang 
for low -coat, high accuracy 
measurements in portable 
instruments or bench instruments 
SPECIFICATIONS: 
Accuracy: 0 01 m+- I dign 
Linearity: + - 1 digit 
Samples/sec: 1 6 
Temp. Stability: 50 ppmr.0 typical 
Temp. Range: 0- 35C 
Supply Voltage: 7 5 - 15V 
Supply Current: InsA typically 
Max DC Input Voltage:. 20V 
Cal 015520 599.95 

UNIVERSAL BATTERY 
CHARGER AND TESTER 
Save money on expensive batteries 
with this universal battery charger 
Features include meter tester, and 
provisions lot D.C. AA AAA N. 
button and cell batteries, 98 and 6V 
(square types). Comes complete 
with detailed mstructans. 
Cat. 6123533 $24.95 

CORDLESS 
RECHARGEABLE 
SOLDERING IRON 

Built in solder point illumination 
Easy replacement CO sober tip 
Protective stand which also 
lundrons as charging unit 
Sponge pad attach to stand 

on 
Includes Nicer! battery 
InstruCthon manual 
12 months warranty 

Cat. T/2480 $49.95 

RECHARGEABLE 12V 
GELL BATTERIES 
Leakproof and in 3 convenient 
sizes, these long service Zile 
batteries are ideal lar Nodular 
systems. emergency lighting or as a 
computer backup power supply 
'Ideal for many power needs 
Cat $15029 12V 1 2 AH $12.95 
Cat. S15031 12V 2 6 AH $39.50 
Cat 515031 12V 4 5 AH $49.95 

MAGNETIC BULK 
ERASER 
The best and by lar the quickest way 
to erase tapes. cassettes and 
computer disks! Reduces noise 
levels below recorders own erase 
head level Orv011 switch located in 
handle 240V AC operation 
Cat C14950 $29.50 

MIDRANGE HORNS 
Use these quality, all metal, Piezo 
tweeters for great top end sound on 
your band speaker, disco sound 
system. etc. Rated al 30 watts RMS. 
in system they will handle over 
100 watts RMS. 
Two sizes to choose from: 
Size: 4 a 1012' 
Impedance: 8 ohms 
Rating: 30 watts RMS 
Response: 1.5kHz 14 kHz 
Dimensions: 102 a 267. 177mm 
Cat. C92082 549.95 
Site: 3's 7' 
Impedance: 8 ohms 
Rating: 30 watts RMS 
Response: 2kHz 15 kHz 
Dimensions: 76 177 x 145mm 
Cat. 092084 529.95 

PHILIPS SPEAKERS 
"Hopefully, we should have Philips 
speakers back in stock by the lime 
you read this." -Rod 
Cat C12030 5001010 T8 512.95 
Cal C12040 AD02160 SO8 $34.95 
Cal. C12045 AD70620 M8 $49.00 
Cal. C12050 ÁD12550 W8 $79.00 

(or Philips equivalent supplied) 

SUPER HORN 
Wide dispersan tweeze, 
handles up to 150W 
Sensitivity; 105áB/0 5th 
Frequency Response- 3kHz 
30kHZ 
Impedance 8 OHMS 
Site 145x54mm 

Cal C12103 normally 514.95 
NOW 512.95 

. 

SUPER HORN TWEETER 
Requires no crossover and 
handles up to 100Wí 
Sensiewty 100á13 0 Sin 
Frequency Response 3kHz. 
30kHZ 
Impedance 8 OHMS 
Sae 96mm diameter 

Cal C12102 normally 514.95 
NOW 512.95 

10W RMS SPEAKERS 
Including CO esii AI this price you 
can afford to pul set el speakers m 
every mprnt 
Dimensions H 475 k W 245 x D 200akm 
Cal C12002 Per Pair 559.50 



Did you know,.. 
Rod /wing Electronics are 

computer board specialists?! 
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PC 186 KIT 
The Positronic Computers PC -186 single board Computer 
is a general purpose microprocessor based computer that 
is specifically designed for the small business and hobby 
computer market.The PC -18 uses the APX 80186-3 (8MHz) 
or APX 80186-1 (10MHz) microprocessor. By fully utilizing 
all of the integrated features of the 80816 the PC -186 
provides more features than Is found on any other single 
board computer. 
FEATURES: 

80816.3 (8M1 -1z1 or 80816-2 (10MHz)Central processor 

Small size - only 203mm x 250mm 
Low power requirements 
128k. 256k, 412. or 1 Mbyte of memory on board 
Parity checking on memory accesses 
Double density Floppy D)sc Controller tor 8" or 5 14 doves 
Digital data separator requiring no adjustments 

Can control Cipher Floppy tape 
SASI hard disk interlace 
Two asynchronous serial Channels 
Centronics parallel printer adapter 
CMOS battery backed calendar Clock 
Ix3 Expansion bus 
16 Kbytes of EPROM (2764's) 
Diagnostic and bootstrap in ROM 

The PC -186 may be purchased as either a mini -kit with only bare 
PCB and a minimum of necessary components; a full kit with all 
parts necessary to complete the construction of the PC/186; and 
as an assembled and tested single board computer. 
Please phone (03) 663 6580 for a price. 
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THE NEW ZRT-80 KIT 
CRT TERMINAL BOARD! 
A LOW COST Z-80 BASED SINLGE BOARD THAT 
ONLY NEEDS AN ASCII KEYBOARD, POWER 
SUPPLY AND VIDEO MONITOR TO MAKE A 

COMPLETE CRT TERMINAL. USE AS A 

COMPUTER CONSOLE, OR WITH A MODEM OR 
USE WITH ANY OF THE PHONE -LINE COMPUTER 
SERVICES. 
FEATURES: 

Uses a 280A and 6845 CRT Controller for powerful vide° capabilities 
RS232 al 16 BAUD Rates from 75 to 19.200. 
24.80 standard formal (60 Hz). 
Optional formats form 24 . 80 (50 Hz) to 64 fines a 96 characters (60 Hz) 
Higher density formals require up to 3 additional 2K x 8 6116 RAMS, 

Uses N.S. INS 8250 BAUD Rate Gen and USART combo IC 

3 Terminal Emulation Modes which are Dip Switch selectable. These 
inlcude the LSIADM3A The Heath H./9, and the Beehive 

Composite or Split Video 
Any polarity of video or sync 
Inverse Veteo Capabr6ly 
Small Size 6 5. 9 inches 

BLANK PCB WITH 2716 CHAR. ROM, 
2732 MON. ROM $179 
ZRT-80 WITH 8 INCH SOURCE DISK $299 
SOURCE DISKETTE, ADD 520 
SET OF 2 CRYSTALS, ADD 512 
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NEW FOR BB II! 
Menu driven EPROM 

programming 

soft are, will programQ 2716, 2732, 2764. 
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Jim Ferguson, designer of the "Big Board" distributed 
by Digital Research Computers, produced this 

stunning computer "Big Board II". 
FEATURES: 

4 MHz Z81) CPU AND PERIPHERALS CHIPS: The Ferguson computer 

runs at 4MHz. Its monitor code is lean, uses Mode 2 interrupts, and makes 

good use of the 280-A DMA chip. 
646 RAM 46 STATIC CRT RAM 246 (E) EPROM STATIC RAM: 'Big 
Board II has the three memory banks the Ns' memory bank has eight 

4164 RAM's that provide Of user space and 4K of monitor space The 

second memory bank has two 26 and 8 SRAM5 for the memory -mapped 

CRT display and space for six 2732s or 2K x B static RAMS, or pin 

compatible (E)PROMs, the third memory banbk is for RAM or ROM added 

to the board via the STD bus. Whether bought as a bare board, a lull Kit. or 

assembled and tested. it comes with 450n52732A EPROM containrcg the 

monilor 
MULTIPLE DENSITY CONTROLLER FOR SS/DS FLOPPY DISKS: 

The -Big Board IC computer has a multiple density disk controller, n 

can use 1 793 018877 controller chips The board has two connectors 

for disk signal with 34 pins for 51 44 drives, the other with 50 pins for 

8" doves 
EXCELLENT ON BOARD VIDEO: The "Big Board I' computer uses a 

6845S CRT controller and 8002 Vgeo AKnbutes controller to produce a 

display of quality terminals. Characters are formed by a 5 7 dot matrix on 

15.75KHz monitors art° a 7 . 9 dot matrix on 15 75K14z monitors The 

display is user programmable wits the default display 24 lines of BO 

characters. 
STD BUS CONNECTOR:' Big Board Ir brings its bus signals to a 

conversant place on the PC board where users can solder a STD socket, 

bus cards can be plugged directly into fl. and it Can as well be connected by 

bus cable to industry standard card cages 
A Z80 -A S10Á - EIGHT PROGRAMMABLE COUNTERRIMERS: The 

Board II" has two 280-A CTC5 One is used to clock daia into and out of 

the Z80 -A Sí0/0. while the other is for systems and application use. 

PROM PROGRAMMING CIRCUITRY AND SOFTWARE: The 'Big Board 

II" computer has circuitry and drivers to programming 2716s, 2732(A)s, 

or pin compatible (E)PROMS 
CP/M CAPABILITY: CP/M with Russell Smith's CBIOS for the "BIG 

BOARD II" is available .. .. .... . (plus tax) 5230 

The CBIOS 5" or 8- is avail separately .......... . (plus tax) 565 

Cat. K41015 NOW $595 
(plus tax) 

Less 10% for 3 or more!! Assem. and Tested $849 
(plus tax) 
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LS100 
256K S100 SOLID STATE DISK 
SIMULATOR 
CALLED THE "LIGHT -SPEED 100" BECAUSE IT 
OFFERS AN OUTSTANDING INCREASE IN YOUR 
COMPUTER'S PERFORMANCE WHEN 
COMPARED TO A MECHANICAL FLOPPY DISK 
DRIVE. 
FEATURES: 

2566 on board. using 5V 64K DRAMS 
Uses new Intel 8203-1 LSI Memory Controller 
Requires only 4 dip Switch Selectable I/O Ports 
Runs on 8080 or 280 5100 slot machines 
Up to 8 LS -100 boards can be run together for 2 Meg 01 On Line Sold Slate 
Disk Storage 
Provisions for Battery back-up 
Software to mate the LS -100 to lour CP/M 2 2 DOS is supplied 
The LS. 100 provides an increase in speed of up 10 7 to 10 times on Disk 
Intensive Software $799 Full 256K Kit inciiMrng Tax 
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6809 "UNIBOARD" 
NEW SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER KIT! 
Many software professionals feel that the 6809 
features probably the most powerful Instruction set 
available today on ANY 8 bit micro. Now, at last, all of 
that immense computing power is available at a truly 
unbelievably low price. 

CHECK THE FEATURES!!! 
646 RAM using 4116 RAMS 
6809E Molorole CPU 
Double Density Floppy Disk Controller for either 51/4 or B inch drives. Uses 

WD 1793. 
On board BO z 24 video tore low cost console. Uses 2716 Char Gen 
Programmable Formats. Uses 6845 CRT controller. 
ASCII Keyboard parallel input interlace (6522). 
Serial P0(6551) for RS232C or 20 MA loop 
Centronks compatible parallel printer interface (65221 
Buss expansion interface with DMA Channel (6844) 
Dual timer for real clock application 
Powerful of board system monitor (2732) Features commands such as 

Go to, Alter, All, Move Display, or Test Memory Also Read and Wnte 

sectors Boot Normal, Unknown and General Flex 

PC board is double sided, plated through solder masked, 11 . 111,2 inch 

Includes the powerful 3rd generation Motorola 6609 Processor 
Ideal for colleges, O E M.'s, industrial and scientr is uses 

BLANK PC BOARD WITH PAL'S AND TWO 

EPROMS (plus tax) $239 
51/4 OR 8 INCH SOURCE DISKETTE ADD $25 

plus tax 

COMPLETE KIT, FULLY SOCKETED, ALL OPTIONS 

ARE STANDARD, NO EXTRAS TO BUY $599 
Including tax 

Cat. Please allow 4 weeks for delivery. 

YOUR CHOICE OF POPULAR DISK 
OPERATING SYSTEMS. 
FLEX tm from TSC Cat. $359 
OS9 tm from Microwave Cat. $459 
(Please specify 51/4 or 8 inch) 

--- Z. 
50% OFF *rs>Koy ómyesl 

D CONNECTORS 
Cat. No. Description Price 
P121669 pin Plug Comp 5 9.50 
P12167 9 pin Skt Comp 5 9.95 
Pf2168t5 pin Plug Crimp $10.95 
Pí2169 15 pin Skt Crimp 511.95 
Pt2t7025p,nPlugCnmp 512.95 
P1217125pin Skt Comp $13.95 

SOTS N10 
CENTRONICS 
Cat, No. Descdpttdn Price 
P12200 36 way plug IOC 512.50 
P12201 36 way Mil IDC 513.50 
P1220350 way plug IDC $14.50 
P12204 50 way ski IDC 515.50 
P1220724 way solder pug $12.90 
Pí221036 way soetergin 5 9.50 
P12211 36 way skir kite ski 515.95 
P1221336 way skin Utss sl4 $15.95 



IBM* 
COMPATIBLES 

from $1,495! 

L'1 
Incredible Mete to suit everyone 
Including our special package 
detest 
256K RAM: Colour Grapn,cs. Disk 
Controller Card. 1 parallel poll. 
2 disk doves and 3 months 

ananty, y $1,195 
640K RAM: Colour graphics, 
Multifunction Card. Disk Controller 
Card, 2 senal and 1 parallel ports. 
2 disk drives and 3 months warranty. 

only 52.100 
256K PACKAGE DEAL: Includes 
Colour Graphics Card. Multifunction 
Card, Disk Controller Card, 2 serial 
and 1 parallel ports. A 120 C P S. 
printer and a monochrome monitor 
and 3 months warranty' only 52.400 

640K PACKAGE DEAL: Includes 
Colour Graphics Card. Multifunction 
Card, Disk Conholer Card. 2 serial 
and I parallel ports A 120 C.P S. 
printer, a monochrome monitor and 
3 months warranty! only 52,500 
'IBM is registered vadenun, 

RITRON MULTI 
PURPOSE MODEM 
Our New RITRON Multi Purpose 
Modem has arrived and has all the 
standards you require 
Just check the Retron s features 

CCITT V21 300 Buad Full duplex 
CCITT V23 1200/75 
Bell 103 300 Full duplex 
Bell 202 1200 Hall duplex 
Auto answer. auto disconnect 

Telecom Approval No C84/37/1134 

$379 

APPLE JOYSTICKS 
Ideal for games or word processing 
Fes most 6502 "compand. 
computers 
Cat Cí4200 $29.95 

KEYBOARD AND CASE 
A stylistic low profile case to give 
your system the professional look it 
deserves Comes with an attached 
encoded. parallel output keyboard 
and provisions for 2 a 51,4 slimhne 
Ask drives 
Cal 011380 $249 

kt r ' t 
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"IBM AT STYLE" 
COMPUTER CASING 
Our latest computer casing leatunng 
secants key switch. B slots. and 
mounting accessories etc 
Dnensions 4901 W)xt45(Hka03(D) 
Cat X11091 $139 

rlffill 5 

"IBM PC TYPE" 
COMPUTER CASING 
Give your kit Computer a totally 
professional appearance well one of 

these 
"IBM types casings, includes 

oom for 2 5 Vrt itch disk droves 
connection ports and mounting 
accessories etc 
Dimensions 490 . 390 . 140mm 
Cat X11090 5119 

5T/4" FLOPPY DISK 
SPECIALS! 
XIDEX 1-9 
S/S D/D $31.00 
Cal C12401 
DVS D/D $38.95 
Cal C12410 
VERBATIM DATAUFE 
S D 0/0 $27.95 $26.95 
Cat. C12501 
O/D D/D $39.95 $37.95 
Cat. C12504 

VERBATIM VALUUFE 
S/D o/D $24.95 $22.95 
Cat. C12421 
D/D0/0 $31.95 $29.95 
Cal. C12425 

31/2" XIDEX DISKETTES! 
Yes, mat's rght, we now have hard 
to get' 312" diskettes! 
Cat. C12600 SrS boa of 10 565.95 
Cat C12602 P6 box or 10 589.95 

10+ 
$29.00 

$36.50 

DELUXE 514" DISK 
STORAGE UNIT 
Features... 

Clear smoked plastic lid 
Diskette fan display system 
elevates the disks for easy 
identificalioh and access 
Lockable lid (2 keys supplied) 
High impact plastic base 
45 diskette capacity 

Cat C16050 

I 
549.50 

MINI DISK STORAGE BOX 
Holds up 10 30.5 '4' diskettes 
Cat. C16020 516.95 
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COMPUTER CASSETTES 
Quality 20 minute tapes 
Cat D11141 
1.9 t04 100 + 

51.00 $0.90 $0.80 

TELEPHONE "" 
EXTENSION CABLE UNIT 
Allows 15 metres of leteptidne 
e xtension cable to be neatly wound 
info a piotable Waage [eclaine, 
The reel sits nn a squared on base 
and trig reel has a handle to wind 
Cable back en to it after use No 
tangles no mess' Ideal tor the 
workshop around me house orrice 
pool etc 

Car V16013 524.95 

IC STORAGE CASE 
Elecno static charge proof plastic 
IC case wet Conduttere sponge 
Dimensions 75 . 130 . 19mm 
Cat H10095 $5.95 

NEW TTL MONITORS 
Fantastic resolution, Enjoy a cr sp. 
sharp image with these new Ram, 
TTL monnorsl IBM' compatible, 
green display. swivel and tilt base 
Cal X14510 $265 

STOSÁR 3001 

RITRON 1 
Our mast poQular model in a steel 
cabinet to minimise R.F 
Green Cal.X14500 Save 530 $169 
Amber Cat X14502 Save 530 $179 

Q 

XIDEX PRECISION 
SCREEN 
Headaches. latgue and teed eyes 
are a canon complaint from users 
Of CRTs But studies have reported 
that the use o! the Xides Precision 
Screen, actually increases 
ettec,ency 20% while relieving eye 
strain, headaches and general 
latgue 
Available in two sizes 
17r8 -.l o t2- cat X99997549.95 
$392-.11" Cat X99999 549.95 

! 
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IBM COMPATIBLE CARDS 
MULTIFUNCTION CARD 
(3846 RAM) Parallel, serial and 
game pon.lonl Plus battery backup ci. 
Cat. X18013 $329 
DISK CONTROLLER CARD 
Controls 2 slirnline dores 
Cat x18005 $149 
HIGH RESOLUTION 
MONOCHROME GRAPHICS CARD 
Give your IBM real graphics capabikty 
Cat 818007 $249 
5126 RAM CARD 
(Includes RAM) 
Cal. x18o1s $299 

'I 

ADD ON HARD DISK 
DRIVE FOR IBM 
Includes disk controller card 
Available and installed free only at 
our City store 
Cal X20010 
to M Byte 
20 M Byte 

51,195 
51,350 

PRINTER RIBBONS 
CPBO, BX80, DP80.130100, MBlo0 

59.90 

TDK VIDEO TAPES 
AT BARGAIN PRICES! 
VHS E60 $12.50 

6120 $12.50 
EtSe $11.80 
E240 522.40 

BETA L250 $13.50 
1500 $14.40 
1750 $17.50 

Omit X. Gemir 

INSIDECA'N 
*Quirk / AG45 
them And 

/ 

INSIDE CP/M 
A Guide for users and programmers 
with CPM1.86 and MP9d2, by David 
Cones. 
This book is both a guide and a 
reference manual for CPM, an 
operateg system for small computers 
The book has two Sections. The 
Tutorial presents the basics of the 
management use, and programming 
of a small computer and CP-M In the 
Reference, CP/M information is 
organised for quick access by 
programmers and users 

$47.50 

C hiewww... ewe.. 

THE 'C' PROGRAMMER'S 
HANDBOOK 
This handbook is an introduction 
and a reference to the C programming 
language, both for beginning and 
experienced programmers G is a 
general purpose language featuring 
eccoomy or expression. and modern 
how control and data structures. 
Concise structure and last execution 
make C the ideal language for 
applications and system level 
pnogramminy 

527.50 

RodIrvin 
Electronics, 

1 periphery/s! 

180 CPS PRINTER! 
KAITEC KAI 180 EX 
Standard 80 column Dot Matrix 
Printer. High quality printing by 
NLO mode. 31( Butter. High-speea. 
low -energy consumption 9 wire 
dot head allows 100 characters 
per second. 
Logic seeking panting or incremental 
printing with high response. stepping 
motor Use 01 an.reId, roll or 
cut.sfeet paper is possible with 
adjustable sprocket pm leed and 
Inchon feed Both heed and 
proportional character cinches are 
evadable. Emphasized and double 
pml 

lernamodes 

are possible. 9 graphic 
modes are available 8 language 
international character font 

lized 
SPECIFICATIONS: 
Prindng Type: Impact Dot 
Mater 
Maximum Printing Range:203mm 
Print Types: ASCII 96 Others 7 
language 
Character Format: Character 
Mode Standard 9a9 dots 
NLO 18 x 20 dots Graphic Mode 
Printer Modes: (a) Fued pitch node 
b) Propallonal etch mode 

aracter Size: 2 42(H)e 1 994W) 
Printing Speed: 180 Character 
per sec Iptda) 
Paper Feed Method: (a)Adjustable soh 4.10 inch 

kkei 

(pull 
tteeed, paper 

b) Friction 
hwdtfeed 

paper width 4.8 5 inch 
Interlace: Parallel Interlace 6Da 
parallel (Conforms to Centronics) 
Cat C20020 Only 5499 

!'L ADX9ei it 1 " 

TDK AUDIO TAPE 
BARGAINS 
Description at No 10/ 
DC46TDK At1305 2,75 2,10 
DC60TDK A11307 2.95 2.25 
DC90706 A11309 3.50 2.50 
DC120TOKA11311 5.50 4.25 
AD6OTDK A11315 3.75 2.95 
AD9OTDK A11317 4.75 3.50 
ADt201136A11319 6.95 5.50 
ADX60TDKA11320 4.95 3.50 
ADx90 TDK A11322 5.95 4.50 
5A601010 811325 5.35 3.95 
SA90106 A11327 5 95 4.50 
SAX60 TDK A1t329 5.25 3.95 
S6090T06A11332 6.95 5.95 
MAC60 TDK A11335 10.95 9.35 
MAC90TD6 A11337 11.50 8.75 
MAR60 TDK A11340 13.50 10.95 
MAR90 TDK A11342 17.20 15.35 

-_... -... -!1 

COMPUTER LEADS 
We have a wide range of computer 
leads available. all al very 
reasonable prices! 

APPLE: 
Apple II. Ile, II e. well parallel 
interlace card 
Dual 10 pin 120 contacts) 
connector to CenborKs 36 pin pug 
Lenqth 2 4 metres 

Cat P19025 $24.95 

BM 
IBM PC, XT, and look akkes with 
25 pn "O' pug on computer end 
to Centronics 36 pm plug on 
pnmer end. 
Length 2.1 melees 

Cal P19029 534.95 
TANDY 

For models 1812/16/1682000. 
with dual 17 pn female on 
computer era to Cenvoncs 6 pie 
pug on printer end (Epuvalent to 
261323) 

Len ih 2 a metres 
Cat P19027 $29.95 

For models ltllo4/4P with 34 Pn 
edge ~fleeter on computer end 
to Centronics 36 pin plug on the 
pnrrter end IEMwale i 1026.1401) 

CL 
rgth 2 metres 

at P19028 $32.50 

NEW PHONE PLUGS 
6 SOCKETS 
We hear on the grapevine that all 
hours ure Its/Nlallon w 11 use the 
U.S.A type of plug and sockets for 
communkation lines. 

ÉN-:0= 
am,+ 

TELEPHONE ADAPTOR 
Ausltalian pits to U socket 
Length 10cm 
Cream colour cable 

Cal 816026 56.95 

TELEPHONE 

050.gioolUSº«kés 
Length 10 rrelreS 
Cleans colour cable 

Cal 816028 510.95 

COMPUTER ~Si 
by SciSys, 

Sc/Sys computer chess games 
are endorsed by Garry Kasparov, 
world's highest rated Chess player, 
and are available from 
Rod Irving Electronics) 

TURBO 16K 
This brand new chess computer 
sets new standards in user 
convenience, and beats 92% o1 se 
chess players with 85 powerful 
16K program. 
Features: 

Instant 
response 

Solves mate in 10 moves 
lmernal dock with 2 LCD displays 
Displays moves considered 
Thinks in opponent's time 
*Takes back 17 Levels 2 Year memory 
Mains adaptor socket 

Cat. C30010 

EXPRESS 16K 
Instant response hand held Chess 
computer. 

Instant response - uses 
opponents ~Jung bone to prapare 
instant replies to several alternative 
opponent moves 

Chess players (estimated 
Of all 

SaSys.Elo 18001 
Automatic Display Move 'unction 
Extra flat. Hgh-value metallic 
finish 
Fast 8 MHz 166 chip 
17 playing levels t beginner, 
8 casuals, 6 club, 2 special 
(anatysis and problem to Mate in 
ten moves) 
Very long battery life, 1000 hours 
playing, one year memory 

Cal C30006 5199 

$295 

9z 
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3 IN 1 GAMES 
CHESS, TIC TAC TOE, AND 
CHECKERS! 
CHESS: 8 levels solves ap to mate 
in 4 moves 
TIC TAC TOE: 4 levels of skill big 
easy to use peces, quick response. 
take back laabty 
CHECKERS: 8 levels of skis take 
back facility 
Perfect for the whole famllyl 
cal c30008 $149 

TELECOMMUNICATION 
EXTENSION LEADS 
Cal Y16010 5 metre 512.50 
Cat Yí601210 metre $14.95 

RS232 MINI PATCH BOX 
Interlace RS232 devices 
Well male to female 25 ph inputs 
25 leads with ironed end supplied 
Complete with instructions 

Cal x15654 $25.95 

CCOMPUROBOT 
$I joy key in e lest of commands to 
the amazing Compurobot and watch 
him go about performing even your 
most complex manuevers - up to 48 
steps. Forward, backward, ieltinght 
bum, lelt/rght curve. robot noises, 
flashing lights and a multi speed 
gearbox, 
Cal $49.50 



SERIES 5000 
INDIVIDUAL COMPONENTS TO 

MAKE UP A SUPERB HIFI SYSTEM! 
By directly importing and a more technlnaii....^ 
oroanisaK..^ o^^ '_. . 

WHILE OUR CURRENCY 
IS 

DEVALUING PRICES WILL 

RISE, SO BEnaCK! 

I 
nor 

POWER AMPLIFIER 
WHY YOU SHOULD BUY A "ROD IRVING ELECTRONICS" 

SERIES 5000 POWER AMPLIFIER.... 
1% Metal Film resistors are used where possible. 
Alumimium case as per the original article. 
All components are top quality. 
Over 1000 of these kits now sold. 
Super Finish front panel supplied at no extra cost. 

Please note that the "Superb Quality" Heatsink for the 
Power Amplifier was designed and developed by 
ROD IRVING ELECTRONICS and is being supplied to other kit 

suppliers. 
SPECIFICATIONS: 150 W RMS into 4 ohms 
POWER AMPUFIER: 100W RMS into a ohms (+ -55V Supply) 
FREQUENCY RESPONSE: 8Hz to 20Hz +0. 0.4 dB 2.814z to 65KHz. 

0.3 dB NOTE: These figures are determined solely by passive fillers 

INPUT SENSmVrrY: 1 V hMS or 100W oupu4 
HUM: 100 48 below Lull output (fiat). 
NOISE: 116 de below full output (flat. 20100 bandwidthl 
2nd HARMONIC DISTORTION: 0.001% at 1 KHz (0 0007% on Prototypes) 

at 100W ouput using a + .56V SUPPLY rated at 4A continues .0.0003% for all 

frequencies less than 10KHz and all powers below clipping 
TOTAL HARMONIC DISTORTION: Determined by 2nd Harmonic Distonion 

(see above). 
INTERMOOULATION DISTORTION: 0.003% at 100W. (50Hz and 7KHz 

waxed 4:1) 
STABILITY: Unconditional. 

Cat. K44771 Will be $359, limited stock available at $339 
Assembled and tested S549 

packing and post 510 

PREAMPLIFIER 
THE ADVANTAGES OF BUYING A 

"ROD IRVING ELECTRONICS" SERIES 5000 
PREAMPLIFIER KIT ARE.... 

1% Metal Film Resistors are supplied. 
14 Metres of Low Capacitance Shielded Cable are supplied 
(a bit extra in case of mistakes). 
English "LOrlin" switches ae supplied (no substitutes here.) 

Specially Imported black anodised aluminium knobs. 
Available Assembled and Tested. (We believe that dollar for 

dollar there is not a commercial unit available that sounds as 

good!) 
SPECIFICATIONS: 
FREQUENCY RESPONSE: Hgh-level input 15Hz e130KHz.+0.^IdB 
Low -Level input .conforms to RIM equalisation +.0 208 
DISTORTION: 1KHz 0 003% on all inputs (limit of resolution on measuring 

equipment due tO noise limitation). 
S44 NOISE: Hiiggh-Level input, master hall, with respect to 300rnV input signal at 

lull output (I.2V)92dB flat .10048 A -weighted. MM input master lull, with 

respect to full output (1,2V) at 5 mV input SOOhms source resistance connected. 

8648 hat192d8 A -weighted MC input. master tun. with respect to full output 

(1 2V) and 200uv input signal .714811at 7548 Aweighted 

Cal. K44791 Will be S319, limited stock avallble at $299 
Assembled and tested $599 

packing and postage 510 

,l',1 r,ii, ,r rlrrtrl4 

THIRD OCTAVE 
GRAPHIC EQUALIZER 

SPECIFICATIONS: 
BANDS: 28 Bands from 31.5Hz to 16KHz. 
NOISE: 0.008mV, sliders at 0, gain at 0(.103dB0). 
20KH2 BANDWIDTH DISTORTION: 0.007% at 300mV signal, 
sliders at 0, gain at 0, maximum 0.01%, sliders at minimum. 
FREQUENCY RESPONSE: 12Hz=105KHz, +0,4,1 dB, all 

controls flat. 
BOOST AND CUT: 14dB 

Cat. K44590 1 unit: will be 5219, limited stock availble at $199 
2 unit: will be $429, limited stock available at $194 

packing and postage 510 

SERIES 4000 
SPEAKERS 

8 Speakers n $295 
8 Speakers with Crossovers $499 
Speaker Boxes (assembled with grill 

and speaker cutout) $325 
Crossover Kits $199 
Complete kit of parts (speakers 

crossovers, screws. innerband 
boxes.) $799 

Assembled, tested and ready to 
hook up to your system $895 

Errors and Ommissions Excepted 

nip 

40 W 
IN0 eVERTER Ms 12 24nter can be used 

to power up mains appliances rated 
up to 40 W, or to vary the speed Ol a 

turntable. Asa bonus. II will also 
work backwards as a buckle charger 
to top up the battery when the power 
is on. (EA May'82) 821V5 

Cat. 662050 557.50 

/1 
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Mt SIICOLOR IV 
A ea ement to parties. card 
nights and discos with EAs 
Musicolor IV bight show. This Is the 
latest in Ile famous line of 
musicolors and it offers features 
such as hour channel "color organ 
plus tour channel light chaser, front 
panel LED display, internal 
microphone. srrgle sensitivity 
control plus opto -coupled switching 
for increased safety 
(EA Auugg.'a 1181 MC8 
Cat. K81080 599 

oei $º'` Sp.c v i 
ELECT RONIC 
MOUSETRAP 

is clever electronic mousetrap 
disposes of mice instantly and 
mercifully, without fail, and resets 
Itself automatically, They II never gel 
away with the cheese again? 
(ETI Aug.'84) ETI 1524 
Cal. K55240 $27.50 

pVOICE 
OPPERATED 

EAY 
EA grreat Voice Operated Relay 
can be used to control a tape 
recorder, as a VOX circuit for a 

transmitter or to control *slide 
protector. (EA Apr' 82) B2VX4 

Cat. K82043 $17.95 

- 

4 zB .-r 
$TEREQ ENHANCER 

he best thug about stereo is that it 

sounds good' The greatest stereo 
hi-fi system loses its magnificence if 

the effect is so narrow you can't hear 
it. This protect lets you cheat on 
being cheated and creates an 
'enhanced stereo effect' with a small 
unit which attaches to your amp 
(ET 1405, ETI, MAR '851 

Cal. 654050 579.50 

!iG 
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MULTI SECTOR ALARM 
Cy 

e A l.hsmas season always 
bongs with it an increase in home 
burglaries, so rows the time for 
installing security equipment. 
Relieve the boredom, save money, 
and at the same lime protect your 
home from intruders with this up -to 
theIlnute burgular alarm system 
Its easy to build, costs less than 
equivalent commercial units. and 
features eight seperate inputs, 
individual sector control, battery 
back up and saltiest facility 
Specifications: 

Eight sectors with LED status 
indication 
Two delayed entry sectors 
Variable exit, entry and alarm 
time settings entry delay variable 
between 10 and 75 seconds: exit 
delay variable between 5 and 45 
seconds, alarm time variable 
between 1 and 15 minules 
Resistive loop sensing' suits 
both normally open and normally 
cased alarm sensors 
Battery back-up within. built 
charger circuit 
Built-in seen Oliver 

Complete kit Including deluxe 
prepunched metal work and 
electronics for only... 

Cat K85900 $129 

TRANSISTOR TESTER 
1000's SOLD 
Have you ever desoldered a suspect 
transistor, only to find that It checks 
OK? Trouble -shooting exercises are 
open hindered by this type of false 
alarm, but many of them could be 
avoided with an "el -can itr 
component tester, such as the EA 
Handy Tester. (EA Sept:83) 83TT8 

Cat. 683080 $17.95 

t 

300 BAUD DIRECT 
CONNECT MODEM 

odem hat oil ant with. 
modem? Think of these 
advantages: 

Can't anord a floppy disc' Use 
your telephone to access one for 
the cost of a call. 
Bored with your old programs, 
Download hundreds of free 
programs 
Want to get in touch with fellow 
computer enthusiasts? Use 
'electronic mail 
Ever used a CPMI system? 
CPDOS? UNIX" Well a modern 
will make a your computer a 
remote terminal on some of the 
most exciting systems around 

Save on ready built modem.. 
Cat. 697050 $119 

(Short form without phone) 

EPROM PROGRAMMER 

NP eed fora Micro with EA's great 
Eprom Programmer suitable for 

27162758 Eproms 
(EA Jan '82) 82EPI 

Cal. 682013 579.95 
(Including Textool Socket) 

ELECTRIC DUMMY LOAD 
With this unit you can lest power 
supplies at currents up to 15 Amps 
and voltage up to 60 Volts. It can 
'sink" up to 200 Watts on a static 
test and you can modulate the load 
to perform dynamic tests 
!ETI Oct '99) ET1 147 
Cat. K41470 5119 

ELECTRONIC 
MATT METER 

s olllt will re the Power 
consumption of any mains 
appliance with a rating up to 3 

kilowatt. It makes use of a special 
op amp called an 'output transcon- 
ductance amp' or OTA for short. 
(EA Sept '83) 83WM8 

Cat 683082 $89.95 

30 V/1 A FULLY 
PROTECTED POWER 
SUPPLY 

e ast power supply we did was 
the phenomenally popular ETI-131 
Thrs low cost supply features full 
protector?, output venation from OV 

to 30V and selectable current limit. 
Both volatage and current melermg 
is provided. (ETI Dec 83) ETI 162 

Cal K41620 552.50 

N% 

ZENER TESTER 
A rumple low cost add-on for your 
multimeler. This checks zeners and 
reads out the zener voltage arectly 
ve put muitimeter. It can also check 
LEDs and ordinary dodos. 
(ETI May 831 ETI 164 
Cal 641640 $9.95 

1111). 

MOSFET POWER 
AMPLIFIER 
Employing Hitachi Moslets, this 
power amplifier features a 'no 
compromise' design, and is rated to 
deliver 150 W RMS maximum 
and features extremely low 
harmonic. transient and 
imermodulatan distortion. 
ETI 4771ETI Jan.81) 
(Single module only) 
Cal 644770 579.50 
Plus power supply (No bans) 549 
Plus transformer PF4361/1 549.50 

]1,`OR 
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PARALLEL PRINTER 
SWITCH 

red of plug swapping when ever 
you want to change from one printer 
to another', This low-cost protect 
should suit you down to the ground. 
It lets you have two Centronics -type 
printers connected up permanently. 
so that you can select one or the 
other at the flick of a switch. 
(ETI 666. Feb. 185) 

Cal. 646660 $79.95 

50 W AMPLIFIER 
MODULE (ETI 480) 
Cal. 644880 $27.50 
)Heatsink optional extra) 

100 W AMPLIFIER 
MODULE (ETI 480) 
Cat. K44801 529.95 
(Heatsink optional extra) 

1N. 
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EPROM PROGRAMMER 
you have ever wanted to rewrite or 

extend the operating system of your 
microcomputer or O your're 
interested H dedicated 
microprocessor applications then 
this EPROM Programmer is lust the 
Ihing, It is an inexpensive unit that 
uses readily available IC's. 
interfaces directly to the expansion 
bus on the back of all the popular 
8080,290 microcognputers and 
programs 2708's. 2716 s. 2758's 
and 27329 (EA July'80) BOPP71 

Cat, 579.50 
(Norwood case supplied) 

gHoad 
I none 

ONIhI$IND i 
t rifer, This 

handy gadget functions as both a 

bell extender and paging unit. or it 

can perform either function 
separately (EA Feb e4) 04TP2 

Cal. K84021 $27.50 
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AUDIO TEST UNIT 
ust about everyone these days who 
as a stereo system also has a good 
assene deck, but not many people 
re able to get the best performance 

horn A. Our Audio Test UM allows 
you to set your cassette recorder's 
bias for optimum frequency 
response bra given tape of 
alternatively. It allows you to find out 
which tape is best for your recorder. 
(81AO10)(EA Oct 81) 

Cat. K81101 559.95 

I. ~r1- 1 
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LAB SUPPLY 
holly variable 0.40V current limited 
0.5A supply with both voltage and 
current metering (two ranges: 
0-0.560-5A). This employs a 

conventional series -pass regulator, 
not a switchrnode type with its 
attendant problems. but dissipation 
is reduced by unique relay switching 
system switching between laps on 

the transformer secondary. 
Ell May 831 ETI 163 

Cat. 641630 $182.50 

'41 T 1(1 
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300W "BRUTE" 
AMPUFIER 
The "Brute" develops 300W Into 4 

ohms, 200141 into 8 ohms( 
For many adios applications there's 
no substitue for sheer power low 
efficiency speakers, outdoor sound 
systems, or maybe you like the full 
flavour of the dynamic range 
afforded by a high power amp. 
Whatever your requirement this 
'super power module should fin the 
bra IE TI 466) (511 Feb'00) 

Cat. 1(44660 $89.95 
(Heatsink not included) 

-14 4> 
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LOW BATTERY 
VOLTAGE INDICATOR 
Knowing your banenes are about to 
give upon you could save many an 
embarrassing situation This simple 
low cost project will give your early 
warning of power failure, and makes 

a handy beginner's project. 
(Ell 280. ManrJe '851 

Cal. K42800 57.95 

i 

HUMIDITY METER 
nis poled can the burn to give* 

readout of relative humidity either on 

a LED dot -node display or 

conventional meter. In a~drrron it 
can be used with another project as 

a controller to turn on and off a water 
mist spray m a hothouse, for 
example (Eli May '811E11 -25e 
(Includes humidity sensor 519 501 

Cal. 652460 $29.50 

LOW-COST BIPOLAR 
MODEL TRAIN 
CONTROLLER 
Here is a simple model Vain control 
for those enthusiasts who desire 
something better than the usual 
rheostat control. II provides much 
improved low speed performance 
and is fully overload protected. yet 
contains relatively few 
componemets Best Of all, you don t 
need to be an electronic genius to 
construct it (NOTC121(Ell Dec 80) 

'Cat 680120 539.95 

T 



Did you know... 
Rod Irving Electronics 
has over 2,000 semis?! 

1017106 19 50 

4.91570011194500 

4,74C165 

40740174 

740374 4.45 7415324 2.20 114377 4.90 90238 90 253055 1.00 6460 8271 89 00 51406620195 1C17111 19.60 
1017117 21.60 

740901 
740907 

3.00 
2.50 

7415376 2.20 
7115327 2.20 

114375 3.95 
143808p60 

80392 1.20 293096 1.20 
60263 1.20 743109 190 

100607290 
6800604 7.50 

5272 33.00 
8273 6500 

LEDS 
3mm REO .25 

1017611 695 
1017660 5 90 

740903 
740904 

250 
2.50 

7415352 220 
7415353 2.20 

190 
16380 14 pn 

130437 1.50 293251 190 
80492 1.50 253302 1 90 

14600608 450 
106120 

8274 42.50 
6275 30.50 

2mm TELL .30 
3mm GRM 

1CM7211 12.50 
101472164 

140905 
74C906 

15.00 
2 90 

7415364 395 
7415365 1.00 

190 
151341 3.50 

130647 1.00 253440 1.80 
6D648 1 80 253441 2.90 

146P010424.20 
60001001 4.90 

6276 2150 
1270 8 50 

.30 
5mm RED .15 
Smm YELL 30 4650 

1C1/72168 
740907 

16 74C9 
210 
2.75 

7415366 100 
7415367 60 

114362 3.50 
114343 3 90 

00677 160 293442 350 
130611 2.00 2143543 .30 

356510 
140703542 5.90 

8262 0.90 
6763 0.50 

55m GRN .30 
Sown 05G .30 4450 

10147234* 
74C910 
740911 

14.00 
12.50 

7415364 1 00 
7415373 190 

114364 3.30 
16394 1.95 

80667 2.00 293564 .30 
600646 390 253565 30 

660035014140 
43501 690 

8254 5.50 
6716 650 

RED RECT .30 
099 8E07 .30 21.50 

1017220* 
740912 
740914 

12.30 
450 

7115374 1.90 
7415375 1.00 

L113176 3 95 ' 
L6347 200 

000950 3º0 293566 30 60[63 6.50 293567 .30 
680C351060Á 
3510 5.90 

5707 0.50 
8269 73.00 

7E1 11E07 30 
RED CHROME 41.50 

10472274 
710910 
74C917 

4.00 
15.30 

7415377 2.15 
7415371 120 

191390 2.95 
114301 2.90 

796 (SUM 80) 293569 30 
490 2111594 .30 )) 

8741 57.50 
6746 6500 BEZEL 1 20 

YE110W 19,99 24C915 
740920 

780 
12.50 

7415379 190 
7115.316 1.00 

154313 1.00 
1153051 9 95 

B0Y97(BUL00) 2538 30 
4 

.34 
eó 793610 30 

7100 35 
7401 .45 

0749 5850 
1155 31.60 

CHME BEZEL 
1.20 ;LS ,60 

740521 
740922 

12.50 
7.60 

7415390 160 
7115103 160 

10113961(22.50 
19396 5.10 

BF/15 1.60 263641 .30 
Br 167 1.70 230]682 )0 

7402 .45 
7403 .45 

40]5 690 
8039 7.90 

GRN CHRYE 
BEZEL 1.70 74502 1.00 

74503 /00 
74501 

740923 
740925 

790 
910 

7415395 2.00 
7415396 2.60 

11E541 4.50 
9E555 .40 

BF177 1.20 2113641 /0 
0(177 1.20 293644 .30 

7404 .40 
7405 10 

F01771 19.00 
F01791 (4876 

VOLTAGE 
1.00 

74505 1 SO 
740926 
740937 

9.90 
990 

74153% 3.00 
74153999 190 

6E556 /.20 
14E556 5.00 

89180 1 TO 2143645 30 
90112 90 253646 .30 

7406 40 
7407 60 

]9 
60170314477 78p5L 60 ICI 74508 1.00 

74509 1.60 
740921 
74C929 

9.00 
9.50 

7415124 5.50 
7415110 5.50 

9E540 400 
9(547 2.00 

B(163 60 253702 1.10 
13F164 .60 253704 1A0 

7106 .60 
7409 60 

39. 
901795 39.00 

74056C 2.50 
7112110 1.20 74510 1.00 

74815 1.41 
740920 
740932 

175 
250 

7415441 5.50 
7415442 5.50 

0E510 5.90 
14E571 590 

BF 156 .40 2113739 450 
09199 60 253771 5.50 

7110 00 
7411 .70 

F01797 39.00 
W01691 79.50 

70125C 2.54 
7515UC 1.20 74515 1,60 

74520 120 
74C941 
740919 

2.50 
4.80 

7415443 530 
7415445 2.20 

54E592 9.90 
5(594 9.50 

9(2130 1.10 263777 5.70 
130245 1.50 253773 590 

7412 .70 
7413 .10 

2/02143 1450 
*01931 22.50 

70156C 2.50 
7911U0 1.20 1.50 774530 71_5444 5.50 11/70914 1.50 9F337 130 263792 6.00 7414 50 *01033 34p1 741614C 250 1.004522 

74532 100 
>>16..99 

/MOO .35 
I 90 

44 74158 5.50 L1471447 

1.03 
iCN 1.20 

9E331 1.90 293219 1. 
BF/58 1.00 753496 2.95 

7416 SO 

7417 90 
1101983 14.75 
*D1003 59.00 

742450 I.» 
7621KC 25e 74537 1.70 741501 .40 7415449 5.50 112723 .75 137459 1.00 793904 1.00 7420 .60 *02123 .26 50 7905Ú0 1 90 74531 1.10 

74510 1.70 
741502 
741503 

40 
.40 

7415490 3.20 
7415540 595 

11472300 190 
116725 4.75 

90469 1.20 2113006 1.00 
0E470 1.70 2141030 1.50 

7425 90 
7427 60 

11406250 16.50 
11111302 (518434 

795s60 3.00 
7912ÚC 1.90 74551 10 

74564 1.20 
741504 
741.505 

40 
.60 

7415541. 3.95 
7415677 2.75 

114733 190 
114139 2.75 

BE4w .90 254032 2.20 
8f495 .90 2144033 220 

7430 .70 
7432 .10 

0 
TR1643 990 

)912%C 2.50 
79/5UC 190 74565 1.20 

74574 1.30 
741504 
141.509 

40 
80 

7415622 2.75 
7415623 595 

114711 60 
U4717 1.30 

BFV/IO 1.50 2144016 3.50 
001111 1.60 2144121 1.50 

7437 60 
7430 .90 

0019411 21.00 
551641 23.00 

791500 7.50 
7918U0 1.90 74596 1.20 

745109 2.50 
741510 
741511 

60 
10 

7415629 5 95 
7415610 3.95 

04744 1.00 
3001310 950 

BFW 16 1 90 2194123 1.50 
137750 1,70 294236 190 

7440 .40 
7442 90 

CR110021 5990 79744.10 1.90 
78105 .50 

745112 1.30 
745113 /30 

741512 
741517 

40 
90 

7415442 2.75 
741.5613 7.75 

601312 795 
MC 1314 795 

8(750 1.90 2144237 1.90 
BF 090 1.50 2144240 .40 

7445 100 
7446 1.20 

)1II/¡C` 
1111C94 .60 

74112 .50 
75/55 .75 745113 110 

745134 1,40 
741514 
741515 

80 
.60 

7415644 275 
74L5445 2.75 

1401315 8.95 
1401327 7.95 

BU126 2.50 244249 .40 
0U204 4.90 294250 AO 

7447 1.50 
7449 120 

74H002 .60 
749004 .60 

78116 .15 
76134 .75 745135 1]0 

745138 330 
741519 
741530 

90 
50 

7515665 175 
7415669 1.75 

601350 1.95 
M0144110 7.50 

913326 3.90 294264 .50 
130690 490 294355 .50 

7450 .90 
7451 .90 

746004 .60 
746011 60 

79405 1 20 
79112 1.20 745179 3 30 

748140 190 
741521 
79.522 

90 
.90 

74/5670 2.75 
7415673 12.55 

MC1437 4 95 
MC1445 595 

947E131 2.90 2144356 50 
M7E3001 9.90 2144360 1.00 

7473 .90 
7474 .70 

745014 1A0 
746027 .60 

79/ is 1.20 
79124 1.20 745151 3.10 

745153 2.00 
741524 
741524 

90 
90 

7415674 12.55 
7415690 395 

601456 1 95 
M01454 1.20 

110E3003 6.95 294401 30 
44113 5.90 294402 30 

7475 .70 
7476 90 

74HC30 .60 
745032 .60 

1143096 
(7105140) 1.90 745167 110 

745158 3.10 
711527 
741528 

00 
10 

74/5401 2.95 
7415692 395 

PC 14661 71.50 
14014690 690 

144807 760 2144401 30 
144901 1.50 294416 190 

7415 110 
7486 120 

7411074 1.10 
7414076 1.10 

1.143177 2.50 
111311% 450 745160 590 

745161 5.10 
741530 
741532 

.a0 

.70 
74943 3.95 
7415696 3.95 

605400 110 
M01489 1 20 

4.41001 3.90 294427 391 
14.411011 9 90 294919 2 90 

7449 790 
7490 1.00 

749015 1A0 
745006 1.10 

11431719 950 
1513236 7.50 745162 790 

745163 7,90 
741533 
741537 

.70 

.70 
7415699 3.95 4C1494 4.40 

4401495 191 
14.411015 14.50 2145044 1.00 
114,111016 14.50 295019 1.00 

7493 1.00 
7495 100 

74140123 1A0 
7450134 1.40 

163371 2.10 
1633914 10.50 745168 11.50 

745169 11.50 
741534 
741540 

60 
10 

cm. 
0101802 1010 

601496 2.50 
101596 3.00 

11415003 6.50 2915119 1,20 
14.415001 650 25517e 1.20 

7497 1.30 
74100 1.65 

7490139 1.40 
7940157 1.40 

1113507 6.50 
1113506 650 745174 4 50 

745175 4.60 
741542 
741547 

.60 
1.00 

0071061 17.50 910 1644 180 
101912 10 50 

6415024 10 00 795190 2.50 
1442501 1.90 2145191 3 30 

74107 1.20 
74109 10 

7450165 2.50 
7460174 1.40 

1113956 22.50 
1443966 19 50 715101 550 

245182 340 
741558 
741549 

100 
140 

,,,7 
6502 1500 

1141830 3.91 
1112907 3.94 

51442955 2.50 255197 110 
1443031 0.00 295193 2.50 

74110 1.50 
74121 JO 

74110221 3.50 
741490240 2.50 

7011056C 900 
16944260 9.00 745199AN 1.10 

745199 150 
741851 
741551 

.70 
40 

65024 45.00 
6522 15.00 

11422176 PIN 
4 90 

13.44032 12.50 265164 2.95 
6.4503 6 90 295195 3 30 

74122 .90 
14123 1.50 

74140244 2.50 
7490245 3.90 

7014060 950 
760056C 16 50 

745194 3 30 
745199 2.90 

79555 
741543 

SO 

280 
65221 15.00 
6532 1400 

10291714 PIN 
4.90 

13JE340 1.60 2145210 1.50 
994(330 1.90 265245 1.50 

74125 100 
74125 100 

74110367 1.40 
7460313 290 

799014C 16.50 
70540 3.50 74511682590 

490 
741571 
741574 

60 
AO 

6545 1950 
6551 1290 

5193001 17.60 
053026 2.00 

04E371 2.90 265303 550 
444E531 2.80 245401 1 50 

74132 1.00 
74139 1.50 E',PILS 6014964 14.50 74519112591 

190 
741575 
741576 

60 
160 

6800 600 
6802 700 

C43046 1 90 
C43056 6.50 

4.1E700 7.50 245457 1.00 
114E800 290 245456 .90 

74145 1.45 
74150 1.50 

4F00 .79 
74(02 .79 SPL9U1 745201 9.90 711577 1.00 6908 12.50 CA3059 5.% 514E21 3.95 295459 .90 80 74151 1.20 24F01 .97 /i1NLTIDN245 

LMEWSi5S304N 
7452/469 

P.O.A. 
741576 
711563 

1.10 
.70 

6009 1000 
6610 350 

043010 1 90 
CA3046 1.90 

1114E1955 4.90 2915461 .90 
514E3055 3.90 2145462 .90 

74154 1.75 
74155 120 

74701 .79 
74(10 .79 

7.44 
5E55344144.95 745225 10 90 

745226 790 
74/585 
711594 

60 
80 

6421 6.50 
6440 650 

043100E 795 
CA3130E 170 

144E13005 5.10 295485 90 
514E13007 7.90 295486 .90 

74161 1.20 
74163 1,40 

74(11 .79 
74920 .79 

14C3340 2.10 
59C3301 290 745240 6 W 

745241 6 90 
111591 
741591 

60 
60 

6445 12.50 
6647 3 50 

0A31301 2.99 
C63140E 2.20 

61(1300912.50 255459 14.50 
5179121 2.50 255590 26 50 

74164 1 20 
74115 1 20 

74972 .79 
74964 .79 

76477 8 95 
76488 8 95 745244 990 

745251 3.90 
741592 
741593 

.60 

.70 
6850 7.90 
6660 19.50 

0*31101 2.95 
043240E 1199 

140(131 2.50 295591 7950 
1375405 1.00 265641 1950 

74164 1.70 
74171 1.45 

74(74 .89 
74F94 1.19 

74449 9.95 
6030 Gyp 745253 490 

745257 330 
741595 
741596 

/.20 
1.70 

6075 15.00 
250001 5.00 

0A3401 1.00 
CA3900 1/0 

MP5A06 1,00 245656 250 
1375410 1.00 745770 35 

74175 110 
71180 I20 

74(109 99 
749134 1.79 

0633s 22.50 
014350 10.50 745255 3.30 

745260 291 
7415107 
7415109 

90 
.60 

Z801CPU 5.00 
14000PU1200 

CA7905 1.75 
CA1909 295 

9495612 1.00 265777 1.50 
405413 100 2145630 30 

74190 4J0 
74191 165 

74(139 1.79 
74E151 1.79 

1042206 795 
762707 7.95 745274 904 

745275 POA 
7415112 
741.5113 

.70 
.70 

ZSOP10 4.50 
11104710 4.50 

143911 2 95 
1113914 5.90 

MP5A14 1.00 265031 30 
9495420 1,00 765873 1.40 

74192 1.65 
74193 80 

74(153 1.71 
747157 1.79 

1092208 990 
267209 8.90 745200 590 

745211 70* 74/5114 
7415122 

80 
1.30 

280CTC 5.50 
780/C7C 540 

1113915 5.90 
1103916 591 

1175442 1.00 265874 1.70 
1105/43 1.20 245944 1550 

74194 1.10 
74195 1.00 

740150 1.79 
740175 2.75 

007211 705 
7172216 590 745203 790 

745217 490 
7415123 
7415125 

.90 
00 

21004* 16.00 
290100* 16.00 

11139992 260 
614136 I95 

445155 100 2145945 1550 
405456 160 755944 1950 

74197 1.10 
74221 190 

74(101 5.98 
749102 2.73 

492240 695 
0112244 7 95 

745799 4.90 
745799 13 90 

7415125 
7415133 

1.70 
1.50 

2505510 13.00 
280510 13.00 

004195 20.90 
1904194 3 90 

1495163 1.00 295961 1000 
1495465 1.00 2/6027 1.00 

74157 130 
75364 1.50 

740199 7.46 
749190 4 16 

298030 7.50 
91N90 6.50 745304 13.90 

7157/4 504 
7415133 
7415136 

490 
130 

60590 69.50 
60590 9.50 

14115369 495 405492 1.00 756089 1.90 
695693 1.20 256080 21.50 

75107 2.50 
75110 1.50 

747191 4.46 
749164 3.41 

11050 16.50 
11/1535 190 745330 POII 

745331 900 

7415139 
7415139 
7415145 

60 
90 

210 

407524 17.50 
117141910 14.50 
A93.2517 14.50 J 

5;96 4 
Mfg 5C11D 195 

1199102 90 256061 36.90 
111,9503 90 2M6064 77º0 
1199105 .90 716127 190 

75150 1.50 
75154 2.50 
75450 6.90 

747241 3.12 
747243 4.74 
740244 3.72 

101556 3.50 
1191011611.50 
11313600 395 745373 990 

745371 9.90 
7415117 
7415151 

750 
190 

1151/5132 15.50 
14655174 11.W 

50141E 1.95 
50142E 295 

14 p 56 79106 7135 1 30 
149F109 .90 756130 190 

75451 90 
75452 90 

740251 1.93 
74(257 1.93 

1(13741 60 
LF1374111 1.50 

745361 990 
745317 2.30 

7415151 
7115152 

1,90 
1.95 

4135303 150 
665309 14.59 

501560 2.95 
501500 195 

14(5101 1 S 256133 190 
6195151 1.50 756256 14.50 

75453 90 
75461 1.50 

74(257 1.93 
747254 193 

0132502 22.50 
DAC0600 490 7554176212 

590 
7415153 
7415154 

1.00 
7.95 

1445369 499 
190002 9.50 

SC '51D 295 
SC1520 690 

61751102 1.75 256259 1130 
6P51152 1.94 256276 211.50 

75461 I.50 
75471 300 

747350 1.34 
747357 1.13 

0A00404 9.30 
5*11150 9.50 7494266212 

790 
7415155 
7415156 

1.00 
1.50 

114004204950 
1210070 5.50 

ClO3YY .91 
01038 90 

4751156 1.75 256328 450 67131 1.75 2446425 450 
75472 300 
75491 2.00 

747353 4.63 
747373 461 

114114 1.59 
745470 9.90 7415157 1.10 100071 e50 01068 .90 510(221 19.50 256576 190 75492 2.00 74(379 4.30 4000 50 745471 990 
745472 9.90 

7415150 
7415160 

1.00 
1Á0 

11061 1.90 
11062 290 

01220 2.S0 
C120E 2 95 

1109237 5.50 35261 130 
141147234 29.50 750603 150 

74493 3.00 
8121 5.00 

74(]99 2.70 
740531 0.22 

4001 50 
4002 .94 745413 9.90 

715475 9.90 
7415161 
7415163 

50 
1.50 

1/061 120 
71071 1.20 

02900 9 50 
212601 9 90 

51119745 57 50 2501029 3,95 
110(455 12.00 2502029 3.95 

0133 4.00 
1130 5.95 

747533 4.44 
74(5]/ 164 4006 1.10 

4007 .40 745175 9.90 
745442 

11./0 

7415163 
7415164 

1.10 
go 

11.072 290 292646 1.243 
2.50 

14149415 12.50 7502166 a95 6131 5.15 
6.95 88p 

R1 

4000 1.10 
4010 715419 7.90 7115165 

74/5166 
1.00 
755 

11.074 4 00 
11001 190 

256027 90 44RF611 49.00 2501969 6.30 
6140646 53.00 25C1973 7.95 

830] S 50 
1304 695 

7161 6 90 
2102 250 

4011 A0 
4017 .40 940 

;4000 .30 
745169 
)415177 

245 T\%2 330 
T1413 790 

1L,95¢ 
ÁC125 1.70 

1101109901Rf9 294 9745449 3.99 
MPF131 190 250377 1.95 

*2513 595 
875123 695 

N/4 2.95 
2708 690 

4017 .60 
4014 190 74907 .60 

74004 .90 
745174 
7415175 

_94 
.90 
SO 

71.064 3.45 
11494 4 90 

AC126 1.20 
AC127 110 

1e631* .70 750435 7.95 
117310 .70 2507100 1.95 

8311 555 
6641 5.95 

7716 5.90 
7732 700 

4015 1.94 
4015 .75 74C41 AO 

74010 AO 
7415161 
74/5190 

4.00 
1.50 

104220 9.50 
7042/0 4.50 

40126 120 
AC117 1.50 

1114310 .75 25073 1.15 
11932* .70 7509009 I 95 

6020 515 
6830 6.95 

2764 0.00 
27176 4.00 

4017 1.50 
4018 1.90 74014 1.40 

74C20 10 
7415191 
7415192 

110 
I 70 

7041024 260 
1*72057 3.90 

AC188 4.54 
AC119 3.40 

711.326 .70 2509454 1.95 
71132C .75 25[1014 2513 

8812 6.95 
0033 6 95 

4116 3.95 
4161 3 SO 

4019 .90 
4020 1.50 

74030 60 
74032 SO 

7415193 
7415194 

120 
1.20 

11410132 17.50 
U444170 5.96 

*0161 290 
*0162 2.30 

130410 130 25C1017 495 
13P424 1.40 2511011 495 

5034 595 
5135 5.99 

5116 6.00 
6264 600 

4021 .150 
4033 I.50 14042 1.90 

74048 2S0 
7415195 
7415194 

.90 
91 

01111.0 775 
1141000 7.50 

47118 290 
90107 .50 

11P429 1.50 2541061 295 
TIP49 25C1096 2.95 

1408 1.00on 
1489 1.00 

51775(6116) 
7.00 

.75 
4024 120 74013 140 

74074 1.70 
74/5197 
7411221 

1.75 
200 

114301 .30 
11130111 1.50 

90100 .50 
13C177 450 

1319501.90O 220 2501173 295 
11053 2.30 25[1226 7.96 

811595 175 
811594 3.75 

11015101) 
(4101 7.91 

4025 80 
4026 740 74079 1.90 

74083 230 
7415240 
7415241 

1.90 
1% 

11430754 5.50 
1513059 1.50 

80171 60 
5C179 .60 

716111 1.50 7501306 630 
T1P111 150 2501419 295 

011597 3.75 
611598 3.75 

5101 791 
8101 7.90 

4027 /10 
4021 120 14015 230 

74094 1.50 
74/5242 
7415243 

190 
1.90 

14430709 100 
16301 1.00 

1301811 .40 
130712 .30 

10111 1.50 2501449 1.95 
TP117 1.50 25C1674 1.95 

8726 3.00 
1126 300 

2537 12.50 4029 1.50 
4030 1.50 74C09 6.90 

14050 190 
7415244 
7415245 

1.50 
2.50 

163005 100 
191309111.90 

BC311 .30 
80320 .40 

711120 1.50 25[1307 5.90 
7113172 1.50 750201 3.95 

6130 360 
6196 160 4M2S 160 

4031 7.95 
1012 2.75 74093 190 

74095 2.00 
74/5247 
7415244 

1 30 
I so 

143105 370 
1143100$ 3.20 

50327 30 
130321 .30 

7111125 1.50 250325 295 
11P127 1 50 2503544 4.90 

1197 1 10 
8713 2 95 

4026 1.30 
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ARBITRARY WAVEFORM 
GENERATOR Neale Hancock 

The standard waveforms typically available for testing and for 
musical applications are sine, square, triangular and ramp 
waveforms. Now you can produce waveforms of virtually any 

shape as well as pulse trains using our arbitrary waveform 
generator. 
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ETt171 ARBITRARY e 
WAVEFORM ;UToUT 

GENERATOR 

IN THE NOT too distant past when I was 

working with electronic test and measure- 
ment instrumentation, I was confronted 
with an instrument which could be pro- 
grammed to create waveforms of any shape. 
This quite intrigued me. The applications of 
the device included simulation of wave- 
forms, control signal generation and digital 
bit pattern generation. Instantly I saw it as 

the best thing since sliced bread due to its 

inherent flexibility and its potential for gen- 
erating sound. 

My initial interest focused on the sound 
generating possibilities of this instrument, 
as it would enable me to 'design' my own 
waveshapc for use in synthesised music. But 
the multi -thousand dollar price tag lowered 
my enthusiasm to buy, rather it redirected 
my interest to finding out how the darned 
thing worked! To my delight the basic prin- 
ciples were not very complex. 

Circuit considerations 
The basic principle of operation for an ar- 

bitrary waveform generator is to program a 

block of RAM with binary information 
which describes a waveform. This informa- 
tion is then read out of the RAM and put 
through a digital -to -analogue converter to 
generate an actual waveform. 

Thus the major parts of the arbitrary 
waveform generator are a voltage con- 
trolled oscillator (VCO), a block of RAM, 
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digital circuitry to program the RAM with a 

waveform, and a digital -to -analogue con- 
verter. The heart of the circuit is the RAM 
into which a waveform is programmed. The 
RAM stores this waveform as digital data 
eight bits wide up to 1K deep. It is then con- 
verted to an analogue signal by feeding it 
through the digital -to -analogue converter. 
The VCO is used to cycle the RAM. Chang- 
ing the frequency of the VCO changes the 

frequency of the output waveform. Figure 1 

illustrates in the form of a block diagram, 
how these main parts of the circuit fit 
together. 

The RAM can be programmed using a 

variety of techniques. One of these involves 
using a microprocessor and PROM based 

software (this is used in commercially avail- 
able arbitrary waveform generators). An- 
other method involves using counters to 

generate ramps of different slopes as well as 

steps. The latter approach appealed more to 
me as it was cheaper and quicker to design. 
But the trade off is that we forfeit the 
flexbility which is achieved using a micro- 
processor. 

To program ramps into the RAM two -bi- 
nary counters are used, one of which is the 
address counter and the other is a data 

counter. Since the RAM is 1K deep by eight 
bits wide (1K byte), the address counter 
must be able to count up to 1024 (10 bits) 
and the data counter must be able to count 

up to 256 (8 bits). The horizontal compo- 
nent of the ramp is generated by the address 
counter and the vertical component of the 
ramp is generated by the data counter. 
Therefore a slope of 1:1 is generated if the 
two counters are driven by a common clock. 

To generate ramps of different slopes the 
counters can be clocked at different rates; 
for example, if a slope of 2:1 is required the 
horizontal counter is clocked at half the rate 
of the vertical counter. This can be achieved 
by dividing the clock signal going to the ad- 
dress counter by two, using a J -K flipflop. 
The same applies for a slope of 4:1; this 
time two J -K flipflops are used to divide the 
clock signal. Ramps having slopes of 1:2 
and 1:4 can also be achieved by swapping 
the clock signal going to the data counter 
with the clock signal going to the address 
counter. 

Both positive and negative gradient 
slopes are achieved by using the data 
counter to either count up or count down. 
Vertical steps are achieved by disabling the 
address counter and allowing the data 
counter to count up, thus creating the rising 
edge of a pulse, then allowing it to count 
down to create the trailing edge of the 
pulse. Horizontal steps are created by disa- 
bling the vertical counter. 

All of the above division and switching is 

represented in the block labelled "divider 
and switching" in Figure 1. 

So that the ramps and steps can be given 
a finite length or 'height' the binary output 
from the counters is compared to a binary 
value set by the programming switches. A 
multiplexer is used to select which counter 
output is to be compared with the switches. 
When the output from the counter is the 
same as the switch setting, the counter is 

stopped, thus terminating the ramp or step 
at the desired point. 

When the waveform is being read out of 
the RAM the comparator is used to cycle 
only the area of memory in which the wave- 
form is present. For example if the wave- 
form only occupies the RAM up to address 
700, the programming switches can be set 

such that the RAM is cycled only up to that 
point. By reducing the amount of memory 
being cycled higher frequency waveforms 
can be generated. For instance if 1K of 
memory is being cycled by a 3 MHz clock, 
the cycle rate of the memory is 3 kHz. 
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Figure 1. A block diagram of the arbitrary 
waveform generator. 

Therefore, the fastest waveform available 
from the generator is 3 kHz if the 1K of 
memory is programmed with one cycle of 
the waveform. But if the waveform occupies 
only a quarter of the memory and only that 
quarter is cycled, the output waveform can 
be output at four times the speed. In this 
case, the waveform would be output at 
12 kHz. Of course this additonal speed is at 
the expense of waveform resolution. 

Construction 
Before you commence construction, 

check the pc board for broken tracks. If you 
find any broken tracks reconnect them by 
soldering a short length of wire over the 
break. The best way to do this is by melting 
a small amount of solder on to the area 
where the break is. Next take the wire and 
'wet' both ends of it with solder and hold it 
in place on the break with some tweezers, 
then solder it into place. By wetting the wire 
with solder first, you can get it soldered into 
place without having to grow a third hand 
and avoid solder bridges from excess sol- 
der. Also check that no pads have been cut 
in half by drill holes. This is critical because 
some tracks connect to both ends of the 
pads. 

Commence construction by mounting all 
the diodes on the board, checking their ori- 
entation against the overlay first. Mount the 
capacitors next, but make sure that the 
three 1000 µF electrolytic capacitors (C6, 
C8 and C9) and the three 10 IF tantalum 
capacitors (C7, C10 and C11) are polarised 
correctly. Remember to clip the leads of all 
the components as short as possible after 
you have soldered them in. 

The 5, 12 and -12 volt regulators can 
now go in. Before you mount the 5 volt 
regulator bolt the heatsink to ít and use 
some heatsink compound to allow better 
thermal conductivity between the two. Note 
that the 5 volt regulator (IC21) has a pin 
which requires soldering on both sides of 
the pc board. Solder in all the resistors, note 
that R2 requires one of its pins soldered on 
both sides of the pc board. Now solder in 
the pin -through located between IC6 and 
IC8. 

Solder in all the integrated circuits with 
the same orientation, that is with the pin 1 
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Figure 2. An illustration of the arbitrary waveform described in Table 1. 

end pointing toward the diode bridges. 
Take care not to use too much solder on the 
pads, as some of them have tracks running 
between them. Some of these ICs require 
their pins soldered on both sides of the pc 
board so look out for them; the overlay will 
assist here. 

The pc board should now be put aside 
while you drill mounting holes in the case 
for the switches, the transformer, the poten- 
tiometers and the pc board. Drill the front 
panel as outlined in the drilling diagram. If 
any of the holes are too small use a round 
file or a reamer to make them a suitable 
size. Drill a row of 3 mm holes in the panel 
where the display is to be mounted. Con- 
nect these holes using a file, then use a flat 
file to make the slot the same size as the 
LED display. The tighter the display fits in 
the slot the easier it is to mount. 

The mounting holes for the pc board, the 
transformer and the cable tie can now be 
drilled. The holes for the pc board should 
be 3 mm in diameter and the holes for the 
transformer and cable tie should be 4 mm in 
diameter. Also drill an 8 mm hole in the 
back panel for the power cord. 

If you are putting a Scotchcal front panel 
on the case it should be done now. Begin by 
filing any burrs off the front panel and make 
sure that it is clean. Peel the backing paper 
off the Scotchcal, line it up with the front 
panel and stick it on. Carefully ream out 
holes in the Scotchcal for the switches and 
potentiometers and use a sharp blade to cut 
a slot in it for the display. 

The rotary switches, the toggle switches. 
the potentiometers and the output socket 
can now be mounted on the front panel. 
The wiring details and mounting orientation 
of the components on the front panel are 
shown overleaf. Bare hookup wire can be 
used to connect the poles of the program- 
ming switches (SW6 to SW15) together. 
When connecting the cathodes of the LEDs 
together you can also use bare hookup wire, 
providing the LED leads are kept short. 

The flying leads connecting these 
switches and LEDs to the pc board should 
be about 130 mm in length. To avoid confu- 
sion you should use different coloured wire 
for making these connections to the pc 
board. The wires should be grouped as to 

their destination, so, for example, all the 
leads going to IC11 should be grouped in 
one cluster, those going to IC10 in another, 
etc. By grouping and taping the leads into 
clusters you can prevent the inside of your 
box looking like a rat's next. 

The flying leads connecting the potenti- 
ometers, the transformer and the rest of the 
switches to the pc board can now be con- 
nected up. The leads from SW4 should also 
be grouped as they are all destined for the 
same area of the pc board. Try to group the 
rest of the wires where possible to keep the 
inside of the box tidy. 

When you are connecting the power cord 
to the on/off switch and connecting the on/ 
off switch to the transformer, be sure to in- 
sulate the terminals both on the switch and 
on the transformer. Also use a cable tie or 
some strong tape to hold the active and the 
neutral power leads together. The earth 
lead of the power cord must be connected to 
the case of the generator. 

When bolting the transformer into the 
case, check that the terminals connecting 
the mains to the transformer cannot make 
contact with the case. Also bolt down the 
cable clamp to allow some strain relief for 
the power cord. 

At this stage it would be a good idea to 
visually inspect the pc board for solder 
splashes and solder bridges between tracks. 
Also check that all the IC pins which re- 
quire it have been soldered on both sides of 
the board. Bolt the pc board into the case, 
and use 3 mm spacers to give it some clear- 
ance from the floor of the case. If you can- 
not obtain spacers this small, some 4BA 
nuts should give adequate clearance. 

Testing 
Before you power up the circuit, check 

that all the connections from the front panel 
to the pc board are correct. Also check that 
none of the switches on the front panel are 
shorting against the pc board. 

Now plug in the generator, switch it on 
and check that the digital voltage rail is 
within 100 mV of 5 volts. The best way to 
check this voltage level is to probe between 
pin 16 of IC16 and the case. Also check the 
+12 and -12 volt rails. The +12 volt rail 
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HOW IT WORKS -- ETI-171 

The voltage controlled oscillator IC19 pro- 
vides clocking signals for the circuit. 
Capacitors C2, C3, C4 and C5 set the fre- 
quency range and are selected by SW4. 
Resistor R6 and RV1 set the intermediate 
frequencies within the range. Therefore 
SW4 is labelled coarse frequency adjust 
and RV1 Is labelled fine frequency adjust. 

The output from IC19 goes to ICs 17 and 
18. IC18 is a dual J -K flip flop and Is config- 
ured to act as a frequency divider giving 
outputs which are one half and one quarter 
the clock frequency. 

The outputs from IC18 are selected using 
SW1 and as these divided clock signals 
determine the slope of the ramps (see text) 
SW1 is labelled SLOPE on the front panel. 
IC17 is used to swap over the clock signals 
going to the address and data counters; 
poles 1 to 6 of SW1 control the signal which 
enables the switching of IC17. SW2a and 
SW2b allow flat steps to be Implemented by 
disconnecting the clock from the data 
counter. 

ICs 12, 13 and 14 are the address counter 
chips and are cascaded to form a 10 -bit 
counter. ICs 14 and 13 count the eight least 
significant bits, IC12 counts and the two 
most significant bits. 

ICs 15 and 16 are the data counter chips 
and are cascaded to form an 8 -bit counter. 
Both sets of counter chips are inhibited by 
an output signal from IC9. This signal is an 
active high and can be connected directly 
to ICs 15 and 16; 12, 13 and 14, however, 
require an active low to inhibit them, so an 
inverter (IC20b) Is used to make them 
compatible. 

PBI Is used to reset the address and data 
counter chips to zero when SW3 is In the 
WRITE position. SW2c is used to switch the 
data counter Chips (IC15 and IC16) to count 
up or down. 

The outputs from IC15 and IC16 are con- 
nected via the tristate buffers IC5 and IC6 
on to the RAM input/output bus. This bus 
carries data from the RAM chips (ICs 1 and 
2) to the digital -to -analogue converter (IC3). 
Therefore, when the circuit is in read mode 
it has to be buffered from the data counter 
chips, or the RAM chip outputs will be ex- 
cessively loaded by the inputs of the data 
counters. When in write mode the butters 
are enabled to allow the data from ICs 15 

and 16 to program the RAM. 
The output from the data counters and 

the eight least significant bits from the ad- 
dress counters is fed into the multiplexers 
IC7 and IC8. SW5 is used to enable the 
multiplexers to switch between the address 
and data counters. When SW5 is switched 
to the 5 volt rail the address counter Is con- 
nected to comparators IC10 and IC11 and 
when it Is switched to the ground rail the 
data counter is connected to the compara- 
tors. 

The comparator chips, IC9, IC10 and IC11, 
are cascaded to implement a 10 -bit compar- 
ator which checks the output of the 
counters with the setting on the program- 
ming switches SW6 and SW15. The 
switches are used to set the maximum 
length or height of the ramps or steps 
which make up the waveform. 

The length of the ramp is set by compar- 
ing the output of the address counter with 
the limit set by the programming switches. 
When the switch setting and the output 
from the counter are equal, IC9 sends out 
an active high pulse which is used to dis- 
able the address and data Counters. When 
the address counter Is stopped at the set 
limit, the data counter is also stopped. 

The value at which the data counter stops 
depends on the slope of the ramp. For ex- 
ample if the limit for the address counter is 
set to 50 and the slope of the ramp is 4:1, 
the data counter will stop at 200. 

Limits can also be set on the data 
counter. In this case, both counters are 
stopped when the data counter reaches its 
set limit. Ramps can also be programmed 
this way, but it is used mainly to program 
the height of vertical steps. 

SW16 permits the counters to be manu- 
ally disabled so that the programming 
switches can be reset for programming the 
next slope of the waveform. Without this 
switch the counters would count from zero 
each time the programming switches were 
changed, with the result that the data pro- 
grammed into the RAM would be overwrit- 
ten. By disabling the counters manually 
after they have counted up to the set limit, 
the next limit can be set. The counters can 
then continue to count to this new limit 
when manually enabled via SW16. 

address or date bus when the circuit is in 
write mode. This allows the user to see how 
much memory has been used and to give a 
visual display of the programmed wave- 
form. When SW5 is switched from AD- 
DRESS to DATA the user can see the cor- 
responding address and data counter set- 
tings; D9 and R7 set the brightness of the 
display. 

The RAM chips, IC1 and IC2 can be pro- 
grammed with waveforms when SW3 
switches an active low to pin 10 of both 
RAM ICs, also enabling the pins of the kJ - 
state buffers (IC5 and IC6). This allows the 
data input/output pins of the RAM (pins 11 
to 14) to receive binary information from the 
data counters. When SW3 switches active 
high to the RAtS and buffer Chips, the in- 
put/output pins of the RAM can send binary 
information to the digital -to -analogue 
Converter. 

The analogue section of the circuit con- 
sists of a digital -to -analogue converter (IC3) 
and an op -amp (IC4). The DAC receives the 
8 -bit digital data from the RAM and converts 
it into a waveform. The ramps and steps 
which were described by the counters and 
stored In RAM as binary data are converted 
Into voltage ramps and steps by IC3 and 
IC4. IC3 is a current drive device, supplying 
a differential output signal. The differential 
output from the DAC is transformed into a 
single ended voltage drive by IC4, which Is 
a unity gain op -amp. The potentiometer, 
RV2, provides attenuation of the output sig- 
nal. 

The transformer for the power supply has 
taps at 30, 24, 15 and 0 volts. The 30 volt 
output from the transformer Is rectified by 
the diode bridge consisting of D5 and D8 
and smoothed by C8 and C9 to give dc 
levels of +15 and -15 volts. These are 
regulated by IC22 and IC23 to give +12 
volts and -12 volts respectively, providing 
the voltage rails for the analogue section. 
To provide a voltage rail for the digital cir- 
cuitry, an ac output is taken from between 
the 15 and 24 taps on the transformer. This 
is rectified by the diode bridge consisting of 
D1 to 04 and smoothed by C6, to give a 9 
volt dc level. IC21 Is used to convert this to 
a 5 volt dc level. 

111.111101 tt 
c .T r:,a 

T 

This rear view of the front panel shows the flying leads grouped and taped into clusters. Also 
note the insulation on the tags of the ON/OFF switch. 

can be checked by probing pins 1 and 13 of 
1C3. This voltage should be within 500 mV 
of 12 volts. The -12 volt rail can be checked 
by probing between pin 1 and pin 3 of IC3 
and should be within 500 mV of 12 volts. 
The -12 volt rail can be checked by probing 
between pin 1 and pin 3 of IC3 and should 
be within 500 mV of -12 volts. If any of the 
levels are beyond these limits, switch off the 
generator and search for short circuits in the 
vicinity of the voltage rails. Also check that 
the wiring connecting the components on 
the front panel is correct. 

The output from the generator can now 
he checked. Make sure the knob labelled 
AMPLITUDE is turned fully clockwise, the 
knob labelled COARSE is turned to xl and 
the knob labelled FINE is turned fully anti- 
clockwise. Setups 1, 2 and 3 of Table 1 show 
the conditions for all the switches and the 
expected voltage levels at the output. 

If you get no output at all check that the 
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Sharp Corporation of Australia 
invite you to attend a 

Free Seminar on 
Pocket Computers 

Demonstration/information on 
the Sharp range of 9 models 

Applications - such as 
mathematical, scientific and 
engineering 
Plus, we'll announce the 
introduction of the most 
advanced, most powerful pocket 
computer ever, the Sharp PC 1600. 

This model includes: 
- optical fibre interface 
-úpto80KRAM 
- built-in RS232C 
- optional 4 -colour 
A4 plotter -printer 

- optional battery -powered 
micro F.D.D. 

Proposed dates for the seminars 
are: Brisbane March 10 

Sydney March 13 

Melbourne March 17 

Adelaide March 20 

There will be two seminars on each 
of the proposed dates; one, 
concentrating on Education 
applications, is ideal for university 
department heads, lecturers, State 
Dept. of Education personnel, 
Technical College administrators, 
etc; the other, concentrates on 
Technical Users, such as engineers, 
mathematicians, scientists, 
navigators, etc. 

Attendance ís strictly limited. 

To ensure your invitation, post the 
coupon today to: 

Mr. A. Prince, Manager - 
Product & Marketing Planning, 
Computer & Systems Division. 
Sharp Corporation of Australia. 
64-72 Seville Street, 
FAIRFIELD NSW 2165 

Telephone: (02) 728 9111 - - ~ I . 7 ~ - S 
I Please send my invitation to 
Ithe Sharp seminar (please tick) 

I am Interested In the seminar on 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Education 

Technical Use 

I currently own/use a pocket computer 

Brand: 

Model: 

I am Interested in using a pocket 
computer for the following application/s 

Name: 

Title: 

Company: 

Address: 

Postcode: 
MIIIIM1~ MIMI RIM ~b ^ 1~1., 1 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
e 

I 

o 

I 
I 

SHARP. 
Simply the best in Computers 
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PARTS LIST - ETI-171 

Resistors all l/ watt, carbon film Semiconductors Switches 
R1 8k2 D1 -D9 1N4004 SW1 2 pole 6 way break before 
R2 6k8 IC1,2 2114 RAMs make rotary 
R3, 4 5k6 IC3 DAC800 D/A converter SW2 4 pole 3 way rotary 
R5 1k IC4 741 op -amp SW3 DPDT toggle 
R6 12k IC5, 6, 17 74LS125 buffers SW4 single pole 4 way rotary 
R7 68R IC7, 8 74LS257 multiplexers SW5-16 SPDT toggle 
RV1 100k linear IC9, 10, 11 74LS85 comparators PB1 pushbutton 
RV2 10k 240 V switched pot IC12, 13, 14 74LS161 4 -bit binary 

counters 
Miscellaneous 
ETI-171 pc board; Scotchcal front panel; 30 volt 

Capacitors IC15, 16 74LS191 4 -bit binary transformer; 5 x potentiometer knobs; RCA Jack; 
Cl 10n ceramic counters 10 -segment LED bar graph; case 200 mm x 
C2 68p ceramic IC18 74LS73 dual J -K flipflop 130 mm x 65 mm; 3 x 4BA nuts, bolts and 
C3 680p caramic IC19 74LS625 VCO washers; 4 x 6BA nuts, bolts and washers; 4 x 
C4 6n8 greencap IC20 74LSO4 hex inverter 3 mm spacers; hookup wire; grommet; cable 
C5 68n greencap IC21 7805 5 V regulator clamp; 240 volt plug and power cord. 
C6, 8, 9 10001.1. 25 V electro IC22 7812 +12 V regulator 
C7, 10, 11 1011 25 V tantalum IC23 7912 -12 V regulator Price estimate: $100-$110 

TO TRANSFORMER 
24V TAP 15V TAP 

+5V 
GND 

30V TAP 
TO TRANSFORMER 

OV TAP 

,+15V 
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data and address counters are operating 
correctly. So that you can troubleshoot the 
board and to allow better access for probes, 
it is advisable to remove the nuts holding it 
in the case and stand it up against the 
back panel. But be sure to insulate the pc 
board from the back panel to avoid shorts. 

Begin troubleshooting by first checking 
that the VCO (IC19) is running, using a 

logic probe to check that the clock signal is 
coining out of pin 2 (you can use a crystal 
earpiece or an LED to give an indication of 
whether a signal is present or not if you do 
not have a logic probe). If the VCO is run- 
ning check that the clock signal is getting to 
pin 2 of IC12 and pin 14 of IC16. If the clock 
signal is not getting to IC12 and IC16 then 
the fault lies in the switching network. 

If the measured output is not the same as 
the output level listed in the Table then 
theré is a fault somewhere. To track it down 
set the ADDRESS/DATA switch to AD 
DRESS and set the SLOPE knob to 1:4. 
Also switch the row of programming 
switches to the 1 state, by flicking them up. 
Pressing the RESET pushbutton switch, the 
generator will count through the address 
and data lines of the RAM. The LED dis- 
play will be blank when the RESET button 
is depressed then flicker and light up when 
it is released. 

When the RAM has been counted 
through, the address counter stops and all 
the LEDs on the display will be lit up. To 
count through the addresses again, simply 
depress and release the reset button. Since 
the ramp slope has been set to 1:4, the data 
counter will also count through once. 

If you do not get any LEDs lighting up on 
the display, or the display has some seg- 
ments which are not illuminated, check that 
the flying leads connecting it to the pc board 
are fixed correctly. Also check that the 
flying leads connecting the programming 
switches to the pc board are connected 
correctly. 

Now that the generator has been set up so 
that all the address and data lines can be 
counted through, you can trace these lines 
for the fault. Remember that the address 
and data lines are taken to zero when the 
RESET button is depressed and should out- 
put a stream of pulses when it is released. 
The address and data lines should he left in 
a high state when they have counted 
through. 

When tracing the fault, check the output 
from pins 2, 3, 6 and 7 of IC15 and 1C16 
first, as these are the outputs from the data 
counter. Then check the output from pins 3, 
6, 8 and 11 of IC5 and IC6 as these are the 
outputs from the tristate buffers. If there is 
no signal present on any of these lines check 
for dry solder joints and pads which have 
not been soldered. 

To determine that the address lines are 
correct check the output from pins 11, 12, 

A view inside the case showing the location of the transformer and the pc board. 

13 and 14 of IC13 and IC14 as well as pins 
13 and 14 of IC12. 

If the display continues flickering, check 
whether pin 6 of IC9 is high. If not then the 
counters are not being disabled, so look for 
a fault in the vicinity of ICs 7, 8, 9, 10 and 
11. Also check that the programming 
switches are all connected correctly. If this 
pin is high check that pins 4 of IC15 and 
1C16 are high and that pins 7 of IC12, IC13 
and IC14 are all low. If this is not the case 
look for dry joints or unsoldered pins on the 
abovementioned chips. Also check for 
faults around pins 10 and 11 of IC20. 

If you connect the generator to an ampli- 
fier or a high impedance speaker and 
change the READ/WRITE switch to the 
READ position the generator should pro- 
duce a low frequency signal. If not check 
whether pins 1, 4, 10, and 13 of ICs 5 and 6 
are all high. If they're not, check the wires 
connecting SW3 to the pc board and check 
the abovementioned pins as well as pin 10 of 
ICs 1 and 2. 

Operation 
Before I let you in on creating arbitrary 

waveforms using the ETI-171 I shall outline 
the function of all the knobs and switches on 
the front panel. 

In the top left hand corner of the front 
panel is a knob labelled SLOPE which is 
used to select the slope of the ramps used in 
the waveform. The position labelled INF 
enables a vertical step to he programmed. 
To the right of the SLOPE knob is a knob 
used to select whether the ramp goes up or 
down. The centre position of this knob al- 
lows a flat step to be programmed. 

The frequency of the output waveform is 
set by the knobs labelled COARSE and 
FINE. The latter covers a 10:1 range and 
the former provides a multiplication factor 

for this range. The knob labelled AMPLI- 
TUDE is the output level control and is also 
the on/off switch. 

The toggle switch labelled ENABLE/ 
DISABLE allows you to put the counters 
into an inactive state. This is done so that 
you can change the knobs to make up ramps 
(namely SLOPE, UP/DOWN/FLAT) and 
the programming switches without affecting 
previously programmed ramps. The 
READ/WRITE switch selects whether the 
generator is programmed with, or generates 
a waveform. 

The pushbutton switch labelled RESET 
is used only when the generator is being 
programmed with a waveform. The func- 
tion of this switch is to reset the data and ad- 
dress counters to zero so that the waveform 
has an initial reference point. 

The switches labelled 0 to 9 are the pro- 
gramming switches which set in binary the 
limits for the ramps and steps. Each corre- 
sponds to one bit on the address 'or data 
counters, therefore all 10 switches are used 
to set horizontal (address) limits and 
switches 0 to 7 are used to set the vertical 
(data) limits. 

The switches also have a corresponding 
LED giving visual indication of the position 
and displaying the data at a particular 
address. 

The switch in the top right hand corner 
labelled ADDRESS/DATA enables the 
programming switches to set limits on either 
the address or data counters. The AD- 
DRESS position allows you to get the 
length of ramps and steps on the program- 
ming switches. The DATA position is 
mainly intended for setting the height of 
steps. It can also be used to set limits for the 
ramps, but I found it more convenient to set 
these limits using the address counter. 

Before you program the generator with a 
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TABLE 1. SETTING UP A WAVEFORM 

SET UP SLOPE UP/DOWN/ ENABLE/ READ/ ADDR/ PROGRAMMING DISPLAY OUTPUT 
No FLAT DISABLE WRITE DATA SWITCHESt 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9. 
1 1:1 UP ENABLE WRITE DATA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -8.4 V 

2 1:1 UP ENABLE WRITE DATA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 V 
3 1:1 UP ENABLE WRITE DATA 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 8.3 V 

4 INF UP TOGGLE' WRITE DATA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
5 INF UP DISABLE WRITE ADDR 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
6 1:1 DOWN TOGGLE WRITE ADDR 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 
7 1:1 DOWN DISABLE WRITE DATA 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
8 1:4 UP TOGGLE WRITE ADDR 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0' 1 0 
9 1:4 UP DISABLE WRITE DATA 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0' 1 0 
10 1:4 FLAT TOGGLE WRITE ADDR 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 
11 2:1 UP TOGGLE WRITE ADDR 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 
12 2:1 UP DISABLE WRITE DATA 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 
13 1:2 DOWN TOGGLE WRITE ADDR 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 

14 1:2 DOWN DISABLE WRITE DATA 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 

15 1:1 UP TOGGLE WRITE ADDR 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 

16 1:1 UP DISABLE WRITE DATA 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
17 1:1 UP ENABLE READ ADDR 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 

t a '1' state is set by the switch being flicked up; a '0' state is set by the swi ch being flicked down. 

' switch from disable to enable then back again. 

waveform, set up the front panel in the fol- 
lowing manner. Turn the COARSE knob to 
the xl position and the FINE knob fully an- 
ticlockwise. Switch the ENABLE/DISA- 
BLE switch to the DISABLE position, the 
READ/WRITE switch to the WRITE posi- 
tion and the ADDRESS/DATA switch to 
the ADDRESS POSITION. Press the 
RESET button and the display should clear 
and the generator is ready to be pro- 
grammed with a waveform. 

The limits for the ramps which make up 
the waveform are set in binary form by the 
programming switches with the least signifi- 
cant bit on the left hand side of the panel 
(labelled 0). The most significant bit for the 
address counter is on the extreme right of 
the panel (labelled 9) and the most signifi- 
cant bit for the data counter is labelled 7. 
Since there are 10 switches to set the ad- 
dress value, 1024 steps can be utilised hori- 
zontally. The eight switches which are used 
to set the data value allow 256 steps to be 
used vertically. To enable you to convert 
from binary to decimal look at Table 2. 
When one of the switches is flicked up that 
number of steps is counted. For instance, if 
only switch 5 is flicked up, 32 steps are 
counted and if only switch 6 is flicked up, 64 
steps are counted. To allow intermediate 
steps to be programmed combinations of 
these steps can be switched in. Some combi- 
nations are also listed in Table 2 to show 
how these intermediate values can be 
achieved. 

When you are creating ramps, using the 
programming switches and the SLOPE and 
UP/DOWN/FLAT switches flick the 
ENABLE/DISABLE switch to the DIS- 
ABLE position. Once these switches have 
been set flick the switch to the ENABLE 
position to put the ramp you have described 
into the RAM. The LED display will be lit 
up with the setting on the programming 
switches to show that the limit has been 
reached. Now flick the ENABLE/DIS- 
ABLE switch to the DISABLE position be- 
cause the limits and slopes can only be set 
when it is in this position. 
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TABLE 2. DECIMAL TO BINARY VALUES 

SWITCH NUMBER 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

No OF STEPS 1 2 4 8 16 32 64 128 256 512 

50 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 
100 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 
150 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 
200 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 

DECIMAL VALUE BINARY VALUE 

The LED display can also show how 
many steps of data have been used by flick- 
ing the ADDRESS/DATA switch to the 
DATA position when the generator is in 
DISABLE mode. This is useful in prevent- 
ing the data lines of the RAM from being 
cycled by preventing the data counter from 
exceeding 256 (256 is indicated by the il- 
lumination of numbers 0 to 7 on the dis- 
play). 

The waveform in Figure 2 can be pro- 
grammed in the following manner. The ini- 
tial data point is a step of 128, and is set as 

described by setting no 4 in Table 1. This 
sets the starting point of the waveform to 
zero volts. Now set the panel as described in 
setting no 5 and the display should be blank. 
The parameters for the first ramp can then 
be set using setting no 6. Setting no 7 shows 
the data value at the end of the first ramp. 
Setting no 8 puts in the second ramp and 
setting no 9 shows the expected display. 
Only take notice of display segments 0 to 7 

as these are the only ones relevant to the 

display of data. Also the value of this point 
may vary by up to three steps due to divi- 
sion of the clock signals used to derive 
ramps which are not 1:1. Ramps with a 
slope of 1:1 may be out by 1 step, which is 
due to the clocking of the counters generat- 
ing the ramps. 

Setting no 10 puts in the flat region be- 
tween addresses 300 and 350. Setting no 11 

puts the steep ramp and setting no 12 shows 
the data value at this point. Setting no 13 
puts in the negative going slope and setting 
no 14 shows the data value at the end of the 
ramp. Setting no 15 makes the start and end 
data value of the waveform the same, to 
allow a periodic waveform without glitch- 
ing. Setting no 16 checks the data value at 
this point. 

To get this waveform out of the generator 
set up the front panel as shown in setting no 
17, making sure that you flick the EN- 
ABLE/DISABLE switch last of all to pre- 
vent you inadvertently re -writing some of 
the waveform. 
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capabilities. * Set up for telecommunications on 
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Play music on the Bee. 
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Expand your 16K Bee to 32K * Make the Bee a better games 
machine. * Turn your Bee into a facsimile 
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In the December issue of ETI we described the workings of 
modems generally and the considerations of this 1200/75 
modem in particular. Part 2 gets down to brass tacks and 
tackles the modem's auto dialling function. 

I SUPPOSE ANY five -year -old kid knows 
how to make a phone call. Very simple 
mechanical movements like picking up the 
handset, dialling the numbers one by one 
and listening for tone are all that's required. 
All of us have adopted such mechanical 
habits without so much as a second thought 
about how they work. Since automatic ser- 
vice tones detection and dialling are some of 
the standard features available in the ETI 
modem, this article will introduce you to 
some of the techniques used in our modem 
to perform these boring, repetitive dialling 
tasks which would otherwise have to be car- 

-r vied out manually. 
Whether you are waiting anxiously to 

build and use our modem or are just gen- 
erally interested in Telecom interfacing, the 
next sections will help you to understand 
the whole business. In fact, even if you are 
in the area of alarm systems, automatic an- 
swering machine manufacturing etc, you 
will find this article valuable. But herewith 

the warning: you must get Telecom permis- 
sion before you connect to the line. My job 
here is simply to explain the principles. 

Line interfacing hardware 
A typical hardware setup for line interfac- 

ing is shown in Figure 1. All the relays 
drawn are in their de -energised positions. 
The first relay, RLY1, is used to control the 
Telecom line. In its normally off position, 
the line is connected to the telephone, al- 
lowing your phone to be used as usual. 
Energising RLY1 simply disconnects the 
phone from the line. The second relay, 
RLY2, in its normally off position, as shown 
in the Figure, connects the line to the bell 
detecting circuit. Your phone rings when- 
ever an ac signal of about 25 Hz and 50 volts 
rms is sent down from the exchange. This ac 
signal, which I will refer to as the bell signal, 
triggers the bell detector circuit. The detec- 
tor is designed around the 10 kV optical 
isolator. There are two complementary 

O 

. . ̀
 - 

G 

Part 2 

S.K. Hui 

electrical paths in the bell detector, one 
formed by diodes D1 and D2 and the other 
formed by D3 and the LED which is built 
into the isolator. 

During the one half cycle of the bell sig- 
nal, depending on whether point A is at a 
higher or lower voltage potential than point 
B, one of the two paths will turn on and 
allow the signal to get through. In the next 
half cycle, the roles of the two paths will re- 
verse. In the presence of the bell signal, 
point A will be more positive than point B 

half of the time and turn on D3 and the 
LED. As a result, pulses appear at the emit- 
ter of the transistor, 01, when the phone 
rings. The pulses are already in TTL level 
and can be directly interfaced with an I/O 
port. When the phone rings the microproc- 
essor in the modem detects it and gets ready 
to react to various possible situations (as ex- 
plained in Part 1). 

Energising the relays, RLY2 and RLY4, 
disconnects the bell detecting circuit and 
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connects the line transformer in parallel 
with the phone (providing RLY1 is off). If 
the phone is in use when this occurs the 
transformer will seize some of the audio sig- 
nal of the line. Naturally, there will be a 
drop in the volume level of the phone, 
which is pretty annoying for anyone who is 
using the phone; therefore, the configura- 
tion of RLY1 off, RLY2 and RLY4 on is 

normally forbidden. The exception is when 
the microprocessor in the modem wants to 
find out whether the phone is in use before 
it starts a dialling sequence. A few seconds 
is all the micro needs to determine the line 
condition. Of course, most of the time, the 
operator giving the dialling command to the 
modem sits near the phone and knows 
whether it is in use or not! 

A second safety check is built into the 
software to make absolutely sure that the 
phone is free before dialling. Having RLY1 
off and RLY2 and RLY4 on merely con- 
nects the line to the transformer, which is 
not sufficient to enable the software to de- 
tect conversations on the line. What finally 
does the trick is an extremely simple circuit 
predicted by Murphy's Law - "simple cir- 
cuits are usually hass free". 

An op -amp connected to the secondary 
winding of the transformer amplifies the 
voice signal. Output of the op -amp is 
squared up by the following transistor 
switch which, in turn, triggers a monost- 
able. With the help of this simple `Murphy's 
circuit', the micro only has to examine the 
output of the monostable to know whether 
there is any signal on the line. The mono - 
stable is a typical re-triggerable type with 
about a 25 ms timing constant. The signifi- 
cance of the monostable will become appar- 
ent in the later sections of this article. 

Relays, RLY3 and RLY4, are used only 
during the dialling process. RLY4 is an ultra 
low inertia reed relay specially selected for 
the dialling purpose. A low pass network 
formed by R and C is required in shunt with 
RLY4 to quench the sparks generated by 
the fast opening and closing of RLY4 during 
the dialling. 

Automatic dialling 
Let's start at the point where the operator 

supplies a phone number for the modem to 
dial. Using the Hayes dial command (see 
Part 1), it looks like 

ATDO, 1234567 [return] 

Upon reception of the ASCII code, the 
micro in the modem first checks the argu- 
ment of the command to make sure it con- 
sists only of digits. 

The comma , is to indicate to the micro 
that an internal PABX phone is connected 
to the modem. After dialling out the first 
digit 0, the control program in the micro re- 
checks the presence of dial tone before 
dialling the telephone number. If no dial 
tone is detected within three seconds the re- 
maining digits will be ignored and a warning 
message sent back to the operator. 

The best way to see such a control work 
in the program is by following a flow chart. 
If the command and argument supplied by 
the operator are correct, the micro will loop 
the line by turning RLY2 and RLY4 on. 

The phone will be either idle or in use. In 
the former situation, looping the line will 
cause the exchange to send down the dial 
tone. The carrier frequency of the dial tone 
is 425 Hz modulated by 25 Hz tone. The 
425 Hz carrier has a period of abou 

ON LINE OFF LINE 
RLY1 ALT? 

TELECOM LINE 

TONE 

RITA 

DI 

BELL DETECTOR 

02 

RLY3 t 
f 

OPTICAL 
ISOLATOR 

rsAT 
ISOLATION 

YCC 

Tv« 
Figure 1. Hardware line interface. 

2.35 ms; this is amplified and continuously 
re -triggers the monostable set with a 50 ms 
timing period so it's always high. 

If the phone is in use the output of the 
monostable is sometimes high and some- 
times low, corresponding to normal conver- 
sation on the line. The timing period in the 
monostable is specially chosen to be short 
(50 ms). The silence gap between each 
word we say is long enough for the monost- 
able to time out and become inactive (low). 

Thus the output of the monostable allows 
the micro to distinguish the two different 
conditions. 

A third condition where the monostable 
output will respond with a constant low 
arises if the modem is not plugged into the 
line socket or there is a fault somewhere 
down the line. 

If the line is free to be used by the 
modem, the rest of the process is a lot sim- 
pler. RLY3 is turned on to short circuit, 
that is, makes the line. The software loads 
the first digit to be dialled into accumulator 
A. The system is then ready to dial the tele- 
phone number. RLY4 is turned off to open 
circuit, that is, breaks the line for 66 ms, fol- 
lowed by 33 ms of making the line. This is 
one dial pulse only; a digit, say 5, would re- 
quire that same make -break sequence five 
times. Before the next digit is dialled, an 
800 ms inter -digital pause is generated. The 
same sequence carries on until all the digits 
have been dialled. 

Relay RLY3 is then turned off, but 
RLY4 and RLY2 are left on to allow the 
600 ohm transformer coil to connect to the 
line for audio communications. A small pie- 
zoelectric earpiece connected to the second- 
ary coil of the transformer would allow you 
to hear the service tone back from the line. 
In the actual modem, a loudspeaker is in- 
stalled and can be turned on or off through 
the keyboard using the standard Hayes 
command, enabling the operator to listen to 
what's happening on the line with a touch of 
his keyboard. 

Automatic service tone 
detection 

The same monostable and hardware 
setup is also used to detect different tones 
on the line - at minimum cost. Most of the 
common tones like dial, busy, ring etc, use 
the same carrier and modulating signals. 
The only difference between them is the 
cadence or, if you like, the on/off cycle of 
the tone. Busy tone has a 0.375 s on and 
0.375 s off cadence while ring tone is 0.4 s 
on, 0.2 s off, 0.4 s on and 2 off before the 
sequence repeats. 

When the tone is on, the output of the op - 
amp (see Figure 1) is amplified, and triggers 
the transistor switch. So when the tone is 
on, the output signal on the transistor 
switch is not constantly on, but pulsating as 
shown in Figure 2. The pulsation rate is 
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Figure 2. Timing waveforms of the service tone detection circuit. 

about the same as the carrier frequency in 
the tone, that is, 425 Hz. 

This is not what we want at all. Rather, 
we want an active high signal for as long as 
the tone is on and a low signal when it's not. 
This accounts for the re-triggerable mono - 
stable tuned to a timing constant of about 
25 ms. The pulses are sent from the transis- 
tor switch with a 2.35 ms repetition rate re- 
freshing the timing cycle of the monostable 
before the 25 ms is timed out. It is that 
2.35 msec which sets the lowest limit we can 
choose for the timing cycle of the mono - 
stable. The upper limit is, of course, set by 
human response, that is, the normal gap of 
silence between our words. 

Since the pulses keep triggering the 
monostable, an active high signal on the 
output of the monostable is achieved when 
the tone is present. This makes it possible to 
implement tone detection in the software. 
The software first allocates two blank 
memory locations (registers) for counting. 
Either one of the two blank registers is in- 
cremented by one every time the control re- 
turns from the monostable scanning trip, 
depending whether the output of the 
monostable is high or low. The control re- 
turns to scan the monostable output again. 
This process keeps up till the end of the 
three seconds acquisition period. The final 
values stored in the two registers will be dif- 
ferent depending on whether it was a busy 
or a ring tone. The exact value varies from 
call to call and from exchange to exchange. 
The software needs to know which number 
is greater in order to determine what tone is 

on the line. 
One would hope for one number always 

greater than the other, but real life always 
turns out to be a little more complicated. 
Table 1 shows some of the data I acquired 
using this scheme. Count -I and bcon-bctr 
are names of the two registers discussed 
above. Count -I gets incremented if the scan- 
ning of the monostable shows that it is ac- 
tive, otherwise, bcon-bctr is incremented. 
As shown in the Table, the values (all in 
hexadecimal) recorded in Count -I arc al- 
ways smaller than bcon-bctr if ring tone is 

received but greater if the tone is busy. 

Fine! But this is only between calls made on 
an internal PABX system. When it comes to 
direct line to direct line (as when you call up 
your friend from your phone at home), it is 
a completely different story. Count -I is al- 
ways smaller than bcon-bctr no matter 
what. The situation is further complicated 
by the requirement that the software detect 
whether nothing is connected to the line at 
the other end, or if someone picks up the 
phone at the other end before the acquisi- 
tion period is finished. 

Fortunately, the solution to the problem 
is surprisingly simple. The figures shown in 
Table 1 were acquired with the data acquisi- 
tion program starting 66 ms after the last 
dial pulse. The same delay time is used in 
both PABX and direct calls. If the delay 
time is extended to 2 seconds for a direct 
call, we achieve the condition we want. 
Now the value recorded in Count -I is 

greater when the line is busy. Table la -c dis- 
plays some of the values I obtained using 
different delay times (66 ms and 2 seconds) 
for PABX and direct calls. 

The extended delay time to 2 seconds for 
a direct call does not in any way degrade the 
performance of the modem. You must be 
aware of the fairly long wait for the ex: 
change to connect you after you have 
dialled the last digit. I actually timed it to 
about 2 seconds before tone appears. So, 
most of the data acquisition is carried out 
even before the called phone starts to ring. 
While it seems that the ringing tone you 
hear from the receiver coincides with the 
phone ringing at the other end, in actual 
fact, the two signals are not necessarily co- 
incidental. Most of the time, the ring tone 
starts earlier in your receiver than the bell 
rings in the called telephone. This time 
delay between the ring tone and the bell sig- 
nal allows the acquisition program to nearly 
finish even before the other end starts to 
ring. Table Id shows the data acquired in 
Count -I and bcon-bctr when the phone is 

answered as soon as it starts to ring. It 
shows that Count -I is still greater than bcon- 
bctr and recognised by the software as ring 
tone. The software is designed to compare 
the values in the two registers but not their 
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Auto dialling flowchart. 

absolute values. So how quickly one picks 
up the phone doesn't affect the correct deci- 
sion of the software. 

However, there is an exception in the 
case that nothing is connected to the line at 
the other end. In this case the line will be al- 
most silent and the number recorded in 
Count -I will be very small as shown in Table 
Ie. This condition is easily detected by first 
comparing the value in Count -I with a fixed 
number such as $001000. The software only 
proceeds to differentiate between busy or 
ring tone if Count -I is greater than $001000. 

Off -hook detection 
If the software concludes the tone is busy, 

it will turn off RLY2 for 1 or 2 seconds (on - 
hook the phone) and repeat the whole dial- 
ling process. If ring tone is detected, the 
program jumps to a different routine to de- 
tect when the called phone is picked up (off - 
hooked). Again, exactly the same circuit is 

used as for tone detection in order to reduce 
cost. 

The design strategy for this part of the 
software is based on the fact that the longest 
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gap in the ring tone is 2 seconds, plus a bit 
for tolerance and fluctuations in different 
exchanges. The software scans the mono - 
stable output and increments a register 

everytime it is found to be inactive. Before 
the control returns to scan the monostable, 
the value in the register is compared to a 
fixed number carefully selected to corres - 

TABLE 1. DATA ACQUISITION IN THE TWO CONTROL REGISTERS 

a) NORMAL ACQUISITION TIME (3 s) 

PABX - INTERNAL TO INTERNAL: delay time 66 ms 

RING TONE BUSY TONE 

Telephone Count -I bcon-bctr Count -I bcon-bctr 

1 100E101 $01CC8B $01F81F $00811E 

2 $007076 $023395 $0200A2 $00B3A5 

3 $007006 $02337A $02013E $000097 

4 $00E151 $01D122 $01ED99 $00C1A6 

5 $00E0EF $01D53D $0202CA $00B006 

6 $007601 $0233A8 $01FFE4 $000094 

7 $0070A1 $02336F $01FC52 $00B038 

8 $007659 $023350 $0200C1 $00B3C9 

9 $0076AC $023360 $020044 $00B7FD 

b) NORMAL ACQUISITION TIME (3 s) 

DIRECT TO DIRECT: delay time 66 ms 

RING TONE BUSY TONE 

Telephone Count -I bcon-bctr Count -I bcon-bctr 

1 $0081AA $02118A $00FA43 $019D07 

2 $007EED $02065C $012D70 $016CA9 

3 $00A084 $0200D3 $00EB84 $01AE80 

4 $01034C $019F20 $00F03E $01B9DB 

5 $00D3A8 $01D4B9 $01104E $017248 

C) NORMAL ACQUISITION TIME 

DIRECT TO DIRECT: delay time 2 s 

RING TONE BUSY TONE 

Telephone Count -I bcon-bctr Count -I bcon-bctr 

1 $0050E5 $01156A $011760 $005509 

2 $005CC2 $010A84 $011500 $0055E0 

3 $007EA6 $010826 $010EAB $0056AC 

4 $006222 $011A58 $0110A0 $0055E2 

5 $005EE6 $011532 $011120 $0055FF 

d) INTERRUPTED ACQUISITION TIME' 
PABX: internal delay 66 ms; DIRECT: delay 2 s 

RING TONE 

Telephone Count -I bcon-bctr 

1 $007F86 $00D6AC 

2 $006B1A $00E773 

3 $007020 $00DEFA 

ie, called phone is answered as soon as ring begins 

e) NOTHING CONNECTED TO LINE 

Telephone Count -I bcon-bctr 

1 $00-0000 $016005 

2 $002232 $014908 

3 $000120 $015FB5 

pond to about 2.5 seconds. If the register 
value is smaller, the scan -compare sequence 
resumes. If bigger, it indicates that the 
silent period is longer than 2 seconds and 
the called phone is off -hooked. 

So, what happens if the person answering 
the phone makes a lot of noise? Well, the 
monostable will be triggered and continu- 
ously active. Another register will be incre- 
mented to eventually become greater than 
the fixed number. I asked many people to 
pick up the phone and answer it in the nor- 
mal manner. The silent gap between their 
"hello" or "hi" or "who's calling" etc, was 
long enough to allow the software to find 
out that the called phone was off -hooked. 
The response time of the system is about 2.5 
seconds. That is, it takes 2.5 seconds to find 
out that you have off -hooked the phone, 
and the calling modem will send out a call- 
ing tone, expecting the answering tone back 
from the other end for normal data com- 
munications. 

There is one rather unlikely situation 
which might occur and should be accounted 
for. What if the answering phone is picked 
up and immediately hung up? The exchange 
sends the busy tone down the line and the 
alternate on/off of the tone will keep the 
software waiting for the other end to off - 
hook. Remember that the off -hook detec- 
tion software will look for a long (2.5 s) si- 
lence period. To overcome this trap, every - 
time this routine is about to be executed, 
the software triggers a hardware timer for 
about 1.5 minutes. If the tone, either ring- 
ing or busy continues longer than that, the 
hardware timer times out and the software 
control quits the routine. Otherwise, the 
control will be trapped in an infinite loops 

BE CAREFUL 

Kit constructors who habitually browse 
through the magazines on the news stand in 
search of good projects will no doubt be 
aware that modem circuits are as common as 
mud. We strongly urge you to be careful In 
your choice of modem kits to build. There are 
some points to watch. NEVER build a modem 
that contains 240 Vac on the same board as 
line circuitry. This Is so horrendously danger- 
ous, both for you and for any poor Telecom 
tech sitting In the exchange, that perpetrators 
of such circuits ought to be run out of town 
on a rail. Try to ensure that any modem you 
buy meets all Telecom specs for safety and 
performance. Whatever its faults, Telecom 
does know about Telecommunications, and 
Its safety advice ought to be taken seriously. 

Another point: the Vlatel standard split 
baud rate 1200/75 is very popular, but make 
sure the modem you buy does not talk to its 
host terminal at the same speed. Terminals 
that talk to their modems at 1200/75 are few 
and far between, and DO NOT Include most of 
the popular micros unless you get a special 
terminal package. Be suspicious of all single 
chip modems. 
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VIBRATION 
DETECTOR 
To assist in determining the source of annoying vibrations in 
mechanical equipment and structures here is a low cost 
vibration detector for you to build. 

THE BEACH BOYS may have written 
songs about Good Vibrations in the '60s, 
filling us with the idealism of those heady 
days, but not all vibrations have such a 
positive effect on us and our material 
possessions. 

Vibrations in cars and other mechanical 
and structural entities are not only annoying 
but are also potentially dangerous. They're 
sometimes tricky little things to find and iso- 
late, as the car mechanic would probably 
testify. 

The applications for a fairly sensitive 
vibration detector are more numerous than 
you might first think. Under the bonnet, for 
example, you can save the screw driver for 
screwing and take up a vibration detector to 
sense the origin of an elusive rattle. One 
more specialised use suggested in this office 
was in assisting the plumber tracing water 
pipes; you can see how the vibration detec- 
tor could come into its own in a much wider 
field. 

To allow vibrations to be detected in 
places where there is not much space, this 
project uses a probe to transmit mechanical 
vibrations to a transducer. The probe must 
be long enough to reach into tight corners, 
but without a large inertial mass. If the 
probe had a large inertial mass, low level 
and high frequency vibrations would be 
more difficult to detect. 

To achieve both of these criteria a mul- 
timeter probe was used in preference to a 

metal probe. As the multimeter probe has a 

steel tip and a rigid plastic body it is ideal 
for picking up vibrations from a surface to 
carry them to the transducer. Another 
benefit of the probe having a plastic body, is 
that it electrically insulates the vibration de- 
tector from the surface being probed. 
Therefore the chances of receiving an elec- 

tric shock from accidently probing a live 
electric wire are reduced. 

The transducer (which converts mechani- 
cal vibrations into electrical signals) consists 
of a probe directly connected to an electret 
microphone. For the microphone to pick up 
vibrational signals only it is sealed from the 
air so that its diaphragm is only moved by 
the mechanical vibrations transmitted by 
the probe. By sealing the microphone from 
the air, detection of ambient sounds is also 
prevented. 

Since the signals from the transducer are 
low in level (between 100 microvolts and 2 
millivolts) a high gain op -amp is used to am- 
plify them to hearing level. The gain of the 
op -amp can be varied from 100 to 2000 so 
that vibrations of different levels can be 
detected undistorted. 

Construction 
Commence the construction of this device 

by assembling the printed circuit board. 
Firstly solder in the three capacitors, mak- 
ing sure that they are orientated correctly. 
Next the resistors go in followed by the inte- 
grated circuit, making sure that pin 1 of the 
IC is orientated towards capacitor, Cl. 

To enable the electret microphone to op- 
erate as a vibration transducer it must be 
connected to a probe and sealed from ambi- 
ent sound. To connect the probe to the 
microphone, a short bolt (about 6 mm in 
length) is screwed into the hollow barrel of 
the probe. The bolt's head should be about 
8 mm in diameter so that it can cover the 
opening of the microphone's cavity. 

Remove the felt dust cap from the micro- 
phone and use a fast drying glue to mount it 
on the bolt. The bolt's head should be 
mounted over the microphone's opening 
and glued around its rim. Take care not to 

Neale Hancock 

allow any glue to flow inside the 
microphone as it would restrict the motion 
of the diaphragm and thus reduce the effec- 
tiveness of the microphone as a transducer. 
By glueing around the rim of the bolt head, 
the microphone cavity is sealed from ambi- 
ent noise. After the glue has set you may 
wish to use some silicone sealant to make 
extra sure of an airtight seal. 

Before the probe is mounted, a rubber 
grommet is installed in the 10 mm hole at 
one end of the case. This not only allows the 
probe to fit tightly into the case but it also 
prevents the case from absorbing vibrations 
from the probe. The probe is mounted by 
pushing it through the grommet from the in- 
side of the case. Now link the probe to the 
pc board as shown on the overlay; be sure to 
check the polarity of the microphone first. 
The ground terminal can be easily identified 
as it is linked to the body of the micro- 
phone. The leads should be kept short to 
reduce noise pickup. 

The leads connecting the variable resistor 
to the pc board can now be soldered in, as 
shown on the overlay diagram. When the 
variable resistor is mounted be sure to 
orientate the solder lugs towards the left 
wall of the case (with pot shaft facing you) 
to prevent them shorting on to the metal lid. 

Next connect the earphone socket, the 
battery clip and the switch to the pc board 
with flying leads. Bolt the pc board into the 
case using 6BA 20 mm bolts; use 12 mm 
spacers to give the pc board some clearance 
from the bottom of the case. The battery 
can now be mounted and should fit tightly 
between the pc board and the wall of the 
case. Finally the earphone socket and the 
switch can be mounted on the metal lid of 
the case. 

Before you switch on the vibration detec- 
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Top right: An internal view of the vibration 
detector showing how the battery, pc board and 
probe are mounted. 
Above: An assembled vibration probe showing the 
mounting of the microphone on the barrel of the 
multimeter probe. 

Below: A rear view of the electret microphone. 
Note that the negative terminal is linked to the 
tape. 
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PARTS LIST - ETI-1530 

Resistors all W. 5% 
R1 82k 
R2 120k 
R3 10k 
R4 4k7 
R5 68R 
R6 100k 
RV1 1k linear pot. 

Capacitors 
Cl 47µ 25 V electro 
C2 11 25 V electro 
C3 101.i. 25 V electro 

Semiconductors 
IC1 741 op -amp 

Miscellaneous 
SW1 SPDT toggle switch 

ETI-1530 pc board; electret microphone insert; 
crystal earpiece; 3.5 mm earphone socket; 
probe; grommet; 3 x 6BA 20 mm nuts and bolts; 
3 x 12 mm spacers; small broadheaded bolt; 
battery clip. 

Price estimate: $19 

tor check that all the components are lo- 
cated in the correct positions on the pc 
board. Also check the polarity of the three 
capacitors and the microphone as well as 
the orientation of the integrated circuit. 

Testing 
When you switch on the vibration detec- 

tor run the probe over a rough surface and 
listen to the signals on the crystal micro 
phone. If the signal sounds distorted turn 
the gain knob in an anti -clockwise direction, 
as this reduces the sensitivity of the unit. 

When you are checking for vibrations in a 
piece of machinery, place the probe tip on 
different parts of the machine and listen to 
the signal from the earpiece. Louder signals 
represent vibrations of higher amplitude. 
Resonances can be detected in this manner 
by increasing the motor speed while moni- 
toring the level of the vibration. When the 
vibration is at its maximum amplitude the 
motor frequency is the same as the resonant 
frequency. Since the probe is monitoring 
the vibrations of a specific part of the 
machine, you can find the resonance of that 
part independently. 

When the vibration detector is being used 
near electric motors or alternators the elec- 
tret microphone may pick up some interfer- 
ance from them. This is easily distinguished 
from vibration signals by its presence when 
the probe is removed from the vibrating 
surface. 

The signals which you can hear on the 
earpiece can also be displayed on an oscillo- 
scope by connecting the probes on to the 
terminals of a 3.5 mm plug inserted into the 
earphone socket. From the oscilloscope you 
can distinguish more clearly between the 
'noise' and vibration, also you can make 
measurements of frequency and relative 
measurements of amplitude. 
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HOW IT WORKS - ETI-1530 

A simple single 741 op -amp is used to am- 
plify the signals picked up by the micro- 
phone. it is ac configured, that Is, It only 
amplifies the ac signals. Direct current sig- 
nals In the circuit remain unchanged, thus 
minimising the usual drift of the op -amp 
output. 

Working from the input of the circuit to 
the output, the first component encountered 
Is the microphone and Its bias resistor R4. 
In the absence of any acoustic vibrations, 
R4 allows a dc bias current to flow Into the 
microphone, thus developing a dc voltage 
across it. Any input Into the mic will result 
In an ac voltage on top of the dc. Thus we 
say that the ac modulates the dc. The ac 
signal creeps through the capacitor C2 and 
is amplified by the op -amp. 

The open loop (le, with no loop between 
output and input) gain of the op -amp is 
enormous, typically thousands of times. 
This means that a small voltage difference 
between pin 2 and pin 3 will be amplified 
many thousands of times at the output. So, 
if this difference is 1 volt, will the output be 
1000 V? Not at all. The op -amp supply is be- 
tween 9 volts and ground, and this is the 
maximum swing that the output can 
achieve. In fact because of the voltage drop 
across the transistors in the output of the 
op -amp, the voltage can only approach the 
rails, not equal them. 

The result of applying a large differential 
voltage to the input is just to slam the op - 
amp output up against the voltage rail. This 
means that any input signal picked -up will 
be hopelessly distorted. This is not what we 
want. Another problem is that the gain of an 
Individual op -amp, although high, differs 
considerably from op -amp to op -amp. It 
also changes wildly with temperature. All 
these problems can be solved with feed- 
back. 

The classic feedback system, which we 
have used here, consists of a voltage divid- 
er, In which a small part of the output Is 
taken back to the Input; ac feedback is de- 
livered here by R6 and R5. 

Consider what happens when power is 
applied to the circuit. R1 and R2 form a 

voltage divider which sets a nominal 5.3 
volts at their junction. The input impedance 

Into the op -amp inputs Is very high, so al- 
most no voltage is lost across R3. Thus 5.3 
volts is applied to pin 3. Since the voltage 
on pin 2 is still close to zero, because of 
the effect of Cl and C3, the output ramps 
up very quickly towards the positive rail. As 
it does so it takes the feedback loop with it, 
raising the voltage at the junction of R6 and 
R5. But as this voltage goes up it reduces 
the voltage difference between pins 2 and 3, 
thus reducing the output. When pin 2 

reaches 5.3 volts, the voltage difference 
reaches zero. The output is also at 5.3 volts 
and no current Is flowing in the feedback 
loop. So this Is the dc, quiescent condition 
of the amplifier; dc gain is unity. 

Now consider what happens when an 
Input signal is applied to the mic. It passes 
through C2, and is applied to pin 3. Assume 
it Is a positive going cycle, so pin 3 rises 
above pin 2. The op -amp output attempts to 
rise towards the 9 volt rail. This pulls pin 2 

up until it cancels out the difference. A 

negative going pulse works In exactly the 
opposite fashion. 

How much does the output move? The 
output has to rise sufficiently to bring pin 2 

up to the same voltage as pin 3. Mathemati- 
cally, this Is realised by the expression: 

Gain= 
R6+R5+R V 1 

R5+RV1 

We have included RV1 to allow the user 
to set the gain over quite a wide range. The 
object of the exercise will always be to 
make the output swing up to the rails with- 
out actually clipping for a given input volt- 
age. 

Capacitor, Cl, functions as a bootstrap- 
ping resistor to increase the impendance of 
the input. Consider that when the mic 
modulates the dc such that pin 3 goes posi- 
tive, the only significant passage for current 
Is via R3 into the supply rails. However, ac 
present on pin 3 Is also present on pin 2. 

Thus If pin 2 and the junction of R1 -R2 are 
coupled together an in -phase ac signal Is 

created at both ends of R3, thus effectively 
increasing its resistance as seen from the 
mic. 

SHOPAROUND 

You should have all the parts you need 
for the vibration detector in your jiffy box. 
It's a real Saturday arvo project, this one. 
The arbitrary waveform generator consists 
of a whole bunch of common as mud bits 
and pieces as well, so you should have lit- 
tle trouble picking them up at the local 
corner store. 

ETI-1530 pc board $2.00 
front panel $3.50 

ETI-171 pc board $12.75 
front panel $6.67 

MINIMART 

FOR SALE: Super 80 Assembler with full 
screen editor on cassette $15. Disassembler $9. 
Siemens M100 teleprinter $40. R. Vowels, 93 
Park Dve, Parkville, Vic 3052. 

FOR SALE: DICK SMITH Challenger, IBM-com- 
patible PC. 256K mem, twin disk drives and 
monitor plus over $2000 worth of software with 
manuals. $3800. Kadir, 1 Banks PI, Gladstone 
Park, Vic 3043. (03)330-1594. 

FOR SALE: Z80/CPM BASED Little Big Board/ 
manuals. Needs some components. 2 x 5.25" 
Chinnon drives new, IBM style case, Just needs 
power supply. Sell the lot $750. Phone Gary 
(054)43-1386. 

FOR SALE: Component pack consisting of IC, 
transistors, capacitors, resistors, pots, and 
many other useful parts. Cost: $10 + $2.50 
p&p. J. Dixon, PO Box 141, Ferntree Gully, Vic. 

WANTED: OLD RAAF radios, R1082 receiver 
T1083 transmitter or parts. Any condition for 
Wackett aircraft restoration. Mark Pllkington, 3 
Wattle Ave, Werribee, Vic 3030. (03)741-2070 ah. 

FOR SALE: POWER SUPPLY STC ±5 V and 
±12 V, STC full size hall effect keyboard and 
passport printer. Chess computer 2650, 6800 
and 3850 boards, etc. $75. Peter (03)391-0497. 

FOR SALE: MICROBEE 32K. Wordbee and 
BASIC in ROM. Kaga monitor, cassette, joy- 
stick, plenty of software, all manuals. $700. 
(057)82-1526. 

WANTED: CIRCUIT DIAGRAM for Sinclair ZX- 
Spectrum. Sean Lincolne, PO Box 56, Rivett, 
ACT 2611. 

FOR SALE: MODEM, pc board - documenta- 
tion 300 baud, orig/answ & 1200/75, RS232 In- 
terface or TTL to suit Commodore $22. Based 
on World Chip. G. Hollis, 12 Wayne Court, Nth 
Bayswater, Vic 3153. (03)729-5647. 

FOR SALE: FOR APPLE II's, Starcard: 6 MHz 

Z8OB + 64K + CP/M software + manuals $40; 
essential data duplicator III $40; disk drive 
analyser $20. Include $2 postage. J. Yiannis, 
107 Gilbert Rd, West Preston, Vic 3072. 

FOR SALE: TRS-80 MI LII 16K cass. L/C mod 
fitted. LI & LII manuals. Several programs. Price 
$400. Ph (085) 32-4059. 
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Select it, Install it, and Forget it 
...now that's a switch! 

If you manufacture electrical or 
electronic equipment your 
reputation rests on system 
reliability as much as on any 
other factor. When you choose 
our EAO pushbutton or 
keyswitches you know that 
reliability is not in contention. 

EAO switches are 
manufactured in Switzerland to 
the highest engineering 
standards to guarantee you long, 
trouble free operation. Many use 
solid state Hall Effect switching 
mechanisms. All represent the 
latest thinking in switching 
techniques. 

You have a choice of the 
broadest range of styles on the 
market. Each series features lit or 
unlit, momentary, latching and 
bezel only versions so you can 
mix your requirements on panels 
while maintaining a standardised 
appearance. 

If you don't have an EAO 
switch catalogue call us today. 
You'll be delighted with the wide 
variety from which to choose and 
be pleasantly surprised with your 
increased system reliability. 

In Sydney Call: Dorothy or Shirley on (02) 709 5700 
In Melbourne: Jenifer or Sandra on (03) 561 2966 

r .1 
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-41 
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IDEAS FOR EXPERIMENTERS 

Etching pc boards 
This idea from H. Nacinovich 
can take some of the hassle out 
of etching and, possibly, save 
you money besides. It requires a 

low voltage power supply, a suit- 
able plastic container for the 
etching process and a piece of 
copper or brass plate. A spare, 
unused pc hoard can be used for 
the latter. In addition, you will 
need some copper sulphate 
(sometimes sold as `Bluestone') 
and a quantity of ferric chloride. 
The copper sulphate may be ob- 
tained from a chemist or, more 
cheaply, from a garden nursery 
supplier. 

Dissolve 50 g of copper sul- 
phate crystals in a litre of water 
(increase or decrease amounts 
as required) and pour into the 
plastic container sufficient to 
cover the pc board to be etched. 
Connect the pc board and the 
copper or brass plate as shown 
(in my case, I always leave a 

strip of copper along one edge of 
the pc board pattern for making 

4 

a connection to a piece of hook- 
up wire, either by soldering or 
by using an alligator clip.) Then, 
turn on the power and leave to 
etch. 

When the ammeter reading 
falls to zero, turn off the power 
and remove the board. Then, 
immerse the board in a standard 
ferric chloride etching solution 
for a few minutes to clean up 
any incompletely etched areas 
on the board. You will find that 

this step doesn't take long and 
uses up very little ferric chlo- 
ride, the ferric chloride will last 
much longer than it would if 
used for straight etching. The 
copper sulphate solution, on the 
other hand, does not get used up 
at all, and will last indefinitely. 

The power supply can include 
any suitable source capable of 
supplying 1.5 A or more. How- 
ever it is important that the ac- 
tual voltage applied to the pc 

board in the etching tank be 
very low, around 1 to 2 V. An 
LM317 IC is ideal for obtaining 
the required low voltage. 

Although this (electrolytic) 
method of etching is a little 
more complicated in setting up 
than in straight chemical etch- 
ing, it can result in considerable 
cost savings in terms of chemi- 
cals when a lot of boards have to 
be etched. 

Scope Laboratories, which manufactures and distributes soldering irons 
and accessory tools, is sponsoring this contest with a prize given away 
every month for the best item submitted for publication in the 'Ideas for 
Experimenters' column - one of the most consistently popular features In 

ETI Magazine. Each month we will be giving away a 60 W Portable 
Cordless Soldering Iron, a 240 Volt Charging Adaptor together with a 

Holder Bracket. The prize is worth approx. $100. 
Selections will be made at the sole discretion of the editorial staff of ETI 

Magazine. Apart from the prize, each person will be paid $20 for an item 

published. You must submit original ideas of circuits which have not 
previously been published. You may send as many entries as you wish. 

COUPON 

Cut and send to: Scope/ETI 'Idea of the Month' Contest, ETI Magazine, P.O. 
Box 227, Waterloo NSW 2017. 
"I agree to the above terms and grant Electronics Today International all rights to publish my 
idea in ETI Magazine or other publications produced by it. I declare that the attached idea is 
my own original material, that It has not previously been published and that its publication 
does not violate any other copyright." 

Breach of copyright is now a criminal offence. 

Title of Idea 

Signature Date 

Name 

Address 

Postcode 

'IDEA OF THE MONTH' CONTEST 

i'' v47 
PRIZE WORTH4: 

APPROX. 

77 
$100 ± ^rJ 

RULES 
This contest is open to all persons normally resident in Australia, with the exception of 
members of the staff of Scope Laboratories, The Federal Publishing Company try Limned. 
ESN. The Litho Centre and/or associated companies. 

Closing date for each issue is the last day of the month. Entries received within seven 
days of that date will be accepted i1 postmarked to and including the date of the last day of 

the month. 
The winning entry will be judged by the editor of Elf Magazine, whose decision will be 

final. No correspondence can be entered Into regarding the decision. 
The winner will be advised by telegram the same day the result is declared. The name of 

the winner, together with the winning idea, will be published in the next possible issue of ETI 

Magazine. 
Contestants must enter thee names and addresses where indicated on each entry form. 

Photostats or clearly written copies will be accepted but it sending copies you must cut out 
and include with each entry the month and page number from the bottom of the page of the 
contest. In other words, you can send in multiple entries but you will need extra copies of the 

magazine so that you send an onginal page number with each entry. 
This contest is invalid in states where local laws prohibit entnes. Entrants must sign the 

declaration on the coupon that they have read the above rules and agree to abide by their 
conditions. 
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Envelope generator 
James Moxham, 
Urrbrae, SA 5064 

This circuit is coupled to a sim- 
ple VCA like those contained in 
ETI Circuits volume one. 

It's based on '556 dual timer 
and half of a quad NAND gate. 
Operation starts with a trigger 
voltage from a keyboard. Notice 
that if the keyboard gives a posi- 
tive voltage it will be necessary 
to invert it using one of the spare 
NAND gates. The existing in- 
verter, ICIa, buffers the signal 
for delivery to a matrix of three 
RC networks, one of which is in- 
verted by the other NAND gate, 
IClb. 

As soon as a trigger pulse ar- 
rives at ICI it is turned into a 

narrow negative going pulse and 
applied to pin 6 of the first 
timer, IC2a. The discharge 
switch is turned off so C4 can 
charge up via RVl and Dl. This 
forms the attack section of the 
envelope. It is set by RV1. 
When the voltage reaches 1 of 
Vcc the comparator inside the 
timer resets the flipflop, and the 
discharge transistor behind pin 1 

is turned on. However, C4 
doesn't discharge because of the 
action of Dl. 

The negative going output 
from the timer is fed via another 
RC network to pin 10 of IC2. 
It's the reset pin of the second 

-V OV 

timer. When it is pulled low the 
discharge transistor in the sec- 
ond timer turns on and C4 dis- 
charges through RV2. This will 
continue until the voltage level 
reaches the trigger level which is 
set by RV3, so the sustain level 
can be adjusted. 

The circuit holds this voltage 
until the key is released. When 
this happens, IC2a is reset via 
pin 4, and C4 discharges through 
D2 and RV4. 

The output must be coupled 
via a high impedance input, or 
via a voltage follower where a 
buffered output is required. 
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BUILD YOUR OWN 
PROGRAMMABLE 

NAVIGATING ROBOT 
This all -Australian designed do-it-yourself robot can be programmed to do countless 
navigating tasks. You can use it just for fun or teach it to do practical things like following 
you while you work, carrying tools or food. You can even send it around the house on its 
own, performing various tricks. 

LOOK AT ALL THESE FEATURES! 

* Self contained - no extra computer or other 
equipment required (as with many others' 
robots). 

* High level programming language built-in. The 
language designed especially for this robot is 

similar to languages like C and LOGO and allows 
both simple programming for beginners and 
complex programming for experts. 

* Expandable - specifically designed for the 
hobbyist to experiment with. Not only is an 

expansion port provided, software designed to 
allow easy control of the expansion electronics is 

included in the Hobbybot language. 

* Ultrasonic sensor - no device is really a robot 
unless it has a sensor so that it can interact with 
its environment. (Some robots at $399 have no 
sensor!) 

* Designed by world's most prolific personal robot 
designer. 

1979 Tasman Turtle 
1981 Talking Turtle 
1982 Turtle Tot 
1983 Elami (Hong Kong), Chester (Commodore 

Bus. Mach. Texas) 
1984 Blinker 
1985 Hobbybot 

* Low cost - robots with built-in language, 
sensors and fully self-contained cost around 
$2000! Hobbybot costs not much more than you 
would pay for just the ultrasonic sensor kit if 
purchased separately. 

* Features - microprocessor based, 10 user 

programs, recursive, interactive, expandable, 
demonstrations (for person follower, random 
walk, wall follower), high level instructions 
(if/then/else/while/repeat/variables, etc), user 

programs callable from within each other. 

t 
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I ETI-664 HOBBYBOT KIT Order Form 

LCredit Card No 

Send completed coupon to: Federal Publishing Company, Mail Order Division, 
PO Box 227, Waterloo 2017 

Name 

Address 

Signature 

Price: 337.00 
Postage 8 Handling: 5.50 

Please make cheques payable to Federal Publishing Company. 

American Express - Bankcard - Mastercard - Cheque, Money Order 

$342.50 

Expiry Date l 
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COMPUTING TODAY 

PLAY `LIFE' ON YOUR 
MICROBEE 
`Life' is one of those games where the computer does all the 
hard bits and you just sit and watch. Not only is it fun to 
watch but it also has interesting roots in mathematics, cellular 
biology and cellular automata theory. 

THE GAME OF LIFE was invented by a 
mathematician from the University of Cam- 
bridge, John Conway. Conway's back- 
ground was in pure maths and he made 
some valuable contributions to group 
theory. In his spare time, however, he en- 
joyed inventing mathematical games. He 
published only a few of them - Life is one 
of those rarities. 

Life is a simulation game where the rise 
and fall of a group of cells is mimicked. 

(The game does not bear too much in com- 
mon with real cell growth patterns.) It was 
not originally meant for computers, but 
soon after being published, computer scien- 
tists spent much of their free time playing 
'God' on their computers (more about this 
later). 

The facts of life are simple. First you start 
with a grid (the bigger the better). A chess 
board is an example of what I mean by a 
grid, but for our purposes we'll use the 
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Figure 2. The fate of some simple patterns - (a) dies on the third generation, (b) is stable, (c) oscillates, (d) and (e) become stable, and (f) eventually becomes an oscillating pattern with a period of 2 (by generation 10). 

Jon McCormack 

Microbee screen. Normally 64 x 16 charac- 
ters, the program converts the screen to 64 x 

32 characters giving a total of 2048 loca- 
tions. The player then inputs an initial pat- 
tern of cells (dots). After the initial pattern 
is finished the player (or computer) then 
applies the following rules to every space on 
the grid: 

(a) Survival - each cell with two or three 
neighbours survives for the next generation. 

(b) Death - any cell with four or more 
neighbours dies from overcrowding. 

(c) Birth - any empty space (ie, where 
no cell is present) that has exactly three 
neighbours becomes a new cell. 

The most important part of these rules is 
that births and deaths occur simultaneously 
(this means the newborn cells aren't really 
there until the next move and the dead cells 
don't die until the next move begins either). 
When these rules are applied to every space 
in the grid it's called a 'generation'. 

Figure 1 shows what is meant by the term 
neighbours. A cell can have up to eight 
neighbours, these neighbours being the ad- 
jacent cells around the given cell. Figure 2 
shows the fate of some simple patterns after 
a few generations. 

Types of pattern 
As can be seen from Figure 2 most cells 

either die or become stable patterns. A 
stable pattern neither grows nor dies - it 
just sits there (boring, eh?). The more you 
play Life the more you'll see these stable 
patterns. They fall into two groups. The 
first is the static, stable pattern which just 
sits there. The second is the oscillating pat- 
tern. All oscillating patterns neither grow 
nor die, however there is a sequence of pat- 
terns which they can assume. The simplest 
have a period of two, more complex ones 
may have 13 or 14 states. 

One initial pattern, known as the Pen- 
tomino' (Figure 3) has a huge lifespan (well 
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U0.A[Q u. 
Figure 1. A small 'grid' (8 x 8), with 8 'cells'. 
Any cell may have between 0 and 8 
neighbours. Cell 5, for example, has 8 
neighbours, cells 1, 3, 7 and 9 have 3 
neighbours. Cells 2, 4, 6 and 8 have 5 
neighbours. The number of neighbours 
determines if the cell lives or dies, and if new 
cells are born. 

over 400 generations). It is hard to track its 
ultimate destiny as the size of the grid would 
be enormous! People have given names to 
the various common shapes and some of 
which are shown in the various figures. At 
first they don't look much like the names 
given but after a while it becomes second 
nature to recognise various patterns and 
know their ultimate fate (makes you feel 
kind of powerful, doesn't it!). 

One very interesting pattern is called a 
'glider'. The glider is an oscillating pattern, 
but it moves. The glider will go on moving 
forever (until it runs off the screen). Some 
gliders are shown in Figure 3. 

`Cancer' patterns 
When Conway first proposed the game of 

Life he challenged anyone to find a pattern 
that would grow without stopping. He felt 
so confident that none could be found that 
he offered a prize of $50 (a lot of money in 
those days, especially for a scientist). Hav- 
ing little to do during lunch hours, computer 
scientists all round America took up the 
challenge and began to run 'life simulators' 
on their computers in their spare time (or 
otherwise!). In November 1971 a team from 
the artificial intelligence group at MIT 
found a 'cancerous' group of cells. The pat- 
tern was nicknamed a 'glider gun' as every 
30 generations it shot out gliders. Needless 
to say Conway ate his humble pie and sur- 
rendered his $50. 

Well, a lot of cells have flown under the 
bridge since then and when home comput- 
ers became popular everybody wanted to 
play Life. I had heard of Life but could not 
find a program to play it. If you want some- 
thing done, do it yourself ... as the saying 
goes. 

The program 
With such simple rules, Life is easy for a 

computer. I first wrote the program in 
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Figure 3. At top, the 'R-Pentomlno' pattern which grows for several hundred generations (see also 
Figure 5) and a 'glider' pattern that moves across the grid. The bottom 12 patterns are the 
commonest stable patterns (their names are also shown). 
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Figure 4. Several starting patterns to try; if you don't understand the names, waft till you watch them 
grow. 

BASIC, but it turned out to be far too slow 
(it took about 30 seconds between genera- 
tions). Listing 1 shows the machine lan- 
guage version for the Microbee. It may look 
rather long, but trust me - it's worth typing 
in. 

Even if you don't have the Editor/Assem- 
bler, just enter the monitor and ALTER 
2000. Type in the hexadecimal numbers 
shown in the listing. If you don't have a 

monitor use BASIC poke statements (you'll 
p. 
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Listing 1. The complete machine code version of Life. It looks long but if you type in the object code (code column) it takes only about 15 minutes. 

ADD CODE LINE LABEL NNE9 OPERAND ADDP CODE LINE LABEL NNES OPERAND 

00100 1 1 I 1 e. 02830 1 Checks 11 6 Cells 1l19 I. at en end. 
00110 1 02840 I Destroys: AF 
00120 1 by Jon MCCor..0 L, August 1904. 2005 343420 02050 DEATH LD A,1NOC1 *Get ofn 919n0ours 
00130 1 2080 FE02 02060 CO III m to 2 or 3 then 
00140 I I.O. 1o 247, INnt1919R, VtctOrit. 3206 2004 CO 02E70 RET 2 1 

00150 1 2005 EEO! 02000 CP 3 

00160 I Set up the LOU.' . 200D CO 02890 RET Z 
0009 00170 INK.EY EOU 00090 IPASIC k9/ Input routine 208E 3624 02900 LD IHLI,MFD , else Mark For D.IRtion 
000C 00180 RISPO LOU 1900CM ID<aplay 5 reg. on screen 2090 CS 02.10 PET 
8021 00190 PANIC EOU 011021M 1 Basic Ware Start 02.20 1 

0002 001,92 RESET LOU 0042N ILocStion of Her*start Jump 02930 I FIX up the 015p*ay IrE9ov9 60aá cells etc, 
0204 00194 LACE ECU 000ÁN IInt0rlSce RAN location 02940 1 Destroys: Most 
0048 00104 HALF BOU 75 *V01ue to double 1s9 2091 210040 02950 PIXOIS LD HL,SCREEPI 

00200 1 094 010008 02960 LO PC,SIZE 
00210 I 097 SE 029,0 FLOOP LD 6,1061 

0000 00220 SCREEN CM 040000 1Start of 0cr000 memory 2090 FE2A 02900 CF MFD III 06rk0a For De0th 
0000 00225 SIZE EOu 2048 2096 2005 02990 24 Z,DELIT 10.0000 10' 

00230 1 709C FE2E 03000 CP MFB III Marked For Birth 
00240 I Key Deflnitlon0 for c ma ccccnl and Cell 209E 2808 03010 JR Z,BORN ;Change to adult cell 
00750 1 Ware/n9 Change es ,Dc.ONSP y. 2040 23 03020 FNEXT INC HL 
00260 1 2041 OF 03030 DEC BC 

002C 00270 LEFT LOA 1 Ily < key 2042 70 03040 LD 4.11 
002E 00290 RIGHT EOu 1UctuaIly 1 key 2043 01 03050 OR C 
004C 00290 UP ECU 2064 CO 03060 RET 2 III All cells te0l04,.nd 
0020 00300 DOWN EOU ' ' 2045 18F0 03070 30 FLOOP 
004D 00310 MARK LOU 'M' 1To mark Call 2047 3620 03000 DELIT LD 1HLI.SPACE 
000D 00320 READY LOU 13 1<RETURII0 when read. 2069 18E9 03000 JR ;NEST 
0010 00330 ESC EOV 27 2060 366F 03100 BORN LD IHLI,CELL 
0043 00340 CLEAR ECU 'C' ¡Clear Screen 204D 1841 03110 10 POETS 
006F 00350 CELL EOU 13/.Ool *or Cell 05000 1 EDIT oulln.. 
0090 00360 CURSOR EOU 'Cursor when Markin, 05010 I .Th Is routine allows the u r to edit 1h9 cell 
0024 00370 MED LOU 

a 

¡Cell barked r 00.50 05020 I on the rrrrr. Pu0clione 4 UB.Ocwn,Le,t.R,9ht 
002E 00300 NFU LOU Imarked for Birth 05030 1 erk,Cl .r Screen end Ready. 
0020 00390 SPACE LOU ' ' 05040 I Destroys ost 
2000 00395 ORO 2000$ 20ÁF 211CF4 05050 EDIT LD HL,SCREEN1052 1 Middle o1 04.32 rrrrrr 

00400 I 2002 014000 05060 LD BC.64 1 I/n. 
00410 1 2059 CD0900 05070 $LOOP CALL INKEY 

2000 C32121 00415 30 SETUP 'Change screen 0120 2009 FEW 05080 CP READY 1 F,56Shea 7 
2003 CDAF20 00420 START CALL EDIT 20/4 CB 05000 RET 2 
2006 CD0120 00430 CALL PLAY 2050 PE43 05100 CP CLEAR 

I Check i1 CLS 
2009 1940 00440 JR START 200D 2850 05110 JR Z.CLS 

02000 1 200F FEU, 09120 CP ESC I End 
92010 I PLAY 20C1 C42100 05130 JP 2,BASIC 
02020 I Tb l sect l on Of Plays 111. from the C099 ZOCO FE2C 05140 CP LEFT 
02030 1 9nl status of the scr.9n. 7006 281D 05150 JR 2,14LEFT 
02040 1 Destroys: MOST 2000 FEU 05160 CP RIGHT 

2000 2100E0 02050 PLAY LD ;;,SCREEN 20CA 2131C 05170 JR 2,41RIGHT 
200E 010000 92060 LD 5C,9IZE 20CC FE4C 05180 CO UP 
2011 CD3520 02070 PLOW' CALL 1151000 'Check how many neighbour 20CE 281P 05190 30 Z,MUP 
2014 CD7020 02000 CALL BIRTH 2000 0E20 05200 CO DOWN 
2017 7E 02090 LD 4, (111., ;Get vat 2002 281C 05210 JR 2,900604 
2018 FE20 02100 CP SPACE 111ank 20114 FF40 05220 CP MARK 
201A 2807 02110 JR Z,SKIP 20116 2818 05230 JR 2,44ARK 
201C FE2E 02120 CP MPS ;Marked for life 2000 CS 05240 PDIS PUSH BC ID10pIa/ Cu.or on ern 
201E 2003 02130 JR 2,5KIP 200. 7E 05250 LD 4,1061 
2020 CD0520 02140 CALL DEATH *S9rvIving Cells 2054 0690 05260 LD ,CURSOR 
2023 23 02150 SKIP INC HL 20DC 75 05270 LO 1061,5 ¡Put c 

sr 
at 1HLl 

2024 08 02160 DEC BC 2000 CD0021 05200 CALL DELAY ¡Walt a bit 
2025 70 02170 LO 4.0 20E0 47 05290 6R B,A 'Put 010 char back 2026 0I 02100 OR C 20E1 70 05300 LD IHLI.B ,onto screen 2027 20E0 02190 JO N2.PLOOP 20E2 CI 05310 POP BC 
2029 CD9120 02200 CALL FIXDIS *6.9009 dean CO11S 0tc 20E3 ¡SDP 05320 JR $LOOP *Back to start 
202C CD0900 02212 CALL I.KEY (Chock ¡f ESC ,s being 20E5 28 05330 MLEFT DEC HL 'Move left 
7020 FE11 02214 CP ESC Ipr...a 20E6 1040 05340 JR P016 
2031 CO 02214 RET 2 20E11 23 03350 «RIGHT INC HL *Move right 
2032 1807 02220 JR PLAY ¡Next 20E9 I8ED 05360 JR PDIS 

02230 I 20E5 07 05370 Huy OR 
02240 1 Check how men, neighbour. 20EC ED42 05300 SBC HL,BC ;Move Via 02250 I Destroy.. NOTHING 20EE 18E8 05390 JR PDIS 

2034 00 02255 NOC DB 0 I. neighbouP 7040 09 05400 $DOWN ADD HL,C *Move down 2035 ES 02260 NEIGHS PUSH ML 20E1 10E5 15410 JR PDIS 
2036 CS 02200 PUSH BC 20F3 OF 05420 MM6RK LD A.INLI ;Marl Cell 2037 F5 02290 PUSH Al 2044 FE6F 05430 CP CELL *II Cell there then 2030 AF 02300 %OR 20F6 2804 05440 JR ],CDEL ;.move ,l 2039 323420 02310 LD INOCI.A {Zero enel,h009rC 2019 366E 05450 LO IHLI,CELL ;Show Cell 203C 3E01 02320 LD .,l 20FA 1800 05460 JR $LOOP 'Return 203E CD6620 02330 CALL CHECK] ICh.ck row 20FC 3620 05470 CDEL LD IHLI,SPACE 1001.1. Cell 2041 AF 02340 XOR A ZOFE 1085 05480 JR $LOOP ;Return 2042 014000 02350 LO OC,64 05490 1 

2045 ED42 $2360 SBC HL.EC 05500 I DELAY Routine 
2047 CD6620 02370 CALL CNECK3 (Check Row above 05510 {Short Selby, Destroys nothing. 204A 010000 02380 LD BC.128 2100 C5 05520 DELAY PUSH IC 204D 09 02382 ADD HL,BC 2101 0E04 05930 LD C.4 201E AF 02399 %OR A 2103 0600 05540 BLOOD LD B.0 
204F CD6620 02400 CALL CHECKS IChnck Row 0.10. 2105 100E 05550 DLOOP D242 DLOOP 2052 Fl 02410 POP AF 2107 PD 03560 DEC C 2053 CI 02420 POP 0C 2108 2049 05570 JR NZ,0LOOP 2094 El 02430 POP IA. 210. CI 09500 POP BC 
2055 C. 02440 RET 2108 CR 05590 RET 
2056 ES 02450 CHECK; PUSH NL ;Check INLI 400 Cell 05600 1 2057 7E 02400 LD A. IMLI 2I0C 2100,0 05610 CLSS LD IL,SCREEN 1C19., Sc,... 2050 Feb, 02480 CP CELL 210F 110140 05420 LD OF. OCPEEO.i 100st. 2090 2004 02490 JR Z,9E5 ;Yes - Cell 2112 010008 05630 LD BC, SIZE IScr000 Si. 205C FE7A 02500 CO RED 2115 3620 05440 LD IHL*.SPACE ;Blank 1st location 205E 2004 02510 JR 62,60005 2119 ERRO 09650 LDIR *Zap the rest 2060 213420 02520 YES LD ML,NOC 2119 C9 05652 RET 
2063 34 02530 INC IHLI ;Add 1 to Cell 2114 CDOC21 05654 CLS CALL CLSS 2064 El 02540 SORRY POP HL 2110 1890 05654 JR EDIT 2065 C9 02550 RET 211F 100E 05660 JR EDIT IB4ck to start 02560 1 05670 I 

2066 ES 02570 CHECKS PUS» ML 'Check 1 row 05600 1 Set up routine changes screen 0129 2067 87 02590 OR A 2121 210400 09690 SETUP LD HL.LACE 2068 2003 02600 JR 142,11IDSK ISklp middle cell II 6.0 2124 3640 05700 LO 1HLI,HALF Double me 206A CR5620 02410 CALL CHECK; 2124 212421 05710 LD HL,NEXTIN Jump alter reset ddres9 2040 2P 02620 MIDSKP DEC HL 2129 224200 05720 LD IRESET*.ML Save address 206E CO5620 02430 CULL CMECKI 712C C30000 05730 SP 800001 Reset 2071 23 02640 INC AL 212F CD0C21 05740 NEXTIN CALL CLOS Clear sc r00n 2072 23 02650 INC HL 2137 C`n27$ 0550 JP START Let the same b6 g1 2073 CD5620 02660 CALL CHECK; 0000 0560 END 2076 El 02670 POP IL 00000 Total errors 2077 CO 02680 
02690 1 

RET 

NEYTIN 212F CLSS 210C DLOOP 2105 FLOOF 2102 02700 
I BIRTH routine [DEL 20FC DELAY 2100 PDIS 20D6 SMARR 20F3 02710 1 Checks for New Cells and nark them. 141)Ou01 corn MCP 20E0 MPIDHT 20E8 NLEFT 20E5 02720 1 Destroys: A CLS 211. MLOOF 2065 FNEXT 2040 BORN 204E 2070 7E 02730 BIRTH LD 4,11161 DEL IT FLOOP 709' MIDSKP 206D SORRY 206a 20`9 .c20 02`40 CP SPACE YES 2060 CHECK; 2056 CNECK3 2066 NOC 2034 20`0 02.50 RET r12 FIXDIS 2091 DEATH 2085 SKIP 2023 BIRTH 2073 20`C 7:3620 02760 LD 4, UIOCI NEIGHS 2035 0L00P 2011 PLAY 2000 EDIT 206F 2070 FEOS 027`0 CO 3 ICh9Ck II 3 neighbour. START 2002 SETUP 2121 SPACE 0020 MF OOZE 2001 Cp 02`30 OCT NZ HFD 0026 CURSOR 0058 CELL 00>F CLEAR 0043 2092 342E 02`90 LD IHLI.MFB IA Cell Is born .. ESC 0018 READY 0000 PARK 0040 DOWN 0020 2004 C9 02000 RET uP 004C RIGHT 002E LEFT 002C SIZE 0800 02010 1 SCREEN F000 HALF 0045 LACE OODA RESET 0042 02920 i DEATH routine 2.51C 8021 DISFS 900C 1NI.EY 0009 



COMPUTING TODAY 

have to convert hex to decimal). Alterna- 
tively, send $9 to the author for a post paid 
cassette (deluxe version, too long to list 
here). 

Once you have entered the program, save 
it (just in case you've made a mistake) then 
jump to address 2000 hex. The first thing 
you will notice is that the screen has 
changed size - it's now 64 x 32. Somewhere 
around the middle of the screen you should 
see an X. This is the cursor to input your ini- 
tial pattern. You can move the cursor 
around by using the < and > keys (left and 
right), the L key for up and the space bar for 
down. To clear the screen press the letter C, 
and to toggle a cell (ie, make it appear if it's 

not there, disappear if it is) press the M key. 
To escape back to BASIC press the ESC 
key. 

Using the cursor and M keys, put in your 
initial pattern (try the `R Pentomino', for 
example). When you've finished press RE- 
TURN. Now the action starts - before your 
eyes you should see each generation come 
and go. If you wish to stop the proceedings 
hold down the ESC key and you will be re- 
turned to the `edit' mode. Here you can 
change cells round or just leave them; press 
RETURN and the action will start again. In 
most cases after a while the pattern will die 
or become stable. When you get sick of 
watching a stable pattern ESC to the edit 
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Figure 5. The R-Pentomino after (a) 1 generation, (b) 10 generations, (c) 20 generations, (d) 100 

generations and (e) 300 generations. The dots (.) are newborn cells and the asterisks (') are cells 

that are about to die. 

Figure 6. Various stages in the growth of an initial pattern of six blocks. The pattern grows so big It 

flows off the screen. 
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mode, clear the screen (C key) and start 
again. 

Operation of the program is in simple 
steps. The first SETUP sets up the screen to 
the 64 x 32 format. This is done by changing 
one of the registers in the 6545 video chip. 
The subroutine EDIT moves the cursor 
round and marks cells. Note that, in the in- 
terests of saving space, this routine does not 
check if the cursor has moved right off the 
screen - so be careful. Once EDIT is fin- 
ished with, the subroutine PLAY comes into 
action. In this routine each space on the en- 
tire grid is scanned. First the program finds 
out how many neighbours the space has. If 
there are three neighbours a new cell is 

born. New cells first appear as a . on the 
screen. Then, if the space contains a cell 
(not a newborn one) it is checked for surviv- 
al. If a cell is about to die it appears as a * 
on the screen. Once the whole screen has 
been checked all the dead cells are removed 
and the newborn ones 'grow' to full-sized 
cells. This process is repeated until the ESC 
key is pressed. The program comments give 
more details. 

If you don't like the cursor keys ( < 
,>,1,SPACE) you can change the EQU state- 
ments (lines 270-300) to whatever you de- 
sire. The characters of the live, dead, and 
newborn cells can be changed also (lines 
350-380). If you do change these values 
you'll have to reassemble the program. 

The program runs some 30-40 times 
faster than the BASIC version and com- 
pletes about one generation every 0.7 sec- 

onds (ie, fast). A small problem arises when 
cells hit the edge of the screen - they tend 
to stick to the edge if at the top or roll over 
at the sides of the screen (the grid is actually 
a type of cylinder). The reason for this is 

that the program can only check up to the 
size of the grid, even though several pat- 
terns will grow bigger than the grid itself. 

It is easy to add more features such as a 

generation count or a routine to print the 
screen at any time (that's how some of the 
figures were obtained).These were too long 
to be shown in the listing, however. 

There are thousands of possible patterns, 
and the best ones are usually the simplest. 
Figure 4 shows some more interesting ones. 
Since Conway's invention of the game of 
Life, many variations have been devised. 
Some involve the use of 'virus' cells which 
attack a colony of normal cells and may or 
may not kill them off. More complex varia- 
tions involve different types of cells, each 
with their own rules for birth, death and 
survival, plus interaction with hostile cells. 
Some of these variations run a little closer 
to the reality of real cell growth and cellular 
atomata theory. If you want more informa- 
tion read the Mathematical Games section 
of the Scientific American, October 1970, 

pages 120-123. So start typing and play God 
on your 'Bee ... 
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SIEMENS 

VARISTORS 
Australia's widest range. 
All applications. Biggest stocks. 
Lowest prices. Quickest delivery. 
What else? 
Siemens is now the biggest and best 
source of varistors in Australia with a 
full size range for all applications up to 
70 kA. This is of special interest to the 
telecommunications industry. 
Comprehensive stocks, plus Siemens 
position as one of the world's largest 
manufacturers of varistors under- 
writes our promise of quick delivery 
and suitability. 
Siemens innovation aims at 
achieving substantial cost reductions 
across a wide spectrum in the 
following applications: 

Power engineering 
Electronic communications 
Power electronics 
Measuring technique 
Processing technique 
Office electronics 

o RFI suppression 
O Stepped protection 
This wide range of varistors is 
available through Siemens newly 
strengthened national distributor 
network. For further information, post 
the coupon or phone your nearest 
distributor. 

Siemens Ltd. 
544 Church St., Richmond, Vic. 
Melbourne: 420 7318 Sydney: 436 8730 
Brisbane: 369 9666 Perth: 362 0123 

Distributors 
Victoria: Promark Electronics (Vic) 
(03) 8781255 
New South Wales: Nexus Electronics Pty Ltd 
(02) 439 5800 
New South Wales: Promark Electronics Pty Ltd 
(02) 439 6477 

Queensland: ECO Electronics 
(07) 376 5677 

South Australia: R.G. Pank Pty Ltd 
(08) 51 2411 
South Australia: Protronics Pty Ltd 
(08) 212 3111 

Western Australia: Reserve Electronics 
(09) 328 9755 
New Zealand: Delphi Industries Ltd 
Auckland 563 259 

v n.MFNS 

TtOk2 y$ 

Please mail me the new informative 
varistors brochure. 

NAME 

TITLE 

COMPANY 

ADDRESS 

STATE POSTCODE 

Post this coupon now to Siemens Ltd. 
Advertising Department, Melbourne. 

L544 Church St., Richmond 3121. 

INGENIOUS ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING 
876/2394 
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Master the 
Microprocessor 
The Purpose of this 
Course 
There is a considerable. 
expanding and world-wide 
demand for people with a 
real knowledge of 
microprocessors and 
general computer 
technology Such people 
are needed to design and 
evaluate systems and ro 

assess and develop the 
enormous range of possible 
applications, both present 
and future. of 
microprocessors and to 
understand the installation 
and servicing of the main 
types of equipment of which 
they may form the most vital 
component 
(A microcomputer has 
already been produced to 
replace the mechanical 
programmer on a domestic 
washing machine. for 
example ) 
This Course provides the 
necessary basic information 
to enable a student to really 
understand the functioning 
of microprocessors and 
their supporting Circuitry. 

usually referred to as the 
"hardware" This is backed 
up by showing how to 
program a microcomputer 
(or produce its "software") 
in the most fundamental 
form of computer language 
called "machine code". 
No previous knowledge of 
computers is necessary. 
though a little basic 
knowledge of electronics 
plus digital and logic 
Circuits will be found 
helpful 
A special introductory short 
course is available to 
provide this background 
information, if required by 
an individual student on the 
Course without extra tee 

Student- Tutor 
Contact 
A qualified Tutor is available 
to every Student throughout 
this Course in order to deal 
with any queries which may 
arise and to assess certain 
questionnaires which are 
issued to Students 
throughout the period of 
training 

Certificate 
Issued to all Students 
completing the Course 
successfully Course covers 
main requirements of the 
City and Guilds Certificates 
in Computers 

Practical 
Self '491 

Study 
Course - 

Learn how Microprocessors 
really work 

... the practical way. 

. 

. 

FREE COLOUR BROCHURE 
rPost coupon now: The Australian School of Electronics 
Pty. Ltd., P.O. Box 108, Glen Iris, Victoria 3146. 

Please send your brochure without any obligation to: 

Name 

Address 

ETI" 2/'8'8 

Ell READER SERVICE 133 

Postcode 

How the Course is 
organised 
The basis for the practical 
work in the Course is the 
Microcomputer. 
This is supplied completely 
assembled and ready to 
use. 
The Course text is carefully 
arranged in sequence so 
that each new section 
follows logically from 
previous work. Hardware 
description and 
programming technique 
progress together, so that 
the Student is discouraged 
from treating them as 
distinctly separate subjects. 
Following each section of 
descriptive text. detailed 
instructions are given in 
order to use the 
Microcomputer to provide a 
practical demonstration 01 

each new function or 
technique This provides a 
very powerful way of 
learning precisely how the 
system operates. and 
enables any possible 
ambiguities in the Student's 
mind to be quickly resolved 
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LABORATORY POWER SUPPLIES 

:.;^^ a.., .L...,. 

" 
i 

APLAB offer a complete range of regulated DC bench/ 
rack power supplies combining high precision and 
regulation capabilities with continuously adjustable 
outputs. 
Designed with single, dual and multiple outputs, these 
power supplies can be used in either constant voltage or 
constant current mode of operation. 
Standard models include: 

SINGLE OUTPUT 
OUTPUT Output 
VOLTAGE: Current 
0-30V 0-1 A to 30A 
0-70V 0-2A to 10A 
DUAL OUTPUT 
0-30V 0-1 A to 2A 
MULTIPLE OUTPUT 
0-30V 0-2A to 5A 

VeNk.. s 
SCIENTIFIC DEVICES AUSTRALIA PTY. LTD. 
VIC. 2 JACKS RD., SOUTH OAKLEIGH. 3167 

PHONE: (03) 5793622 TELEX: AA32742 
NSW: 559A WILLOUGHBY RD., WILLOUGHBY 2068 

PHONE: (02) 952064 TELEX: AA22978 
S.A. 31 HALSEY RD., ELIZABETH EAST. 5112 

PHONE: (08) 2556575 TELEX: AÁ88125 

ETI READER SERVICE 134 

Microbee 
HACKER'S 
HANDBOOK 

From the publishers 
of 'ETI' and 'Your. 
Computer' magazines. 

The Microbee Hackers Handbook will tell you how to get more from the 
Bee's graphics capabilities; How to set up for telecommunications on the 
Bee; How to play music on the Bee; How to build a joystick and a light 
pen for the Bee; How to get hard copy - cheaply; How to expand your 
16K Bee to 32K; How to make the Bee a better games machine; How to 
turn your Bee into a facsimile decoder; How to solve equations on the 
Bee ... and much more. 

We've also included list- 
ings of the Bee's BASIC 
scratch area and machine 
language locations - to 
make the Hacker's pur- 
suits easier. 

For sociable Hackers 
there are the contact 
addresses and phone 
numbers of all known 
Microbee user groups. 

At your local newsagent, or from ETI Book Sales, 140 
Joynton Avenue, Waterloo 2017. 
(Please add $1 to the cost of the 
magazine, to cover postage and 
handling.) 

" " 
" " i 

" 

Hard and soft projec't,s 
for Bees of all 
vintages 
For Bee owners who like to 

Explore the innards of their 
machine 

Experiment with practical 
programming 

Put their soldering , 
irons to 

use 

$6.50 
AUST 

1 

.! $6.95 NZ 



ALL ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS 
118-122 LONSDALE STREET, MELBOURNE, VIC. 3000. TEL: 662-3506 

TALK ABOUT A HUGE RANGE OF KITS HERE'S JUST SOME!! 
STEREO UNITS 

S1 Ell 484 Compressor Expander 

S2 ETI 482 50 wan per channel Ampiter 
$3 ETI 482A Preamp Board 

S4 Ell 4828 Tone Control Board 

S5 ETI 485 Graphic Equalizer 
S6 ETI 480 50 watt Amplifier 

S7 ETI 480 100 wan Amplifier 

59 ETI 443 Expander Compressor 

S10 ETI 444 Five wan stereo 

$12 Ell 438 Audio Level Meter 

$13 Ell 440 25 watt Stereo Amplifier including metalwork. 
$18 Ell 426 Rumble Finer 

$19 ETI 429 Simple Stereo Mooted 
S21 Ell 417 Over led Distortion Monitor 

535 ETI 470 60 wan audio amplifier module 

S36 FT 4000 Series 60 wan stereo amplifier 

$37 ETI 451 Hum Filter foe Hi -fl systems 
538 E.A. Stereo Infrared Remote Switch 
$39 ETI 455 Stereo Loudspeaker Protector 

540 E.A. Super -Bass Filter 

$42 E.A. Stylus Timer 

543 (Ti 3000 Series Amplifier 25 with 
S44 ETI 477 Mosfel power amp module Inc. brackets 

S45 ETI 457 ScratcNAumble Fitter 

S46 Ell 458 VU Level Meter 

$47 ETI 479 Bridging Adaptor 

S48 ETI 5000 Serves Power Amplifier 
$49 Ell 494 Loudspeaker Protector 
SSO EA Imrared IV Sound Control 

551 HE 121 Scratch 8 Hiss Filter 

S52 EA 100W Sub Woofer Module 

S53 EA Stereo Simulator 
S54 EA Headphone Amp. 

S55 ETI 412 Peak Display 

STAGE 

ST1 ETI 592 Light Snow Controller (3 ch.) (1000 with) 
ST2 ETI 593 Colour Sequencer (tor use *nth ETI 592) 

ST3 ETI 551 LigM Chaser 3 ch. 1000 wren 

ST4 E.A. Light Chaser 3 channel 

ST5 E.A. Twin Tremolo for OrgansSlage Amps 

ST7 ETI 499 150 w Moslet P.A. Module 
ST8 ETI 498/499 150 w Pub%c Address Amplifier 

ST9 E.A. Musicolor IV 

ST10 EA Musieolour III 

PRE -AMPLIFIER AND MIXERS 

PI ETI 445 Stereo Preampldher 

P2 ETI 449 Balance Mic Pre-ampleher 

P6 E11 419 Mixer Preamplifier -4 ch. 

Mixer Pre-ampldier -2 ch. 

PIO E.A. Playrnaster 145 Mixer 

P11 ETI 446 Audio Limner 
P12 ETI 471 High Perlormance Stereo Pre -amplifier - 

less PP 8 Backing Plate 

P13 (Ti 473 Moving Coil Carmdge Pre -Amp 

P14 ETI 474 High to low Impedence Interface 

P15 ETI 467 4 Input Guitar/Mic. Pre -amp suits ETI 466 - 
Includes power supply 

P16 E.A. Moving Cod Pre-Ampltder (Battery) 

P17 E A. Moving COB Pre -Amplifier (Plug pack) 

P18 (Ti 478 MM Moving Magnet Pre -amp (Series 5000) 

P19 ETI 47BMC Moving Coil Pre -amp (Senes 5000) 

P20 ETI 478 Senes 5000 Pre-Ampider 
P21 EA. Vocal Cancellor 
P22 ETI 416 Balanced Preamplifier 

P23 HE 112 Micromixer 

P24 EA Effects Ural 
P25 EA Stereo Simulator 

GUITAR UNITS 

Si (Ti 447 Audio Phaser 

G2 Ell 413 2-100W Bridge Amp. 

G5 ETI 413 100 wan Guitar Amplifier 

G14 ETI 452 Guitar Practice Amplifier 

G15 ETI 466 300 watt Amp module 

G16 ETI 454 Fuzz Sustain 
GI7 HE 102 Guitar Phaser 

G18 ETI 450A Bucker Bngade 

G19 ETI 4508 Mixer for above 

620 EA. guitar Pro -amplifier 
621 Soma ME2 Swims ME2 Wah Wah Pedal -less pedal 

AUDID TEST UNITS 

ATI ETI 441 Audio Noise Generator 

AT2 ETI 128 Audio Millivolt Meter 

AT4 ETI 102 Audio Signal Generator 

AT5 EA. A.P. Tone Burst Generator 

AT7 ETI 137 Audio Oscillator 
1119 HE 105 Bench Amplifier 

AT10 E.A. Audio lest Unit 

ATt1 E.A. Function Generator 
A112 ETI 464 Audio Test Unit 

TIMERS 

T1 ETI 650 STAC Timer 

12 ETI 564 Digital Wall Clock 

T4 ETI 540 Universal Timer 

TS ETI 265 Power Down 

16 EA 4 Digd L.C.D. Clock or Control Timer 

T7 EA Event Counter 

COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT 

CE1 ETI 711 Remote Control Transminer Switch 

CE2 ETI 711R Remote Control Receiver 

CE3 ETI 711D Remote Control Decoder 

CE4 ETI 7118 Single Control 
CES Double Control 

CE6 ETI 711P Power Supply 
CE7 ETI 707A 144 Mhz Converter 

CE8 ETI 7078 52 Mhz Converter 

CE9 ETI 708 Adrve Antenna 

CE11 ETI 780 Novice Transmitter 
CE12 ETI 703 Antenra Matching Unit 
CE29 E.A. Snort Wave Converter for 27 Mhz 

CE31 E.A. 27 Mhz Pre -amp 

CE33 ETI 718 Shortwave Radio 

CE34 Ell 490 Audi Compressor 

CE35 ETI 721 Aircraft Band Convener (less XTALS) 

CE36 Ell 726 or 10 metre Power Amp 

CE37 ETI 475 Wide Band A.M. Tuner 

CE38 EA. Masthead Pre -amplifier 

CE39 ETI 731 R.1.1.9. Modulator 

CE40 ElI 729 UHF IV Masthead Preamp. 

CE41 ETI 735 UHF to VHF IV Converter 

CE42 HE 104 AM Tuner 

CE43 HE 106 Radio Microphone 

CFN EA. R.T.T.Y. Demodulator 
CE45 E.A. Voice Operator Relay 

C(46 ETI 733 RTTY Convener for Microbee 

CE47 ETI 1517 Video Distnbubon Amp. 

CE48 EA Video Enhance. 

CE49 Wkdeband Amp. 

CE50 ETI 1518 Video Enhancer 

CE51 EA VCR Sound Processor 

METAL DETECTORS 

MD1 ETI 5-49 Induction Balance Metal Detector 
MO2 ETI 561 Metal Locator 
MD3 ETI 1500 Discnminaling Metal Locator (undrilled 

case) 

MD4 ETI 1500 Discriminating Metal Locator )prednlled 

case) 
MD5 Ell 562 Geiger Counter with ZP 1310 Tube 

MD7 E.A. Prospector Metal Locator including headphones 

TEST EQUIPMENT 

TE2 m 133 Phase Meter 

TE4 ETI 129 R.F. Signal Generator 

116 ETI 706 Marker Generator 

118 ETI 122 Logic Tester 
TE9 Ell 124 Tone Burst Generator 

7E11 ETI 116 Impedance Meter 

TE12 ETI 533 Dioeal Display 

1E15 ETI 704 Cross Hatch Dot Generator 

1E16 ETI 120 Logic Probe 

TE17 ETI 121 Logic Pulser 

TE34 ETI 487 Real Tkne Audio Analyser 

TE35 ETI 483 Sound Level Meter 

7636 ETI 489 Real Time Audio Analyser 

1137 ETI 717 Cross Hatch Generators 

1138 EA 3 Mhz Frequency Counter 

1E42 E.& Transistor Tester incl. BiPolar 8 LEIS. 
7E43 ETI 591 Up Down Pre-setable Counter 

1144 Ell 550 Dgnai dial (less case) includes ETI 591 

TE45 ETI 144 Expanded Scale R.M.S. Voltmeter 

1146 ETI 148 Versatile Logic Probe 

1147 ETI 724 Microwave Oven Leak Detector 

1E46 ETI 150 Simple Analog Frequency Meter 

TE49 ETI 151 Linear Scale Ohm Meter 

7150 ETI 152 Linear Scale Capacitance Meter 

7051 EA. Dgltal Capacitance Meter 

1E52 ETt 589 Digital Temp. Meter 

1E53 EA. T.V. C.R.O. Adaptor 

1E54 E.A. XTAL Locked Pattern Generator 

T155 E.A. Decade Resistance Sub Boa 

TE56 E.A Capacitance Sub Box 

1157 E.A. Decade Capacitance Sub Box 

1158 E.A. Tantalum Capacitance Sub Box 

1E59 ETI 140 1 Ghz Frequency Meter/Timer 

1160 ETt 572 PH Meter 

TE61 Ell 135 Panel Meter 

TE62 E.A. Modulated Signal Injector 
1E63 HE 103 Transistor Tester 
1E64 HE 111 Ohm meter 

1165 ETI 157 Crystal Marker 

1166 ETI 161 Digital Panel Meter 

TE67 ETI 255 Analog Thermometer 

TEN EA Transistor Tester 
TE69 Ell 175 20 MHz Dig. Frequency Meter (Hand held) 

1E70 ETI 166 Function Pulse Generator 

7171 X -tai Locked Pattern Generator 

MODEL TRAIN UNITS (see also "SOUND EFFECTS") 

MT1 ETI 541 Model Train Control 

MT2 E.A. 1974 Model Train Control 

MI6 E.A. 1978 Tram Control less From Panel 

Division of DOTHAIN Pty. Ltd. 

1978 Train Control with Front Panel 

SOUND EFFECTS 

5E1 E.A. Sound Effects Generator' 

5E2 F.A. Musical Tone Generator 

SE3 E.A. Cylon Voice 

SE4 E.A Steam Whistle 

5E5 ETI 607 Sound Effects 

SE6 E.A. 492 Audio Sound Bender 

SE7 E.A. Electronic Sea Shell Sound Effects 

5E8 Ell 469A Percussion Synthesiser 

SE9 Ell 4698 Sequencer for Synthesiser 
5E10 EA Effects Unit 

sot as for Steam Train and Prop Plane noise 

VOLTAGBCURRENT CONTROLS 

V1 E11 481 12 volt to t 40v D.C. 100 wan Inverter 

V2 (TI 525 D011 Speed Controller 
06 E.A. 1976 Speed Control 
Vio E.A. Zero -voltage switching heat controller 
VII E.A. Inverter 12v D.C. input 230v 50 hz 3000A output 

not Incl. switch 35 amp. 

V12 ETI 1505 Flourescent Light Inverter 

V13 EA Electric fence 

V14 ETI 1506 Xenon Push Bike Flasher 

V1S ETI 1509 DC -DC Inverter 

V16 ETI 1512 Electric Fence Tester 

V17 EA Pluto Light Starter 

V18 ETI 1524 Electronic Mouse Trap 

WARNING SYSTEMS 

WS1 ETI 583 Gas Alarm 

WS3 ETI 528 Home Burglar Alarm 

WS4 ETI 702 Radar Intruder Alarm 

WS7 Ell 313 Car Alarm 

WS12 ETI 582 House Alarm 

WS14 E.A. 1976 Car Alarm 

WS15 E.A. 10 Ghz Radar Alarm 

WS16 E.A. Light Beam Relay 

WS17 ETI 247 Sod Moisture Indicator 

WS18 ETI 250 Simple House Alarm 

W519 ETI 570 Infrared 'Trip' Relay 

W520 Ell 585 TAR Ultrasonic Switch 
WS21 ETI 330 Car Alarm 

WS22 (Ti 322 Over Rev Gar Alarm incl. case 

WS24 ETI 1506 Xenon Bike Flasher 

WS25 Ell 340 Car Alarm 

W526 EA Deluxe Cal Alarm 

WS27 EA Ultrasonic Movement Detector 

PHOTOGRAPHIC 

PHI ETI 586 Shutter Speed Timer 

P113 ETI 5148 Sound Light Flash Trigger 
P114 ETI 532 Photo Timer 
P117 ElI 513 Tape Slide Synchronizer 
P1112 ETI Sync -a -Slide 
P1114 ETI 558 Mast Head Strobe 

PH15 ETI 553 Tape Slide Synchronizer 

P1416 EA. Digital Photo Tuner 

P1117 ETI 594 Development Tuner 
P1118 (Ti 568 Sound or light operated Flash Trigger 

including optional parts 

P1119 E.A. Sound Triggered Photoflash 

P1120 HE 109 Extra Flash Trigger 
P1-121 E.A. Photographic Timer 

POWER SUPPLIES 

PSI ETI 132 Experimenters Power Supply 

PS2 ETI 581 Dual Power Supply 

PS3 ETI 712 CB Power Supply 

PS4 ETI 131 Power Supply 

PS6 ETI 105 Laboratory Power Supply 
PS7 ETI Ill VC Power Supply 

PS9 E.A. 1976 Regulated Power Supply 

PS11 E.A. C.B. Power Supply 

PS12 ETI 142 Power Supply 0-30 V 0-15 A (fully 

protected) 
PS13 (TI 472 Power Supply 

P514 E.A. Power Supply for Dream 6800 

PSIS ETI 577 Dual 12V supply 
PS16 E.A. Power Saver 

PS17 ETI 480 PS Power Supply nor ETI 480 (100 warm 

Amp) 
PS18 E.A. Bench Mate Utility Amplderifower Supply 

PS19 HE 108 Power Supply 
PS20 ETI 163 0-40 V. 0-5 A 

PS21 EA Dual Tracking Power Supply 

COMPUTER ANO DIGITAL UNITS 

Cl ETI 633 Video Synch Board' 

C2 ETI 6321A Part I Memory Board V.D.U.' 
C3 ETI 632P Part 1 Power Supply Y.D.U.' 
G4 Ell 632A Part 2 Control Logic Y.D.U.' 
CS ETI 6328 Pan 2 Control Logic V.D.U.' 
C6 ETI 632C Part 2 Character Generator V.0 U.' 
C8 ETI 632 UA.R.T. Board' 

C9 ETI 631-2 Keyboard Encoder' 
CIO ETI 631 ASch. Keyboard Encoder 

C14 (Ti 638 Eprom Programmer 

C15 ETI 637 Cuts Cassette Interlace 

C16 ETI 651 Binary to Ilex Number Converter 

PLUS MANY, MANY MORE KITS WHICH WE CANNOT LIST HERE!!! 

JUST CONTACT US FOR PRICE & AVAILABILITY. 

C17 ETI 730 Getting Going on Radio Tele Type 

C22 ETI 660 Basic Computer 

C23 ETI 660 Basic Computer Ind. colour option on board 

expandable memory. RE modulator, case and power 

supply 

C24 E11 760 Video RF Modulator 
C25 E A Eprom Programmer 

C26 ETI 668 Microbe. Eprom Programmer 

C27 ETI 733 R1TY Computer Decoder 
C28 EA Video Amp for Computers 
C29 ETI 649 Microbee Light Pen 

C30 ETI 675 Microbee Serial - Parallel Interlace 

C31 (Ti 688 Programmer for Fusable - Link Bipolar 

Proms 

C32 ETI 676 RS232 for Microbe. 
all V.O.U. prolects priced less connectors 

810 FEEDSACX 

BFI Ell 546 G.S.R. Monitor (less probes) 
BF2 Ell 544 Heart Rate Monitor 

BF3 (Ti 576 Electromyogram 

AUTOMOTIVE UNITS 

Al Ell 317 Rev. Monitor 
A2 E11 081 Tachometer 
A3 ETI 316 Transistor Assisted Ignition 
A4 (TI 240 High Power Emergency Flasher 

A6 E11 312 Electronic Wilton System 

A7 ETI 301 Van -Wiper 

A14 E.A. Dwell Meter 

815 E.A. Vanwiper 

A16 E.A. Tacho foe Tune-ups 

Al7 EA. Ignition Analyser and Tachometer 
018 E.A. Strobe Adaptor for Ignition Analyser 

AI9 E.A. 1975 C.D.I. Capacitor discharge Ignition 
A22 ETI 318 Digital Car Tachometer 
A23 m 319A Variwiper Mk. 2 (no dynamic Braking) 
A24 ETI 3198 Vane/per Mx. 2 (foe dynamic braking) 
A25 ETI 555 Light Activated Tacho 

A26 ETI 320 Battery Condmon Indicator 

A27 E.A. Transistor Assisted Ignition 
A28 ETI 324 Twin Range Tacho less case 

A29 ETI 328 Led Oil Temp Meter less V.D.O. probe 

A30 ETI 321 Auto Fuel Level Alain 
A31 (Ti 332 Stethoscope 

A32 ET1 325 Auto Probe Tests Vehicle Electncals 

A33 (Ti 333 Reversing Alarm 

A34 E.A. Low fuel indicator 
A35 ETI 326 Led Expanded Voltmeter 

A36 ETI 329 Ammeter (expanded scale) 

A37 ETI 327 Turn and Hazard Indicator 
A38 ETI 159 Expanded Scale Voltmeter 
A39 EA Optoeiectronk Ignition 
AdO (Ti 335 Wiper Controller 
A41 EA Ignmon Killer for Cars 

A42 EA L.C.D. Car Clock 
A43 EA Cruise Control 
A44 ETI 337 Automatic Car Aenal Controller 

ELECTRONIC GAMES 

EG1 ETI 043 Heads and Tails 

EG2 ETI 068 L.E.O. Dire Circuit 

EG3 E.A. Electronic Roulette Wheel 

EG4 ETI 557 Reaction Timer 

EG5 ETI 814 Dinky Die 

EG6 E.A. Selectalon 

EG7 HE 107 Electronic Dice 

EGB E.A. Photon Torpedo 

EG9 HE 123 Alien Invaders 

EGIC EA Roulette Wheel 

MISCELLANEOUS RCS 
M1 ETI 604 Accentuated Beat Metronome 

M4 Ell 547 Telephone Bell Extender 

M5 E11 602 Mini Organ (less case) 

M7 ETI 044 Two Tone Doorbell 

M10 ETI 539 Touch Switch 
M25 E.A. Digital Metronome 
M37 ETI 249 Combination lock (less lock) 

M39 E.A. Electronic Combinadon lock (including lock) 

M48 E.A. Power Saver for induction motors 

M48 E.A. Lissatas Pattern Generator 

M53 ETI Soil Moisture Alarm 
M54 E.A Electrochune Keyless Organ 

MS5 E.A. PoolsL.otlo Selector 
M56 ETI 256 Humidity Meter 

M57 ETI 257 Universal Relay Dover Board 

M58 E.A. Simple Metronome 

M59 ETI 1501 Neg. Ion Generator 

M60 ETI 1516 Sure Stahl for Model Aeroplanes 

M61 ETI 412 Peak Level Display 
M62 ETI 1515 Motor Speed Controller 
M63 (Ti 1520 Wdeband Amplifier 
M64 EA Phone Minder 

1.165 EA Motorcycle Intercom 
M66 EA Simple LC.O. Clock 

M67 EA Ultrasonic Rule 

Note: We do not stock 
sub -standard poor quality 
components. 

MAIL ORDER ENQUIRIES WELCOME. 
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MODIFYING THE VZ200 
16K EXPANSION 
MODULE FOR THE 
VZ300 
This article describes a method of remapping a DSE VZ200 
16K RAM expansion module preventing overlap of memory 
space when used on a VZ300. The cost is limited to the price 
of one integrated circuit chip plus a single -pole double -throw 
switch if dual VZ200/300 compatibility is desired. The 
modification is fitted inside the expansion module case. 

MANY OF YOU who have updated to the 
new version VZ300 must be disappointed to 
realise that although the VZ300 comes with 
much more internal RAM as standard (18K 
as against 8K for the VZ200), use of your 
old VZ200 16K expansion module on the 
VZ300 only results in the same total 
memory as that which was available on the 
older VZ200 with the expansion module 
plugged in. 

The reason for this becomes clear when a 
comparison is made between the memory 
maps of the VZ200 and the VZ300 as shown 
in Figure 1. If a VZ200 16K expansion mod- 
ule is plugged into a VZ300, about 10K of 
the expansion RAM overlaps memory 
space already provided to the VZ300 inter- 
nally. This results in only 6144 bytes of extra 
memory. In order to make proper use of the 
expansion memory space, the start of the 
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Steve Olney 
VZ200 expansion module needs to be 
moved or remapped to the end of the 
VZ300 internal memory instead of some- 
where in the middle. For more details on 
the memory map of the VZ200 and VZ300, 
refer to Jim Rowe's informative article on 
the VZ300, ETI July 1985. 

The object of this article is to provide in- 
formation sufficient to modify a VZ200 16K 
expansion module to be used on both your 
VZ200 as well as your new VZ300. 

Before proceeding there are a few words 
of advice for those wishing to undertake the 
modification: 

1. Because you are modifying an existing 
working unit, this project is intended for 
those with reasonable soldering skills and at 
least some experience with digital compo- 
nents. If you are unsure, enlist the aid of 
someone capable (and willing) to carry out 
the modification. 

2. Remember, modification to your mod- 
ule will render the module warranty void, 
although I expect most modules would be 
out of warranty anyway. 

3. The modification details provided are 
for printed circuit boards identified by the 
`700352 F' designation. If you find a differ- 
ent number near where the seven ICs are lo- 
cated, then be careful to ensure that all me- 
chanical details supplied here agree with 
your board. If they don't, I advise you not 
to proceed unless you have sufficient knowl- 
edge to adapt the circuit for that hoard. 

The circuit 
Modifying the address decoding logic to 

remap the expansion RAM only requires 
two extra AND gates, so half a 74LS08 IC is 
all that is really needed, but I used NAND 
gates. The reason for this is that quite often, 
when a design is completed, extra input sig- 
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Figure 1. The memory maps for the VZ-200 and VZ-300. Note how their 
internal and expansion RAMs cover different address ranges. 

pals or controls are required. Because 
NAND or NOR gates can be configured to 
implement all of the basic logic functions, 
they are often used in at least some part 
of a circuit - even when that part could be 

more efficiently designed with other logic 
units. This is done with the view that if 
modification is required, then spare NAND 
or NOR gates allow some flexibility. 

To further illustrate this point, it oc- 

curred to me, after working out the circuit, 
that it might be useful to have a block of 
RAM separated completely from the con- 
tiguous internal RAM for such purposes as 

having a reserved area of memory for run- 
ning machine code programs, or imple- 
menting a printer buffer in RAM under 
software control. To do this the 16K RAM 
pack could be remapped to extend from 
C000H to the top of addressable memory, 
FFFFH. This would result in a 2K byte gap 

(for the VZ300 only) between the end of in- 
ternal memory and the start of the expan- 
sion memory. When the BASIC interpreter 
seeks the top of memory, it is unable to 
jump this gap and so the top of memory 
pointers are set to the end of internal 
memory. This creates a reserved 16K block 
of RAM from COOOH to FFFFH. That is, 
the top of memory pointers in BASIC are 
set to the same values as for a VZ without 
expansion module. This would still mean, of 
course, 18K for the VZ300, but only 8K for 
the VZ200. If the original circuit was imple- 
mented with AND gates the circuit would 
have to he re -designed. However, because 
NAND gates are being used, one of the par- 
alleled inputs of one NAND gate can simply 
be switched to implement this change. This 
is shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 2. Address decoding map. 
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Figure 3. Modification details. 

The decoding logic 
Those who are not curious about the 

decoding logic details can skip this section 
and go straight on to the modifications. 

To work out the new decoding required, 
a graphical method was used. By looking at 
Figure 2, we can see that A14 = 1 (address 
line 14 = 1) covers from COOOH to FFFFH 
(49152 to 65535 decimal). However, this is 

2K bytes too high; the top 2K bytes need to 
be disabled, and 2K bytes added to the bot- 
tom, in order to enable a block extending 
from B800H to FFFFH (47104 to 63487 
decimal). That is, from the end of the 

VZ300 internal memory on up. It might be 

noted that from F800H to FFFFH (where 
the memory should not be enabled) A13, 
Al2 and All are = 1. Also from B800H to 
C000H (where the memory should be en- 
abled) A13, A 12 and All are again = 1. 

The only difference is that A14 = 1 in the 
first case, and = 0 in the second case. In 
other words, the memory should be enabled 
when A14 = 1 or when A13 and Al2 and 
All all = 1, except when they all (A14 - 
All) = '1' at the same time. In logical 
shorthand this is written as: 

A14 ® (A13Al2All) 
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where '®' is the sign for the logical XOR 
function, and `' is the sign for the logical 
AND function. 

Looking at the original circuit (Figure 3) 
it can be seen that the XOR function is 
available with A14 already connected (pin 2 
U15), so if the A13Al2A11 signal is con- 
nected to the other input (U15 pin 1) then 
the required memory enable signal is avail- 
able on U15 pin 3. The required input is 
supplied to U15 pin 1 by the four NAND 
gates of the added 74LS00 IC. 

Modification steps 
The following steps are the hardware 

modifications that need to be carried out to 
effect the change to the expansion module. 

Turn over the module to find a sticker 
with the number 8 on it. This (apparently) 
indicates that the module is configured to 
expand on 8K VZ200. 

Remove the six screws from the bottom 
of the case and gently separate the top of 
the case by means of a flat bladed screw- 
driver. Do this at the connector end of the 
module first, as there is a tendency for the 
cover to jam if it is pulled off at an angle. 
This will reveal a pc board to which a metal 
shield is attached by six soldered tabs. 

Use solder wick or a solder sucker to re- 
move as much solder as possible from the 
six tabs holding the metal shield in place, 
gently freeing the tabs from the board one at 
a time. Remove the metal shield. 

At this point the component side of the 
board is visible with the physical layout as 
shown in Figure 4. Check to see that the 
board is marked with the 700532F designa- 
tion. Hold the board with the component 
side towards you and the seven ICs at the 
top, and the discrete components (diodes, 
transistors etc) at the bottom (as in Figure 
4). The middle IC of the seven ICs should 
be a 74LS86 or a 74LS266. In either case the 
modifications are the same. 

Find the track on the component side of 
the board which runs from pin 3 on the 
74LS232 to between pins 12 and 13 on the 
74LS86/266 and cut it carefully with a sharp 
knife as in Figure 5. 

Decide where to mount the SPDT 
change -over switch. I soldered a right angle 
pcb mounting type to the board itself (see 
Figure 4). You will probably need to 
shorten the terminal legs of the switch first 
and make sure the switch will not foul the 
metal shield when it is re -fitted. Another ar- 
rangement would be to mount the switch 
through a hole drilled in the top part of the 
plastic case. This is satisfactory providing 
the switch protruding out does not foul the 
printer or joystick interface plugged in next 
to it. 

Using multi -strand insulated wire (wire 
stripped from rainbow ribbon cable is excel- 
lent) connect the centre (or common) termi- 
nal of the change -over switch to pin 1 of the 
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Figure 4. Component -side view. 

74LS86/266, then connect pin 3 of the 
74LS32 to one side of the switch (this posi- 
tion will select normal VZ200 operation). 

Carefully bend all the pins except pins 
1,2,7,12 and 14 on the 74LS00 at right 
angles to their original positions and care- 
fully solder `piggy -back' style pins 1,2,7,12 
and 14 of the 74LS00 to pins 1,2,7,12 and 
14, respectively, of the 74LS32. 

Join pins 3, 4 and 5 on the 74LS00 to- 
gether and solder them. Also join pins 9,10 
and 11 together and solder. Join pin 6 to pin 
13 using flexible multi -strand wire, then join 
pin 8 of the 74LS00 to the remaining side of 
the switch to give the VZ300 mode. 

Testing 
That completes the hardware modifica- 

tion and the module is now ready for testing 
in your VZ300. Go over the modification 
carefully, making sure the wiring is correct 
and look out for solder bridges. With the 
power off, plug in the modified module, 
switch to VZ200 mode, and turn on the 
power to the computer. Type in the follow- 
ing 

PRINT PEEK(30897) + 
256*PEEK (30898) <RETURN> 

If everything is OK, the response should be 
53247 

Now switch off the power to the comput- 
er,' switch to the VZ300 mode and then 
switch the power back on. Type in the 
above line again. This time the response 
should be 

63487 

If any of the above two responses are not 
obtained, then switch off immediately, and 
re -check the modification looking for wiring 
mistakes or solder bridges. 

By comparing these two responses with 

PIGGY -BACK 74LS00 HERE 
(CONNECT ONLY PINS 1, 2, 7, 12 
AND 14 TO 74LS32) 

Figure 5. A closer view of the component side 
and directions. 

the response obtained without an expansion 
module plugged into the VZ300, it can be 
seen that the modification enables all 16K 
(16384) bytes of the expansion memory in- 
stead of only 6K (6166) bytes of the stand- 
ard VZ200 module. That is: 

top of memory VZ300 alone = 47103; 
top of memory VZ300 + unmodified 
module = 53247 (6144 bytes extra); 
top of memory VZ300 + modified mod- 

ule = 63487 (16384 bytes extra). 

Extra modifications 
Before the module is re -assembled, an 

extra modification can be made, as men- 
tioned earlier. This is to remap the expan- 
sion module to the top of addressable 
memory for reasons outlined before. This 
involves adding an extra change -over switch 
as shown in Figure 3. 

Note that any of the switch connection 
positions can be replaced by direct wiring if 
operation in that mode is permanently 
required. 

Happy Hacking!!! 



PORTABLE 
SOLAR 
GENERATOR 
FEATURES 

PORTABILITY -A mini -powerhouse, the Size of an attache Case, the NV -500M Can generate enough power to 
recharge your VTR battery packs (12V 0.5Ah - 2.0 Ah) anywhere whenever the sun shines. 

VERSATILITY - The NV -500M can house, and recharge VTR battery packs of many makers regardless of 
difference in size. Also NV -500M can be a handy DC power source for a variety of other appliances. 

LIGHTWEIGHT - The moulded cabinet is sturdy and lightweight. 

EASY CHARGING - The custom -designed IC assures a constant current charging either from the solar cell module under the sunlight or from AC power source. (An adapter is needed). 
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Solar Cell Module PM Single Crystal Silicon Cell Module 0.5V10.5A Cell x 40 

pcs., lsc O.SA Voc 200 

Condition: Sunlight 100mWlcm' (Facing direct to the sunlight on 

a Clear day) 

Charging Method Constant current charging with over -charging protector and Cif. 

cub breaker. 

Operating Temperature Range -10°C- 80°C 

Dimensions 330mmW x 350mmH x 65mmD 
Applicable NiCd Battery Portable VTR Battery with capacities of 12V. 0.5011 to 2.OAh. 

Weight 2.6kg 
- Charging Hours H - Capacity of NCO battery x 3.3 (from the complete 

discharged level) Accessories Polarities Adapter and Connector Plug 

Besides recharging various VTR battery packs with this NV -500M, you can also draw 
power direct through the External Outlet with the battery left inside the unit. This way you 
can use power longer while the solar panels keep generating power simultaneously. 
Through direct power supply, you can operate many other appliances such as radio 
cassettes, AM/FM radios, public address systems, portable fluorescent lights that operate 
on power under 0.45A (about SW). 

Certified NI -CAD BATTERY 

X36 LISBON ST, 

ELECTRONICS FAIRFIELD 2165 

TELEPHONE (02) 728 2121, 
Ex STOCK postage $10 to suit 12V 1.2 AHr 559 727 5444 
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= - BRIGHT STAR CRYSTALS PTY. LTD.- 
Wish to announce that with the introduction of New High lbc 

equipment to our production line B.S.C. now offer a full range of 
STATE OF THE ART RESISTANCE WELDED CRYSTAL UNITS 

SMALL HC/49u HC/50u LARGE I HC/51u I HC/48u 
¡r 1 

RESISTANCE WELD the seal of perfection for 
*Highset Accuracy *Very Low Ageing Rate 

Custom Crystal Units to your specifications, ALSO stock MICRO -P 
Crystals CUSTOM AND STANDARD Hybrid Clock Oscillators. 

Postal Address: PO BOX 42 Springvale, 3171. 
Phone: (03) 546 5076. Telex: AA 36004 
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TECHNICAL AUTHORS ATTENTION! 

HAVE YOU WRITTEN what you believe is the best ever book on computers or any other developing 
electronic field? Or on electric theory or practice? Of consumer electronics? If so, you're no doubt eager to 
see your work published as soon as possible. 

As well as publishing an exciting range of electronics and general monthly magazines, The Federal 
Publishing Company also produces technical books and consumer oriented, electronic specials. 
We have the resources to edit, typeset, layout, assemble and print - all at our Sydney head office. We 
also distribute and market internationally with emphasis on the Australian and New Zealand markets. 
Why not send your manuscript to us for an obligation -free evaluation and allow us to make you a proposal 
for publishing and distribution? Interested? Send a copy of your typescipt to: 

Jake Kennedy, Editor 
Electronics Group Special Publications 

The Federal Publishing Company 
140 Joynton Avenue 
Waterloo, NSW 2017 

(No manuscript, but just an idea for an electronics -related book, reference or text? We want to hear 

from you, too! Ring Jake Kennedy on (02) 663-9999 to discuss turning that idea into an accomplishment.) 
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THE TRANSPORTABLE 
INTERFACE 
PERIPHERAL (TIP) 
Investigations by the CSIRO's Alex Bendeli have led to the 
creation of a unique mass storage device capable of storing 
data from virtually every computer on the market today. It's 
too valuable an idea to languish in the corridors of the CSIRO 
so it's being offered to private enterprise - maybe you - for 
marketing under licence. 

WITH THE PROLIFERATION of com- 
puter brands the task of transferring soft- 
ware and data has become more and more 
difficult. One of the earlier de facto stand- 
ards for data interchange was the SSSD 8" 
byte/sector IBM 3270 format. However 
with the advent of double density, double 
sided 51/4" and 31/" diskettes, density and 
format variations make it just about impos- 
sible to directly and easily transfer data. 
When data format conversion software is 
available, the media may be incompatible. 
The early standard is rapidly being replaced 
by the `IBM compatible' (again!). 

Out of this jungle there appears to be one 
way of transferring data between computers 
and this is through the RS232 lines. In fact 
modems are just long extensions of RS232 
lines. Data transfer through most modems 
is normally limited to between 300 and 1200 
baud and a modem is required at each end. 
Transfer of five pages of text at 1200 baud 
takes three minutes (about 4300 characters 
per A4 page). 

The transportable interfacing peripheral 
(TIP) reviewed here was designed for the 
situation where several 'imcompatible' com- 
puters have no communication lines be- 
tween them. It is not meant to be a replace- 
ment for modems. Its main purpose is to re- 
ceive serial data from a computer at the 
highest baud rate, store the data in a non- 
volatile medium (bubble memory) and after 
transport to the receiving computer (or per- 
ipheral, eg plotter, printer, punch, CNC 
machine, typesetter etc), transmit the data 

to the latter. Because of its versatility and 
ease of use, several fields of application are 
envisaged: text file transfer, data logging, 
replacement of paper tape, and transfer 
from home computer to office or central 
computer. 

Bubble memory 
Although bubble memories have been 

available since 1979, they have been slow to 
find their way into equipment because of 
the limited number of manufacturers and 
initial manufacturing yield problems. Origi- 
nally, at least three semiconductor manu- 
facturers entered the magnetic bubble 
memory (MBM) field. However Intel seems 
to be the only one which has kept its com- 
mitment in that field. In fact its consistent 
MBM product range has led to dramatic 

Alex Bendeli 

price reductions over the last few years. 
There is also a Japanese source (Fujitsu) 
but the products are not necessarily inter- 
changeable. 

Good easy -to -read references on bubbles 
are the Intel publications A Primer on 
Magnetic Bubbles and the Memory Compo- 
nents Handbook. The latter is normally 
issued with the Intel MBM kit. (Figure 1 is 
reproduced here by permission of Intel 
Australia.) 

The medium in which the magnetic do- 
mains shown in Figure 1 are formed is ex- 
tremely thin (25 micrometres). When the 
material is subjected to a fixed magnetic 
bias field, the domains shrink and eventu- 
ally take the shape of small cylinders ap- 
proximately 3 micrometres in diameter. 
When viewed from above, they resemble 

NO EXTERNAL 
MAGNETIC FIELD 

SMALL EXTERNAL ' LARGER EXTERNAL 
MAGNETIC FIELD MAGNETIC FIELD 

Figure 1. Magnetic domains in thin film under increasing magnetic bias field. 
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'bubbles'. Increasing the magnetic field 
strength beyond a certain value shrinks and 
'destroys' the bubbles. In fact, the domain 
polarity is reoriented in the opposite direc- 
tion and ceases to be a bubble. When 
another control magnetic field gradient is 

superimposed over the bias field, the bub- 
bles move from a region of lesser magnetic 
field strength to a region of greater mag- 
netic field strength. This is achieved by a 

fixed asymmetric magnetic film pattern 
overlaid on the domains. Application of 
control rotating magnetic fields generated 
by fixed coils wound over the magnetic film 
and domain layers causes the bubbles to 
propagate along pre -defined paths past sen- 
sors and bubble generators. The sensor con- 
sists of a magneto -resistive bridge whose 
impedance changes whenever a bubble 
passes under it. Presence or abundance of a 

bubble represents a data 1 or O. 

Bubble memories belong to the class of 
magnetic storage media which have the in- 
herent property of preserving data when the 
power is removed. To place the bubble in 
perspective, consider the following forms of 
magnetic data storage: 
(a) Core memories: Data is stored as a di- 
rection of magnetisation of the cores. In this 
case the cores and the data are stationary. 
Data selection is achieved by energising ap- 
propriate address lines. Unlike the follow- 
ing types which read data in block form, 
core memories can read a single byte at a 

time. 
(b) Tape: Data is stored as a magnetising 

signal on the tape. The medium moves past 
a head and addressing is not normally car- 
ried out except for header, title and end of 
block recognition. 
(c) Disk: This is very much akin to tape 
where data is stored as a magnetising signal 
on the disk medium. The data is stationary 
and the medium moves the data past a 

head. Address selection is carried out by ap- 
propriately moving the head to a given track 
and waiting until a specific sector passes 

under the head. 
(d) Bubble memory: The data is stored as a 

presence or absence of a magnetic bubble in 
a magnetic substrate (medium). The 
medium is fixed but the data 'moves' past a 

fixed sensor under the control of rotating 
magnetic fields. Addressing is achieved by 
waiting until the selected page of data (64 
bytes) passes under the sensor head. Hence 
there is a minimum access time (similar to 
disk drives) of about 41 ms + 7.5 ms/page. 
The average data transfer rate is about 
8.5K bytes/s. 

The device 
The CSIRO-developed peripheral was 

designed with emphasis on the non -vola- 
tility of data when the power is removed, 
reliability due to lack of moving mechanical 
parts, immunity to dust and other particu- 
late matter and the use of RS232 for data 
transfer. The unit measures 210 x 175 x 
55 mm and weighs 1.5 kg. 

The front panel (see photo) carries the 
RESET switch and a RX/TX mode switch 

APPLE ,etc 

0 
RECEIVE MODE 

FROM 
SERIAL 
CARD 

SIRIUS,etc 

TO 
AUXILIARY 
PORT 

TRANSMIT MODE 

Figure 2. Operation of the TIP. 
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which controls all operations of the TIP. 
Four LEDs indicate the various activities of 
the TIP and are used during the various 
stages of assembly and manufacture. In con- 
junction with a table in the manual, they are 
also used as diagnostic indicators. 

A DIP switch which defines some of the 
operating parameters of the TIP is accessi- 
ble through the bottom cover. These pa- 
rameters include a test mode, the facility to 
concatenate ASCII files, diagnostic mes- 
sages output etc. The DIP switch settings 
are defined on a label at the rear of the in- 
strument. 

The rear panel supports the IEC mains 
input socket and a 16 position rotary baud 
rate setting switch. The DB25 connector is 
pc board mounted and protrudes through 
the rear panel. A very handy two -position 
switch through the rear panel enables pins 2 
and 3 on the RS232 lines to be crossed -over 
for those situations which require it. Space 
is available for an optional Centronics -type 
connector for use when the TIP is con- 
nected to a peripheral. This facility makes 
the TIP a handy serial -to -parallel converter. 

Removing the lid reveals a single printed 
circuit board with the microprocessor and 
supporting chips. All components are board 
mounted and the only wires are three con- 
nected to the mains IEC socket and five to 
the baud rate switch. Although the 240 Vac 
wires from the back of the IEC socket ter- 
minate on the printed circuit board and the 
tracks are safely tucked underneath, the 
unit should not be opened by anyone inex- 
perienced and care should be exercised if 
servicing with the case opened. The op- 
tional Centronics socket requires the solder- 
ing of an extra eleven wires. 

Above and parallel to the main printed 
circuit board lies the bubble memory board. 
This is a prototyping kit which is readily 
available from Intel distributors. It comes 
ready assembled and tested. It is good value 
and a cheaper and faster option than pur- 
chasing, waiting, assembling and testing all 
the individual parts. The only compromise 
is the fact that the prototyping kit restricts 
the operation of the TIP to environments 
ranging from 15 to 35 degrees C. 

Operation 
Operation of the device is extremely 

simple and is controlled by the RXII'X 
mode switch (see Figure 2). Upon switch - 
on, a self test is performed and the baud 
rate switch defines the communication rate. 
Alteration of the baud rate switch if the TIP 
is ON necessitates operation of the RESET 
button. The TIP waits to be placed in the 
RX or TX mode either via the mode switch 
or by an escape sequence sent by a host 
computer. 

In the RX mode, serial data is saved in a 
RAM buffer. Should the buffer fill up (ex- 
cept for the last 64 bytes), the TIP stops 
communications via XOFF and DSR, and 

The government -run CSIRO Is staffed by some 
very able scientists whose job it is to investigate 
various natural phenomena. From time to time 
they have particular problems that cannot be 
solved by buying off -the -shelf products. One 
such problem and Its solution is described here 
by the CSIRO's Alex Bendeli. 

The CSIRO requires someone to market and 
manufacture the TIP device under licence. The 
licence fee will be a nominal amount only. If you 
are an Australian citizen, here Is a unique oppor- 
tunity to benefit from the design prowess of your 
government research organisation. 

So, if you see yourself as the founder of a 
great electronics empire, or even a little one, call 
Alex Bendeli or Dr R. McCreadie on (02)467- 
6211. 

stores the buffer in the bubble memory. The 
last 64 bytes are used as an overflow buffer 
since some machines do not immediately re- 
spond to XOFF. At the end of the save 
period (about 850 ms), an XON is sent and 
DSR is enabled for further communication. 
Should the bubble memory capacity nearly 
fill up (120K bytes), the FULL LED will 
light up as a warning that only an extra 8K 
bytes will be accepted. To eliminate opera- 
tor interaction, the buffer is automatically 
saved at the end of the transfer process. 

When power is removed, all data should 
have been stored in the MBM and no spe- 
cial precautions are necessary to switch the 
TIP off. The TIP is then transported to the 
receiving computer or peripheral, set to the 
appropriate baud rate, switched on and the 
mode switch set to TX after initialising a 
communication software in the host. If sev- 
eral ASCII files were dumped into the TIP, 
the concatenation feature allows the TIP to 
search and stop at the end of each file be- 
fore proceeding to the next one. In this way 
several files can be downloaded. Since data 
is always in the MBM, operation of the TX 
switch after the end of a transfer will re - 
enable a second transfer and several copies 
of the same data can be dumped if 
necessary. 

Any machine supporting a serial RS232 
/liñe should be capable of using the TIP. In 

CP/M machines, transfer is performed using 
the PIP command (already successfully with 
Apple, Sirius, Kookaburra, OKI, VAX, 
HP9845, HP86B, Microbee, Data General 
NOVA). Other computers require approp- 
riate software. 

Manual 
A very detailed manual describes the 

operation of the TIP both in terms of hard- 
ware and software. A comprehensive as- 
sembly and testing procedure is given along 
with a parts list and a cost estimate. All 
parts are readily available. The single most 
expensive item is of course the bubble 
memory prototyping kit, at approximately 
$350 RRP. While the cost is similar to a disk 
drive with controller it is a far more reliable 
alternative. For a one-off unit, total cost is 
approximately $550 RRP in parts plus about 
two hours to assemble the unit by experi- 
enced staff. 

WIRELESS 
INSTITUTE 

OF 
AUSTRALIA 

FOUNDED 1910 
The W.I.A. represents the 
Radio Amateur at Local, 

National and International 
level and offers A,i Arep, ,qao following w 

services: 
* Monthly 

"AMATEUR 
RADIO" 
Magazine, 
included in 

a 
4. 

membership fee. --. 
* Most REPEATERS have 

their licence, power and site 
cost paid by the institute. 

* World wide QSL-service. 
* Assistance to members in 

legal problems arising out of 
the pursuit of their hobby. 

* A Weekly Sunday Broadcast 
to Amateurs and Short Wave 
Listeners. 

* Assistance in dealing with 
Interference Problems 
(TVI-RFI etc.) 

* Novice and full call courses. * Trial Novice and AOCP 
theory exam papers. 

* Advice on Radio Mast approvals 
* The ONLY representation of 

the RADIO AMATEUR in 
legislative matters. ;ku:: 

Join the 8,600 Amateur 
members in the W.I.A. by 

forwarding this coupon to: 
W.I.A. P.O. BOX 300, 

CAULFIELD SOUTH, VIC. 3162 
Please forward a membership 
application form and further details 
to: 
Mr, Mrs, Miss, Ms 

Address 

Callsign 

Postcode 
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COMMUNICATIONS NEWS 

Ups and downs of Aussat 
In contrast to the launch of the first satellite in August, Aussat 
2 went up without any fuss at all last November. Mission 61B 
lifted off from the Kennedy Space flight centre a few millisec- 
onds after 1129 Sydney time, rolled over and disappeared into 
the night sky over the South Atlantic. 

It was one of the more spectac- 
ular launches of recent time. It 
occurred at 7.30 in the evening, 
local time, and the glare of the 
rockets was visible all over the 
south eastern US, the Caribbean 
and Cuba. In contrast to earlier 
launches, there was almost no 
cloud in the sky. 

Mission 61B was flown by the 
Atlantis, the latest and final 
orbiter to be built for the US 
government by Rockwell Aero- 
space. It was the first commer- 
cial mission for Atlantis, which 
was carrying Morelos B for Mex- 
ico, Aussat 2 and Satcom KU1 
for a private US network. 

One of the visual highlights of 
the launch was the separation of 
the two booster rockets on the 
side of the main tank. The man- 
oeuvre was clearly visible 
through TV cameras that moni- 
tored the launch. The boosters 
are designed to separate from 

the main vehicle a minute or so 

after launch and then drift down 
into the sea under parachutes, 
where they are recovered and 
reused. The only part of the 
shuttle package that is not re- 
covered is the main propellant 
tank. Although it is the most 
dominant part of the craft at 

launch, it consists of very little 
except rocket fuel. 

Some consolation for Aus- 
tralians dismayed at the pathetic 
local content in the first genera- 
tion Aussats is that both the 
Hughes HS 376 craft on board, 
Morelos and Aussat, carried 
Australian made wiring har- 
nesses. These are manufactured 
by STC at Liverpool near Syd- 
ney, and have already flown in 
Morelos A, a similar Hughes 
craft launched for Mexico in 
June 85. 

The final planned launch in 
this Aussat series is scheduled to 

fly atop the European Ariane 
rocket in June. Originally Aus- 
sat 3 was designated a ground 
standby, but demand has forced 
Aussat to bring it into service. In 
fact, Aussat's Graham Gosse- 
winkel, at a post launch press 
conference, suggested that a dis- 
tinct possibility exists for a 

fourth Aussat to fly. 
Aussat 4 is currently being 

built at the Hughes facility at El 
Segundo, a suburb of Los An- 
geles. It was planned as a mission 
backup - if anything goes 
wrong with a launch or with one 
of the spacecraft in orbit, then 
Aussat 4 will replace it. How- 
ever, having built it, and in- 
curred all the associated costs, 
Aussat would be delighted if de- 
mand rose to the point where it 
could justify the launch costs. 

According to Gossewinkel, 
three quarters of all the trans- 
ponder space on the three 
planned Aussats has now been 
allocated. In spite of the last 
minute chaos surrounding the in- 
troduction of satellites to Aus- 
tralia, it seems that the business, 
communications and electronics 

industries are finally getting be- 
hind the idea of a satellite. 

Another source of increased 
demand has been caused by the 
New Zealand government finally 
deciding in favour of satellites: 
The NZPO will be the first or- 
ganisation to use Aussat for tele- 
phone traffic, the role for which 
it was originally intended. Also, 
New Zealand, like Australia, 
will be using the satellite for the 
reticulation of television signals. 
No direct broadcasting capacity 
is planned. 

Extending even further the in- 
ternational role of Aussat, neg- 
otiations are in train for the use 
of Aussat in the South Pacific. 
New Guinea will get an entire 
transponder on Aussat 3, and 
the smaller South Pacific nations 
will also be served. However, it 
appears now that the Fiji TV ser- 
vice, originally intended via 
Aussat, will now be brought ín 
by Frank Packer's TCN network 
direct from the US using Intel- 
sat. 

Increased activity in Costa Rica 
The opening of a powerful new 
gospel station, the adding of an 

English session to Radio Reloj 
transmission and higher power 
for Radio Impacto are recent 
broadcasting advances in Costa 
Rica. 

The Adventist World Radio 
established a station in Guate- 
mala some years ago which op- 
erates with low power on both 
medium and shortwave, and has 

been heard in the South Pacific 
on 6090 kHz. The station has 

the call TGMUB and the slogan 
"Union Radio - AWR". 

Adventist World Radio also 
purchased Radio Lira which op- 
erates in Costa Rica, and in the 
past two years has been upgrad- 
ing the facilities. It has installed 
a 100 kW transmitter at a site 
20 km from San Jose. 

Using the slogan Radio Lira 
International, the New Adven- 

tist World Radio takes over the 
activites of Radio Lira; this long 
established broadcaster has in 
the past only operated on med- 
iumwave 1540 kHz. 

Broadcasts from Radio Lira 
International are expected to 
commence to North, Central 
and South America and the 
Caribbean. Programming will be 

in Spanish but there will be 
some broadcasts in English. 

According to the station man- 
ager, David Gregory, Radio 
Lira International will be inde- 
pendent of the broadcasts of 
Radio Union in Guatemala 
though both stations will use the 
same interval signal. 

A tentative schedule for the 
station is 0900-1300, 2200-0300 
UTC using the 25 and 49 metre 
bands. According to Radio 
Nederland, the station's mailing 
address is PO Box 1171, in Ara- 

hua, Costa Rica. 
Radio Reloj which operates 

on 4832 and 6006 kHz 24 hours 
a day, continues to receive mail 
from many parts of the world, 
and has recently introduced a 

mailbag session. This English 
broadcast is heard on Radio 
Reloj on some Sundays 0700- 
0800 UTC. The station is receiv- 
ing between three and five let- 
ters per day from overseas lis- 
teners and this forms the basis of 
the international letterbox. ' 

Radio Impacto which we re- 
ported when it first commenced 
operation on 6150 kHz some 

years ago has now increased the 
power of the shortwave trans- 
mitter from 20 to 50 kW. Radio 
Impacto formerly operated 24 
hours a day, but now has a 

schedule of 1100-0600 UTC. 
The station has a political type 
of transmission and is against 
the Government of Nicaragua. 

The studios are located in a 

house in the outer suburbs of 
San Jose and this is linked to the 
transmitters by VHF link. The 
transmitters are located outside 
San Jose and operate on 980 and 
6150 kHz. - Arthur Cushen 

CLUB CALL 
The recent Annual General Meeting of the Townsville Amateur Radio 
Club saw a total of 31 positions filled for the coming year. The only position 
not filled was that of Class Manager. Those interested in the positions and 
appointees or the club in general can contact Peter Renton VK4PV, PO Box 
964, Townsville, Old 4810. 
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Portable rf monitor 
The newly -developed EB100 
Miniport Receiver operates 
within the frequency range from 
20 to 1000 MHz. 

Frequency setting is made 
quasi -continuously either by 
means of a rotary knob (resolu-. 
tion 1 or 10 kHz) or via the key- 
board. 

Another alternative for fre- 
quency setting is to call up inter- 
nal memory locations. This is 
achieved by means of a fre- 
quency scan between freely 
selectable start and stop fre- 
quencies with a channel spacing 
from 1 kHz to 9.9999 MHz. A 
maximum of 18 preselected fre- 
quencies may be set using the in- 
tegrated memory scan, where 
one frequency is constantly set 
or n frequencies are scanned. 

To complement the EB100, 
an active directional antenna, 
the HE100 allows rf signal 
sources in buildings, installa- 
tions or electric systems to be 
located - especially useful in 
EMC tests and when tracing 
sources of interference. 

The HE100 fulfils all require- 
ments imposed on a modern, 
manual DF antenna such as a 
distinct directional radiation 
pattern, maximum -signal direc- 
tion finding, handy size as well 
as low weight and suitability for 
vertical and horizontal polarisa- 
tion. The power for the antenna 
electronics is supplied by a built- 
in nickel -cadmium battery, the 
useful life of which can be up to 
several weeks depending upon 
the operating mode. 

KILOHERTZ COMMENT 
ALASKA: Station KNLS the New Ufe 
station, at Anchor Point Alaska, has 
moved up to the 49 metre band for al- 
most all of its transmissions up to 
March 1986. English is broadcast 
1830-2130 UTC on 6035 kHz, Russian 
0930-1200 UTC 6025 kHz; Chinese 
1200-1330 UTC on 6030 kHz and 
1330-1500 UTC on 6145 kHz; Russian 
1500-1730 UTC, English 1730-2030 
UTC on 7355 kHz. KNLS is operated 
by the World Christian Broadcasting 
Corporation and uses one 100 kW 
transmitter for broadcasts in English, 
Russian and Chinese (Mandarin). The 
mailing address is PO Box 473, Anchor 
Point Alaska 99556. 

AUSTRALIA: The cancellation of the 
weekly transmission from Radio Aus- 
tralia to those wintering over in the Ant- 
arctic ends 30 years of a unique broad- 
casting service. Radio Australia's regu- 
lar Friday broadcast for one hour was 
familiar to many shortwave listeners as 
a message service from relatives in 
Australia, to Australians based at Mac- 
quarie Island and in the Antarctic area. 

The session consisted of mail read- 
ings/greetings and social news to those 
isolated in the far south, and during the 
hour long transmission which first com- 
menced in 1955, hosts were many 
Radio Australia personalities including 
Keith Glover and Mary Adams. 

During the 1960s the Shortwave 
Service of Radio New Zealand also 
conducted a weekly service on Sunday 
evenings for New Zealanders at 
McMurdo Base, but it was discontinued 
some 10 years ago. The discontinued 
service from Radio Australia is being re- 
placed by satellite coverage when Aus- 
tralia's third satellite is launched, which 
will be received throughout the south 
west Pacific and down to Antarctica. 
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PAPUA NEW GUINEA: According to 
information from the National Broad- 
casting Commission of Papua New 
Guinea, a contract has been let to 
Japan 'for the installation of three 
50 kW shortwave transmitters to be in- 
stalled at a new transmitting site at 
Lae. The transmitters will operate on 
the present frequencies of 3925, 4890 
and 9520 kHz from late this year. 

The NBC is continuing to move sta- 
tions from the 120 to the 90 metre 
band. There are now only two stations 
left to change frequency, the transmit- 
ters for Radio Enga and Radio Simbu. 
Radio Simbu on 2376 kHz is likely to 
move to 3355 kHz next year. Radio 
Enga on 2410 kHz wilt move to the 90 
metre band which will then house the 
19 provincial stations in Papua New 
Guinea. 

Some frequency changes will have 
to be made and it is expected that 
those stations on even frequencies will 
move 5 kHz lower, so that there will be 
a 10 kHz separation between Papua 
New Guinea stations in the 90 metre 
band. The stations on 3220, 3260 and 
3290 kHz will probably drop 5 kHz in 
frequency. 

Signals on the 90 metre band at 
present are heard with network news in 
English at 0900 and relayed from Port 
Moresby, while at 1000 UTC news in 
Pidgin is also relayed by many 
stations. 
This item was contributed by Arthur 
Cushen, 212 Earn St, Invercargill, 
New Zealand, who would be pleased 
to supply additional information on 
medium and shortwave listening. All 
times quoted are UTC (GMT) which 
is 10 hours behind Australian East- 
ern Standard Time; areas observing 
Daylight Time should add a further 
hour to these schedules. 

P FESSIONAL 
COMPUTERISED 
SECURITY KIT 

I .. 

Deluxe kit illustrated. 

2 Kits available -Standard or Deluxe. 4 sector 
Control with switch selection of its many pre- 
programmed functions. Quality components for 
reliability. Comprehensive instructions included. 

Literature, prices and further information available from: 

i . 15-17 Normanby Rd, Clayton, Vic, 3149 
Tel (03) 5448411. Telex AA35780 

248 Johnston St, Annandale, NSW, 2038 
Tel (02) 6920999 

31 Phillips St, Thebarton, SA, 5031 
I.E.I. (Aust) Pty. Ltd. Tel (08) 352 2066 
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FOR QUALITY AND 
VALUE TALK TO 
THESE PEOPLE 
ABOUT FLUKE 
MULTIMETERS 

A.C.T. 

Actiec Ply Ltd 
34 Geelong St. Fyshwick 
(0621 80 6576 

N.S.W. 

Ames Agency Pty Ltd 
605 Elizabeth St Redfern 
699 4524 

George Brown 8 Co Pty Ltd 
174 Parramatta Rd 

Camperdown - 5195855 
Newcastle - 69 6399 
Canberra - 80 4355 

Bryan Catt Industries Pty Ltd 
10/59-61 Gymea Bay Rd 

Gymea 
5262222 

Collier Tools IAustl Ply Ltd 
185 Parramatta Rd 

Homebush 
763 1888 

D G.E Systems Pty Ltd 
103 Broadmeadow Rd 

Broad meadow 
1049169 1625 

Davred Electronics Pty Ltd 
127 York St Sydney 
267 1385 

W F Dixon 8 Co Ply Ltd 
P 0 Box 42 Wickham 
019161 5628 

Macelec Ply Ltd 
99 Kenny St Wollongong 
10421291455 

Paul's IMerchantsl Pty Ltd 
22 Canterbury Rd 

Bankstown 
709 2311 

Radio Despatch Service 
869 George St Sydney 
2110291 

Selectro Parts Ply Ltd 
482 Hume Hwy Yagoona 
708 3244 

Standard Communications 
Ply Ltd 
6 Frank St Gladesville 
896 1755 

Geoff Wood Electronics 
Pty Ltd 
656A Darling St Rozelle 
8106845 

WESTERN AUSTRALIA 

Atkins Carlyle Ltd 
1 Milligan St Perth 
3210101 

Dobbie Instruments IAustl 
Ply Ltd 
9 Boag Rd Morley 
276 8888 

Cairns Instrument Ser vices 
32 Wickham St East Petth 
375 3144 

Willis Trading Co Ply Ltd 
165 Albany Hwy 
Victoria Park 
470 1118 

VICTORIA 

Radio Parts Ply Ltd 
562 Spencer St 
West Melbourne 
329 7888 

G B Telespares Pty Ltd 
504 Oueensbury Rd 

North Melbourne 
328 3371 

Browntronics Pty Ltd 
93 Sack villeSt Collingwood 
419 3986 

R K B Agency 
20 Council St Hawthorn 
82 7704 

A J Ferguson 8 Co Pty Ltd 
558-568 Swanston SI Carlton 
347 6688 

SIRS Sales Ply Ltd 
4 Edols PI North Geelong 
10521781251 

TASMANIA 

George Harvey Electrics 
Head Office 
76 York St Launceston 
10031 31 6533 
Hobart -(002134 2233 

SOUTH AUSTRALIA 

Protronics Pty Ltd 
174 Wright St Adelaide 
212 3111 

Trio Electrix Pty Ltd 
177 Gilbert St Adelaide 
2126235 

Redarc Electronics 
253 Main Rd Blackwood 
278 7488 

QUEENSLAND 

L E Roughen 8 Co 
33 Railway Tce Milton 
369 1277 

Colour view Wholesale 
5 Commerce St Salisbury 
275 3188 

Fred Hoe 8 Sons Pty Ltd 
246 Evans Rd Salisbury Nth 
277 4311 

Nortek 
36 Puna!' St Townsville 
10771798600 

St Lucia Electronics 
71-77 Brunswick St 
Fortitude Valley 
52 7466 

Selectro Parts 10141 

44 Esher St Ekibm 
394 2422 

NORTHERN TERRITORY 

Thew 8 McCann INTl Pty ltd 
Menmuir St Winelhe Da? win 
1089184 4999 

FLUKE 

ELMEASCO 
Instruments Ptf/. Ltd. 

NEW SOUTH WALES VICTORIA QUEENSLAND 
15 McDonald Street. 12 Maroondah Highway. Tel 1071 369 8888 
MORTLAKE RINGWOOD 

S. AUSTRALIA 
PO Box 34 CONCORD P 0 Box 623, RINGWOOD 

tel í0B13049000 
NSW 2137 VIC3134 
Tel 10217362888 Tel 10318792322 W. AUSTRALIA 
Telex ÁA25887 Telex AA3)418 ELTENT Tel 1091481 1500 

Ian J. Truscott's 

ELECTRONIC 
WORLD 

MORE & MORE 
People are discovering us each 
week. Both the home enthusiast 

through to the small manufacturer. 
* * * 

COMPONENTS 
TOOLS KITS 

In any quantity. buy one, or one 
thousand, we're happy to oblige 

SCHOOLS+r CLUBS 
ETC. C . 

Inquire about our bulk discount 
deals 

Save yourself a trip to the city - come to 

30 LACEY STREET 
CROYDON 

OR PHONE 

(03) 723 3860/ 
723 3094 
Mall orders welcome. 
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The ultimate 
in sophisticated 
golf reporting, 

colourful profiles, 
dramatic 

pictorial and 
penetrating 

expert instruction. 

AUSTRALIAN 

COMPULSIVE 

READING: 
, 

4P 

; e Ji.e i 

'WHAT SRS 

PORTABLE HAS 

40 CHANNELS?' 

r 

r, 

...THE ANSWER IS 
IN THE PALM 

OF YOUR HAND 
Now you don't 

have to leave your 
r communications behind 

when you leave your 
, vehicle. The ICOM IC -40 

is a compact 40 channel 
UHF CRS field proven 
hand held, with optional 

., 3 Watts output power, 
the same as many 

mobile radios. 
The IC -40 is ;- perfect for 
jobs on the 
land, water 
or business. 

Contact your 
local dealer for 
a demonstration 
of the most 
advanced CRS 

/ portable 
available in 
Australia. 

Please post to: 

ICOM AUSTRALIA PTY. LTD. 
7 DUKE STREET WINDSOR 3182. 
VICTORIA. 

Name___ _ 
Address _ - _-- 
City __ _ __ Postcode_ 

or phone ICOM on (03)512284 

ICOM 
T_ _he World System 
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BOOKS OF SPECIAL INTEREST 

electronics 
textbooks 

ELEMENTS OF ELECTRONICS- BOOK 1 
This five book series is an introduction to modem elec- 
tronics. All of the necessary mathematics is Introduced 
and explained as required. The emphasis is on under- 
standing concepts rather than digressing over the whole 
field. The author anticipates difficulties the beginner may 
have and explains them as they occur. BOOK 1 covers all 
of the fundamental theory necessary to understand sim- 
ple electronic circuits and components. 209pp. 
A0003B $9.95 

ELEMENTS OF ELECTRONICS- BOOK 2 
See Book 1: Covers alternating current theory. 216pp. 
A0004B $9.95 

ELEMENTS OF ELECTRONICS- BOOK 3 
See Book 1: Covers semiconductor technology and in- 
troduces transistors and ICs. 204pp. 
A0005B $9,95 

COIL DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION MANUAL 
How to make RF, IF, audio and power coils, chokes and 
transformers. Covers Am and FM radio and TV. An 
essential addition to the library of anyone interested in 
electronics. 106pp. 
1304138 Now Reprinted! $7.95 

Postage and packing additional: 
Please refer to reply card for charges. 

electronics 
for beginners 

BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO ELECTRONIC 
PROJECTS 
This guide enables the complete beginner to tackle the 
practical side of electronics so that the projects featured 
regularly in popular magazines can be approached with 
confidence. The basics are covered In detail using prac- 
tical examples in the form of simple protects. 107pp. 
C0030B $6.95 

RADIO CONTROL FOR BEGINNERS 
Newcomers to the fascinating hobby of radio control will 
find this practical introduction invaluable. A number of 
constructional projects,many with complete board lay- 
outs, are Included to help the beginner simply and suc- 
cessfully build up the circuits. 92pp. 
C0034B $5.95 

SOLID STATE SHORTWAVE RECEIVERS FOR 
BEGINNERS 
Details the design and construction of several solid state 
shortwave receivers giving a high level of performance 
yet utilising few components. 93pp. 
C0044B $5.95 

constructional 
projects 

HOW TO MAKE WALKIE-TALKIES 
This treatise on low power transmitter -receivers (walkle- 
talkies) covers many aspects, from licensing require- 
ments and bands, through practical circuitry and con- 
struction to the types of aerials that may be used. 104pp. 
D0056B $6.95 

REMOTE CONTROL PROJECTS 
Primarily for the enthusiast who wishes to experiment 
with remote control. Full explanations of the how the 
circuits work are given and many of the designs can be 
adapted to circuits that have been published elsewhere. 
Covers remote control by ultra -sound and infra- red as 
well as radio control. 164pp. 
D0046B $7.95 

ELECTRONIC SECURITY DEVICES 
Besides including both simple and sophisticated burglar 
alarm circuits using light, infra -red and ultra-sonics, this 
book also gives circuits for gas and smoke detectors, 
flood alarms, fire alarms, doorphones, etc. 102pp. 
000596 $6.95 
PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC CALCULATIONS 
AND FORMULAE 
For the practical person's workbench. Bridges the gap 
between practical theory and cut -and- dried methods 
which work but leave the experimenter unfulfilled. 
There's a strong practical bias and higher maths are 
avoided where possible. 249pp. 

78 $9.95 

INTERNATIONAL DIODE EQUIVALENTS GUIDE 
Includes zener diodes, LEDs, discs, triacs, thynstors. 
OCIs; photo, display,and simple rectifier diodes. 130pp. 
B0339 $6.95 

ELECTRONIC MUSIC PROJECTS 
Provides constructors with practical circuits for the less 
complex music equipment including fuzz box, waa-waa 
pedal, sustain unit, revert and phaser, tremolo gener- 
ator, and the like. Text covers guitar effects, general 
effects, sound generators, and accessories. 106pp. 
G0135B Now Reprinted! $5.95 
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HOW TO GET YOUR ELECTRONIC PROJECTS 
WORKING 
Helps you to overcome the problem of a circuit that 
doesn't work after assembly by indicating how and 
where to start looking. Covers most of the common faults 
that occur when constructing an electronic project. 
81pp. 
F0114B $6.95 

TROUBLESHOOTING WITH THE OSCILLO- 
SCOPE 
Excellent for the professional service technician or se- 
rious hobbyist. It combines step by step procedures for 
using the 'scope with the specific nuts and bolts of televi- 
sion receiver troubleshooting. 92pp. 
F0121P $17.95 
USE OF THE DUAL -TRACE OSCILLOSCOPE 
This programmed text breaks down the process of oper- 
ating a 'scope into a series of logical steps. It starts with 
the deflection of the electron beam and Continues 
through the proper use of the tdggenng controls to mea- 
sure the phase difference between two waveforms. 
F0259H $43.50 

circuit techniques 
and design 

HOW TO DESIGN ELECTRONIC PROJECTS 
Tackles the problem of combining and integrating com- 
ponents Into a complete working project with the mini- 
mum of trial and error and without advanced mathema- 
tics. Guides the reader through examples with circuit 
analysis, possible solutions and practical designs includ- 
ing component values. 101pp. 
E0082B $6.55 
BASIC ELECTRICITY/ELECTRONICS 
Volume 2 gives a detailed coverage of AC and DC circuits 
including series and parallel circuits, electro -magnetism, 
resistance, capacitance and Inductance with explana- 
tions of the associated calculations. 318pp. 
A0009H $15.95 

electronic music 
and audio/video 

AUDIO AMPLIFIER CONSTRUCTION 
Provides a wide range of preamplifier and power ampli- 
fier designs including a low noise microphone, tape head 
and guitar preamps, and various tone controls. Written 
for those with limited experience in construction, but 
certainly useful for the more advanced hobbyist. 99pp. 
G0132B $6.55 

ELECTRONIC SYNTHESISER PROJECTS 
For the electronic music enthusiast. This invaluable refer- 
ence Is full of circuits and information on how to build 
analogue delay lines, sequencers, voltage control oscil- 
lators, envelope shapers, etc. The author takes a clear 
and logical approach to the subject that enables even the 
beginning enthusiast to understand and build up what 
appear to be quite complex instruments. 81pp. 
G0133B $5.95 

SINGLE -CAMERA VIDEO PRODUCTION 
Step by step diagrams and illustrations show you how to 
produce low -budget, high quality video programs using 
only one camera. There are chapters on audio, lighting, 
shooting, editing, graphics and set design. 241pp. 
G0379H - $33.50 

AUDIO 
A theoretical study of sound waves and acoustical quan- 
tities which leads into a study of hearing and room 
acoustics. A discussion of microphones and loudspeak- 
ers is developed into sections on amplifiers and record- 
ings, covers digital as well as magnetic and disc record- 
ing. 308pp. 
G0332B $7.55 
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TO OUR READERS ... 
computer hardware 

and techniques 
AN INTRODUCTION TO MSX BASIC 
For those wanting to learn to program, Microsoft Ex- 
tended (MSX) Basic offers a powerful and flexible version 
of the most popular computing language. This compre- 
hensive introduction starts with the basics and progres- 
ses by stages to the more advanced programming tech- 
niques and Includes coverage of advanced multicolour, 
sprite graphics, and the programmable sound generator. 
88pp. 
K0047B $6.95 

THE USER'S GUIDE TO COMMODORE 64 & 
ViC 20 
The editors of Consumer Guide have compiled a thor- 
ough introduction to the Commodore 64 and Vic 20 
computers, software and peripherals. With colour illus- 
trations and a clearly written text, this reference will guide 
the newcomer through all phases of learning how to use 
the computer: From setting the system up,leaming what 
each key does, expanding the system with peripherals, 
to buying new software. Specific exercises are included 
for each of the keys. Spiral bound, 8Opp. 
H0065G $8.50 

EASY -TO -UNDERSTAND GUIDE TO HOME 
COMPUTERS 
Confused by all those computer terms? This clearly writ- 
ten book from the editors of Consumer Guide tells exact- 
ly what computers are, how they work and why they are 

so amazingly useful, all in plain English. Here is all of the 
information needed to understand and use computers, 
and even to start programming. A special buying section 
compares the most popular home computers. This book 
Is your ticket to the computer age! Spiral bound, 96pp. 
H0066G $8.50 

APPLE II ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE 
Teaches assembly language programming at the begin- 
ning level: No prior knowledge of 6502 assembly lan- 
guage is needed. Includes hands-on excercises and ex- 
periments with both software and hardware. Provides 
interfacing circuits and programs that can be used on the 
Apple II without modification. 334pp. 
K0195P $23.95 

Stock of some titles may be limited. 

COMPUTER TERMINOLOGY EXPLAINED 
Concisely explains the most common terms encoun- 
tered by the home computer enthusiast as well as many 
of those used with mini- and mainframe computers. In- 
cludes tables of ASCII codes and BASIC control codes. 
81 pp. 
H0143B 55.95 

ALMOST EVERYBODY'S PERSONAL 
COMPUTER BOOK 
Written for the computing beginner to break the enor- 
mous barrier of jargon and mystique that seems to sur- 
round computers. With a highly readable approach, the 
author introduces the basic concepts and developes 
them into a general discussion on personal computers 
including choosing and caring for a PC. Also offers an 
Introduction to BASIC programming. 160pp. 
H0144Z $8.95 

SPOTLIGHT ON COMPUTER AWARENESS 
An Introduction to speaking confidently about how com- 
puters work, their applications, their history (from abacus 
to IBM) and employment prospects in computer related 
fields. Includes a comprehensive glossary. 84pp. 
H0145P $6.95 

AN INTRODUCTION TO Z80 MACHINE CODE 
Starts with a general background to microprocessing 
and then details the full set of Z80/Z80A instructions. 
Also covers the use of address modes and gives 
machine specific listings and sample programs. 107pp. 
K01808 $6.55 

INTRODUCING THE APPLE Ilc 
This introduction to the remarkable features of the Apple 
Ilc is also an excellent resource manual: Each chapter 
starts with elementary explanations, moves on to more 
technical descriptions and ends with detailed refer- 
ences. The thorough text is supplemented by exhaustive 
appendices and a full glossary. 400pp. 
J0084P $27.95 

Z80 MICROCOMPUTER DESIGN PROJECTS 
A complete look at the internal architecture of the Z80, 
the heart of many microcomputers, and even shows how 
to build a microcomputer, the EX80, using this powerful 
chip. 
J0156P $20.75 

THE BEST APPLE SOFTWARE 
Trying to find the most suitable software for personal 
computers can be frustrating. The editors of Consumer 
Guide have compiled comprehensive reviews of Apple II, 
II Plus and Ile programs based on ratings by user groups; 
further evaluation is given by the editors and Apple soft- 
ware expert Roe Adams. Each review describes the 
program's purpose and features, detailing both the good 
points and bad. Each program has been rated for ease of 
use, clarity of written and on -screen instructions, and 
overall performance. The program's price, publisher, for- 
mat and hardware requirements are also included. The 
reviews are presented in sets by topic: Word Processing, 
Business, Home, Education, Networking, Strategy 
Games, Arcade Games and Programming Aids. Spiral 
bound, 160pp 
K0060G $8.50 

A PRACTICAL INTRODUCTION TO 
MICROPROCESSORS 
Takes the reader through the construction of a simple 
microprocessor and experimenting with it to gain an 

insight into the complexities of microprocessing. The 

book assumes a general knowledge of electronics. 
J0158B $5.95 

MICROCOMPUTING DESIGN & 
TROUBLESHOOTING 
Explains designing microcomputer systems and making 

them work without expensive commercial development 
systems or the need for costly test instrumentation. In- 

cludes a complete description of two microprocessors - 
the 8085 and the 6502. 346pp. 
J0161P $26.75 

STD BUS INTERFACING 
Tells what the STD bus is, why it should be used and how 

to interface it with various peripherals. Explains addres- 

sing I/O devices, the use of different techniques to assign 

or decode addresses and the transfer of data and control 

signal timing. 286pp. 
J0164P $21.95 

EASY ADD-ON PROJECTS FOR COMMODORE 
64, VIC-20, BBC MICRO & ACORN ELECTRON 
The simple and Inexpensive projects include a pulse 

detector, model controller, light pen, lap sensor and 
more plus six projects that make up a weather station. 
191pp. 
J0165B $6.95 

FORTH PROGRAMMING 
Describes both FORTH -79 and fig -FORTH and shows 
how to write software using these languages and how to 

add new operations (words) and manipulate the stack. 
Includes more than 50 useful programs. 246pp. 
K0298P $26.95 
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A Z80 WORKSHOP MANUAL 
Intended for those who want to progress beyond prog- 
ramming in BASIC to topics such as machine code and 

assembly language programming or who need hardware 
details of the Z80 -based computers. 184pp. 
J0283B $8.95 

SECRETS OF THE COMMODORE 64 
A beginner's guide to the C64 with masses of useful 
information and programming tips as well as describing 
how to get the best from the powerful sound and 
graphics facilities. Includes two useful chapters on 
machine code. 109pp. 
J0297B $5.95 

MICRO INTERFACING CIRCUITS: BOOK 1 

Guides those who are unaccustomed to microprocessor 
techniques but have some knowledge of electronics, 
through a practical approach to address decoding, para- 
llel and serial interfacing, analogue to digital and digital to 
analogue converters, etc. 96pp. 
J0325B $6.55 

MICRO INTERFACING CIRCUITS: BOOK 2 

Developes the practical side of interfacing Introduced in 

Book 1. Discusses sound and speech generators, 
temperature and optical sensors, motor controllers, etc. 

87pp. 
J0326B $6.55 

THE BEST VIC/COMMODORE SOFTWARE 
Trying to find the most suitable software for personal 
computers can be frustrating. The editors of Consumer 
Guide have compiled comprehensive reviews of VIC 20 
and Commodore 64 programs based on ratings by user 
groups; further evaluation is given by the editors and 
Commodore software experts Jim and Ellen Strasma. 
Each review describes the program's purpose and fea- 
tures, detailing both the good points and bad. Each prog- 
ram has been rated for ease of use, clarity of written and 
on -screen instructions, and overall performance. The 

program's price, publisher, format and hardware require- 
ments are also included. The reviews are presented in 

sets by topic: Word Processing, Business, Home, 
Education, Networking, Strategy Games, Arcade Games 
and Programming Aids. Spiral bound, 192pp. 
K0052G $8.50 

WILDCARDS: VOLUME THREE 
This collection of programs, tips and techniques for all 

models of Applied Technology's Microbee personal 
computer takes a 'hands-on' approach. Small business 
applications are given, as well as utilities and graphics, 
and there is a machine language game tutorial Included. 
122pp. 
K0054P $15.95 

Prices subject to change without notice. 

STARTING FORTH 
This clear and complete guide to FORTH, covers fun- 
damental principles and then a full set of high-level com- 
mands. It concludes with advanced techniques and 
style. 348pp. 
K0177H $37.95 

AN INTRODUCTION TO 6502 MACHINE CODE 
Starts with a general background to microprocessing 
and then details all of the legal 6502 instructions. Also 
covers the use of address modes and gives machine 
specific listings and sample programs. 107pp. 
K0178B $6.55 
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COMET HALLE' 
For most of us the next couple of months provides a 
once -in -a -lifetime opportunity to see this famous comet. ETI 
visited Australia's Siding Springs Observatory for a preview 
and to seek expert opinion about the event. 

"A. 
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EDMOND HALLEY 

. 

THE COMET IS coming back. Since 1948 

it has been falling slowly inward towards its 

appointment with the sun. It has been doing 
the same thing for at least as long as there 
have been civilised men and women on this 
planet. 

For most of that time it has caused panic 
as it flared briefly in the skies of Earth. 
Only on its last four visits has it been pre- 

dicted, only on its last visit was it photo- 
graphed. Hallev's Comet marks both the 
generations of ten and their progress. 

In the visit of 986, Halley's Comet will be 

probed, tested studied and examined as 

never before. P zny of the tests would have 
been unthinka ,e last time around, some of 
them even unimaginable. But as on every 
visit the comet has ever made, it will still be 

an occasion for the Wise Men to examine 
their bones, and tell a wondering audience a 

story. 

The Oort cloud 
A problem has lurked around the back 

door of modern' cosmology for the better 
part of this century. Briefly it runs like this 

. Either the universe expands forever, or 
it oscillates. If it expands forever, then 
slowly, over eons, the galaxies we see today 
fleeing from us will one day fade away to 
nothing, and we will be alone in space. The 
time scale here is rather large so don't hold 
your breath. 

But if the universe oscillates then slowly 
we will see the galaxies stop their mad rush 

away from us. The red shift will become 

blue and the universe will coalesce into a 

soup of matter and energy of unimaginable 
density. Then the whole process will start 

again. 
In theory we can tell the difference be- 

tween these two models of the universe by 

asking the question: are the galaxies we see 

today moving away from us at greater than 
the escape velocity of the universe? If they 

are, then nothing will hold them back and 

the universe will expand forever. If not, 
then one day the galaxies must stop, must 

fall, and descendants of the human race, 
whatever they look like, will have rather a 

large problem. The analogy with a rocket 

Edmond Halley (1666-1742) was the complete 
renaissance man. His range of interests beg- 

gars belief. During his life he was employed as 

a sea captain, editor of a learned journal, 
deputy head of the Royal Mint, diplomat and 
academic. He founded a marine salvage com- 
pany based on a diving bell he had designed. 

He is considered the founding father of geo- 
physics, and his Interest In the Earth sciences 
led him to survey the English Channel and do 
studies of trade winds and monsoons. He 
sailed the Atlantic in the sloop HM Paramour, 
and in spite of illness and mutiny, made maps 
of magnetic variation. 

He made the first calculations of the age of 

the Earth using modem scientific methods. Ar- 
guing from the rate of evaporation and erosion, 
he used the salinity of the oceans to determine 
a figure reasonably close to modern estimates. 
He was also the first to take a barometer up a 

mountain and so come to an understanding of 

the concept of atmospheric pressure. 
He was an able mathematician, and wrote 

papers on the roots of equations, the trajecto- 
ries of missiles and optics. He was the first to 

develop mortality tables, on which the business 
of life insurance is based. He translated Latin 
mathematical texts into English. 

He was, of course, pre-eminently an astono- 
mer. At 19 he voyaged with the Astronomer 
Royal, Flamstead, to St Helena to look at the 

Southern stars. He was the first person to 

argue that the stars move slowly in relation to 

one another. He was one of the observers 
(along with Cook in Tahiti) who observed trans- 
its of the sun by Venus in order to determine 
the absolute scale of the solar system. 

He was something of a wild lad too, partial 
to rum and women. A contemporary said of 

him: "He talks, swears and drinks like a sea 

captain." When he applied for a job at Oxford 
his former boss, Flamstead, warned that he 

I 

would "corrupt ye youth of ye university with 
his lewd discourse". He was also an athiest, in 

a world governed by religious dogma, and to 
the Oxford dons he was about as welcome as 

a communist in the Pentagon. 
His greatest claim to fame Is that he con- 

vinced Isaac Newton to publish the laws of 
gravitation, worked out 20 years before. Almost 
incidentally, Halley used Newton's laws to cal- 
culate the path of all the bright comets of the 
previous few hundred years. Three of the 
comets, he noticed, followed the same orbit 
and were separated by an irregular period of 
about 70 years. Halley guaranteed himself im- 
mortality by claiming that there was only one 
comet. 

But Halley, like most of us, was granted only 
one view of his comet. As a young man he saw 
it in 1682. He had been dead for 15 years 
when it finally reappeared. 

here on Earth is perfect. If it reaches escape 
velocity it flies. If it doesn't, then fall it 
must. 

Escape velocity, the speed one body 
needs to escape the gravitational pull of an- 
other, depends wholly on mass. So cos- 
mologists have spent a great deal of time 
trying to estimate the mass of galaxies. 
There are two ways to do it. One is to look 
at the orbital motions of the galaxies as they 
interact with each other. The other is to 
look at the galaxies themselves, and esti- 
mate, from the number of stars and dust 
clouds visible, how much they weigh. 

The problem is that the two methods dis- 
agree, and not by a little. In fact the ac- 

cepted difference between the two seems to 
be about 80 per cent. In the nature of the 
case there are all sorts of explanations: our 
understanding of large scale orbital dynam- 
ics is wrong; our methods of counting stars 
and their masses are wrong; and so on, with 
increasing degrees of sophistication. 

Another explanation is that the discrep- 
ancy is real. The problem is resolved by pos- 
tulating hidden mass. The first person to 
seriously introduce the idea of dark mass in 

the universe was Jan Oort. 
According to Oort, who for many years 

held sway as the grand old man of Dutch as- 

tronomy, the space between the stars is 

populated by aggregations of space junk; 

clumps of dust grains, water ice and the oc- 
casional metal atom. They range in size 
from just a few micrometres up to many 
kilometres in diameter, from grains through 
boulders to mountains. 

in a paper published in 1951, Oort argued 
that "the sun must be surrounded by a vast 
spherical swarm of comets with an outer 
radius of about 2.3 light years". This reser- 
voir of cosmic junk is the so-called "Oort 
cloud". According to Oort, such a cloud 
was a natural leftover from stella formation, 
and every star would have one. 

Its mass was calculated to be about one - 
tenth of a solar mass. On its own, that's no- 
where near enough to fulfill the need for 
hidden mass in the universe, but neverthe- 
less the Oort cloud makes the idea of dark 
mass scientifically respectable. 

And it gives us two wonderful reasons for 
believing that comets are important. One is 

that the material of comets may be the most 
common state of matter in the universe, in 
which case the flyby of a comet is our only 
chance to study this state. The other is that 
comets are the leftovers of our own crea- 
tion. To find the garden of Eden, just catch 
a comet. 

Comet physics 
We know surprisingly little about comets. 

One of the reasons is a very practical one. 
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Since they arrive so unpredictably, profes- 
sional scientists competing for time on ex- 
pensive equipment tend to exert their 
energy on objects that they know will be in 
the sky when they want to look. As a result 
comets tend to be found by amateurs, or 
serendipitously by professionals in search of 
some other object. 

The present visit of Comet Halley is the 
first in which scientific instrumentation has 
been equal to the task of examining it close- 
ly. It is only the second return since photog- 
raphy was devéloped. It is time for confirm- 
ing a few theories. 

So, what is a comet? How does a dirty 
snowball get to look like the magnificent 
front picture? As the comet falls to- 
wards the sin, it begins to heat up. In the 

HOW TO FIND HALLEY'S COMET 

A comet follows an elliptical orbit around the 
sun (see main text) as does the Earth, so the 
way the comet appears to us on Earth is the 
result of the interaction of the two bodies. It 
also depends on the interaction of the comet 
with the sun. 

On this trip Halley's Comet was first sighted 
on 16 October 1982 using the 200 inch tele- 
scope on Mt Palomar, California. It was at 
magnitude 24 and beyond the orbit of Saturn. 
During the early part of 1985 it drifted into line 
with the constellation of Orion, passing Into 
Taurus late in the year. By November it was 
located close to the Philades. According to 
NASA, two of its scientists made the first naked 
eye sighting on the 13th, though a British team 
at the UK infrared telescope in Hawaii also 
made claim to the right. 

However, the comet was at about magnitude 
7 at this time, while the limit of naked eye 
vision is usually taken to be about magnitude 
6. The writer observed the comet from Siding 
Springs Observatory during the same week 
(see picture), but with binoculars. Far be it for a 
humble journalist to disputethe claims of Brit- 
ish or US astronomers, but I think we need a 
better grade of carrot juice in this country. 

Comet Halley will reach perihelion on 9 Feb- 
ruary 1986 and begin to emerge from the 
morning twilight, gradually rising earlier and 
earlier throughout the month. By the beginning 
of March it will be rising at about midnight. Dur- 
ing this period the Earth's orbit will be taking us 
rapidly towards the comet The closest ap- 
proach will occur on 11 April, when it will be 
visible all night. We may expect the best ob- 
serving time during the periods in March and 
April when there is no moon in the sky. The 
comet will become a definite naked eye object, 
and should reach about magnitude 4. 

It will be lost as the moon waxes during the 
latter pariof April. By the time of the next new 
moon the comet will be too faint for unaided 
vision. For most of us, last contact will be dur- 
ing the lunar eclipse of 24 April. 

Because of the way the comet's orbit and 
our own are related, the comet will approach 
and move away to the south. It only crosses 
the plane of the Earth's orbit for a brief period 
between November and May. Thus Northern 
Hemisphere viewing is constrained essentially 
to the times when the comet is at its least 
favourable. 
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vacuum of space, liquid water evaporates 
almost immediately so the ice sublimates 
(goes directly from a solid to a gaseous 
state). As it does so, the dust grains bound 
in the ice are also liberated. 

This is not all surmise. Ultraviolet and 
radio observations of Comet Halley, made 
in September last year, when it was still be- 
yond Mars, have demonstrated conclusively 
that comets are indeed 'dirty snowballs'. 
Observers have seen the telltale signs of 
hydroxil, a chemical given off during the 
breakdown of water in the presence of the 
sun's ultraviolet radiation. Radio astrono- 
mers at Nancay in France were the first to 
be able to put numbers on the breakdown 
rate. In August they announced that Comet 
Halley was losing 25,000 tonnes of ice a day. 

On the other hand, we in the Southern 
Hemisphere will have a front row seat. Not that 
our view will be all that spectacular, indeed our 
view of Halleys will be the worst for the last 
thousand years. Our closest point of approach 
will be 0.14 AU (an Astronomical Unit is one 
Earth -sun distance). On other approaches we 
have actually passed through the tail. Most pro- 
fessional astronomers advise that you must site 
yourself in a place where you can see the 
Milky Way clearly. For the most part this 
means getting out of the city. Ideally, do as the 
astronomers do, find a dark place, far from 
lights, and as high up as possible. Inland Aus- 

tralia is good. New Zealand, with its plethora of 
mountains far from city lights, should be ideal. 

Unless you know your way around the sky a 

compass, the star map, a pair of binoculars 
and a torch are essential equipment for comet 
hunting. The best way to look at the night sky 
is to choose a warm night, find a comfortable 
spot and then lie flat on your back. Use the 
compass to orientate yourself so you know 
which way to point the map, then revolve the 
map until the Southern Cross correlates with its 

position in the sky. If possible, identify Mars 
and Saturn, and the bright star Antares in Scor- 
pio. This will give you some feel for the scale 
of the map. 

To get the best results, you need to make 
sure your eyes are night -adapted: This takes 
about fifteen to twenty minutes, so don't be dis- 
appointed if at first you can't see anything. 
Using the unshielded torch to look at the map 
will destroy your night vision so it's best to tape 
it up with red cellophane. With night -adapted 
eyes you won't need much light to see. 

Is it worthwhile purchasing a telescope for 
the event? Probably not. The best instrument 
for comet hunting is a pair of good quality 

binoculars. You can purchase a decent pair for 
a reasonable price, whereas a good telescope 
will set you back quite a bit. A cheap telescope 
is simply not worth the trouble so don't bother 
with it. 

Another problem with telescopes is that the 
field of view is narrow. This is a positive disad- 
vantage when you are looking at a diffuse ob- 
ject like a comet. Another problem is that tele- 
scopes are difficult to handle. It takes time and 
patience to get the best from them. Binoculars 
are easy. All you need is a good support to 

hold them still. 

. By 21 September, observations from the In- 
ternational Ultraviolet Explorer satellite 
showed that the sublimation rate had in- 
creased to 100,000 tonnes daily. 

It's importaht to emphasise the word 
`dirty'. The snowball is inhomogeneous, 
filled with foreign bodies and gas pockets of 
all kinds. This situation results in the sur- 
face heating at different rates, so that the 
comet nucleus fizzles and sparks. This beha- 
viour was observed directly for the first time 
in October, when Heidi Hammel of the 
University of Hawaii took pictures of jets of 
material being shot out from the nucleus. 
The differential melting results in high 
speed jets flying out in random directions, 
and they can be strong enough to affect the 
comet orbit. 

The result of this process of heating and 
sublimation is that the comet surrounds it- 
self in a cloud of dust and gas, called the 
corona. The scale of the thing is impressive; 
the nucleus might be 10 kilometres across, 
the corona can be bigger than the sun. 
There are two immediate consequences. 
One is that since part of the nucleus is 

turned into the corona, and since there is no 
known mechanism to reverse the process, 
comets are temporary objects, destined to 
burn out after a few hundred returns to the 
sun. 

Notwithstanding this, comets last a very 
long time; in fact most of the long -period 
comets leftover from the birth of the solar 
system are probably still with us. This seem- 
ing paradox is caused by the fact that the 

PHOTOGRAPHING COMET HALLEY 

There can be little doubt that the most reward- 
ing part of the return of Halley's Comet is the 

chance to capture it on film. This is easier than 

it seems, provided you approach the matter 
correctly. 

The first step is to get to the right place and 

identify the comet (see 'How to find Halley's 

Comet'). The need for darkness is even more 

essential than with visual observation. 
The second step is to get yourself a decent 

camera. You need at least a good 35 mm with 

separate lenses, and then the longest lens you 
can afford. Many camera stores sell cheap 400 
mm lenses for 35 mm cameras that probably 

don't have the greatest optical quality but will 

suffice for this Job. However, if you have a 135 

mm portrait lens, or even a standard 50 mm, 

you will get worthwhile results. 
The third requirement Is a good tripod. Your 

requirements here depend on how you intend 

to use the camera. If you intend to restrict 

yourself to exposures shorter than a minute, 

then with most normal lenses all you need is 

something to stop the camera moving; a robust 

photographer's tripod is ideal. A black card 

held in front of the lens while opening and clos- 

ing the shutter is a useful accessory, as the 

camera shakes quite a bit during this operation. 
If you are planning exposures longer than a 

minute, or if you are using long focal lengths, 

then some form of guiding is mandatory. This 

will allow you to compensate for the movement 
of the stars (or, rather, the Earth) over the time 

period of the exposure. An immediate problem 

is that while the shutter is open you cannot 

look through the camera itself. 
Of course, if you have access to a proper 

'motor driven astronomical mount the problem 
solves itself. These mounts will be available to 

the public at the Halley's Comet Village at 

Coonabarabran (see 'Getting the message 

out'). If you can't get there, you can jerryrig 

something. For instance, many cheap tele- 

scopes come with a cable drive which allows 

reasonably smooth traversing of the telescope. 

You can piggyback the camera on the tele- 

scope and then use the telescope to guide the 

camera manually. Another alternative would be 

to convert your camera mounting to an equa- 

torial mount, complete with guide sight and 

some form of vibrationless drive. A good idea 

is to go into your local telescope shop and see 

how the professionals do it. 

Fourth, you need some film. In choosing 
your film there are a number of choices to be 

made. Firstly, what about speed? Film speed is 

measured in ISO, DIN or ASA ratings. These 
you find on the side of the packet, and also on 

the camera somewhere to allow you to cali- 

brate the light meter. The number here is a 
measure of how fast the film soaks up light. 

However, both the light meter and the film 
speed are virtually irrelevant in astronomical 
work because of the faintness of the target. 

Far more important is grain size. Fast film 

has big grain, slow film has fine grain. Grain 
refers to the individual elements that make up 

the photographic emulsion, and obviously, the 
smaller these are, the sharper the finished 
photograph will appear. This is why profes- 

sional photographers prefer to use slow film, 

even though it means pouring more light on to 

the subject to compensate for the poorer sensi- 
tivity of the film. It also means there are sub- 

stantial advantages in using slow film in astro - 
photography. As a bonus, it is possible to find 
that the slower films actually become more 

sensitive at lower light levels. 
Unless you are going to use a very sensitive 

lens, and going to stick to reasonably short ex- 
posures, it's better to use black and white film. 
Colour film is less sensitive to faint light than 

black and white, also there are problems as- 

sociated with the colour balance of the film dur- 
ing long exposures. It's not uncommon to find 
yourself with a completely false colour image 
after a long exposure. 

Whatever you choose in the way of lenses 
and film, the final indispensible requirement is 

plenty of patience and a minimal requirement 
for sleep. The idea is to pick a particular com- 

bination of lens and film and stick to it. Then try 

out different exposure lengths, starting on (say) 

ten seconds and increasing exposures by five 

second increments in order to see whether you 

are in the right ball park. 
A final point. If you are getting the film com- 

mercially developed, mark it clearly as 'astro- 
nomical photographs'. There is nothing more 

disconcerting for the processor than to be con- 
fronted with a roll of black, and presumably 
blank, film. "Sorry" and a free roll of film will be 

small recompense if your shots of Halley's 
Comet get flushed down the drain. 
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if the Southern Hemisphere is the right hemi- 
sphere from which to see Halley's Comet, then 
undoubtedly the place to be is at the best ob- 
servatory in the hemisphere. And that means 
Siding' Springs, in the Warrumbungles of New 
South Wales. 

The Japan Amateur Astronomical Associa- 
tion, under its president Hisaharu Sato, has set 
up a base just below the observatory. Here, 
amateur astronomers can use two 20 cm and 
one 30 cm telescopes for star gazing. There is 
also a sophisticated communications facility 
linked by satellite to Japan. 

The centre is equipped with 10 NEC PC 
9801 personal computers. Modems link them to 
OTC's Minerva system, then via Intellsat to the 
Halley's Comet Information Centre in Tokyo's 
Hibiya City, and to another centre in Osaka. 
Data on the comet's position, brightness and 
shape will be transmitted back to Japan in real 
time. The centre is also equipped with fax 
equipment to permit the transfer of graphic in- 
formation back home. 
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Above: Opening of Halley's 
Comet village. Right: 
Hisaharu Sato. 

The village is essentially Sato's brainchild. In 
real life he runs a coffee shop In Tokyo. He is 
a dedicated comet hunter in his spare time, 
whose ambition is to have a comet named after 
himself. His initial scheme was to have an In- 
ternational amateur presence at Siding Springs. 
But it appears things got a little bogged down 
in the negotiating stages and as a result it is 
only the Japanese who have come. 

The visit has been sponsored by NEC, using 
the village as an example of the capability of its 
computers and communications (C and C) con- 
cept about which we are all going to hear 
more. There has also been substantial collab- 
oration with scientists at Siding Springs, and 
with the local Coonabarabran council which is 
very interested in Mr Sato's plan to bring Japa- 
nese tourists up from the coastal fleshpots to 
peer into the telescopes, and stay in the local 
motels. 

SUPERSTITION AND HALLEY'S COMET 

Halley's Comet has been circling the sun for at 
least the last 2430 years. Don Yeomans in 
California and Tao Kiang in Ireland have both 
researched contemporary literature and have 
found references to appearances since 
466 BC. They have done calculations of the 
orbit back to: 1404 BC, but these can't be veri- 
fied by eyewitness accounts. 

Evidence of the 466 BC sighting consists of 
two ambiguous comments in Chinese and 
Greek annals. Appearances between 466 and 
11 BC may have been recorded by the Chi- 
nese, but there are rather large uncertainties 
about the comet's orbit and in interpretation of 
the documents which make these claims some- 
what weak. 

From 11 BC onward we have unambiguous 
references to Comet Halley 'on every return. 
Each time it has been greeted as an omen, 
either of good or evil. Indeed, a look at the 
record makes a pretty good case for sug- 
gesting a relationship between the affairs of 
men and comet. 

In 11 BC the comet shone on the death bed 
of Agrippa, Caesar of the Romans. In 451 AD it 
was in the sky when justice finally caught up 
with Attila the Hun. It blazed forth in 1066, 
when Harold, king of England, got one in the 
eye. It was there, without mercy, when Genghis 

Khan sacked Herat in Afghanistan. (Interesting 
to speculate what the Russians make of that.) 
In 1456 Pope Calixtus III excommunicated the 
comet for siding with the Turks. 

In South America comets were considered 
messengers of the sun god, expressions of de- 
vine wrath. Halley's Comet and Pizarro arrived 
too close for comfort, and life was never the 
same again. In South Africa, Simon van der 
Steil watched the comet's appearance of 1682 
as the Dutch East India company's colony 
struggled to survive. For both Dutchman and 
black man, a portent of future disaster. 

In Australia, the stars were the visible mani- 
festation of the sky people and comets were 
considered to be bundles of spears belonging 
to one with very strong magic. It was believed, 
however, that by pointing the atnongara stones 
at the evil one night after night, its evil would 
gradually diminish and fade away. 

The return of 1682 was seen and recorded 
around the world. In England a young man 
watched it too, unaware, probably, of the link 
between his life and this messenger from the 
superstitious past. Because of Halley's work, 
the next return of the comet in 1759 was pre- 
dictable, a victory for mathematics and the age 
of reason. 
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comet spends proportionally more of its 
time in the part of its orbit away from the 
sun than close to it. The speed of one body 
orbiting about another is directly related to 
the distance between them. The closer they 
are, the faster they move. This is true of 
satellites in orbit around the Earth, it's true 
of the Earth in its orbit around the sun and 
it's true of comets. 

Of course, the Earth -sun distance 
changes only fractionally during a year so 
the effect is inconsequential. In the case of a 
comet, however, the effect is huge. In its 76 
year orbit Comet Halley spends just a few 
months inside the orbit of the Earth, mov- 
ing at about 54 km/s. It loiters for years at 
apogee, out beyond Neptune, moving at 
barely a kilometre per second. The effect is 
even more pronounced for comets that re- 
treat further away. 

The second consequence of the nucleus 
ejecting all this material, is the creation of 
the spectacular tail. There are actually two 
tails. One is the plasma or ion tail. It is a 
product of the interaction of the solar wind 
with the gases and charged particles of the 
corona. The solar wind is itself a stream of 
particles ejected from the sun and flying 
away in all directions. 

The other type of tail is the dust tail. This 
is composed of dust particles from the 
corona and is swept back by the pressure of 
radiation on the - particles. The idea that 
radiation, in particular sun light, can exert 
pressure on a particle may seem odd. It's 
not a very strong effect on Earth, but at the 
levels found in space close to the sun it be- 
comes significant, especially when dealing 
with something as tenuous as a comet. 

It goes without saying that the comet's 
tail is extremely tenuous. On occasions the 
Earth has actually passed right through it 
without any visible side effects at all. This 
all gives rise to another conclusion. The tail 
always points away from the sun. As a result 
when the comet is leaving the sun, as it is 
now, it is travelling tail first. 

Orbit's 
That we see comets at all appears to be 

the result of chance. The comets in the Oort 
cloud are loosely bound to the sun's gravity, 
orbiting, as all things must, 'in orbits of 
greater or lesser eccentricity. But precisely 
because they are so loosely bound, it does- 
n't take much to change the orbit dramati- 
cally. A new alignment of distant stars, per- 
haps even a passing molecular cloud of gas - any slight change and the comets will 
scatter. 

In the overwhelming majority of cases, 
the path of the snowball will be mildly af- 
fected and it will veer off on a new tack, 
perhaps to interact with some other star, 
perhaps on a new path around ours. Occa- 
sionally, a special event will occur. The 
comet will be deflected in towards the sun 
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itself, entering an orbit that takes it down 
on the sun and then back out to the periph- 
ery of the solar system. 

Such comets are called long -period 
comets, for obvious reasons. They have or- 
bits perhaps a thousand to a million years in 
length, and about 500 have so far been iden- 
tified. In the nature of the case, however, 
most of those that exist will not be identified 
in the lifetime of our civilisation. 

Permutations on this basic theme are pos- 
sible. The comet may score a bull's eye, and 
actually hit the sun or one of the planets. 

. Sometimes it doesn't quite hit a planet, but 
nevertheless interacts with 'it gravitation- 
ally. When that happens the comet may find 
itself robbed of the energy necessary to re- 
turn whence it came. It may become gravi- 
tationally bound to the system, swinging 
back and forth in a suddenly shortened orbit 
that brings it back to the sun at regular in- 
tervals. There are about 100 of these short 
period comets with orbits less than a hun- 
dred years, of which Halleys is the most 
spectacular. 

Space research 
While the majority of comets might be 

unexpected, Comet Halley is anything but. 
Scientists have been waiting for its return 
for years, and tracking it since 1982. A small 
army of spacecraft has been sent out to 
gather as much information as possible. 

The Japanese have sent three spacecraft. 
`Planet A' carries a magnetometer, plasma 
analyser, spectrometer and ultra violet cam- 
era. The two smaller craft are called 
'Tenema' and `Sakigaki'. 

The Russians have combined their latest 
Venus missions with a Comet Halley flyby. 
Each of its two Vega probes has released an 

orbiter to circle the planet before continu- 
ing on for a rendevous with the comet in 
March. Both will carry cameras and instru- 
ments for investigating UV and IR radia- 
tions from the corona and nucleus. They 
also have dust counting instruments on 
board to complement plasma analysers and 
magnetometers. 

Probably the most ambitious of the 
spacecraft is the European Space Agency's 
Giotto, built for the most part by British 
Aerospace. As well as measuring the 
characteristics of dust and gas particles in 
the corona, Giotto has sensitive optical 
equipment with which it will try to photo- 
graph the nucleus of the comet. 

This is more difficult than it sounds. The 
nucleus is very small so Giotto must get 

close to it. Unfortunately the encounter 
speed is about 70 km/s, so Giotto is de- 
signed to tolerate bombardment by the dust 
of the comet while transmitting its informa- 
tion rapidly back to Earth in case it is de- 
stroyed during the encounter. It is fitted 
with a heavy duty particle shield made of 
Kevlar, and the delicate antennae dish is 

located in the tail of the machine, hopefully 
safe from the dust storm that will be blow- 
ing outside. 

As a prelude to the encounter, NASA 
sent its International Cometry Explorer (an 
obsolete Earth orbiting satellite) through 
the tail of comet Giacobini Zinner, which is 

also visiting us at this time. It survived a ride 
through the tail of the comet, but Giotto 
must survive inside the corona and that 
most likely will be more difficult. 

If it seems odd that anyone should worry 
about the consequences of running into 
something as tenuous as the corona of a 

comet, it is worthwhile remembering that a 

single dust grain, at the speeds involved, has 

the same inertia as a light car travelling on a 

motorway. 
There is a considerable amount of inter- 

national co-operation being planned for the 
missions. It is expected that as the space- 
craft hit the comet one after another, in- 
sights into the problems of getting close to it 
will be transmitted to other teams in the 
hope of making some last minute correc- 
tions. One point of concern is that ESA 
planners have not been able to identify the 
position of the nucleus precisely, so they 
look to the Russian Vega machines to give 
them fine pointing information. to 
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ESA's Giotto, named after the renaissance painter Giotto whose famous nativity painting depicted the comet in 

the shepherd's sky. 
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THERE'S MORE THAN 
TRANSISTORS ... Pe,e,on.as 
The point of this series of articles on starting electronics is to 
offer practical advice on the use of ,components and circuits. 
In other words, to help you build things. A couple of things to 
be particularly aware of are how to recognise the devices you 
need and constraints on their use. For this, you don't always 
need the theory. That said, further to the world of solid state. 

HAVE YOU EVER wondered what an 
SCR or a FET is? Perhaps you've pondered 
about PUTS, troubled over triacs, and then 
decided that all these terms seem meaning- 
less. Be confused no more, they are all rela- 
tively simple devices, though they play a big 
part in electronics. In this article we look at 
the more commonly used of these devices - some of which you may encounter, be - 
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lieving them to be transistors. But, "it ain't 
necessarily so!" Such devices are discrete 
active components, 'discrete' because they 
are single devices rather than a part of an in- 
tegrated circuit and 'active' because they 
need a power supply. 

Two categories emerge in the study of 
these devices: the FET family and the 
thyristor group. Before looking at these 
however, one other common component 
must be treated in order to complete the 
subject of the pn junction started last 
month. That is the Zener diode. 

The Zener diode 
In part 10 of Starting Electronics the 

diode was discussed, introducing the con- 
cept of a device which allows unidirectional 
conduction of an electrical current. One 
property of the diode to be careful of is its 
PIV (peak inverse voltage rating), which if 
exceeded, causes reverse current and would 
result in the rapid demise of the device. The 
Zener diode, however, is a component de- 
signed to operate in this reverse conduction 
mode, given certain precautions. Named 
after Carl Zener, who studied the physics 
involving reverse conduction in a pn junc- 
tion; these diodes are used mainly as volt- 
age referénces. 

Figure 1 shows the symbol and a typical 
circuit using a Zener diode as a voltage 
regulator. Note that a resistor is placed be 

tween the supply and the diode in order to 
limit the current in the diode to a safe value. 
A common application of the Zener is 

where the available supply voltage is either 
the wrong value or it varies beyond accept- 
able limits. The Zener diode and the resis- 
tor will work to maintain a constant voltage 
available to the load independently of either 
the supply voltage or the load current. 

In principle, the Zener diode will conduct 
backwards, or from cathode to anode, when 
the voltage across these terminals exceeds 
the breakdown voltage of the device. The 
value of this . voltage is a function of its 

manufacture and ranges from around 1.8 

volts to over 200 volts. Providing the cur- 
rent does not exceed the rating of the diode, 
this reverse voltage will remain almost con- 
stant even though the current can vary from 
virtually zero to the maximum value. 

Zener diodes are identified by two char- 
acteristics. The first is the Zener voltage, 
the other the power rating. This rating can 
vary from 300 milliwatts, up to as high as 

100 watts. The maximum current the device 
can handle is found by dividing the power 
rating by the Zener voltage. The most com- 
mon power ratings are 500 mW (or I watt) 

- and 1 watt. The range of Zener voltages 
available is usually similar to that of resistor 
values, incrementing in steps to give a table 
of values that, allowing for a 5 per cent 
variation in value, covers the entire range. 
For example, just as there is an 8.2 ohm, or 
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an 82 ohm resistor, so too the 8.2 volt, or 82 
volt Zener diode is manufactured. Common 
voltage ratings are those less than 40 volts. 
If values higher than this range are re- 
quired, 'stacking' suitable diodes is an op- 
tion often employed. 

Type numbers vary considerably, the BZ 
series identifies the Zener voltage with the 
last three characters in the form of, for ex- 
ample, 7V5 to indicate a 7.5 volt device. 
Another popular range is the 1N47XX fam- 
ily; the last two digits have no identifiable 
relationship to the Zener voltage. A 1N4737 
is a 7.5 volt, 1 watt diode, the 1N4738 an 8.2 
volt device. It is often difficult to differenti- 
ate between a conventional diode and a 

Zener, so it is wise to consult manufactur-- 
ers' data sheets and the type number. 

The FET 
The field effect transistor, although con- 

ceived in the 1950s, didn't become useful as 

a device until several years later due to 
manufacturing difficulties. Constructed 

INPUT 
DC VOLTAGE 

CATHODODE 

TO CIRCUIT 
NEEDING A 
CONSTANT 
VOLTAGE 

Figure 1. The Zener diode symbol and as used In 

a voltage regulating circuit. 

A couple of Zeners. 

FETs. The MOSFET is the large one above. 

using one pn junction, the FET operates in 
a similar manner to the triode valve. Be- 
cause of this, the FET has one very signifi- 
cant advantage over the transistor which is 

that it represents a virtual open circuit be- 
tween its input terminals. The transistor 
lacks this feature, requiring the input signal 
to be able to handle a relatively low resist- 
ance often needing all sorts of fancy cir- 
cuitry for the more delicate input trans- 
ducers and increasing the complexity (and 
expense) of the circuit. 

The transistor is referred to as a current 
operated device, in which the small base - 
emitter current controls the value of the 
larger collector -emitter current. The FET is 

voltage operated, whereby the voltage 
across the input terminals controls the cur- 
rent flowing in the device. Figure 2 shows 
the symbols used for the various types of 
FET currently manufactured. Like the tran- 
sistor, two polarity types are made, the n 

and the p channel, incorporated in three 
basic FET varieties. These types are the 

GATE 

-T} 
N -CHANNEL 

JFET 

P -CHANNEL 

N -CHANNEL DE P -CHANNEL DE 

DEPLETION -ENHANCEMENT 
MOSFET 

S Is 
N -CHANNEL E ',CHANNEL E 

ENHANCEMENT 
MOSFFT 

DRAIN DRAIN 

GATE 

SOURCE I SOURCE 

N.CHANNEL ',CHANNEL 

STRUCTURE OF TWO TYPES OF 
JFET 

Figure 2. FET symbols. 
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SCRs in packages (from left to right) TO -48, TO -92 and TO -202. 

Ro 

Figure 3. Operation of an n -channel FET; a) JFET biased for conduction; b) greater VGG narrows the 
channel, thus decreasing ID; c) less VGG widens channel and Increases ID. 

JFET (junction FET); the depletion - 
enhancement mode MOSFET and the en- 
hancement mode MOSFET. In all three, 
the terminals are referred to as the gate, 
(equivalent to the base of a transistor), the 
drain (collector) and the source (emitter). 

Figure 3 shows how a JFET operates. If a 
reverse voltage is -applied between the gate 
and source terminals (negative at the gate 
for the n channel), a voltage 'field' is set up. 
This creates a 'pinching effect' in the chan- 
nel created between the drain and source 
terminals, restricting the flow of current in 
the channel. The value of the gate -source 
voltage (VGs) will determine the drain - 
source current (ID) flowing, and by the use 
of suitable circuitry, a FET can be used as 
an amplifier. All the three FET types work 
on this basic principle, despite their con- 
structional differences. 

The MOSFET (metal oxide semiconduc- 
tor) types differ from the JFET in that a thin 
insulating layer of metal oxide is inserted 
between the gate and the channel. This in- 
sulation increases the resistance otherwise 
available between the gate -source terminals 
and prevents conduction if the polarity of 
the input voltage (VGs) reverses to become 
a forward voltage. A JFET has a normal pn 
junction between the gate and the channel, 
(like a diode), and if 'forward biased', will 
allow gate current to flow. The enhance- 
ment MOSFET doesn't have a 'channel' 

until a forward voltage is applied between 
the gate -source terminals; the depletion - 
enhancement MOSFET (DE) allows the 
input voltage to be of either polarity. An- 
other variety of FET is the dual gate MOS- 
FET which has two gates permitting a do 
control signal to one gate, and an ac signal 
to the other. 

FETs of all varieties are generally used 
where a high input impedance is required. 
This means that input current from the sig- 
nal source will be extremely low, a feature 
often required in sensitive measuring or am- 
plifying applications. Like the transistor, 
FETs come in all shapes and sizes, with dif- 
ferent characteristics for uses in many appli- 
cations. Power FETs are now being manu- 
factured, allowing high drain currents (20 
amps or more) with drain -source voltages in 
excess of 500 volts. These devices (called 
VFETs) are now being used in amplifier 
output stages and in power control, applica- 
tions. 

For most low power applications, a FET 
is selected by matching its characteristics to 
the circuit requirements. Typically, a FET 
has a maximum working voltage referred to 
as VDD,,,,,,, a maximum drain current, iden- 
tified as loss, and another parameter often 
known as Vp. This latter quantity is the 
gate -source voltage that causes the drain 
current to fall to zero. The characteristic 
loss is the current flowing from drain to 

TAB, TO202, 10220, T0216 
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(D) (E) (F) 
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2. GATE 2, SOURCE 2. DRAIN 

3. SOURCE 3. DRAIN 3. SOURCE 

Figure 4. Some case outlines for FETs. 

source when no input voltage is present be- 
tween the gate -source terminals. 

Another rating, variously known as YFs, 
or g(s, gives a measure of the degree of con- 
trol the gate voltage has over the drain cur- 
rent. The higher this figure, the greater the 
'gain' of the FET. Like the transistor, the 
case outline will also be listed identifying 
the terminals. Some FETs allow the drain - 
source terminals to be reversed without af- 
fecting their operation. Figure 4 shows the 
case outlines of some common FET types. 
Note that the case outlines also have a lead 
identification for a transistor that may use 
the same package, illustrating how the same 
case type can contain different devices. 

General purpose n channel JFETs in- 
clude the 2N5457, the 2N5484; a common p 
channel device is the PN4360, or the 
2N5460, each costing less than a dollar. 
MOSFETs cost slightly more and might 
range from one dollar up. Caution should 
be exercised in the handling of MOS devices 
as any static charge from the fingers, stor- 
age facility or soldering equipment can 
puncture the insulation, destroying the de- 
vice. Wrapping a piece of fine wire so as to 
connect all the leads together is one precau- 
tion often used. 

Thyristors 
A generic term, the word thyristor refers 

to a family of devices characterised by an in- 
herent switching action which is control- 
lable by an 'external influence. These de- 
vices all have two possible states, either on 
or off. They are used to switch current in 
high power circuits, in timers, oscillators or 
similar low power applications. Like most 
solid state devices, at the base of these com- 
ponents is the pn junction; and they are 
packaged in cases similar to transistors and 
FETs. 

To gain some appreciation as to how 
these devices operate, a short discussion on 
the Shockley diode is in order. Figure 5 
shows the physical construction of the 
Shockley diode, which is comprised of four 
layers of doped silicon, creating three pn 
junctions. The effect of this construction is 
to create a two -transistor circuit as shown. 
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The anode is the terminal connected to the 
p type material, the cathode being con- 
nected to the n type. 

If the anode is made positive to the cath- 
ode in a conventional diode an electrical 
current can flow, providing the voltage ex- 
ceeds 0.6 volts. Reversing the polarity will 
not cause a current flow. In the Shockley 
diode a different set of operatives prevails. 
Applying a positive voltage to the anode 
will merely cause a small leakage current 
which will flow through the pnp transistor 
Ql into the base of the npn transistor 02. If 
the voltage is increased, eventually enough 
leakage current can flow to cause Q2 to turn 
on, which then allows QI to also turn on. 

Thus the diode turns on, becoming a vir- 
tual short circuit between its two terminals. 
Naturally, steps must be taken to limit the 
current flowing through the device; usually 
a resistor is inserted between the supply and 
the diode. In principle therefore, the Shock- 
ley diode is turned on by applying a suffi- 
ciently high voltage across the device, with 
the anode made positive to the cathode. 
Once turned on, it can only be turned off by 
lowering the current flowing to a value that 
is unable to keep the two transistors on. 
Usually the current is interrupted causing it 
to drop to zero. Once this occurs, the diode 
can be turned on again by raising the volt- 
age across it. 

The switch -on voltage is called the break - 
over voltage; the minimum current to main- 
tain conduction is referred to as the holding 
current, with a value usually less than 
1 mA. Reversing the polarity of the voltage 
will not cause any conduction, unless the 
voltage is sufficient to cause the diode to 
breakdown and self destruct. 

The diac 
The diac (bilateral diode switch) is essen- 

tially two Shockley diodes in inverse paral- 
lel. Figure 6 should give the idea; this dia- 
gram also shows the circuit symbol. Used in 
low power applications, the diac will con- 
duct in either direction once the breakover 
voltage is reached. It doesn't matter which 
way round the device is connected as 

switch -off is again achieved by lowering the 
diac's current to below the holding value. 

There are two sorts of diacs: the symmet- 
rical and the asymmetrical types. A sym- 
metrical diac will break down at the same 
voltage either way round; the asymmetrical 
variety has different hreakover voltages de- 
pending on polarity. Diacs are generally 
used to correct the switching of other thyris- 
tors (triacs and SCRs). The asymmetrical 
diac is often employed in light dimmer cir- 
cuits. A typical symmetrical diac is the ST2, 
which looks like a diode and has a break - 
over voltage of around 30 volts. A common 
asymmetrical diac is the ST4, which has the 
appearance of a transistor with one leg re- 
moved. Voltages are approximately 12 volts 
one way, and 16 volts the other. 

The SCR 
The SCR (silicon -controlled rectifier) is a 

device designed to handle much higher cur- 
rents than those thyristors discussed so far. 
As Figure 7 shows, this device is a Shockley 
diode with an extra connection, called the 
gate. The SCR will behave in the same way 

as the Shockley diode, in that it can be 

turned on by exceeding its forward break - 
over voltage, and must be turned off by 

reducing the current through it to a value 
below the holding current. However, the 
presence of the gate terminal allows another 
mode of control. 

If the anode of the SCR is positive with 

respect to the cathode, but below the break - 
over voltage, the SCR can be turned on by 
applying a small positive voltage, around 
0.6 V, between the gate and the cathode 
terminals. Once the SCR is conducting, the 
gate voltage can be removed and the device 
will remain on until the current is interrupt- 
ed. This means that the SCR can be turned 
on by the application of a positive pu/se of a 

few microseconds or so for the duration. 
The SCR is used mainly where the load 

being controlled is supplied from an ac 

source. Because the polarity of the voltage 
is reversing (50 times per second for the 
mains), the current through an ac -supplied 
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Figure 5. The Shockley diode: schematic symbol, basic construction and equivalent circuit. 

Figure 6. The dlac: schematic symbol, basic construction, equivalent two-pnpn-Shockley diode 

representation, equivalent circuit and bias conditions. 
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Figure 7. The SCR: schematic symbol, basic 
construction, SCR equivalent circuit and circuit 
showing SCR controlling a lamp. 

SCR will drop to zero for each polarity re- 
versal. This provides a nice easy way to turn 
the device off; all that remains is to turn it 
on when required. The circuitry to `trigger' 
the SCR into conduction is known as the 
triggering circuit, and is often very simple. 
Included in Figure 7 is a basic circuit using a 
diac, a variable resistor and a capacitor as 
the triggering circuit; the SCR controls the 
brilliance of a lamp according to the setting 
of the variable resistor. Commercial circuits 
may be slightly more complex, but this cir- 
cuit gives the general idea. 

Other applications for SCRs include pro- 
tection against over -voltage. It is often im- 
portant to protect a circuit from a fault that 
may occur in the power supply, in which 
case the voltage output of the supply rises 
above a safe value, with possible disasterous 
results for the circuit being supplied. A 
common method of protection is to use a 
Zener diode conducting above a preset volt- 
age to trigger an SCR connected across the 
power supply terminals. Should the SCR 
ever conduct, it will happily blow the fuses, 
preventing the over -voltage condition from 
remaining. 

SCRs are rated according to their break - 
over voltage and the current they can han- 
dle. Other specifications may include 
switching speed, holding current, gate cur- 
rent and voltage, as well as case outline. 
Some SCRs are referred to as sensitive gate 
devices, meaning they need very little gate 
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Figure 8. The triac: schematic symbol, basic 
construction, triac equivalent circuit and modes 
of operation. 

current to cause triggering. A common low 
power range of SCRs is the C103 series. A 
C103B can handle 200 volts, with a maxi- 
mum current of around 0.5 amps dc (0.8 
amps rms), and comes in the TO -92 pack- 
age. A sensitive gate, 400 volt, 4 amp (mis) 
SCR is the C106D which comes packaged in 
a TO -202 case. It is important to realise that 
the metal fin is connected to the anode ter- 
minal. This is done to allow heat dissipa- 
tion, and care must be taken to insulate this 
fin from any external heatsink that may be 
used. For heavier duty applications, the 
C122E (500 volts, 8 amp) or the C164D 
(stud mount, 400 volt, 16 amp) SCRs are 
typical. 
The triac 

Like the SCR, the triac is used in power 
applications, with the advantage of being 
able to conduct in both directions. The 
unidirectional characteristic of the SCR 
means that if control from zero to fully on is 
required, two SCRs must be used in inverse 
parallel. This complicates the triggering cir- 
cuitry and makes the triac a popular choice 
in many power control circuits. 

Figure 8 shows the symbol for a triac. 
Note that the bidirectional characteristic is 
portrayed by this symbol; the terminals are 
referred to as main terminal two, main ter- 
minal one and gate. The construction is 
complex, involving many pn junctions, to 
effectively result in two back to back SCRs. 
The operation of the triac is similar to that 

t* 

Three triacs (all TO -220 packages) and 
an asymmetric diac. 

of the SCR. Conduction results from a gate 
pulse and turns off only when the current 
falls below the device's holding current. 

The triggering of a triac is interesting in 
that four modes of operation are possible, 
depending on the polarity of MT2 and MT1 
and the polarity of the gate pulse. Although 
all four modes are possible, the triac is most 
sensitive in only two of these. These are 
when MT2 is positive, and the gate has a 
positive pulse applied, both with respect to 
MTI, and when MT2 and the gate are nega- 
tive, again compared to MTI. The implica- 
tion is that if a triac is connected with MT2 
and MTI reversed, erratic performance 
may result. Hence, correct terminal identi- 
fication is necessary, or, failing this, trying 
the device in both ways. 

Triacs are used extensively in light dim- 
mers, motor speed controls, in domestic ap- 
pliances (mixers, etc), as well as in indus- 
trial applications. Controller ICs are manu- 
factured for use with triacs, allowing all 
kinds of special control methods. One use- 
ful control technique is to switch the triac on 
only when the voltage across it is small 
(near zero), and to allow the triac to remain 
on for say two cycles out of 10. Known as 
zero -crossing control, this method prevents 
radio frequency interference from occur- 
ring, a phenomenon which results whenever 
a high current is suddenly switched on. 
Where this type of control is not possible, 
special suppression circuitry should be 
employed. 

As for the SCR, a wide range of triacs is 
manufactured. The SCI4ID and the 
SCI46D are two common types. Both are 
packaged in a TO -220 case and have a 400 
volt rating with, respectively, current capa- 
bilities of six amps and 10 amps. A 15 amp, 
400 volt device is the SC151D while other 
types allow even higher currents and volt- 
ages. A point to note is that both the SCR 
and the triac are normally turned on by the 
gate pulse, but will also turn on if the volt- 
age across them exceeds the breakover volt- 
age. To avoid this, the device must be 
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selected to have a rating exceeding the ap- 
plied voltage. 

Another 'nasty' that will also trigger 
these components is the rate at which the 
applied voltage changes. All SCRs and 

triacs are given a dv/dt rating which refers to 
the rate at which the voltage across the de- 
vice may change before triggering will 
occur. Usually givenas a volts per microsec- 
ond value, triggering from exceeding this 
rating causes many problems, making cir- 
cuit design using these thyristors more 
tricky than usual. In general, it is fair to 
point out that SCR/triac circuits are more 
difficult to design than most others; begin- 
ners should tread warily when using them. 
Many excellent treatises are available for 
help, such as the General Electric SCR 
manual which is comprehensive on these 
devices. 

The UJT and the PUT 
The UJT (unijunction transistor) is the 

simplest thyristor. Its construction and sym- 
bol are shown in Figure' 9. Note carefully 
the difference between this symbol and that 
of the JFET. The terminals are known as 

base 2, base 1, and the emitter. The equiva- 
lent circuit is also shown, illustrating that 

the path between the base terminals is sim- 
ply that of a resistor. 

A pn junction (diode) is present between 
a tapping of the resistor and the emitter ter- 
minal. The voltage that will result at the 
cathode of the diode is dependent on the 
applied voltage and the tapping point along 
the resistor. To calculate this, manufactur- 
ers give a rating known as the intrinsic 
stand-off ratio of the UJT. This sophisti- 
cated sounding term simply means that the 
voltage thus present equals this ratio (called 
Tt or neta) multiplied by the applied voltage. 

The operation of a UJT is very simple. If 
a voltage is applied across the base termi- 
nals, with base 2 to positive terminal, then 
applying a voltage to the emitter sufficient 
to forward bias the diode will cause the 
emitter -base 1 circuit to switch to a low 
resistance. This firing voltage will approxi- 
mately equal Tl times the applied voltage. 
The device will turn off when the current 
through the emitter falls below the holding 
value. A common application is the UJT os 
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Figure 9. The PUT and UJT. 
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Halley mania 
Since time immemorial, the return of Hal- 
ley's Comet has been an opportunity for 
every loony in the shire to get it together 
and strut his stuff. Consider the two gentle- 
men of Chicago, USA, who made a living 
all through 1910 by selling 'comet elixir', a 

substance designed to protect the gullible 
from the effects of the comet's tail. The 
police, ever ready to oppress free enter- 
prise, arrested the two and caused a riot 
when the public realised it would be de- 
prived of its supplies. 

This time around we are all going about 
the return of Comet Halley with far less ex- 
citement. This is due in part to the fact that 
the majority of us can't even see it because 
of the amount of light and filth that hangs 
over our cities. Nevertheless some enter- 
prising free marketeers are getting into the 
act and making money out of Halley's ice- 
berg. 

Here at ETI, trendsetters all, we are put- 
ting our oar in before anyone else with a 

decent comet hunting telescope. As you will 
all understand, the biggest disadvantage of 
the current generation of telescopes is that 
they can only be used at night, only in a 
clear space, and only when the comet is in 
the sky. 

.,, 

a 

. 
. 

This is a ridiculous state of affairs. What 
we want is a device that is time indepen- 
dent, place independent, and most impor- 
tantly, comet independent. The answer, of 
course, is a cardboard tube with a picture of 
the comet painted on the glass at the busi- 
ness end. This would allow you the pleasure 
of seeing the comet without ever leaving the 
comfort of your armchair. 

Of course, doing the job properly would 
be quite a design project. You would 
presumably need to control the illumination 
on the picture to allow for the sensitivity of 
the viewer's eyes. If they were dark adapted 
it wouldn't need to be as bright as if viewing 

was done with the lights on. Perhaps a light 
dependent resistor on the outside could be 
used to determine the ambient light condi- 
tions, and interior illumination could be, 
made proportional to this. We would also 
need some kind of timing function to allow 
for the rate at which dark adaptation oc- 
curs. The closest electronic mimic of natural 
bodily functions is probably capacitive dis- 
charge, so maybe a simple RC network 
would do. If it was a problem we could put a 
PROM in it and do the job properly. 

The simplest form of illumination would 
be with a red LED, but this would lead to a 
highly unrealistic rendition of the comet. 
Why not make the picture of a material that 
will absorb red light and reflect it as white 
light? What we want is a thin film with a 
crystal structure that will be excited by the 
LED emissions, and then decay at random 
wavelengths. 

However, even with such refinements it 
wouldn't be hard for the eye to detect that it 
was only looking at an image at the end of 
the tube. What is required is some method 
of fooling the eye into thinking it's focused 
on infinity. A relatively simple lens system 
in the tube should accomplish this. 

Finally, we need the punters to buy it. 
Any offers? 
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cillator. As Figure 9 shows, this circut is ex- 
tremely simple, using only three compo- 
nents. The waveform that results is called a 
sawtooth waveform (used variously in 
things such as mosquito repellers and musi- 
cal instruments). As an approximation, the 
frequency is equal to the reciprocal of the 
product of R1 and Ct. 

The PUT (programmable unijunction 
transistor) has this up-market name to illus- 
trate that the neta value referred to for the 

UJT can be determined by the user. All this 
means is that you have to add the resistors 
that establish the firing voltage, whereas 
they are integral with the UJT. 

Figure 9 also shows the symbol and con- 
struction of the PUT. Note the similarity of 
both these to the SCR. In operation, the 
PUT fires when its anode voltage exceeds 
the cathode voltage by 0.6 volts; a low 
resistance occurs between the anode -cath- 
ode terminals. Turn-off results when the 

UJT left, PUT right. 
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anode current falls below the holding value. 
These two devices are often used in 

SCR/triac triggering circuits. The trigger 
pulse is derived from the base 1 (UJT) or 
cathode (PUT) terminals and is the result of 
the discharging of a capacitor through the 
device. The waveforms shown in Figure 9 il- 
lustrate this concept, with the waveform 
across R2 being the trigger pulse that can 
supply the SCR/triac. The PUT is also used 
in oscillator circuits, and is found in various 
TV circuits or wherever a sawtooth wave- 
form is required. The PUT is preferred over 
the UJT as it allows the circuit to be device 
independent, as the neta value is set up by 
external components. 

There are numerous other thyristor types 
and experimenters should be cautious in as- 
suming a device is a particular type, because 
it 'looks like one'. The devices covered here 
represent those most likely to be encoun- 
tered. Because SCRs and triacs are often -a 

part of a high (or mains) voltage system, 
care must be excercised to ensure safety to 
both the individual and the rest of the cir- 
cuit. Recall that the metal section of the 
case is usually connected to the anode 
(SCR) or main terminal 2 (triac), which in 
turn eventually connects to the voltage 
supply. 
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